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Ariston Audio announces
the radical RD40 System.
It could make history!

HI-TECH. UNIQUE SPEC — no other
turntable compares with RD40 at this
remarkable price!
O Substantial machined aluminium
RD40 is a totally new, but logical ' construction for absolute rigidity.
development — based on years of O Single-point precision bearing.
Ariston experience — that lets you O Fully adjustable three-point
begin your advance to superior hi-fi at suspension, with total isolation.
aprice you can afford.
O Large concave platter with
Armed with quality at the vital source, peripheral mass. and record clamp.
you can progress to greater heights via O 24-pole AC synchronous motor,
an impressive array of sensibly-priced as standard
accessories.
O Belt drive, via 2-speed pulley, with
The RD40 turntable costs only £99.95 smoothing clutch.
(s.r.p.) or £ 159.95 complete with the O Acoustimat, with hi-damping
Ariston tone arm.
factor, to reduce vinyl resonance.
HI-FI NEWS de RECORD REVIEW
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RD40 UPGRADING ACCESSORIES —
no other turntable offers such
versatility at any price!
*DC motor, with pitch control and
electronic speed switch * Isolating
base * Plexiglas cover * Adjusting feet
*Mass rings * Heavy platter * Heavy
springs *The Ariston tone arm.
Ask your Ariston dealer to demonstrate
all the advantages of the unique RD40
system, or contact us for full details
and dealer list.
Ariston Acoustics Ltd.
Unit 176, Brieryside, Prestwick Airport,
Prestwick, Ayrshire, Scotland KA9 2RB.
Telephone: (0292) 7693314.
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The Sign of aGood HiFi Dealer
There are many chain stores that profess
to sell Hi Fi. Some are red hot when it
comes to ovens, others real cool when
it comes to freezers. You might even
pick up atower system quite cheap in a
few of them.
But only Hi Fi Markets can claim to be
true Hi Fi retailers, with almost 180
branches throughout the UK. Every one
of our dealers is aHi Fi specialist with an
in-depth knowledge of the latest
innovations and an appreciation of the
finer design details.

Choice of
Leading Makes

Competitive
Prices

Hi Fi Markets offer awide
selection of equipment by the
leading Hi Fi manufacturers.
Amongst the brands that can
be purchased at most HiFi
Markets Stores are: NAD,
TECHNICS, JVC, SONY,
YAMAHA. PIONEER,
NAKAMICHI, MARANTZ,
HITACHI, CELESTION, AR,
KEF, BOSTON ACOUSTICS,
DUAL, THORENS, LINN,
ARISTON, ORTOFON,
SENNHEESER
plus arange of useful
accessories.

With armost 180 branches
and apowerful buying team
at Head Office, HiFi Markets
are able to order in large
quantities and obtain
maximum discounts from our
suppliers. This enables us to
keep our prices at avery
competitive level without
having to cut back on service.

Unbiased Advice
Your Hi Fi Markets Dealer
will be pleased to advise you

on the best equipment to suit
your personal listening tastes
as well as your pocket. As
Hi Fi Markets is afranchise
scheme, the man behind the
counter has apersonal
interest in keeping satisfied
customers. That's why you
can rely on Hi Fi Markets to
offer personal attention and
unbiased advice.

Choose 5years
peace of mind at
HiFi Markets

s-.
HiFi Markets are Britain's
largest specialist Hi Fi
retailers. Now, in addition to
offer ing the greatest choice
of equipment at very
competitive prices, we give
you the option of extending
your guarantee to five years
covering parts and labour.
For asingle modest payment
you are protected against
repair bills and can enjoy
complete peace of mind for
five years. Your local Hi Fi
Markets will be pleased to
give details of this highly
beneficial scheme.

The place where people care about hi-fi

HiFi Markets
Instant Credit
Card

Now you can obtain instant
credit at any of the 170 Hi Fi
Market Stores throughout
the UK. Just decide how
much you wish to pay after
deposit each month (any
amount between £ 8and £ 50)
and you can have credit of up
to 24 times your monthly
repayment. For example, a
monthly repayment of £ 10
will give you acredit limit of
£240. Interest of 21
/ % of the
4
balance outstanding will be
charged to your account at
the end of each month. APR
30.6%. The interest rate may
be varied from time to time.
With aHiFi Markets Instant
Credit Card you buy at
today's prices, enjoying your
hi-fi while you're paying for it.

Delivery
Any equipment purchased
from HiFi Markets can be
delivered. Ring your nearest
branch for details.

Latest Developments
from NAD

How do you improve the world's
most acclaimed amplifier?
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New NAD 3020A
Amplifier
Most other manufacturers,
had they produced an
amplifier anywhere near as
successful as the NAD 3020,
wourd be content to sit back
and let the orders roll in. But
not NAD. Even though the
NAD 3020 is the most
acclaimed amplifier in the
world, much attention is still
paid to constructive
comments made in the
reviews, the two most often
requested functions having
now been incorporated in the
new NAD 3020A. These are
the inclusion of an MC input
and amono button switch,
making the unit more
versatile than ever. And of
course all the acclaimed NAD

3020 features are there.
Volume levels far in excess of
what would be expected from
its conservative 20 watt per
channel power rating. This
remarkable characteristic is
made possible by highvoltage, high-current output
stages which can deliver
short-term bursts of two to
five times the rated
continuous power output into

loudspeakers of widely
varying impedances. And
there's exclusive NAD Soft
Clipping'. When the 3020A
amplifier is driven beyond its
rated power, the Soft
Clipping circuit gently limits
the waveform voltage so that
the output transistors are
never driven into saturation,
i.e. into hard clippings.' This
feature eliminates the harsh
power- supply buzz and some
of the distortion which hard
clipping normally would
cause; thus the 3020A can be
driven substantially beyond
its rated power cleanly and
safely. And improvements in
circuitry have been
implemented by Erik
Edvardsen with the result
that in aseries of listening
tests between the basic 3020
and anew prototype 3020A,

Matching Tuner
NAD 4020A
AM/FM tuner incorporating
latest technology including a
dual-gate MOSFET front end
tuning system for agood
combination of sensitivity
and resistance to overload.

£109.00

HMI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

apanel of independent
listeners were in agreement
that, unbelievable as it may
seem, the new model 3020A
actually sounded better. But
here's the greatest news of
all. The NAD 3020A sells for
the same price as the basic
3020. It all adds up to betterthan-ever- value from NAD!

f109.00

NAD The most acclaimed
HiFî in the World
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The NAD 4150 SCHOTZ Tuner is the first major
advance in FM Tuner Technology in the last 10 years

n
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Aseries of important engineering
advances ( FETs, crystal and ceramic
I.F. filters, integrated-circuit I.F. stages,
and the PLI multiplex stereo decoder
chip) raised the performance of FM
tuners dramatically during the late
1960$, but during the past decade most
advances in tuner design have involved
convenience features (e.g. digital
tuning) rather than fundamental
improvements in sonic performance. In
terms of the parameters that limit a
tuner's performance in normal use ( its
sensitivity and its resistance to
multipath interference) the
last ten years have brought

no fundamental advance in FM. tuner
design — until. now.
The NAD 4150 is the first stereo tuner
featuring the new Schotz Variable
Bandwidth PLL Detector, apatented
phase- locked- loop FM detector circuit
whose frequency bandwidth
automatically varies with signal
strength and signal quality in order to
optimise reception. It dramatically
improves performance in these two key
areas.
Sensitiviy. The Schotz detector expands
the tuner's sensitivity beyond the
generally accepted theoretical limit,
reaching 1.0 microvolt into 300 ohms or

0.5 uV into 75 ohms, effectively
doubling the number of stations that
can be received.
Capture ratio. The Schotz detector
substantially improves the tuner's
resistance to multipath interference,
which depends on its ability to
"capture" the desired signal and reject
slightly weaker reflected signals. With
medium-to-strong signal levels the
capture ratio of the 4150 is so low that
it is difficult to measure. And while the
capture ratio of conventional tuner
circuits becomes substantially worse
with weak signals, it remains below 1.2
dB in the 4150 even at very low signal

levels, allowing many more stereo
broadcasts to be received without
distortion. Thanks to these advances,
stations that are unacceptably noisy
and distorted with the best
conventional tuners become clean and
quiet with the NAD 4150.
Genuine digital tuning. Digital
frequency- synthesis tuning is amajor
advance in both tuning accuracy and
convenience of use, and the NAD 4150
has it. Five FM and five AM stations can
easily be stored in the tuner's memory
circuits and instantly recalled.

£169.00

"(NAD 1020) This pre-amp
credits the strongest
recommendation"
NAD 7150 Receiver

The tuner section of the new NAD 7150
receiver is identical to that of the 41'50
tuner combining the extraordinary
convenience and accuracy of digital
frequency-synthesis tuning with the
unprecedented sensitivity and
multipath rejection of the new Schotz
Detector. Its phono preamplifier circuit
is anew FET-input discrete 8-transistor

NAD 3150 Amplifier

The NAD 3150 integrated amplifier is
the ideal choice for the music lover who
needs amore powerful or flexible
amplifier than the world-famous NAD
3020. It continues the NAD tradition of
combining genuinely useful innovation
with exceptional price/performance
value. The 3150 is twice as 'powerful as

PRACTICAL HI-FI

design with exceptionally wide dynamic
range, excellent immunity to CB
interference, and unsurpassed sound
quality. And its powerful output stage,
like all NAD amplifiers, drives
loudspeakers of any impedanceto
surprisingly high volume levels while
remaining clean and musical at all
times.

£308.00

the 3020 when operated in stereo, and
six times as powerful when switched to
the bridged mode and used with a
companion power amplifier for stereo.
In addition the 3150 contains avariety
of circuit features that contribute to its
qutstanding operating flexibility and
highly musical sound quality.

Continuing atradition of remarkable
price/performance value, the 1020 is an
audiophile-quality pre amp.

£199.00

£7.00

NAO 1020 Pre Amplifier

HIM MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

NAD 2150 Power Amplifier

Delivers more than twice its rated
power with musical waveforms, i.e.
over 250 watts in bridged configuration.

£149.00

In aworld full of turntables
that tend to look alike, operate
alike, and suffer from similar
limitations, NAD has
taken afresh approach. A
searching re-examination
of the common problems in
turntable performance has
resulted in an easy- to- use
semi- automatic, belt- drive
turntable that provides an
exceptionally vibration-free
environment for the record,
plus aradically new tonearm
design that serves as a
remarkably stable, nonresonant carrier for the
phono pickup cartridge. The
NAD 5120 combines unique
styling, superb record-

playing performance, and
exceptional freedom from
resonant colou rat ions
and feedback, at
asurprisingly
modest

price. The unique thin,
flat, lightweight, low- inertia
tonearm has an effective mass
of only 6grams for optimum
performance of any phono
cartridge. It is constructed
of non- resonant phenolic and
cannot " ring" and colour
the sound like metal arms.
The tonearm is one inch in
width, providing ideal lateral

.
stiffness. It cannot flex like
thin arm tubes. Midrange
resonances of tubular arms
are replaced with asingle,
optimally damped, lowfrequency vertical flexure
mode. Aspring- suspended
counterweight with
viscous damping
acts as a
precisiontuned
Dynamic
Vibration
Absorber, cancelling
the infrasonic arm/
cartridge resonance.
Another outstanding
feature is the floating
subchassis which isolates

The place where people care about hi-fi

tonearm and platter from
external vibration. The low
4Hz suspension frequency
provides exceptional
immunity from acoustic
feedback. And there's
convenient one- knob control
for both platter rotation and
arm cueing. The motor
automatically switches on as
the tonearm is lowered,
switching off when the arm is
raised.

£99.50

Complete with tonearm.
Cartridge extra.

'
Additional Tonearm £24.50.
Cartridge extra

..P1'.',A. .1 I I
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HiFi Markets
recomm en ded systems
Hi Fi Markets have put
together awide range of
systems to cover all
listening tastes at prices
ranging from around £250
to over £ 1,000.
The components selected
for Hi Fi Markets
recommended systems
have all been highly
acclaimed and carefully
matched by our experts.
On this page we have
highlighted one of these
systems in which NAD and
AR are combined to
brilliant effect. Your local
Hi Fi Markets Dealer will
be pleased to discuss your
personal requirements
with you.

System of the Month

1. NAD 5120 Turntable.

This remarkable new turntable
from NAD features a
revolutionary thin, flat, lowinertia tonearm and afloating
subchassis which isolates the
tonearm and platter from
external vibration. Combines
unique styling with superb
record- playing performancè.
Complete with NAD 9200
Cartridge.

2. AR28LS Speakers.

A new 2- way bookshelf speaker
with 200mm woofer which
incorporates avery linear
suspension allowing greater
movement and thus allowing the
reproduction of an extremely
wide dynamic range and also of
high listening levels if desired.
The 32mm tweeter uses
magnetic fluids in the voice coil
gap. This allows higher power
handling and low distortion.

3. NAD 3150 Amplifier.

Continues the NAD tradition of
combining genuinely useful
innovation with exceptional price/
performance value. The 3150 is
twice as powerful as the 3020A
when operated in stereo, and six
times as powerful when
switched to the bridged mode and
used with acompanion power
amplifier for stereo. In addition
the 3150 contains avariety of

circuit features that contribute
to its outstanding operating
flexibility and musical quality.

4. NAD 4150 Tuner.

The NAD 4150 is the first stereo
tuner featuring the new Schotz
Variable Bandwidth PLL
Detector, apatented phaselocked-loop FM detector circuit
whose frequency bandwidth
automatically varies with signal
strength and signal quality in
order to optimise reception. It
dramatically improves
performance in all key areas.

5. NAD 6050C Cassette
Deck.

Incorporates ahost of advanced
features including Dolby C,
Dolby B, direct loading with
click- locked soft touch buttons,
review/cue functions, LED sigma'
indicator meter, full autostop at
end of the tape in any mode and
one touch recording button.

Price £ 775.00 Complete

System
\of the Month
11141 MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

"The Result is
aclassic budget
design"
WHAT HI-FI

"Delivers exceptional Super New
performance at avery Loudspeaker from
low price"
AR
STEREO REVIEW

"One of the finest
loudspeakers
produced anywhere"

PRACTICAL HI-FI

All speaker prices per pair

KEF Coda II
The KEF Coda II is a2-way
bookshelf speaker with
1in soft dome tweeter and
8in long throw woofer. A
special low frequency
loading technique which
has been developed by
KEF results in extended
low frequency response
and greater power
handling capacity than
one would expect from a
speaker of this size.

Coda II
Cantor Il
Carena II
Caprice II
Carlton II

£99.00
£119.00
£139.00
£149.00
£239.00

Boston
Acoustics A40

AR18LS

Celestion SL6

Hi Fi Markets are pleased
to brine you the Boston
Acoustics A40, acompact
2-way bookshelf speaker
which has won much
critical acclaim. We can
strongly recommend this
speaker as one of the most
cost-effective designs
available anywhere. The
A40 which features a
61
/ in acoustic- suspension
2
woofer and 3/
4in dome
tweeter, delivers
exceptional performance
at avery low price.

The AR18LS is an updated
version of the AR18s, a
bookshelf type acoustic
suspension, 2-way
speaker. New grille cloth
and cabinet appearance
have been added to give a
contemporary style in
keeping with the top-ofthe- line AR98LS. The
sound is still the same —
the sound that has
received critical acclaim
worldwide.

The Celestion SL6 has
been designed with a
complete understanding
of the vibration of all the
drive units, which operate
with complementary
behaviour mounted in a
cabinet conceived as part
of acomplete system. The
resulting accuracy,
transparency and
resolution is excellent
especially with better
recordings.

AR8LS
AR18LS
AR28LS
AR38s
AR48s
AR925

SL6
Ditton 100
Ditton 110
Ditton 130
Ditton 150
Ditton 200

A40

£99 00

£79.90
£99.90
£129.90
£ 149.90
£ 199.90
£299.90

The place where people care about hi-fi

£269.00
£75.00
£99.00
£ 129.00
£159.00
£209.00

Ortofon Cartridges

Nakamichi

Do you value your record collection?
If so, then it's important that you invest in aquality hi-fi
cartridge.
It is the cartridge that makes the first and only contact
with the record groove; translating the undulations in the
groove into music.
A poor cartridge, or one which is worn or damaged — can
not only spoil the music, it can also ruin avaluable record
collection.
Ortofon is one of the world's leading manufacturers of hifi cartridges and the only company in the world to also
produce the record cutterheads.

Nakamichi DRAGON Auto Reverse Cassette Deck
A truly innovative cassette deck.
the Dragon offers auto reverse
operation with adiscrete three
head reproduction system. Tape
head azimuth alignment is an
extremely important factor in
achieving the best possible
reproduction quality. In other
auto reverse cassette decks
sound quality in one direction is
generally much worse than in
the other direction due to
differing azimuth alignment. The
Dragon, however has the NAAC
system ( Nakamichi Auto Azimuth
Correction) which ensures the
best possible playback
performance from any tape and
in the forward and reverse

Ortofon's advanced
technology and design can be
seen in the Concorde STD
cartridge, an integrated
magnetic cartridge weighing
15 grams. It is designed to
plug into all tone arms with

directions. The Dragon uses a
dual- capstan transport with
both capstans directly driven via
independent Super Linear
Torque Direct Drive motors for
transport stability and precision
that simply cannot be improved
upon. Other features include
manual calibration of the left
and right channel for bias,
record and playback, Dolby B- C
type noise reduction, switchable
MPX filter and 2- speed autofader function. The Nakamichi
Dragon is without doubt anew
standard in top- performance
cassette reproduction.

£1099.00

standard sockets. Like all
Ortofon magnetic cartridges
is uses the famous VMS
(Variable Magnetic Shunt)
principle, and incorporates
an Elliptical diamond.

£19.90

Ortofon TM Series

Ortofon also produce aspecial range of cartridges for
Technics SL turntables with their linear tracking tone arms.
Three magnetic models plus one Moving Coil cartridge are
available.

TM 10H

TM 20H

£12.90
TM 30H

£28.50

TMC 200

£55.00

£ 110.00

Nakamichi BX-2
"Nakamichi have areputation for making Rolls Royce
cassette decks"
POPULAR II Fl
One of Nakamichi's latest
cassette decks, the BX-2 is a
2- head machine offering
simplified features, functions
and operation while providing
'Nakamichi' performance
reproduction. A new
microcomputer controlled
mechanism offers smooth,
gentle tape handling and silent
operation precision. A new
record/playback head has been
specifically designed for this
deck with emphasis on achieving
optimum performance of both
the record and playback
functions without compromising
the performance of either.

HMI MARKETS
The place where people care about hi-fi

The playback equalizer features a
unique loss- compensation .
system that ensures perfect EQ
characteristics. and Nakarnichi s
Double NF circuit achieves
exceptionally low distortion in
the low- frequency range. The
BX-2 also features Dolby Band C
noise reduction. memory play
and rec mute functions.

£259.00
note: not all
Markets branches are
Appointed Nakamichi
Cenixes. Please check
bef ore travelling.

Please

We recommend Yamaha
for outstanding performance
Hi Fi Markets experts audition hundreds of Hi Fi components each year in order td select the best quality HiFi at the
best value prices for our customers. In the light of our experience, Hi Fi Markets unhesitatingly recommend Yamaha.
This company has along history of manufacturing fine quality musical instruments and the unparalleled knowledge
they have gained has been used to good effect in producirg arange of Hi Fi which gives superb musical reproduction.

Yamaha A-400 Amplifier
40 watts per channel with 0.03%
THD, MCIVIM cartridge compatibility,
Continuous variable loudness control,

Yamaha A-300 Amplifier
30 watts per channel with 0.05%
THD. Continually variable loudness
control, tape monitor function, audio
muting switch.

£89.95
Yamaha T-300 AM/FM/LW
Tuner
Pilot tone PLL multiplex system,
3- segment LED signal level meter,

Yamaha A-500 Amplifier
) Incorporating Yamaha's Zero

Distortion Rule which sets new
standards in audio power
amplification purity by totally
eliminating amplifier- introduced
distortion in the final power stage.
Impressive 70 watts per channel with
incredibly low 0.01% THD.
Azg,
Il»:

£169.00

Tape monitor function. DAD input
function, Audio muting switch.
Superb Yamaha qualify.

£129.00

FM stereo indicator, FM muting/mono
switch.

£89.95
Yamaha K-300 Cassette
Deck
Dolby Band C noise reduction, full IC
logic, feather- touch control panel,
automatic tape selection, 2- motor
transport, metal tape compatibility.

Yamaha K-500 Cassette Deck
Yamaha's unique pure Sendust, low
impedance head takes lull advantage
of the superior electromechanical
characteristics of Sendust. Both

Dolby Band C noise reduction are
provided, also full IC logic, feathertouch controls and automatic tape
selection Also- available in black.

£179.00

£139.00

Yamaha T-500 AM/FM/LW
Tuner

Yamaha C-50 Preamplifier

Yamaha M-50 Power Amplifier

Outstanding features includes:
Quartz PLL Synthesizer System, 5
LW-AM/5FM preset station tuning
auto/manual tuning, 3- segment LED
signal level meter. digital frequency
display, memory back-up function.

New linear transfer circuit for
minimal distortion, extended rolloff
equalizer, 4-gang volume control,
independent MC/MM equalizer amps.
direct MC phono input provides pure
phono signal path, disc direct
function.

ZDR power amplification. new linear
transfer bias circuit, " X- power
supply. all direct- coupled circuitry,
UR speaker level controls for two sets
of speakers, dual range20-LED peak
power meters with switchable peak hold.

£119.00 •

£295.00

Yamaha P-200 Turntable
Belt drive turntable. DC servo motor,
automatic return and cut. VM-type
cartridge supplied.

£79.00
Yamaha P-300 Turntable

"A very
good
standard
of sound"
FI
ANSWERS

Direct drive turntable. FG servo
control, automatic return and cut.
VM-type cartridge supplied.

£99.00

£365.00
Yamaha NS- 1000M Speakers
A large and solid 3-way speaker
system with beryllium dome tweeter
and midrange drivers. Tangential
edge suspension, midrange and
tweeter level controls, acoustic
suspension design, unique acoustic
equalizers.

£726.00

per pair

Please note: not all 111Fi
Markets branches are
Appointed Yamaha Centres.
Please check before
travelling.
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Fantastic Selection of ,,
Accessories at HiFi Markets
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O Original
Master
Recordings
Special pressed recordings of
popular, rock, folk and classical
music. 50 titles to choose from
including: ' Abbey Road' and 'The
White Album' The Beatles, ' Breakfast
in America' Supertramp, ' Fleetwood
Mac', Darkside of the Moon' Pink
Floyd. 'The Planets' LPO. Ravel
'Bolero' BPO, Tchaikovsky ' 1812' LSO.
Single Album
£16.50
Double Album
£23.95

OSennheiser

Our best selling headphones
HD4004
£10.99
HD40
£12.99
£16.99
HD410
HD414
£29.99
HD420
£35.99
HD430
£49.99
HD230
£69.99

OZerostat

Neutralizes static charges on records,
greatly reducing tendency to collect
dust. Slowly squeezing the trigger
projects apowerful stream of positive
ions. Releasing it produces asimilar
shower of negatively charged ions.
The result is an effective
neutralization of negative and
positive charges.
£7.95

O Allsop 3

O Mega Cable

70301 Audio Cassette Cleaner
Latest design with gear drive unit
which will also clean auto reverse
cassette decks. Ideal for in-car as well
as domestic units.
£3.95

0 Nagaoka
High Performance MP Series
Cartridges
These cartridges use the most up to
date materials including apermalloy
oscillator having ahigh magnetic
permeability and asamarium cobalt
magnet, having ahigh magnetic
energy. These materials take
advantage of Nagaoka's advanced
cartridge technology to reproduce a
flat sound for all frequency ranges
from crystal clear high notes to super
deep low tones.

MP10£14.95
MP11£16.95

MP15£31.00
MP20£38.95

0 NAD 9200
Cartridge
"in our view is the best
cartridge at this price we have
heard to date"
POPULAR HI- Fl
Frequency response: 15Hz - 20KHz
.± 2dB. Channel separation: 24dB at
1KHz, 15dB at 10KHz. .0003in. X
.0007in diasa elliptical stylus.

£19.50

200 strand Mega Cable from HiFi
Markets is the best speaker cable
available. Providing the best link
between the amplifier and speakers
neither adding or taking away
anything from the true music.
From 70p per metre

O Hunt EDA
Carbon Fibre Brush
The Carbon Fibre filaments in Hunt
EDA brushes are electrically
conductive and fully discharge the
static freeing the dust and grit
particles in the record grooves. High
density Hunt EDA brushes present up
to 1,000 fine filaments to each
groove.
£6.95
Recqrd Sweep Arm
£7.95
Stylus Balance and
£4.50
Deck LevellingAid

0 Nagaoka
Rolling Cleaners

Aspecial new grade of rubber is used
on this roller which retains its soft
and slightly sticky feel indefinitely. It
is soft enough to adapt itself to the
precise shape of the groove. As the
degree of 'tackiness' is always exactly
right, the finest particles right at the
bottom of the groove are picked up as
well as the surface dust. From £7.90

(1) NAD Mat
The NAD Mat is afull 5millimetres
thick, has asmooth lower surface

The place where people care about hi-fi

which makes uniform contact with the
entire platter area, and is made of
carefully selected soft- rubber
compound with optimum density and
pliancy for efficient absorption of most
audio- frequency vibrations.
£ .95

ffl The Tape
*Promotion Price
Counter whilst
stocks last

TDK

DC60
DC90
DC120
ADC60
ADC90
ADC120
ODC60
ODC90
SAC60
SAC90
SAXC60

£0.75
£0.92
£1.30
£1.09
£L25
£1.85
£1.19
£1.65
£1.25
£1.55
£1.65

SAXC90 £2.10
MET MA60 £ 1.95
MET MA90 £2.75
Demag £8.75
Clean £0.89
DC90 triple
pack
£2.69
ADC90 double
pack £2.45
SAC90 double
pack £3.05

Fuji

FL C90
FXI C60

Maxell

£0.79 UDXLI1C90 £1.49"
UDC46
£1.39*
UDC60
£0.95 XLISC60
£1.09* XLISC90
£1.79*
UDC90
£1.55
UDC120
£1.79 XLIISC60
£1.99*
UDXLIC60 £1.29 XLIISC90
UDXLIC90 £1.65 Met MXC60 £1.85"
UDXLIIC60 £1.35 Met MXC90 £2.75*
Sony
£0.56* AHFC90
£1.09
CHFC60
£0.75* FeCr C60
£1.03
CHFC90
£1.35
CHF C120
£0.99 FeCr C90
£0.69*UCXSC60 £1.56
BHFC60
BHFC90
£0.85* UCXSC90 £2.09
BHFC120 £1.12 MC601(3 Pk) e2.99"
Some items may not be available at all
branches

Hifi Markets-the largest
specialist hi-fi retailer in the country
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London N7
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London N12
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London N13
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London NW6
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London WI
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25 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-631 3329
48 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 2179
In-Store at Lion House
227 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 7383
231 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-580 3459
242 Tottenham Court Road.
Tel: 01-636 5979
48 Wigmore Street. Tel: 01-486 8263
London W3
86 High Street. Acton.
Tel: 01-9924788/2305
London SEI
No 1Cathedral Street, London Bridge.
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London SE
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London SE13
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London SE18
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Gloucester
1115 Worcester Street.
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85 Westgate. Tel: 0476 66301
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2Westgate. Tel: 0279 26155
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82 High Street. Tel: 05827 64246
Harrogate
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Harrow (Middlesex)
340 Stàtion Road. Tel 01-863 8690
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3Marine Court. St Leonards on Sea.
Tel: 0424 442975
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13 South Road. Tei: 0444 450333
High Wycombe
4Priory Road. Tel: 0494 35910
Hitchin
Hermitage Road. Tel:0462 4537
Huddersfield
2-4 Cross Church Street. Tel: 0484 44668
Hull
7Mill Street, Prospect Centre.
Tel: 0482 29240
Ilford
442-444 Cranbrook Road. Gents Hill.
Tel: 01-5180915
Ipswich
87 Norwich Road. Tel: 0473 217217
Kettering
68 Stamford Road. Tel: 0536 515266
Kingston upon Thames
3Eden Walk Precinct. Tel: 01646 8974

Lancaster
84 Penny Street, Tel: 0524 39657
Leeds
34-36 Queen Victoria Street.
Tel: 0532 449075
10 St. Michaels Road. Headingley
Tel 0532 789374
Leicester
27 Churchgate. Tel: 0533 58662
Lincoln
271a High Street. Tel: 0522 20265 •
Liverpool
401 Smithoown Road. Tel' 051-733 6859
20.22 Wh itecha pel . Tel: 051-709 9898
Loughborough
33 Cattle Market. Tel: 0509 230465
Loughton (Essex)
152 High Road, Tel: 01-508 0247
Lowestoft
44 London Road North. Tel: 050;: 3742
Luton
49 Wellington Street. Tel: 0582 27758
Manchester
25-29 Station Road. Urmston.
Tel: 061 747 5181
Melton Mowbray
9-10 Cheapside. Tel: 0664 64741
Middlesbrough
172 Borough Road, Tel: 0642 248793
Newbury
62 North Brook Street. Tel: 0635 32474
Newcastle-upon-Tyne
33 Ha ndysides Arcade. Tel: 0632 327791
New Malden
35 High Street. Tel: 01-942 9567
Northampton
32A Gold Street. Tel: 0604 37871
Norwich
161 Unthank Road, Tel: 0603 22833
Nottingham
120-122 Alf reton Road. Tel: 0602 786919
Oxford
256 Banbury Road
Tel: 0865 53072/511767
19 Old High Street. Headington.
Tel: 0865 65961
Peterborough
42 Cowgate. Tel: 0733 41755
27 Long Causeway. Tel: 0733 51007
Plymouth
9092 Cornwall Street. Tel: 0752 27600
Poole
55 North Road. Parkstone.
Tel: 0202 742706
Portsmouth
38-40 Fratton Road. Tel: 0705 822155
Preston
51 Fishergate. Tel: 0772 53057
Reading
36 Minster Street. Tel: 0734 583730
Rochdale
52 Drake Street. Tel: 0706 524652
Romford
38 North Street. Tel: 0708 268403
Rotherham
2Westgate. Tel: 0709 70666
Salisbury
17 Butcher Row. Tel: 0722 22746
Sevenoaks (Kent)
118 London Road. Tel: 0732 459555
Sheffield (Totley)
172 Baslow Road. Tel: 0742 360295
Shrewsbury
12 Barker Street. Tel: 0743 55166
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5Old Crown Buildings. Windsor Road.
Tel: 0753 37021
Southampton
37 Bedford Place. Tel: 0703 28434
Southend
149 Leigh Road. Leigh-on-Sea.
Tel: 0702 79150
Stamford
9Red Lion Square. Tel: 0780 2128
Stockport
5862 Lower Hillgate. Tel: 061-480 4872
Stoke-on-Trent
51/53 Piccadilly, Hanley.
Tel: 0782 265010
Sunderland
20-22 Waterloo Place. Tel: 0783 57578
Swindon
91-92 Commercial Road.
Tel: 0793 28383
Taunton
2Crown Walk. High Street. Tel: 0823 51682
Trowbridge (Wiltshire)
18c Bradley Road. Tel: 02214 66441
Tunbridge Wells
67 Grosvenor Road. Tel: 0892 21069
34 Mount Ephraim. Tel: 0892 31543
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278 High Street. Tel: 89 33474
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Tudor House. Bridge Street.
Tel .0922 640456
Warwick
Wharf Street. Tel: 0926 493796
Watford
68 High Street. Tel: 0923 26169
Weston Super Mare
203 Milton Road. Tel: 0934 414423
Wilmslow
5Swan Street. Tel -0625 526213
Windsor
43 King Edward Court. Tel: 96 56931
Witney
29 Corn Street. Tel: 0993 2414
Woking(Surrey)
11 The Broadway. Tel: 04862 4926
Wolverhampton
11 Salop Street. Tel: 0902 23980
Worcester
43 Friar Street. Tel: 0905 25740
York
7Davygate Arcade. Tel: 0904 51712
NORTH WALES
Colwyn Bay
19 Colwyn Crescent. Rhos an Sea.
Tel: 0492 48932
SOUTH WALES
Cardiff
13 Kings Road, Tel: 0222 28565
Milford Haven
90 Robert Street. Tel: 06462 4078
Port Talbot
10 Forge Road Tel: 0639 882068
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88 Commercial Street.
Tel: 049525 2288/2218
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441-445 Holburn Street. Tel: 0224 25713
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115 High Street. Central Arcade.
Tel: 0292 264124
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1Haadington Place. Tel: 031-556 7901
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Glasgow
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Rue de Marais, Vale. Tel: 0481 55573
Jersey
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Head Office: Cousteau House, Greycaine
Road. Watford, WD2 4SB. Tel: 0923 27737
All prices quoted in the HiFi Markets
advertisements are correct at time of going
to press ( 17/2/83) but may be subject to
change without notice due to fluctuations in
Manufacturers' prices.
All Prices include VAT e 15%
Not all the products featured in HiFi
Markets advertisement are available at all
branches. Please check before travelling.

Buy from a
good sound
company
It is hard to remember that the LS1 is a £150
design- Ihave judged it by standards almost
irrespective of price ...overall performance is
well above the standard of its class.
DAVID PRAEKEL — JANUARY 1983, PRACTICAL HI -FI

The LS5 (
loudspeakers) showed themselve s to
be easy, open and dynamic sounding speakers
...having a sparkling top end perforrnance
percussion without ringing or harshness.
DAVID PRAEKEL —JANUARY 198.3, PRACT/C41_ HI - FI

Both the LS5 and LS7 have asmooth, clean,
well- integrated, ' seamless' kind of sound.. .Clarity
is good and notes start cleanly and sharply with
little apparent hangover or smearing.
JAMES HUGHES— JANUARY 1983, HI-FI ANSWERS

When Rogers set out to design anew series of loudspeakers
especially for use in the home they were determined to keep to their own
self-imposed high standards. The result was that the superb
crystal crisp clarity of the LS3/5A BBC monitor, the Studio 1and the rest
of the professional range is now captured in the LSI, LS5 and LS 7.

Rogers
BRITISH He HIBH• FIDELITY
Swisstone Electronics Ltd. 310 Commonside East, Mitcham, Surrey. Tel: 01-640 2172.
For ademonstration that confirms these reviews visit one of our franchised dealers.
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ADVER1SEMENT

Reprinted from GRAMOPHONE November 1982
Mayware Mk. IV pickup arm
and MC- 2V moving- coil
cartridge
Mayware Ltd.,
P.O. Box 58,•Edgware, Middlesex HA8 9UH.
Price: arm £ 79.35, cartridge £69.00.

T HERE will always be amarket for good quality

metres clear of the pedestal. The bracket and cap
are of solid brass, unlike the Mk. Ill, and provide
more mass and rigidity in the moving system.
The damped cueing lever and platform have
been re- styled and the headshell is now more rigid
and incorporates a finger- lift. It is described as
'removable' but is not aplug-in type. Instead, it
pushes over the end of the pipe and is secured by
ascrew. A step in the headshell top lines up the
stylus in the same horizontal plane as the pivot
point, which reduces distortion when warped
discs are encountered. Other refinements include
gold-plated contacts, low- torque lead-out wires at
the pivot end and a plug-in connecting cable of
low capacitance despite its generous length of
I37cm. The Mayware Mk. IV arm comes beautifully packaged with all necessary hardware, silicone fluid, screwdriver, tweezers and a set of
Allen keys.
The Mayware MC-2V moving-coil cartridge is
also a later development of a model I have
reviewed previously ( the MC- 2C reviewed in
December 1979, page 1090). So far as 1can see,
the main change is in the stylus which now has the
'Vital' line-contact contour designed to improve
high- frequency resolution without increasing
record wear. A tapered cantilever is now used,
along with a re-designed damping suspension.
The tip mass is unusually low, and compliance is
also low at anominal 8 X I0 -6 cm/dyne.
As with most moving-coil cartridges, the stylus
is not user- replaceable, and so the whole cartridge
must be returned to the supplier for replacement
when worn or accidentally damaged. The output
voltage is too low for use with the normal ' magnetic pickup' amplifier input without boosting. At
a rated 0.2mV and 3 ohms impedance, it will
however match most of the booster units and
'moving-coil' amplifier inputs now available.
Alternatively, Mayware market their own T-24
Universal Transformer (£69) which we may
assume has been designed to optimize matching—and which incidentally adapts itself automatically to any moving-coil cartridge with an
impedance between 2to 40 ohms.

Ipickup arms and cartridges, since this is one
area where the keen audiophile can experiment
and upgrade the quality of his hi-fi system without acomplete upheaval. When the arm is versatile, as here, the scope for experimentation is very
wide and the results obtainable are exceptional.
When the price is also reasonable, as here,
upgrading need not be an expensive business—
leaving money over for buying records. I
reviewed the Mk. III version of this Mayware
arm in February 1979 (page 1479), and most of
my descriptions and findings still apply. The
straight arm- pipe now has alarger diameter and
is therefore more rigid. It remains a low- mass
design, however, to suit high-compliance cartridges and yet—part of the versatility Imentioned above—it is possible to move the tracking
force cursor weight all the way up to the headshell
and so increase the arm's effective mass from 7-5g
up to about 10g. The makers recommend this
latter setting for low-compliance (" high energy")
cartridges, including their own MC- 2V. This
means that the desired tracking force must be set
by moving the counterbalance weight, and checking the value with a separate playing-weight
gauge. In normal practice, the cursor is adjusted
along the arm- pipe which carries calibration
marks at 0.1g intervals up to 3g. For very highcompliance cartridges it would be possible to set
the cursor to its rearmost position and again shift
the counterbalance and use an external gauge.
How they performed
The counterbalance weight has been made heaClear instructions, and the template and alignvier than in the Mk. III, so it ends up closer to the
ment protractor provided, make installation of
pivot to reduce overall inertia. It also has an offthe Mayware Mk. IV arm straightforward
centre fixing- hole and can be rotated to adjust
enough. A single 20mm diameter hole is all that
lateral balance. Anti-skating ( sidethrust compenone needs to cut in the motorboard, centred at
sation) is set by moving abias weight along acali211.75mm from the centre of the spindle—or else
brated rod ( 0.7-3g in 0.1g steps) which is susadaptor plates for Thorens TD160 and SME cutpended by anylon thread.
out holes are available. Height adjustment is
The special feature of the Mayware arm is its
simple and the headshell has slotted mounting
use of auni pivot, which reduces lateral and vertiholes to allow 4/5mm adjustment of effective
cal friction to an absolute minimum ( nominally
length ( overhang) with the given cartridge. Some
5mg). Istrongly approve the unipivot in principle,
care is needed to set the cueing platform at the
and this Mayware design demonstrates how it
best angle relative to the playing arc for consisshould be applied in practice. The jewelled beartent engagement with the arm tube.
ing is at the base of areservoir cup into which siliIparticularly liked the confidence with which
cone fluid is poured to provide variable dampboth longitudinal and lateral balance can be
ing—so necessary with a uni pivot. The downadjusted by eye— both being correct when the
ward- pointing pivot pin is of hardened steel and
bottom of the central bracket is exactly parallel to
is set into athreaded cap which screws on to the
the top of the pedestal. Calibration of the trackcentral bracket so raising the arm a few milliing force cursor scale on the arm tube was accurSPECIFICATION AND TEST RESULTS
MAVWARE MC-2V PICKUP CARTRIDGE
Maker's
Specification

Test
Result

Reviewer's Comments

I. Type

Moving-coil

2. Sensitivity ( mV for 5cm/sec.)

0-2

Left 0-24
Right 0-26

Transformer or mcpreamp.
required

3. Impedance ( ohms)

3

Agreed

Mayware T-24 transformer
matches any moving-coil

4. Rec. playing weight (g)

14) - 2-2
2-0 recommended

2-0 used

Tracking very good

5. Frequency response ( Hz)

10-50.000

See Fig. 2

Excellent: within I.5dB

6. Crosstalk ( dB)

25

29

See Fig. 1

7. Compliance ( x10 -6 cmidyne)

8

Agreed

Will suit medium- mass arms

8. Stylus tip

'Vital .line-contact

DEMONSTRATIONS versus Ittok/Koetsu
Telephone 01-958 9421 anytime.
MAY WARE LIMITED,

ate and. as Mayware had thoughtfully supplied
me with three spare headshells, Iwas able to
ready- mount a range of demanding cartridges
and also try the effects of minimum and maximum mass operation with the cursor at its rearmost and foremost positions.
While the audible effects of such experiments
range from being very subtle to downright inaudible, depending on the degree of sophistication of
the cartridge in question, this is just the stuff that
the hi-fi hobby thrives on. Iwas left in no doubt
that this arm - is truly ' universal' in being capable
of optimizing the performance of any decent cartridge. Really ' difficult' ( i.e. very low: or very high
compliance) cartridges were soon tamed so that
they tracked well and performed at their best. The
main feature which changes. with different cursor
positions giving achange in effective mass, is the
frequency of overall resonance. In Fig. 1, for
example, Ihave shown plots from 5-20Hz using
the MC- 2V cartridge with the 2g tracking force
set ( a) by the cursor and ( b) with the cursor for- .
ward at the maximum mass position. It will be
seen that the resonance shifts from around 10Hz
to 8.5Hz, making me slightly prefer the ( a) setting. However, Iam bound to say that the cartridge tracked extremely well in either position.
Damping of the resonance is fair, with only a
little silicone fluid inserted. It would have been
possible to add more if lhad run into tracking or
arm vibration problems, but Idid not.
Indeed the combination of Mayware Mk. IV
and MC- 2V cartridge ( with T-24 transformer)
reproduced my sequence of test records with
unusual accuracy and tonal naturalness. This
neutral quality was perhaps the most distinctive
characteristic, rather than any tendency to forward presence or exuberant treble. This is borne
out by the response curves in Fig. 2which show
avery shallow dip in the presence region. while
extending almost level up to 20kH7 and beyond.
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Fig. 1. Mayware MC- 2V bass resonance
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Fig. 2. Frequency response and crosstalk
The agreement between channels is very close.
Though the crosstalk, which is hovering around
-30dB over most of the spectrum, is not exactly
equal in both channels, it is low enough to give
excellent stereo separation and imaging. The
square- wave response was free of ringing: output
was at about 0-25mV without the transformer
and a healthy 7mV with it. This latter figure is
above the average for moving- magnet inputs, and
just might overload a badly designed budget
amplifier— though it will be easily accommodated
on normal hi-fi amplifiers.
To sum up: the Mayware Mk. IV arm is beautifully designed and constructed. Rigidity has been
secured while offering the keen audiophile awide
range of effective mass and alignment options.
The MC- 2V cartridge is a first-rate performer,
with no displays of temperament, and the two
products together offer exceptional value when
compared with some of the costlier combinations
around.
J
OHN BORWICK.

KOSSFIRE 210
Boss
reilex, response: 30-20.000
Frequency
KOSS Dec?» Mite Nt/80
50
Frequency response: -30.000

3way, 4-driver system,
Power output:100 \N, music,

3e

Housing: walnut,
Dimensions: 826 x393 x

3
way system,
Power
output:100 \
Pt, music,
tiousing: woltiut,

Dimensiory.: 324 x134 x14150,
90.
Price: app. £ 149,

mm,

Price : app. £. 299,90.

KOSSFIRE WO
Frequency response:
30-20.000 Wer
3way, 4-dr system,
PONNef OUtPlIt 100*,
(11t1C,
l
Housing: wanut,

r

Dimensions: 265 rnm,
585 x 353 x 9,90.
Price: app. £18

'There Must be a reason tÇ.or otlf ‘OUdiSpeOWS being so successiul cdurse
there is. It is the experience ofthe peop1è who made KOSS stereophones
in the world.
Andthem.
they also
know
about
loudSpeokers.
Compare
Sound,
design
and
price.lhan you will know
about the best buy in loudspeakers. Ask your dealer
or information about the full line of
KOSS products.

KOSS hearing is believing
KOSS U.K. Ltd., 114 Ashley Road, St. Albans, Herts, AL15JR, Tel. St. Albans 697 63
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Laskys have an• incredible
system for saving you money.
Laskys, Europe's leading hi-fi
specialists, have brought together a
selection of turntables, amplifiers,
tuners, cassette decks and speakers
from the top names at budget prices.
Backed up with plenty of
specialist advice, interest free cre dit>
and the unique benefits of the Laskys
Commitment. ( See Laskys advertisement on following pages.)

Cassceiver
Sansui CRM 7

£249.00

Speakers

Recommended Budget System No.1.
Combines the Sansui A505 integrated amplifier,
Sansui 1505 FM/AM stereo tuner, Sansui D55M soft touch
controlled cassette deck. Dual 505 semi aufcmatic belt drive
turntable and the revolutionary ' baby'
Mission 70 speakers.

AR 94

£179.90

Wharfedale E30

£139.90

£374.00

Amps
Nikko NA 400

£49.90

Nikko NA 500

£59.90

Tuners
Nikko NT 500

£44.00

JVC TX 2L

£59.90

Turntables
JVC LA10

£54.90

Nikko NP 700

£59.90

Cassette Decks
Nikko ND 300

£49.90

Nikko ND 500

£64.9•

Recommended Budget System No. 2.
Combines the Technics SA104. FM/MW/LW
stereo receiver, Technics SLB21 semi- automatic
belt drive turntable, the Technics RSM 216 metal
tape compatible stereo cassette deck and
Celestion Ditton 100 speakers
/./

The Retail Division of the Ladbroke Group

£334.00

The Home Entertainment Specialists

Sony TA AX44 Amplifier

A&R A60 Amplifier

Sarsui AU-D22 Integrated Amplifier

Power output 40W RMS x2 (8ohms) 20HZ-20KHZ.
Innovative ASP with graphic display. 2tape monitor.
Harmonic distortion 0.008 0/a Damping factor 50
(1KHZ 8ohms).

The A60 is designed throughout for the highest possible
sound quality. A toroidal mains transformer ensures low
internally generated hum levels, and all inputs to the A60
have high overload margins so that almost any input
source can be accepted without distortion. 35W per
channel RMS into 8ohms atiKHZ.

With an output of 35W RMS perchannel, total harmoni
distortion is down to an incredible 0.006%- thanks to
Sansui's unique Super Feed forward system. Frequent
response 20-20,000 HZ + 0dB - 3dB Damping factor
40 at 1KHZ.

£139.90

Quad 34 Control Unit (top)
With fully isolated inputs, push button filters, tilt control
tips and Bass control, the Quad 34 provides everything
necessary to obtain enjoyment from the widest possible
variety of programme.

Quad 405 Mk 2 (
bottom)
The Quad 405 Mk 2uses a ' current
dumping' output circuit.100W RMS
per channel with power limiter to
suit more sensitive speakers.

LONDON IL NOME COUNTIES
42 Tottenham Court Road, WI 01-636 0845
257 Tottenham Court Road, WI 01-637 2231
7-9 Clueenswa>. W2 01-229 6425
471-473 Oxford Street, WI 01-493 4623
382 Edgware Road, W2 I11-723 4194
152 Fleet Street. EC2 01-353 2833

JVC AX50 Super A Stereo
Integrated Amplifier
High power, low distortion and wide frequency response.
Power output (1KHZ 8ohms) 2x75W ( DIN) 2x68W with
0.001% T.H.D. Frequency response - 3HZ-200KHZ
(+0-3 dB).

£468.00

£229.00

Mission 776 Pre-Amphfier

cop)

Strictly for the purist, the revolutionary battery powere
776 straight line pre- amplifier pays particular attentior
the all important role of power supply rejection.

Mission 777 Power Amplifier (
bottom)
100W/Channel (8ohms),175W 4ohms. Continuous
power output with both channels driven from 20HZ20KHZ.1 he slew rate of the 777
second,
is astaggering
thereby
180
eliminating
volts per micro
all
£11471
.

Quab 348, Quad 405 Mk 2

interest:
free credit

£119.9

£199.90

dynamically induced distortions. Mission

SIL & MrssIon ,

Everything at Laskys is available on
Interest Free Credit as long as your .
purchase(s) total £ 250 or more. All you
pay is 10% deposit followed by nine equal
monthly payments.

Solders Green Road, NW11 01-458 4654
BROMLEY 22 Market Square 01-464 7829
COLCHESTER 13 Trinity Square 0206 62636
CROYDON Whitgift Centre 01-681 3027
KINGSTON Eden Street 01-546 1271
LUTON 192 Acodale Centre 0582 38302
READING Friar Street 0734 595 459

RICHMOND Hill Street 01-948 1441
ROMFORD South Street 0708 20218
SLOUGH Dueensmere Centre 0753 24401
WATFORD Charter Place 0923 47488
SOUTHERN ENGLAND
BRIGHTON 151-2 Western Road 0273 725625
BRISTOL 16-20 Penn Street 0272 20421

CHATHAM 8The Pentagon 0634 407 104
GLOUCESTER 25 Eastgate StrIet 0452 22675
MAIDSTONE 79-81 Week Street 0622 678165
SOUTHEND 205-206 Churchill West 0702 612241
MIDLANDS AND NORTH
BIRMINGHAM 19-21 Corporation St. 021-632 6303
CHESTER 7The Forum 0244 317687

And being aware of your choices is
cpecially important when you're buying
imething as essential as an amplifier.
After all, Laskys can show you so many
odels, designs and capabilities that reading
ebrochures simply isn't enough. Laskys
kes over where the brochures stop; because
ecan show you the sound which aspecific
nplifier offers or tell you its compatibility to
eother elements in your existing system.
At Laskys we believe that only by
sting and comparing can you make the right
ecision. So, we not only offer you access to
erope's largest collection of top name hi-fi,
it the chance to test play and compare to
ad out what you need and which you prefer.
We also provide you with ateam of
ghly knowledgeable consultants who can
%sure that you are aware of your choices and
ve you time to consider without pressure.
This professional attitude has already
ade Laskys Europe's leading hi-fi specialists.
When you've found the amplifier of your
*earns and believe us, we've got it!- buying it
iouldn't present aproblem. Our Interest
.
ee Credit* scheme allows you to take it
eme instantly with just10% deposit followed
r
nine equal monthly payments.
Buy your amplifier at Laskys and you'll
justice to yourself, your system- and your
usic.
pi

I
os

Laskys Recommended System
System combines Quad 34 control unit,
Quad 405 iv1k2 amplifier, Quad FM4 tuner,
Ariston RD80 turntable, complete with Linn Basik
arm, TEAC X3R reel to reel and B&W DM14 speakers

£1,654.00

Laskys,
,

ComniiimeN

You can buy HI-FI, Video, T.V. and
Microcomputers elsewhere - but not with
this unique commitment, made by Laskys, to
you -- our customers.
1
MW

-

c7
We

To offer you acomprehensive
range of reality home enter
tainment equipment of proven
ueirabrulily
b otter yo21 lest play and
coMpanson teethes hacked
by specialist advice.
To allow you a14 cray
exchange period on all
purchases
• Iyear on portables

Mar

to give you aFree Two Sor
Garantes covenng parts and
labour on all home entertain
rirent purchases A

b offer you alive year
Mem, °phone' guarantee for one
modest payment

1;

1 To maintain or SeIVICe your
purchase at anytime with the
help of out 'awn national
network of speclanst
engweers

Sony System
Combines the TAAX4
amplifier, STJX44 tuner,
PS-FL3 turntable
TCFX77 cassette deck and the Kef 103 Mk 2speakers.

£868.00

The Retail Division of the Ladbroke Group

Who else but Laskys would make such acommitment?

:ICESTER 45 Market Place South 0533 537678
VERPOOL 33 Dale Street 051-236 2826
ANCHESTER Amdale Centre
.dj. WH Smith) 061-834 4381
ANCHESTER 12-14 St. Mary's Gate 061-832 6087
EWCASTLE-UPON-TYNE
Northumberland St. 0632 617727

NORTHAMPTON 78 Abington Street 0604 35753
NOTTINGHAM 1-4 Smithy Row 0602 415150
OXFORD 16 Westgate 0865 722E70
PETERBOROUGH Oueensgate Centre (1733 313513
PRESTON Guildhall Arcade 077259264
SHEFFIELD 58 Leopold Street 0742 7511971
WOLVERHAMPTON 30 WulfrunWay1902 23384

YORK 10a Coney Street 0904 641221
SCOTLAND
EDINBURGH 4St. James Centre 031-556 2914
GLASGOW 66-70 Buchanan Street 00-226 3349
WALES
CARDIFF 122 Queen Street 0222 374893

'All credit otters subject to acceptance. lamps Credit Brokers.
Please ask for written details. All otters subjoct on availability.
Prises include 15% VAT and are correct at Urn Droning to press
21 2.83

but rug be Subject to variation therealtre
11 service provided in
rag
emaciation with Unicredit
Mid Finance ltd. Please ask tor um
written details. APR sa es
LA.0[1,S

if you pay by Bankers Order ( 34.5% Mr
other methods of payment).

M.

teluurd,411int

BRITISH
still the BEST!

Congratulates the BBC External Services on 50 years . achievement

HIGH FIDELITY

RA8

TOP QUALITY SOUND

Pure & Simple
A top quality speaker in an
enclosure which will grace any
surroundings. A record of
international success is
epitomised by our sales to the
BBC, London.

SPEAKERS

THEY can tell the difference.
Hear one-and so will you.
UK agent:
Roy W. Cleworth,
64, Church Road,
Upper Wanborough,
Swindon,
Wilts.
(0793) 79553.

This is only one of our range of Hi Fi
Speakers. We also manufacture an
extensive Power Range of drive units.

For details of Hi Fi Range send to:
Richard Allan Radio Ltd.
Bradford Road, Gomersal, Cleckheaton, West Yorks.
BD19 4AZ. Phone: Cleckheaton ( 0274) 872442.
Grams: Acoustics Bradford. Telex: 51311 Relays-G.
Name
Address

"Speaker stands have a
greater influence on sound
reproduction than good
quality speaker cables"
ALVIN GOLD HIFI NEWS 1982
Recent research has proven beyond
doubt, that whilst multi-adjustable
stands fitted with castors offer several
advantages, they DO DEGRADE
SOUND QUALITY. This is because
they fail to provide adequate support
for the speaker.
The new QE D Sound Definition
Range of speaker stands place
maximum emphasis on overall
stability. This is why they have at
least three or sometimes four uprights for maximum speaker support.
Some of them are also coated with a
special self damping material which
considerably reduces unwanted stand
vibration.
PRICES FROM
£21.50 to

(SD24 illustrated)

£50.00 per pair

For further information on why
speaker stands sound different,
please send a 1st class stamp to
the address shown below (please
refer to this advert

QED AUDIO PRODUCTS

Spring•
Mx/ER
bargains

LIMITED
Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford, Middx. Tel: Ashford 46236

WHARFDALE
LASER 20
£ 35.00
LASER 40
65W . f 40.00
LASER 100
100W
£ 70.00
LASER 120
120W
£ 99.95
TECHNICS
SB 3050
50W
£ 49.95
SB 110 ( TALL)
£ 89.95
CELESTION
Dri-TON 100
40W
£ 65.00
DITTON 110
50W
f 76.00
SL 6
£219.00
MONITOR AUDIO
MA 16
£ 59.00
MA 9
f 69.00
MA 1É
£ 89.00
MA 2
£229.00
MA £34
£149.00
MA 800
£ 69.00
TAN NOV
MERCURY
100W
89.00
VENUS
100W
£169.00
JUPITER
120W
£269.00
OXFORD
£159.00
CAMBRIDGE
£ 99.00
KLH
327
£199.95
331
£ 79.95
AUDIOMASTER
ML S1
50W
£ 79.95
ML S2
60W
£ 99.95
PIONEER
CS 353
30W £ 50.00
CS 454
40W
£ 75.00
CS 656
60W £ 87.00
CS 444
40W
£ 59.00
B Et W
LM 1
£179.00
DM 14
£250.00
DM 16
£440.00
DM 12
£170.00
JR MAGNA
75W £ 79.00
JR 149
75W £ 99.00

HEADPHONES
AUDIO TECHNICA
Point 3
£ 9.95
Point 5
£ 11.95
PIONEER
SE 2
f 9.50
SE 4
£ 16.50
SEL 4
£ 12.50
SEL 3
£ 12.00
BEYER
01 302
£ 13.50
01 330
£ 19.00
DT 440
£ 28.00
SENNHIESER
HD 40
£ 11.95
HD 410
£ 13.95
HD 424
£ 29.95

HD 430
£ 33.95
HD 230
£ 47.95
KOSS
P 19
£ 9.95
K 650
£ 7.95
K 600
£ 5.95
K/6XLC
£ 15.95
K/6X
£ 14.00
SANSUI
SS 30
£ 9.95
LENCO
K 110
£ 4.95
AKAI
ASE 80C
£ 19.95
YAMAHA
HP 3
.
£ 12.95
(POSTAGE Et INSURANCE
FOR HEADPHONES £ 1.50

CARTRIDGES
ORTOFON
FF 15E fV1K Il
f 6.95
F15E
£ 10.75
CONCORDE 10
f 18.75
CONCORDE STD
£ 15.95
PLUG IN TM 10H £ 22.50
PLUG IN TM 30H £ 45.50
VMS 5E MKII
£ 7.75
VMS 10E MKII
£ 13.95
MC 20 MKil
f 47.25
AUDIO TECHNICA
AT 32
f 69.00
AT 31E.
f 42.00
AT 30HE
£ 36.00
AT 3200XE
£ 24.00
AT 3100XE
£ 25.00
AT 110E
£ 8.00
STYLI
ATN 70
£ 4.00
AIS 10
£ 3.95
ATN 105
f 3.60
SHURE
V 15 Type III HE
£ 69.00
M 75HE Type 2
£ 18.95
STYLI
VN 45HE
£ 38.00
(POSTAGE Er INSURANCE
FOR CARTRIDGES £ 1.501

PLUS MANY MORE
GREAT BARGAINS
WE ARE DEALERS FOR:
Akai • Aiwa • Denon • Sansui
Marantz • Pioneer . Technics
Sony • JVC • Nat. Panasonic

AZA7/'

All prices incluve of VAT. Prices
are subject to change without Prior
Notice. Our excellent service is
available to you from 10am - 6pm
Monday to Saturday. Order by
phone or by post if you prefer.
Access and Barclaycard welcome.
I-a

TOTTENHAM CT RD.

• GOODGE

61 CHARLOTTE STREET,
CHARLOTTE St
LONDON VV1 4DN
TEL 01-580 4634/5
OPP. CHANNEL 4TV

Near Tottenham Court Road and Goodge Street tube stations.
l
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ITH COMPACT DISC now launched
on its presumably inexorable path to
become our main source of recorded
music— ( that statement should provoke a
letter or two) — it seemed an obvious
strategy to follow last month's clutch of
silver disc and player reviews with alook
over the next few issues at what the black
disc player still has to offer.
And there lay athorny problem. For, if
Martin Colloms was to undertake such a
project for HFN ,RR, he couldn't ignore the
existence of aproduct which, as well as
being the market leader, has surprisingly
garnered such adegree of abuse, for an
inanimate object, that one could be
forgiven for thinking that somehow it was
endangering its decriers' very existence.
I'm referring, of course, to the Linn
Sondek LP12 turntable, which seems to be
coupled in everyone's minds with the
widely publicised — well, he does come
up with good copy-- opinions of its
progenitor, Ivor Tiefenbrun. Contrary to
the sentiments expressed in areader's
letter this month ( p.261, the British hi-fi
industry ( as opposed to audio) industry is
not in decline, out, led by Linn Products,
would even seem to be showing signs of
growth. The scale might seem small,
compared to the Japanese ( Technics, I
think, sell around ten times as many
turntables in the UK as do Linn) but one
only has to lock at the trading difficulties
afflicting the Far Eastern Goliaths ( see for
instance Barry Fox p.41 ) to realise that the
British Davids have healtWyouth on their
side.
Martin was deep in his test programme
for the latest
Choice book when we
discussed the review plans for this issue,
and it was clear from his preliminary
findings that we couldn't conveniently
duck the issue of the Sondek any longer.
Although to do so would be apolitically
safe course of action for the magazine to
pursue — apolicy strongly advocated by
its publisher Paul Messenger, well aware
of the outcry engendered by the mention

of anything Linn in its pages— in the face
of the product's reputation, it would be an
act of corporate ostrich-think comparable
to the USA ignoring the existence of Red
China.
So, in much the same way as it took a
Republican, Nixon, finallyto admit
officially that there was such acountry as
Communist China, this month, the
measurement- oriented HAVRR publishes
the first thorough review of the Sondek to
appear in aUK monthly, supplemented
with alook at the partnering lttok LVI1
tonearm and reviews of the Ariston
Superieur and Pink Triangle turntables,
two of the leading contenders for the
LP12's crown. ( Incidentally, apologies are
in order as we were unable to get the
article from Pink Triangle's Arthur
Khoubessarian in timeto be included in
this issue. However, Ihope you enjoy
Colin Brian's thought- provoking piece on
turntable dynamics on p.44.1
Readers already upset by the very
existence of the Linn review can rest
assured that the angst incurred is shared,
for somewhat different reasons by our
management! Look at the mess you've
landed me in, Martin... I'm damned if Ido,
and I'm damned if Idon't.
But why should an object be the focus of
so much outrage? Back in 1976, when—
apart from the great leap forwards
represented by quadraphony— hi-fi
seemed to have gone as far as it could, I
witnessed aconfrontation at the London
Excelsior Show between an engineer of
the old school and asomewhat younger
and slimmer IT. Denying the— with
hindsight, self-evident — fact that a
turntable could have an effect on a
system's sound quality, the engineer
retreated into the bald statement that the
only important specification for a
turntable was that the platter should
revolve at 33 1
73 rpm. Imay only have been
aneophyte journalist, but as ahi-fi
enthusiast who six years earlier had
bought aThorens TD150 rather than a
Golciring Lenco GL75 for sound quality
reasons, I
was understancibly taken aback.
You only have to dip into our mailbag to
see that that engineer's sympathisers are
still being forced into dialectic corners
from which there is no reasonable escape.
Imust assume that the concepts being
contested by1T's admittedly on the face of
it apparently absurd statements, are not
so much objective reality but rather
articles of faith, culturally derived and thus
not open to question — particularly if the
man putting the questions is himself
gathering agood selection of uncritical
acolytes. After all, if Ihad tried to debate
with 14th century Christians the evidence
for the existence of God, they would have
ensured the objectivity of their opinions
by using whatever firewood was lying
around to convince me of it also.
John Atkinson

READERS' LETTERS Letters for publication should be addressed to the Editor and must contain no other material or enquiries. Letters seeking advice on technical or equipment matters (with
SAE) should be marked for the attention of Crossover who will reply in due course. We reserve the right to print such letters later in our Readers' Problems feature, unless otherwise instructed.
MICROFILMS & INDEXING Microfilm and microfiche copies of HFN/RR or articles therefrom are available commercially from University Microfilms International. North American applications
to: 300 N. Zeeb Street, Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, USA, UK and rest of world:- 30/32 Mortimer Street, London W1N 7RA. Technical articles of full page length or over appearing in HiFi News &
Record Review are detailed in the Current Technology Index. BINDERS Loose-leaf binders for annual volumes of HFN/RR are available from Modern Bookbinders Chadwick Street, Blackburn,
Lancs. The years 1971 to1982 are each covered by two binders (January-June and July- December), while 1983 will require one binder. Price £. 50 each ( post paid). For earlier years, please ask
for a quotation.
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MAIL ORDER ADVERTISING
British Code of Advertising Practice
Advertisements in this publication are required to conform to the British
Code of Advertising Practice. In respect of mail order advertisements
where money is paid in advance, the code requires advertisers to fulfil
orders within 28 days, unless a longer delivery period is stated. Where
goods are returned undamaged within seven days, the purchaser's money
must be refunded. Please retain proof of postage/despatch, as this may be
needed.

BRING A LITTLE
EXCELLENCE
INTO YOUR LIFE

Mail Order Protection Scheme
(Limited Liability)

Whether you are buying your first system or
upgrading, you can now be sure you are spending
your money wisely.

If you order goods from Mail Order advertisements in this magazine and
pay by post in advance of delivery, HiFi News will consider
you tor compensation it the Advertiser should become insolvent oi .
bankrupt, provided:

Careful selection and setting up of systems ensures
excellence every time.

(1) You have not received the goods or had your money returned;
and
(2) You
write
to
the
Publisher
of
HiFi
News
summarising the situation not earlier than 28 days from the
day you sent your order and not later than two months from
that day.

AR, A&R, ARC, Celestion, Dual, Dunlop, Heybrook, Kef,
Linn, Meridian, Mission, MonitorAudio, NAD,
Nakamichi, Nytech, Naim, Pink Triangle, Quad,
Spendor, Thorens, Walker, Yamaha, Zeta.

Please do not wait until the last moment to inform us. When you write, we
will tell you how to make your claim and what evidence of payment is
required.

13 Kings Road, Canton, Cardiff,
CF1 9BZ.
Telephone: ( 0222) 28565

We guarantee to meet claims from readers made in accordance with the
above procedure as soon as possible after the Advertiser has been
declared bankrupt or insolvent up to alimit of £ 5,200 per annum for any
one Advertiser so affected and up to £ 10,000 per annum in respect of all
insolvent Advertisers. Claims may be paid for higher amounts, or when the
above procedure has not been complied, with, at the discretion of Hi Fi
News; but we do not guarantee to do so in view of the need to set
some limit to this commitment and to learn quickly of readers' difficulties.

Demonstration room available
— By appointment please.
Closed Monday
TuesSat 10-5.30
Thurs 10-7.30

This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in direct response to an
advertisement in this magazine ( not, for example, payment made in
response to catalogues etc, received as a result .of answering such
advertisements). Classified advertisements 3re excluded.

GULLIFORD HOUSE LTD

A&R, ARC, EAR, LINN,
HEYBROOK, NAIM, QUAD
MERIDIAN, REGA, NYTECH
British Hi Fi For Devon
Telephone Dawlish ( 0626)
For aDemonstration 863604

David Prakel. Ht Fl Answers Nov. ' 82

Price £ 1.48 per
"Direct substitution for similar
lengths of QED 79 strand speaker
cable, showed an unexpected but
marked improvement to the
system sound, Intriguingly,
system noise seemed down with
very " clean" silences between
bands on records. Massed string
instruments had acleaner, easier,
almost smoother sound, yet the
individual instruments were far
easier to pick out"
"Bass markedly improved with
the Celestion SL6 speakers being
driven by bridged Lentec's —
boom and overhang were minimised with what seemed like a
greater extension too. Imagery
from appropriately miked

Keep you; copies of Hl El NEWS in smart
black binders leach holds 12 copses) with
title in golden block letters on the spine.

"QED seem to have done it again
with a product that doesn't
improve asystem performance —
but merely lets it get on with the
job in hand. Minimising degredation is a whole lot different
and more important game than
making " improvements"."

MED AUDIO PRODUCTS LIMITED
Unit 12, Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield Road, Ashford,Middx. Tel : Ashford 46236
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material as improved almost
as though the system had been
pulled into better focus; dynamic
performance was easy, strain- free
and natural with wide contrast."

Price: 13.50 each which includes inland
and overseas postal order to: Modern
Book Binders Ltd. Chadwick Street, Black.
burn, Lancs. Istate clearly your name and
address arid the relevant magazine titlel.

OVERSEAS READERS MUST SEND
INTERNATIONAL MONEY ORDER
(
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VIEWS
.about the impact of CD
From: Simon Eadon, Decca International
Recording Centre, London NW6 4BT
Dear Sir, Having read so much criticism, both
for and against, digital recordings and
Compact Disc from the hi-fi press, here is a
viewpoint from the other side. Iread with
interest and dismay John Atkinson's article
on Compact Disc ( November ' 82) but had to
agree with his conclusion: CD will faithfully
reproduce what is on the master tape— be it
well or poorly recorçled! The main point of
contention seems to be the microphone
techniques which different companies use to
achieve their results. I
will try and deal with
our differences point by point.
It is unfair to group off so-called specialist
labels— Nimbus, Hyperion, Telarc etc.
Like the larger companies, they too have
financial targets to meet. Furthermore, no
matter how large or small the company, each
balance engineer, producer, tape operator,
editor and disc cutter must be totally
dedicated to their job. Certainly all my
colleagues work in this business because
they have boundless devotion and
enthusiasm for what they are doing.
The second point concerns the similarity of
what one hears in aconcert hall to what one
hears from adisc. John Atkinson mentioned
the Festival Hall as ayardstick, but this
particular concert hall has an artificial
reverberation system (!); adisturbing
feature, becoming all too common in
modern, and some not so modern, concert
halls. The Barbican Centre may also
have to resort to asimilar device to enhance
its acoustics. Just where can one hear pure
unadulterated sound in this country? The
best recordings have been made ( with or
without public) in concert halls with
'naturally' ideal acoustics, but very few
orchestras are, in fact, recorded in their 'own'
concert halls, due to the mediocre acoustics.
If one were to make acoincident- pair
recording of alive concert in, say, the RFH I
think there would be apublic outcry. How
often in atutti passage ' live' are the strings
totally swamped by the horns and brass?
How often is woodwind detail obliterated by
heavy string playing? The fact is, that during a
live concert, even when one cannot hear the
violins in atutti, one can see them playing for
all their worth. Thus the balance is restored in
the listener's mind.
In the seclusion of one's listening room at
home, this restoration of balance is
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impossible without the visual information
and the atmosphere from actually being there
with over athousand people. The LP is an
artificial product. It is our practice to make
balance adjustments in the studio in
conjunction with the conductor before
resorting to altering the levels of the
microphones. Occasionally this is not
feasible. So the balance engineer has a
crucial decision to make. When agroup of
instruments becomes lost, to what extent
should he help them through? At what point
does this artificial aid bring the instruments
out of their natural perspective and destroy
the stereo image?
This brings me on to the point made about
the type of microphone that Decca uses for its
main orchestral pick-up. JA referred to a
response taken on asimilar mike in an
anechoic chamber ( See graph - Ed). It would
have been more interesting to have
measured it under normal operating
conditions and at the sort of distances at
which we use microphones. Ireally cannot
agree that this is the reason why some
records are found to be ' hard' and ' gritty'
sounding. We accept that the ' black disc' is a
degradation of the master tape. Now, having
had several members of the hi-fi press at our
studies, they have unanimously agreed that
the difference between the master tape and
CD is virtually undetectable. On all our
recording sessions we compare the output of
the mixer to what is recorded on tape. With
our best analogue machines the differences

are very very small— with digital the
differences are indistinguishable. ( We are
one of the only companies that can monitor
digital off tape whilst recording!)
This does not fit in with JA's theory about
our microphones being more tailored to
analogue recording with aresulting bright
sound for digital. It rather implies that we do
not make comparative checks from studio
sound to control- room sound to actual
recorded sound to sound obtained from the
final pressing. Certainly the original two-track
recording on the session was recorded to the
satisfaction of conductor, musicians and
engineers, and this would suggest that the
criticisms made perhaps are rather due to
some inherent fault in the reproduction chain
or abasic design fault, particularly in the
loudspeaker. Digital recording certainly gives
one afidelity of sound that has hitherto been
unobtainable, and I
wonder to what extent
loudspeaker designers have been trying to
compensate for certain top losses, only to
find, now, with digital recordings they appear
to sound too shrill. Perhaps the digital
recording process has at last recorded the
twentieth century orchestra, with all its tonal
characteristics, accurately.
My colleagues and Ilook forward to the
advent of Compact Disc. The public will, at
last, be able to hear the true qualities and
excellence of our recordings— both digital
and analogue— as if they had the original
master tape in their own homes.
Yours faithfully

NEUMANN M50
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... about recorded sound quality
From: D. Lazarus, Christchurch, Dorset
Dear Sir, I
am interested to know if there is
any general dissatisfaction with the sound
quality of DG recordings, especially those
that originate in England and are pressed on
the most extraordinally flimsy vinyl Ihave
encountered in some 40 years of record
collecting.
Iaskthis because within the last few weeks I
have bought the new Abbado Aida, which
received excellent reviews in both HFN/RR
and the Gramophone, and the Argerich /
Dutoit reissued Tchaikovsky Piano Concerto,
which is praised highly in the Penguin Stereo
Record and Cassette Guide. Via my
equipment, the Aida produces what I
can only
describe as atravesty of sound: there is little
or no separation or depth, and individual
instruments are generally unrecognisable
among the murky congestion. Add to this that
in my view Ricciarelli is little better than anot
very gifted amateur, and you will understand
why I
quickly disposed of the set.(at a
relatively considerable loss) without delay.
With regard to the Tchaikovsky, once again
there is scant resemblance to an orchestra or
solo pianoforte, although congestion is less
pronounced. However, the overall quality of
sound is, to my ears, DG at its typically dry,
disconnected average, while the
performance is idiosyncratic to the point of
eccentricity, and highly conducive to falling
asleep during the first movement. In neither
case is there any suggestion of ambience,

and in the concerto, pp passages are
apparently contrived by the engineers—
possibly by mounting orchestra and soloist
on wheels and moving them to and fro as
required.
Lest it should appear that I
have avendetta
against DG, let me hasten to add that their
Fanciulla del West and Lustige Wiebem
demonstrate thatthey can do incomparably
better, possibly because my copies at least
have been pressed on vinyl of normal ( for
nowadays) thickness.
Yours faithfully

. . . about the buyer's dilemma
From: W. W. Robertson, Edinburgh, Scotland
Dear Sir, Ihave read with interest ' The
Dealers' Dilemma' ( Feb.'83); Ihave just been
sampling the buyers' dilemma.
Recently my Armstrong — British and well
reviewed in its day— gave up the ghost;
rather than resuscitate it, I
decided to move
on, staying in my accustomed middle ground
between budget and audiophile by aiming at
£500 for tuner and amplifer together. Ihave
subscribed to HFN/RR for many years, so I
set
to work on reviews in back numbers—
supported by astudy of the introductory
sections of HiFi Choice, to brush up on such
innovations as slew rates. My appetite having
been whetted, for two months Ibought copies
of the other hi-fi magazines. This led to the:
First dilemma— journal versus journal.
Counsel was divided. Products highly praised
in one journal would be shown to have a
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significant weakness in another. Comparison
references differed. More generally, different
criteria were applied. The internecine warfare
was sometimes made explicit: 'judge by what
you hear— or by what we hear— and ignore
the technocrap published in other places.'
This dilemma I
resolved by taking the HFN/RR
reviews as the main reference; they seemed
thorough, specific and clear. On this basis I
prepared ashort list, at the top of which— on
grounds of performance, facilities and cost —
stood aJapanese tuner and integrated
amplifier. Thus provided, and with one or two
home comparisons as the target, I
set forth to
visit some dealers. So emerged the:
Second dilemma— journal versus dealer.
My first suggestions on my first visit brought
an immediate response: ' Oh, we never pay
any attention to what the journals say'.
Perhaps the dealer was right; but after my
labours with the literature, I
was not inclined
to agree. Subsequent visits produced specific
recommendations from other dealers, but I
found little relationship to what Ihad read,
and indeed some clear divergences from it.
The final difficulty was that no-one in
Edinburgh stocked the Japanese units at the
top of my list. Two dealers offered to obtain
them, but without an opportunityto audition,
and in each case at acombined price about
£120 above the figure advertised by aLondon
discount house. So I
wasn't to have an
opportunity to make comparisons; I
decided that what was good enough for a
good review would be good enough for me;
so I
took a £500 plunge with the discount
house.
Thus I
finish by running counter to good
advice: Ibuy sound unheard; I'm on my own
if afault develops ( although I
took outthe 5
year guarantee option); for the first time I
have Japanese technoflash, of which anew
variety will doubtless shortly appear.
What have I
got? First, sounds from both
tuner and amplifier which I
very much enjoy. I
need no recourse to altered states of
consciousness ( Mr Duncan's letter in
February) to hear the detail of the music.
Second, arange of facilities which I
find
useful. Reviewers of some British equipment
seem alittle toffee- nosed aboutthese extras.
There are no general conclusions to be
drawn from my experience. But Ihave been
interested to find such awide scatter of
opinion; so that having set out to followthe
rules and to buy from alocal dealer, I
end up
somewhere else. Presumably these
dilemmas of deciding between reviewing
styles, and of balancing reviews, dealers'
views, and
they are possible—
listening impressions, confront most of us.
From them one has to choose aguide, and I
have no regrets at having flown by your
reviewers' wingtips.
Yours faithfully

complicated than acheap and very robust
pocket calculator type device, but with much
better quality than any mechanical device
could ever hope for.
Because the Muchip would be totally
sealed, apart from the contacts ( and that is
the main potential problem area) all the
Reed-Solomon coding and the vast host of
extra bits to allow for dust, holes, fingerprints
etc, would all be unnecessary. With the huge
mass- market volumes involved, and given
that such aMuchip ROM would only need to
be of very low speed by current standards,
the day must be very close when such aROM
is developed.
Perhaps the spending of afew hundred
pounds on aCompact Disc system is avery
short term investment?
Yours faithfully

. . . about vintage drivel & prolix
inanity
From: C. Andrews, Dudley, West Midlands
Dear Sir, HFN/RR continues to explore new
areas of the banal and absurd. The February
issue whets the appetite with some vintage
drivel from dear old Ivor the great. After
reading his letter three times, the only
message that comes across to me is how
worried he must be by the advent of the
digital disc. The reason for this, presumably,
is financial rather than altruistic ie, customers
might buy digital equipment rather than the
much-hyped and ludicrously expensive
Sondek which must have agross profit
margin in excess of 90% by the time it reaches
agullible and Haymarket- brainwashed
public. Can it really cost more to produce a
simple mechanical turntable than avideo
recorder?
Paul Messenger keeps up the standard by
confiding to us that he does not object to
coloration in loudspeakers— must have the
best possible disc source of course! It is
difficult to think of amore preposterous
notion that it doesn't matter about coloration
as long as it comes in the right part of the
chain— or presumably ¡ titis the right colour,
or flavour.
Fortunately for connoisseurs of nonsense,
Adrian Orlowski manages to surpass Paul
with his bicycle analogy, which is ahigh spot
of absurdity in an article which is an
impressive tour de force of prolix inanity, and
is equalled only by Alvin Gold.
One must be grateful that the depression
caused by paying 80p for tosh of this calibre is
relieved by some excellent articles such as
the interview with Brian Pook and the article
by Howard Popeck ( and, of course, Angus
McKenzie).
Yours faithfully

... about meaningless twaddle
... about Megachip music
From: P. R. Harrison, Stonehouse,
Gloucestershire
Dear Sir, I
read with great interest Jens
Hansen's article on the Soundstream
Audiofile (HFN/RRJan.83). I
thought at first
that at last the Muchip had arrived, but
apparently not: we still have moving parts
with all the problems they involve.
Now that it is possible to laser burn 600
Megabytes into a15in. 2 disc, surely it must
very soon be possible to write electronically a
similar sized 600Meg ROM
(Read-Only- Memory)? This ' Muchip' could
then be read electronically by nothing more
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From: D. Friend, Prestbury
DearSir, In the course of hi-fi history, the
outpourings of Ivor Tiefenbrun will be seen to
be the meaningless twaddle that they really
are. It saddens me to see British hi-fi in such a
state of decline, and I
think this is due in no
small measure to the journalistic cult which
has developed around views such as those
expressed by IT— you can fool some of the
people some of the time .... etc.
There must surely be abody of sentient
beings somewhere in the world of hi-fi
journalism who realise that any valid theory,
if IT's February contribution can be graced by
such adescription, has to explain observable
experience and predict future experience in a

statistically valid manner. Experience, in this
hi-fi context, is notthe distorted imaginings
of one or two individuals butthe great body of
experience of all those who listen seriously to
reproduced music.
It is quite clear toany impartial observer
that the latest digital recordings provide a
degree of unsurpassed pleasure to amajority
of music lovers, including the professional
critics, and any theoretical ramblings which
do not recognize this fact are worthless. I
am
the last person to object to Mr Tiefenbrun
having his own views, but Ido deplore the
fact that critical faculties in hi-fi journalism
are so low as to be seduced by them.
Yours faithfully
We received alarge number of replies following our
publication of aletter from Ivor Tiefenbrun in February.
Many were similar to the two above, but there is aserious
problem with the tactic of resorting, eitherto abuse, or tothe
declaration of unsupported statements as fact, when one is
confronted with something that questions long-held beliefs
or puts forward ahypothesis with which one violently
disagrees. It effectively allows the original case to stand
unchallenged. The following three letters at least attempt
either to put the argument into perspective, to debate the
facts rationally, or to plead fora little more tolerance all
round—Ed

... about uncommon nonsense
From: Alan Watling, Colchester, Essex
Dear, Sir, '
Tis the voice of the analogue—
hear him declare ' My pulse rate is low, I've no
bits in my hair . .. My pitch is so true, and my
tone is inspiring, For music is all in the mind,
notthe wiring. . .' When profits are high he is
gay as can be And will talk in contemptuous
tones of CD: But when styli grow mouldy and
CDs abound His voice has atimid and
tremulous sound ...
(Sorry, Lewis Carroll ..)
Yours faithfully
PS: 'Well, Inever heard it before.;said the
Mock Turtle ' but it sounds uncommon
nonsense!'

. . . about the utterings of the guru
From: Brian Stiles, Cliftonville, Kent
Dear Sir, Awise 'guru' makes profound
utterances to his faithfulfollowers (who
gladly and unquestioningly accept any pearls
of 'wisdom' which fall from his lips).
However, acommitment to print calls for a
more searching appraisal.
In his letter ( Feb.'83) Mr. Tiefenbrun damns
himself from the outset by pronouncing: ' It is
not hard to be a " guru" in the audio industry.
All you have to do is say that two and two
make four and you will be continuously and
systematically opposed and misquoted in the
audio press and by most audio reviewers.'
He goes on to add two and two, preparing the
ground by alengthy preamble in which he
makes some good points; but the answer at
the end of it all is not four by any stretch of the
imagination! Basically the fault lies in taking a
simple, quite plausible, argument and
blowing it up— with the aid of ridiculous
generalizations— to amuch wider
hypothesis which I
feel to be patently untrue.
But first, to restate IT's original premise —
which Ido not entirely disagree with
. . . all digital audio systems, all digital discs
and all Compact Disc players, and virtually all
PA systems and nearly all hi-fi systems are
incapable of producing aresultto which we
can respond in amanner which approximates
the manner in which we respond to live music
(in that) these systems very, very
substantially distort, degrade and compress
the range of pitch relationships characteristic
of virtually all music.' AsJohn Atkinson
pointed out recently in an excellent editoral
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(Jan.'83), if the manufacturers of audio
equipment ( regardless of operating principle)
had got it right, then reproduced music would
be indistinguishable from reality.
Fair enough, let's add IT's distortion,
degradation and compression of pitch
relationships to the list of points worthy of
serious attention by manufacturers of audio
equipment. But then, the bombshell is
dropped!
'However, if people listen to music
reproduced on aCompact Disc player or on a
digitally mastered disc or on an inadequate
hi-fi system, no real emotion whatsoever is
experienced, other than irritation, and the
fault would not be with the listener but with a
fundamental flaw in either the record or the
playback process.'
To assert that no real emotion whatsoever
is experienced, other than irritation, purely
because ' people' have heard music
reproduced on adigitally mastered disc, aCD
player or on an inadequate hi-fi system, is
such arrant nonsense that it rates
categorizing in aleague substantially lower
than that reserved for notorious statements
made by H. Wilson, N. Tebbit etal. And who,
for goodness sake, are these hypothetical
'people' who are conveniently drawn into the
argument to illustrate the reaction, or
non- reaction, of human beings where highly
personal feelings are involved? I
cannot
speak for others but I
have been deeply
moved, to the extent of tears on the one hand,
and to the dizziest heiets of elation on the
other, by music reproduced via the
crummiest transistor radios, rightthrough
the spectrum of my early, very inadequate,
hi-fi systems, to digitally mastered discs.
On the other side of the coin Ihave
(admittedly on rare occasions) attended live
orchestral concerts where the music has been
to my liking, impeccably rendered and the
acoustic excellent, but Ihave not been able to
become at all emotionally involved in the
music. Our ability to respond emotionally to
music, live or reproduced, depend on how
receptive our mood happens to be at agiven
moment.
Another point is that great art can
transcend the quality of reproduction and
bring emotion deeper and more satisfying
than the mere tonal beauty of lesser artistry.
Consider the early recordings of Maria Callas:
some were made in the homes of early
recording enthusiasts, taping the very
inadequate AM radio broadcasts, complete
with breakthrough, atmospheric distortions,
and often with severe pitch fluctuations due
to the crude nature of the equipment
involved. An early recording of Callas in
Nabucco is probably one of the worst
examples in the history of recorded music of
distortion, degradation and compression of
the pitch relationships which the original
(enviable!) audience heard on the night of the
performance— indeed there are times when
you have to strain to hear her at all due to the
horribly distorted orchestra which tends to
drown the voice in tutti passages. Yet, despite
technical limitations of incredible magnitude,
the phrase 'emotional involvement' would
pale into insignificance if I
were to try to
convey the spine chilling, profoundly moving
effect that Callas has on me when listening to
this recordingIl hasten to add that I
am not a
member of the ostrich brigade, who see a
positive advantage in these horrendous
technical limitations. Were some miraculous
process to be invented to eradicate the pitch
and other distortions -- as technical
advances in art restoration methods have
revealed the richness of colour and detail in
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paintings, lost beneath the grime of centuries
—1 have no doubt whatsoever that the effect
of these early Callas recordings would be all
the more devastating. The technical limitations
arethere, however, but I, for one, can still
react with deep emotional involvement.
Finally, Ido share the anxieties of Mr.
Tiefenbrun and others that the introduction of
anew audio technique ( digital) should
compromise the excellent— and still
improving— standards already obtainable
from established, state-of-the-art analogue
systems. One doesn't have to look back far in
the history of audio to encounter aless
radical, but nonetheless major, innovation:
the introduction of solid-state amplifiers.
Then, as now, serious teething troubles, in
the form of unpleasant distortions, were
experienced. Then, as now, great vigilance on
the part of all concerned with upholding high
standards in the audio industry was needed;
but this can only be achieved by rational,
scientific arguments. Wild, unsubstantiated
claims and an insistence on pursuing
arguments to aridiculous length— whether
for reasons of self-interest or plain
misguidedness— can only bring avalid case
against shortcomings in digital audio into
disrepute.
To put my own sympathies into
perspective: I
have owned aSondek turntable
for many years; have upgraded it, thanks to
the very worthwhile Nirvana and Valhalla kits
which have been made available (which is in
itself aworthy exercise in this age of instant
obsolescence); and still believe it to be one of
the finest around, giving avery acceptable
version of the truth. I
am not a ' Linn Basher',
by any means. However, I
suspect that
members of thatfraternity have been given
enough ammunition by the latest IT
pronouncements really to have afield day.
Yours faithfully

these products. Inote from the
advertisements, that it is often the dealers
who sell Linn and Naim who appear the
most concerned to ensure one does get an
effective demonstration. Perhaps it's because
of their complete faith in Linn and Naim. Or
perhaps it's because these two
manufacturers take particular care when
choosing their dealers.
Apart from one to two earlier contacts, my
first in depth exposure to these products was
when I
visited Basically Sound of Mulbarton,
Norwich. A most fortuitous visit. In fact I
cannot speaktoo highly of this dealer. They
allowed me many hours of purposeful
demonstration with no ' hype' or ' religious
fanaticism' or any other of the similar
expressions which peppered JH's letter.
Those dems convinced me that Linn and
Naim really do deliver the goods. The final
dem took two to three hours in my home, on
installation.
Lest I
give the wrong impression, let me say
that I
am not suggesting that the only gear
worth buying is made by Linn and Naim. We
all perceive music subjectively and probably
differently. For me Linn and Naim represent
the very best Ihave yet heard. Others may
well disagree. What I
would plead for is alittle
tolerance towards each other's differing
tastes.
My grateful thanks to Dave ( and Jill for the
coffee) of Basically Sound for the turning
point in my musical life. By the way, he also
stocks Quad and KEF 105s0 one cannot
accuse him 'of intolerance to alternative
approaches'.
Mythanksto Adrian Orlowski for his
detailed and helpful answer to my letter
querying the Isobarik principle. Thanks
Adrian, but after hearing them I
knew there
was no way I
could ever build anything even
approaching their standard. Which was why I
eventually settled for their smaller sister, the
Sara.
Yours faithfully

. . . about alittle tolerance

... about Enid Lumley, finally

From: Richard Lord, Harleston, Norfolk

From: Jeff Balantine, AKG Acoustics Ltd,
London W3
Dear Sir, In answer to Reg Williamson's plea
for anagrams on the good lady's name, how
about
'DE LYIN MULE'
or
'MEN DULY LIE'
Yours faithfully

Dear Sir, Dr John Hurley ( Letters November
1982) refers to ' mumbo-jumbo' and
'mysticism' in his critique of the 'Ayatollahs
of the popular press'. By the end of his letter
we are left in little doubt that given half a
chance he could become one himself! I
am
not going to defend the policies of the
popular press. But they are as entitled as
John Hurley to air their views. I
am always
amused by people who in the name of
tolerance appear the leasttolerant of others.
Having owned equipment by two of the
manufacturers he wishes to defend ( Quad
33/FM3/405 and KEF 105), Ihave areasonable
idea of their capabilities. Until very recently
the constantly emphasized claims by the
popular press for Linn and Naim left me cold
— but not any more. However, it is not only
the 'Ayatollahs of the popular press' who
praise the Naim ( sorry). In that same issue, on
page 148, Alvin Gold states: ' One can't get
away from the situation that one of the best
amplifiers made in this country is the Naim
32/250'. Further on he reveals when
discussing his test of The Preamp: ' I
used it
(The Preamp) in place of aNaim 32, driving a
Nairn 250, and in aLinn / Wok/ Koetsu Black
system to which I
coupled Linn Sara and
Celestion SL6 speakers . . .' Aconvincing
endorsement. Remember these claims are
easily checked— just book an appointment
with adealer who has the expertise to
demonstrate the superiority ( or otherwise) of

... about Revox review errors
From: Angus McKenzie MBE, Finchley,
London
Dear Sir, On perusing our recent Revox
cassette deck review (
HFN/RR Jan. 83), one of
my colleagues, spotted amost unfortunate
error that made in the computer
programming, which placed the HF
saturation graphs approximately 2.3dB too
far down on the plot reference Dolby level.
Please note that the dB figures for saturation
quoted in the tables are correct, though. A
similar bug also caused the modulation noise
plots to be slightly offset. We have retested
various samples of Maxell UD, BASF
superchrom II and TDK MAR and new mod.
noise charts and figures were all fairly similar
and consistent with the exception that the
3kHz peak level is on the OdB line. In no way
do the slight computer errors alter any
comments in the review, for they only alter
the relative position of the plots and not the
internal calculations.
Yours faithfully
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The superb A60 amplifier still continues as the
best buy in its class. Now you can have that
excellent sonic performance with some extra
'boot'. 100 watts per channel from the
C200ISA200 prelpower combination.
New additions to the range include the
ARCAM speaker systems; in passive form
£299 or as atotal active system including
electronics for £ 699. A 75 watt power amp
is now available for £ 276.
Come and listen!

Nakami:_,hun
Ferrari is to red as Nak' is to black. Most
enthusiasts aspire to own one so here's your
chance. The new 8X1 and BX2 (includes Dolby Cl
are at aprice everyone can afford. Get the
benefit of Nakamichi performance from £ 199.

The LP12 has aworldwide reputation and the
reasons for this are very apparent to those with
adiscerning ear. Mind you without proper
setting up they can sound very ordinary and
that's where we excel. We guarantee our setting
up service to be spot - on, valhalla conversions
and other up- grades are also done to the highest
standard. So when you think Linn- think KJ and
be sure!
Apart from turntables Linn are rapidly
establishing asignificant presence in the
speaker market with Saros and Kans moving
through strongly.
(Linn products are available from Harrow,
Uxbridge and London W1 stores!.

Monitor Audio
The latest range of speakers
from this long established
manufacturer are really
excellent. This has not passed
unnoticed by the press and a
number of sparkling reviews
have already been published.
All 3models are in the popular
price range starting at £99.90
for the 8252 with the 8352
at £ 149 and the 8152 at
f189 - give them alisten.

SYSTEMDEK
The new Systemdek 2afters an inexpensive solution
to the enthusiast who prefers to select
his own arm and cartridge
combination.
Excellent
performance for
just £116
(excluding arm).
Just released is the type 2S which incorporates
the precision engineered platter and clamping
system from the more expensive Systemdek 3.
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Probably the most esteemed British audio
product ever, with aworld wide reputation
gained over many years. Once aQuad man
always aQuad man they say - well any new
introduction always brings forth ahost of
upgraders and with every justification. The new
electrostatic speaker has been tremendously
successful and our stores always keep
comprehensive stocks of the Quad range.

TAM=
Ahousehold name for many
decades the latest range of
Tannoy speakers is really
impressive. Come and listen
-they start from just around
£110 to just under £300 we know you'll be
impressed!

AIWA

11115511111- 1
Er.TROP•ID

Apart from the excellent
range of speakers which suit
most pockets; 70 at
f79.90; the improved 700S
(f129): 7371£2191 and
the latest 770 at around
£300; there is now alow
price p.u. arm selling for
under £ 70 -looks anice
one!
Just released is the new turntable which
complete with arm sells at around £200.

YAMAHA
7.11!ÉN

•

It's geat to have such superb equipment back
again We used to be the UK's largest dealer
until ivirtually vanished off the market ayear
or two back. The effervescent NS1000
speakers are still with us. There's electronics
starting under £ 90 for 30 watts and the
excellent K300 cassette deck (as illustrated)
with Dolby ' B' & 'C' far £ 138.

As the first UK dealer for Aiwa we can talk with
some authority about their cassette decks. They
have consistently been ahead of competitors for
sonic performance and innovation. The current
range includes the first 4times normal speed
dubbing deck- that's what we mean by
innovation. You can get an Aiwa for less than
£90 or over £ 200 with full range facilities.

/1/1ERIDIAN
Atouch of class - yes all the
Meridian range have that extra
something that's kept them at
the top for many years. Probably
the most successful range of
active speaker systems currently
available. From the stunning
MI 0 (as illustrated) to the
diminutive M3- they all go abit but don't take
our word for it - give them alisten.
April will see the release of another exciting new
product which we shall be one of the first to
have on demonstration. Amodular, plug together
amplifier that offers total flexibility- you just
buy the modules you want and plug them
together - then later you can add or subtract as
you choose.

HEYBROOK
The excellent TT2
turntable is now
/ matched with an equally
exciting
around f80.
arm selling
The at
excellent HB2 speake:c
have recently been
joined by the 1181
selling very
competitively at £ 119. Heybrook continues tu
be one of our most popular brands.

NYTECH
Following a
successful period
at our London West
One store we are
extending Nytech
to all stores.
Products of the
highest sonic performance and the excellent
CA252 amplifier must be taken seriously by
anyone considering apurchase under f200.

spendor
The new Prelude speaker
system received a 'rave'
review in the January ' 83
edition of Hi Fi for
Pleasure magazine. In
their conclusions they said
"One of the best loudspeakers of its kind that
we have reviewed for many months, the Prelude
is unhesitatingly recommended."- need we say
more. At alittle under £ 200 it eally is an
excellent buy.

celestion

The introduction of the SL6
heralded the most significant
improvement in small
loudspeaker design since the
BBC LS3I5A, designed over a
decade before. Now Celestion
have taken this astage further
with the SL600 - aderivative
from SL6 technology this
speaker has almost unbelievable transparency.
At £599 they might seem expensive- but just
listen to them. We also stock several other
Celestion models starting from around £ 70 a
pair.

This simple high performance turntable has
received very good critical acclaim which is welt
merited. Excellent value for money. Can be
supplied with avariety of arms but one popular
package with the new Mission 774LC arm is
offered for £ 219.

DIGITAL
A New Era in
Disc Reproduction

ihe compact Disc has created more interest and
discussion prior to its launch than almost any
other development in the history of audio. Will it
sweep analogue off the market? Is it good, bad
or indifferent? We see it as an exciting new
addition to the hi-fi scene, to date what we
have heard sounds very promising, with time it
can only get better. The compact disc should be
viewed as an additional source to be placed
alongside your conventional turntable and
cassette deck. Illustrated above is the new Sony
CDP 101 which is remote controlled and sells
around £
500. Other features include automatic
disc loading; manual search; automatic track
selection: digital display of track you're hearing
plus elapsed and remaining playing time. In
addition you can programme the player to repeat
the entire disc, aspecific track, or your
favourite part of the disc.

DIGITAL
RECORDING
We are now stocking digital recording
equipment. Using the new PCM-Fl unit in
conjunction with avideo recorder will enable you
10 experience this new dimension in live
recording techniques. We can demonstrate the
advantage of digital- so come along for adom' it's astunning experience.
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OPEN it, 01ite
REEL
Revox and bac are our
and we are always able
competitive prices. The
going at £349. We can
popular Teac A3440 at

most favoured brands,
to offer very
last few X10 Mk 2are
always offer the
avery keen price.

We are full range stockists of home
units, portables, cameras and accessories- all at the
most competitive prices. Brands stocked are:
FERGUSON, JVC, MITSUBISHI, PANASONIC, SANYO,
SONY Et TOSHIBA.

-----

INTEREST FREE CREDIT!

Approach to HiFi

Call in and buy interest FREE for 10
monthly instalments.
This offer applies to all the brands
marked with a dagger symbol I + Iin the
brand list on the right hand side of this
advertisement provided the total
purchase value is for MO or more and
that a minimum deposit of Y3 rd is paid at
time of purchase. ( Interest free credit is
available to personal shoppers only).

'MEET OR BEAT!'
If you have received abetter price
than we quote please tell us - we
prefer to meet or beat any other
genuinely offered price.

** KJ 4STAR CHARTER**
Our expertise has been built on the experience of 18 years trading
under the same management and the vast majority of our business
comes from customers we have served many times over.

The Latest and
the Greatest?
Come and decide for yourself

Technics AUDIO TAPE Made for Technics by probably the world's most
respected tape manufacturer and now offered at
incredibly low prices- Just compare with other
advertised prices for TDK and Maxell and you'll
see what we mean- they're asteel

Would you believe it- acracking new British
turntable complete with arm for just f79.90.
It's nicely put together and works well so what
are you waiting for. Come and see for yourself.

LN (type 1) XD type 1)
XA type 21 MX 1Metal)
Low Noise Extra Dynamic High resolution
Metal
C613
0.56
0.79
0.99
1.69
C90
0.69
0.99
2.49
Mail-order- PEt Pft,50 per order. Credit card
orders accepted by telephone.
TAPE COUNTERS are well stocked in all our stores
with all top brand audio and video tapes at prices
similar to any advertised in this magazine. Our main
brands are MAXELL, FUJI, SONY, "MK and JVC video.

NAD

IT'S HERE AT LAST!
The much heralded NAD turntable is now a
reality. Finished in amatching style to other
NAD equipment it is sure to become abig selling
addition ta the range overnight. Priced
competitively at just under £ 100 it has to be
taken into consideration by any enthusiast
buying around this price.
The MK 23020 amplifier is now with us
complete with MC input for just £109 The
revolutionary SCHUTZ tuner is now areality and
has asignificantly better performance than most
in its price range. This tuner's technology is also
incorporated in the new 7150 digital receiver.
Don't forget another hot favourite the 6050C
cassette deck with Dolby ' C'- a ' Best Buy' in
Hi•Fi Choice.

• ",*-4••3;• •••••••••',4ei•t-ittiivv a,-

Anew British turntable of very promising design
and performance. For aspiring Linn owners who
find the price alittle beyond their means would
do well to give this model alisten. At £240 it's
excellent value.

* Expert friendly advice- whether you're starting out; up- grading
your system or just replacing your cartridge.
*Demonstrations by appointment and most stores can offer single
speaker demo.
*Part Exchange of your existing equipment is usually possible
subject to age and condition.
Service after Sale is provided on ano hassle basis- just bring in
whatever's giving you aproblem and we'll sort it out. You can
even extend your cover to 3years for asmall extra premium at
time of purchase.
Come to KJ for the best deal around- you'll be sure ola friendly
welcome.

MIX ' N' MATCH SYSTEMS

Quantum
Yes- a30 watt British amplifier for f119.90
with an optional moving coil cartridge module for
only £10. That's got to be good news. To follow
about June time will be amatching FM stereo
tuner with 8pre-set stations.

Why is that abenefit?
It offers you peace of mind. Security in the knowledge that we're
not here today and gone tomorrow; that when you do have aproblem
or feel in need of advice we'll be here to help.

Now Na. 1in hi-fi sales.
An, always interesting range thatoffers good
performance and excellent innovation. The
current range of cassette decks have several
models incorporating DBX circuitry and you
can get this interesting facility for less than
f160 -ayear or two back you'd have paid
nearly twice that for the DBX noise reduction
unit alone.

We've researched away to improve the performance of the Dual CS585 turntable. After many
painstaking hours of testing and listening to the
effect of different types of mat materials we've
at last found aformulation that gives asignificar
improvement in performance. Mats are now
made from this material and supplied by KJ for
just f5 extra when ordering the turntable or £
6
post free as aseparate item.
Price with special mat and FREE
Ortofon cartridge
f79.90
Price with FREE Ortofon cartridge only £74.90
(Alternative cartridges supplied with FREE
universal fitting kit AEr RC77 £ 14.95; Grado GT
Super f14.95; NAD 92IXI f19.50; Nagaoka MP11
£15.95).

CARTRIDGES
Most enthusiasts seem to favour an upgrade
once their stylus wears out. We maintain awide
choice of most popular brands at competitive
prices.
ADC; AErR; AUDIO TECHNICA; GOLDRING; GRADO;
NAD; NAGAOKA; ORTOFON; REGA; TECHNICS.

Select asystem which must include amplifier or receiver), speakers
and turntable and/or cassette deck forFREE DELIVERY ( UK mainland only)
FREE SPEAKER LEADS 17 metres QED 79 strand)
FREE CARTRIDGE with turntables)
FREE .CASSETTES with cassette decks10v Technics XD C90- value E9.901

Order both turntable and cassette deck and you gel both FREE offers.
Individual items can be supplied carriage FREE ( UK mainland only). If
you don't find exactly what you want below- give us aring, we'll be
pleased to gulte.
AMPLIFIERS
AEt R
A60 135w1
£198.00
MARANTZ PM310)25wi
f64.95
NAD
3020 Mk2 20w1 £109.06
3150 150wr
f199.00
QUANTUM 14100
f119.90
ROTEL
44020 125w1
f74.90
RAB40 140w1
P.O.A.
SANSUI
AUX 22 135w1 f109.00
AUX 33 150.1 £ 139.00
TECHNICS SUA 3140w)
f119.90
SUV 5160w1
f139.90
YAHAMA A460 135w)
£
99.00
A560 155w1
£139.00
TUNERS
121 HI
£189.75
AEt R
MARANTZ ST3101.
f6.9.00
NAO
4020AD ,M1
£109.00
4150 IFMI
f169.00
SANSUI
?
LIS 331 lf.MrLL £
99.00
TECHNICS SI S31 iret f119.00
YAMAHA T460 (
PM
f85.00
1560 IFtM( £ 107.00
RECEIVERS
NAD
7110 11Cwi
£79.00
7150 150e71
f299.00
TURNTABLES
ARISTON vUAoyUSlr
f/25.90
DUAL
CS505
£74.90
NAO
S120
89.50
£
OAK
f79.90
SANSUI
SR??? Mk 1
f15.00
SYSTEMOEK
213ASIX
E161.00
TECHNICS St 01.5
£129.90
SI 01. 1 £ 159.90
SI. 5
£119.00
SI 7
f179.00
WALKER CJ558AS1X
£195.00
SPEAKERS
AR
MIAS
f89.00
AUDIOMASTER
MI.51 £
19.95

to order.

£119.00
€165.15
f89.00
f119.90
148.00
£79.90
f129.00
£99.90
f149.00
£189.00
£89.95
f149.50
£195.00
£109.90
f199.00
f79.95
£99.95
£149.90
£179.90
f249.00
f129.90
f119.00
f159.00
£199.90
£259.00
£89.95
f89.00
£109.90
f129.90
f179.00
£9.00
f139.00
f179.00

"Arigmore St only

HARROW

UXBRIDGE

89 London Rd.
Tel 01-686 1343

340 Station Rd.
Tel' 01-863 8690

278 High St
Tel Uxbridge 33474

LONDON W1
Wigmore St
Tel. 01-486 8263
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Mail- Order- Carriage Ex Insurance FREE (unless otherwise stated)
Credit card orders accepted by telephone -ring your nearest branch

MONITOR AUDIO
025/
P352
P152
MOROAUNT SHORT
MS20
ROGERS
LS I
SPENDOR Prelude
TANNOY Mercury
Venus
CASSETTE DECKS
AIWA
AD3150
AU 3250
AD3500
403/99
803000
DUAL
C8I4
NAD
60408
6050C
NAKAM1CHI
BX1
BX2
TECHNICS RSM216
RSM230
135M226
RSM228X
10 FM
RSM255X
00X1
YAMAHA K200
K300
K500

£69.90
f99.00
£129.00

CROYDON
The Sound Approach to HiFi
All offers subject to availability and prices rosy be subject to
variation- please check before travelling.

CELESTIORI1M1 Mk/
110 Mk/
1311 Mk.•
HEYBROOK
H61
REI2
KEF
Cada
Canto,
Canna
MISSION

BRANDS
STOCKED
A Et R +
Acoustic Res. +
Aiwa
Albarry• +
Alphason +
A.R.C.*+
Audiomaster +
Audio Note +
Audio- pro
B Et W
Burmester• +
Celestion +
Dean* +
DNM• +
Dual +
E.A.R.*+
Fidelity Res. +
Grace +
Harbeth +
Helius +
Heybrook +
Jecklin +
KEF +
Kitdeck +
Kiseki +
Koetsu* +
Kord +
Linn +
Logic +
Marantz
Meridian +
Mission +
Monitor Audio +
NAD (not Watford)
Nakamichi +
Nairn* +
Nytech +
Oak +
Oracle* +
Quad
Quantum +
Questar
Revox
Rogers +
Rotel
Royce +
Sansui
Sony
Spendor +
Stax +
Sugden +
Sumiko +
Supex +
Syrinx +
Systemdek
Tandberg
Tannoy +
Teac
Technics
Thorens
Threshold* +
Tresham +
Walker +
Yamaha +
Zeta +
Zenn +

Open

WATFORD
101 St. Albans Rd
Tel .Watford 45250

Monday- Saturday 9.30-5.30. Late Night Thursday (Wigmore St.) until 7pm.

+
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NEWS
Putting the
scratches
back into CD
One of the major plus points
about Compact Disc is undoubtedly sound reproduction
that is free from the scratches and
surface noise that can ( and hence
by S**'s Law usually does) afflict
vinyl records. But for those who
have been brought up to expect
snap, crackle, and pop from their
records, CD can be an eerie if not
downright disconcerting experience. If you are one of those folk
who would like to embrace the
new medium but find the absence
of surface noise rather wearing
you should consider a new product from L.A. Electroacoustics
called the Pro- Foil. Designed for
people who have difficulty making the subjective transition to CD,
it is effectively a surface noise
synthesiser that can be programmed to provide avariety of spuriae with differing severity.
Developed from the drum
machine concept which is currently all the rage in pop music,
the Pro-foil LA can be set to the
user's specific needs to provide!
not just electronicallysynthesised scratches, but RIAAtailored white noise, and even
cartridge mistracking distortion. It
is simply inserted in the hi-fi
system between the Compact
Disc player output and the
preamp CD ( auxiliary) input, and
may be kept in permanently as it
features a by-pass switch for
when its effects are not required.
When in use it can be adjusted to
provide the above effects in any
combination, and in addition the
user has control over the number
of scratches and their repetition
rate, their duration and amplitude, and also on their risetime.
Thus it can simulate the effects
of degrees of record wear, and the
scratch-tracing characteristics of
both cheap magnetic and expensive moving-coil cartridges.
The designers indicate that alot
of research was involved in finding the optimum waveform pulse
that would simulate vinyl record
spuriae accurately and yet not
precipitate gross overload or
oscillation in the subsequent audio amplification stages. The ProFoil doesn't however include the
facility for introducing low frequency acoustic feedback spuriae
since, as the designers point out,
there wouldn't then be any point
in buying aCD player. Price of the
Pro- Foil is an eminently reason
able £99.95 inc. VAT. For further
information you should telephone 01-686 2599 immediately.
Could the L.A. Pro- Foil turn out to
be the second most successful
product of 1983 after Compact
Disc we wonder?
30

sub- crossover frequencies),
which means that all are effectively semi-active systems in normal
hi-fi use. Are there any bods out
there interested in converting any
of these to completely active
mode using NAD 3020 or Nytech
electronics? (The applied volts
curves at aguess should be 2ndorder Butterworths).
At the press reception held to
launch these speakers the press
were treated to demonstrations
from what AR unabashedly
Acoustic Research have revisually deep profile, and consist termed 'virtually an industry stanvamped their budget end of the
of material stretched over an open dard' — namely, of course, the
market loudspeakers with reviinjection moulded frame.
Linn player and Naim 32/250. The
sions to two existing models, the
At the bottom of the range, the speakers were received with pointroduction of athird model, and
£79.95 AR 8LS effectively con- lite enthusiasm (the closest the
new styling all round. All three
stitutes acompletely new design, massed British press is likely to
speakers follow established AR
superceding the AR 8S, which get to atumultous welcome), with
precendents in being two unit
was something of an ad hoc entry muted murmurs from the subjecsystems comprising anon-plastic
into the sub-£ 100 market which tively oriented to the effect that
bass / mid driver, cone tweeter,
opened up when inflation sud- the 8LS was a better performer
and an essentially simple crossdenly made £90 speakers into than the 18LS. Whether such an
over.
£120 ones. The new AR 8LS uses a assessment stands in the more
purpose designed 150mm woofer reasoned context of extended
with the 32mm ferrofluid cooled listening for afull review you will
cone common to all three market have to read HFN/RR to find out.
debutantes, in an enclosure of There does seem, though, little
7.5Iitres (one litre is approximate- doubt that these new budget
ly 60 in i). The completely new models are destined to be pretty
member of the group is the good sellers.
£129.95 AR 28LS, with an internal
volume of 15 litres. This uses the
same cone tweeter as the 8LS and
18LS, but the 200mm bass / mid
unit has a diaphragm made of
something refered to simply as 'a
fibrous substance', apparently indentical to that used in the 9LS
and 98LS woofers, which is said
to not allow break-up modes to
develop because of high internal
mechanical losses.
With that mention of mechaPivotal to the trio is the AR 18LS nics, it is interesting to note that
model (£99.95), which is the popu- the crossovers of these three
lar 18S albeit in new cosmetics. speakers are fundamentally
The new look, common to all
mechanical in nature. Both drive
three models introduced, is a units have been designed to folvisually light baffle ( shades of the
low 12dB/oct. roll-offs at the crosMission loudspeakers)) which is sover frequency of 2kHz, so that
Finally, AR would doubtless
flush- mounted, and a synthetic their mating automatically provinyl cabinet finish suggestive of duces a 'flat' SPL / frequency appreciate my pointing out that all
walnut veneer — the latter a not response. In all three speakers the these speakers are designed for
uncommon expedient for keeping
electrical crossover comprises a positioning flat against awall or
the price down in the ' budget' single series capacitor to the on a bookshelf. Only with such
market. Additionally the grilles tweeter (to protect against high siting will they deliver a tonally
have been restyled to give a amplitude cone movements at neutral performance and one,
particularly in the case of bookshelf use with adjacent tomes,
that will give a roomcompensated response. For further details contact Acoustic Research, High Street, Houghton
Regis, Dunstable, Beds. LU5 50J.
Tel: ( 0582) 603151.

Acoustic research
change their
budget models

Newcastle show

Schematic of the Pro-Foil 'LA'. After buffering, the input signal is split three ways. Themain
signal path is delayed by 1.85
time for one revolution of 33 7
4 LP). The non-delayed signaland
another delayed by3.6S (2LP revs)are available to simulate pre- and post-echo respectively.
Attenuated levels of these, together with the contents of the Effects ROM (Read OnlyMemosy)
are then mixed in with the main signal according to the state of an RNS (Random Number
Sequencer). A suitable level of 'wow' is simulated by modulating the delay circuit clock
I
requency appropriately.

One show that will take place
between the major UK shows of
Swiss Cottage, London and
Harrogate is the Linton Audio
show, which will be open at the
Holiday Inn, Newcastle on 15-17
April. All the major audiophile
names are there ( in other words
Linn Products decided to string
along), and Lintone indicate that
it's an exclusively British show,
with the glaring exception of
Nakamichi who have been dispensated for a couple of days.
HFN/RR may be along if it can work
out just how far north of Luton we
have to go to sample the legendary brews. It runs from Friday
afternoon to Sunday late afternoon, typical dealer show opening times.
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'Holophony' — one in the eye for Blumlein? ( to say nothing of Annbisonics)
Considerable interest is being
shown in a simulated hearing
system evolved by Italian Hugo
Zuccarelli, enabling reception of a
sound held using principles
analogous to those arising in optical holography. The receiving
system, which is ' lifelike' in physical appearance, also radiates adistributed ' reference field' whose
format is derived from measurements on human hearing processes and which varies in sympathy
with the incident sound field. Via
the receiving transducer system
the combination of the incident
field with the distributed reference
field gives rise to signals that on
reproduction using headphones
or loudspeakers provide an accurate simulation of the original
sound picture.
The electronic aspects of the
new system are being handled by
Mike King, formerly a recording
engineer with Advision Studios in
London. It is intended that only a
limited number of systems will be
manufactured and licensed for use
by groups and orchestras; at the
moment
some
commercial
recordingwork using the system is
in hand with Pink Floyd. In addition,

some experiments have been
conducted with the
London
Symphony Orchestra.
The kernel of Hugo's hearing
theories is that the human hearing
system radiates areference sound
field, against which listening is
accomplished, using interference
effects, a ' holophonic' process.
This reference field, which has
characteristics akin to pink noise,
va ries with the incident sound field
and has been detected from
humans using transient tests in an
anechoic room; the level in quiet
conditions is obviously very low
indeed! The acoustical processing
compresses the dynamic range of
the derived electronic signal, so
easing problems in tape and disc
recording and during reproduction. On playback the original
dynamics
are
subjectively
restored by inverse processing in
the brain. One interesting aspect
of the holophonic process is that
'pan potting' cannot be imposed, a
feature that may well please the
purists!
From an engineering viewpoint,
the receiver/transmitter package
is difficult to construct and no
details of its inner format are being

disclosed; the reference radiation
has an asymmetric distribution
around the body. Operationally
there is no difficulty and the
system
can
be
positioned
like
other ' near co- incident'
receivers, so allowing a natural
disposition of sound sources and
ambience.
Any system must be judged on
its effectiveness of reproduction,
and some demonstrations, starting with high quality headphones,
soon showed that localisation of a
variety of everyday recorded
sounds was both accurate and retained continuity with moving
sources forming sound patterns.
Actual sound quality was excellent
with realistic dynamics; once or
twice it was necessary, listening in
the dark, to remove the headphones to confirm that afamiliar
voice had, indeed, been reproduced. Reproduction of sounds at
front and rear were equally as convincing as those from other directions ( including the vertical plane)
and more accurate than usually
heard from conventional dummy
head microphone arrangements.
Ambience was also reproduced
with anatural effect.

MC2000: Ortofon's bid for moving-coil supremacy
It is four years since Ortofon's last
attempt to forge new standards in
moving coil cartridge performance crashed through advanced
design which could not be fully
realised on the production line.
Although Ortofon remain committed to the novel doubledamper suspension principle
which troubled the MC30 on its
release, the cartridge never really
succeeded in finding favour
among reviewers. And if subsquently some glory was salvaged
by reissuing the classic SPU in an
up-dated form, it was clear that
Ortofon would need to pull out a
few new tricks lest up and coming
generations of audiophiles forget
that Ortofon once topped the bill
in moving coil technology. Their
latest cartridge, the MC2000, certainly contains enough features to
whet any technically- minded
appetite.
To run briefly down those features — like B&O ( reported in
HFN/RR December '82) Ortofon
have been investigating the phase
response of subjectively
esteemed cartridges and have
come to similar conclusions: that
phase linearity in the audio band
is preferred. Additionally, they
have formulated a subjectively
preferred frequency response,
which is essentially linear apart
from arise of 2dB at 20kHz — this
presumably compensating for HF
tracing loss that occurs towards
thé end of LP sides with all cartridges? The stylus profile has
been developed yet further, the
new type on the MC2000, called
Symmetrical Contact Line ( SCL),
apparently having a more symmetrical 'footprint than their Fine
Line type. The conical aluminium
cantilever has been designed for a
low effective tip mass of 0.27mg
by rationally trading off electrical
output, cantilever resonance, and
I11-1.1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

distortions in the mechanical /
electrical conversion process.
The generator system uses an
aluminium former for mass reduction and linearity of the
magnetic field, while inclusion of
a samarium / cobalt magnet increases the available flux — the
coils themselves consist of 24
turns of silver wire. The dual
damper / suspension has been
refined to produce a high (for an
m-c type) 20c.u. compliance, so
that the MC2000 is claimed to be
able to track a100µm test disc cut.
The body is cut from a solid
aluminium block and the internal
components so shaped that when
the cartridge is assembled the
fixing screw that holds everything
together puts the body and the
working parts into intimate con-
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Using
loudspeakers,
which
must have substantially point
source radiation characteristics if
the system's potential is to be realised,
optimum
results
are
obtained if they are sited on either
side of the listener and equidistant, the aural effect being generalh/ similar to the headphone mode.
Using only one ear ( monaural) it is
claimed that significant locationa I
effects are obtainable once the
listener has become acclimatised
due to the realistic sound field —
such powers have been observed
in those suffering complete loss of
hearing in one ear.
Amplitude distortion must be
minimised in this new system, since
its effects lead to errors in localisation as aby-product. In fact the
mathematical analysis of the
overall system is complex, the
mechanism of the reference
radiation in particular raising difficulties similar to those of the
'particle-wave' paradox encountered in optics. Be that as it may,
the Zuccarelli System appears to
offer apractical means of achieving realistic sound reproduction
using two independent channels.
Rex Ba/dock

Quantum's
budget push

Quantum Electronics, whose first
venture was in audio amplifier
kits, before concentrating on the
ready- built items, are now seeking to establish themselves in the
area of the market price- wise
between the NAD3020 and the
A&R A60 with two new integrated
amplifiers. The £ 195 IA150 has
just been released and offers
typical amplifier fascia features
plus the facility for upgrading with
greater power output or active
systems or both, along with moving coil cartridge capability at no
extra cost, tone control by-pass
switching, and choice of three
different wood finishes. A noteworthy aspect of the design is that
it follows what seems to be current good amplifier thinking in
devoting arelatively higher proportion of the cost to the preamplifier section on the basis that this
section of the amplifier is harder
to get ' right' than the power
amplifier.
Available in April will be a ' no
frills' version of the IA150, shorn
nections — greatly reducing of facilities but offering compare structural resonances in the 2kHz ole basic sonic performance for a
to 20kHz decade. And finally, for price of £ 120 — this the IA100.
those who have yet to covert to a _ater in 1983 Quantum hope to be
fixed headshell tonearm, the -eleasing two matching AM/FM
MC2000 comes complete with a tuners retailing at around £ 140
10g magnesium headshell.
and £ 180, the latter with digital
Functional specifications of the display, to go with these two
MC2000 include abody weight of amps. And there are plans too to
11g, compliance 20 c.u., recom- produce aQuantum cassette deck
mended tracking force 1.5g, out- to complete the line up of audio
put voltage of 50µV for 5cm/s electronics, with British designed
modulation velocity, source im- and built circuitry around a
pedance 3 ohms, recommended Japanese tape transport mechanload impedance 20-100 ohms. ism. Further details will be reAnd that ultimate, though highly ported in due course. In the meannon-functional specification, while enquiries about the IA150
price is £450 inc. VAT. Details and IA100 should be sent to Britfrom Ortofon, Denmark House, ish Audio Marketing, Unit 12,
Tavistock Industrial Estate, Rus- Ashford Industrial Estate, Shield
combe, Twyford, Berks RG10 9NJ. Road, Ashford, Middlesex. Tel:
(0784) 46236.
Tel: (0734) 343621.
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high fidelity
equipment
REGA PLANAR 3

excellence
in sound

SO SORRY . . .

Unique approach to
turntable designs endows
the Planar 3with
performance well beyond
its price category coupled
with outstanding reliability

SIMPLY
VALHALLA!

Yes, those
dreadful LINN
people have done it again . . FURTHER
IMPROVED THE LP12
At £375, plus arm, the price increase is
modest indeed, and is the first increase on
the LP12 for two years. Now you can own
the latest LP12 for just £419, complete with
Basik Arm and Cartridge, or £448 with the
"new" Basik LV.X
11.XXXK IS

NAIM

- boug

Brady's favourite
amplifiers since 1974.
Let us demonstrate why!

NYTECH

A&R ( CAMBRIDGE)
Why does the modest- looking
A60 outperform imported amps of the same
price and twice the ' power'? We demonstrate
(also matching tuner)

MUSICAL FIDELITY " The Preamp"
To our excellent range of preamps we have
added ' The Preamp' from Musical Fidelity. Also
new are the Meridian 101B and Quad 34
offering better performance
and value than
ever.

Not British — but suberb

DEMONSTRATIONS

Nytech CA252
Now even further improved, and
still only £ 184.00. Full range of
Nytech active systems also on
demonstration.

ELITE " The Rock"
Fitted with
matching
Excalibur arm, or
with a wide
range of
standard arms

Koetsu black and Accuphase AC2.

BY APPOI NTM ENT
i:

W.A.
401 Smithdown Road

Liverpool

L15 3JJ

Telephone 051-733 6859
LUNCH:1 to 2.15 *

CLOSED ALL WEDNESDAY H.P. Terms

New NAD 3020— with moving-coil input
For some time there have been
rumours of an improved NAD
3020 amplifier which incorporates
a moving coil disc input. From
April the rumour becomes reality
with NAD's introduction of the
3020A which, as thought, does
indeed include an m- c prepreamplifier stage in addition to
the standard moving magnet input. But where expectations have
been confounded is in the price:
the new 3020A is being advertised
at £ 109, and not around £ 125 as
had been previously suggested.
At the same time NAD have taken
The manufacturers of Gale louds- the opportunity to make improvements in the circuitry following an
peakers, D.W. Labs Ltd, have
analysis of reviewers' comments,
announced a new version of the
speaker, which emerges after though we don't have precise
details of these at the time of
three years of development.
compiling this item. One further
Essentially aGale 401 brought up
to date, the GS402 replaces the change that has been made is the
removal of the audio mute func401C wood- finish speaker
although the long running tion and its replacement by a
GS401A is retained in production,
mono / stereo facility. This has
resulted in minimal change to the
the chrome- end version of that
speaker now being joined by a appearance of the amplifier which
is externally identical to the 3020
black end-cap finish option. The
apart from the change of label on
new speaker ( finishes: black ash,
one of the fascia switches, and the
natural ash, and rosewood— very
provision of an extra pair of phoimportant) is said to offer Gale
quality at amore affordable price.
The driver complement is as be- Stolen
fore, with twin bass units (though
the tweeter is now a 19mm unit)
and there have been some mod- The following gear was stolen
ifications to the midrange unit and from D.W. Labs' Kensall Road,
to driver placement on the front W10, premises at the beginning of
baffle. Most of the developments,
February: two Gale GS401C walhowever, concern the crossover,
nut speakers, serial nos. 13612 &
which has been revised and in13613; two GS401A chrome,
corporates some components
10867 & 10695; five Carver C9
custom-built for the 402; and on
generators, 8156/57/58/61/62; five
devising agrille mounting which
Carver Cl preamps, 2907/11/12/
produces no audible diffraction
13/14; two C400 preamps; one
effects while retaining the Gale
C500 power amp; one BGW250
aesthetic standards. The new
power amp; one Hervic tuner;
speaker may be used either vertione Schecter bass guitar (fretless
cally or horizontally, and stands
with ' sunburst'). Information
are available in either chrome or
which leads to aprosecution will
black finish. Further details from
earn a substantial reward. Tel:
D.W. Labs, 88-90 Gray's In Road,
01-960 1008.
London WC1 8AA. Tel: 01-404
Continuing the sad saga, Profi
had twt pairs of speakers stolen
from their car when leaving the
Swiss Cottage Audio T Show on
January 30th. Both are exotic
breeds and should be readily
identifiable: a pair of Dahlquist
DQ10s, serial nos. 45752/3; and a
pair of Klipsch Heresies. If you are
offered these, contact your local
police station or Profi via the
HFN/RR office.

Another
Gale
coming

Solution
—to last month's
crossword puzzle
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AKG headphone
developments

no sockets on the rear for connecting m-c cartridges.
Also long rumoured — and
finally spotted at January's Audio
83 show — is the NAD turntable.
As previously reported in HFN/RR
in interview with NAD designer
Erik Edvardsen, this player, designated the 5120, sports several
novel and unique features including a platter comprising a thick
section of rubber and a spatulashaped tonearm fabricated from
printed circuit board material.
Price is £99 — for more details and
photo see Show Report, page 58.
And while we're banging NAD
rumours on the head we are
assured that the 3150 amplifier
and the 4150 Schotz-circuit tuner
have finally made it into the
shops. NAD admit that their
advertising of these items was a
bit premature through insufficient
knowledge df the production schedules of their Taiwan factories;
but they are now available and
HFN/RR expects to be reviewing
the tuner shortly.
NAD Sales, Cousteau House,
Greycaine Road, Watford, Hens,
WD2 4SB. Tel: ( 0923) 27737.

When HFN/RR reviewed a mass
of 17 headphones in February 1982
the circumaural AKG 340 came
out tops on sound quality against
'stiff competition. AKG appear to
have taken the 340 and redesigned
it as aminiature lightweight supraaural headphone which retains the
twin electret and dynamic lie
moving coi!) drive system that is
unique to the 340s. The result is a
new addition to the AKG range —
the K4 headphone which retails
for approx £62 inc VAT. Total
weight of the K4 excluding the
signal cable is 65gm, and it is
stated to be suitable for connection
to headphone sockets with an
impedance of between 5and 600
ohms ( presumably being the load
impedance range of the headphone output, not its output
impedance). Note that the K4
does not replace the 340.
Also new from AKG is their
entry to the relatively new
personal stereo headphone market.
Although personal cassette players
invariably come complete with
miniature phones, there appears
to be asizeable market for separate miniature phones. The K1 offers
the usual features ( and compromises) of the miniatures, but can
Crimson Scanned
claim an extra degree of compactness when not in use. Its
Scan-speak D2008 tweeters can headband, constructed on the
be obtained for DIY interest from scissors-fold principle, makes it a
Crimson Elektrik, the amplifier very versatile fit and enables it to
fold down completely for storing
people, for about £ 13 a unit inc.
VAT. The unit has a 20mm dia- in its hard plastic case which can
meter dome, asensitivity of 90dB/ be clipped to a belt, etc. The K1
W/m, high power handling and a retails for about £ 17 inc VAT.
Further details from AKG Acoustics,
moving mass of a mere 150mg.
191 The Vale, Acton, London W3.
The SP'L / frequency response
shows a very even characteristic Tel: 01-7492042.
and a smooth low end roll-off
uninterrupted by fundamental
Electrocompaniet
mechanical or acoustic cavity resonances.
Preampliwire
II
Crimson Elektrik have opened a
further manufacturing facility
'Holy mackerel, Batman, it's the
specifically to produce their kit
new Electrocompaniet preamp
amplifiers and special modules.
from Norway!"Yes, Robin, now
Their Leicester factory will congo back to reading HFN/RR'.
centrate exclusively on the 600
Robin was quite correct. Gotham
series, but if your requirements Audio now have stocks of the new
are for a kit or a module they
Preampliwire II preamp matching
should be addressed to Crimson the Electro Ampliwire I and II
Elektrik, 500 King Street, Longton,
power amps. The preamp, which
Stoke-on-Trent ST3 1EZ. Tel:
retails at £690 inc. VAT, is a
(0782) 330520. Otherwise to 9 sophisticated design boasting
Claymill Road, Leicester LE4 7JJ.
minimal controls and 120dB of
Tel: ( 0533) 761920.
dynamic range on the tuner/ PCM
input. It is available in moving
magnet or moving coil form, but
Hi-fi and music
in both instances the design dispenses with overall negative feedcourse
back and achieves RIAA correction using passive circuitry. SepaUnder Group 11 of the General rate circuit stages are powered
Studies course at the Earnley independently via sophisticated
Concourse, near Chichester, Sus- regulation, and the Preampliwire
sex, P020 7JL, forming part of II is said to reproduce the harmotheir spring summer term, Cle- nic structure with the kind of rich
ment Brown, widely known for his inner and outer detail found only
work in hi-fi, will be tutor from in much more costly preampliFriday evening to Sunday after- fiers. ' Holy mack
noon, April 29 — May 1. Basic
principles, planning hi-fi systems,
and new techniques in audio will
be discussed and demonstrated,
leading to view on 'Where will
hi-fi go from here?'. Programme
of Courses and details of charges
for residents and non-residents
are available from the address
above. It is of obvious appeal to
music lovers and audiophiles.
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0 MUCH has already been written about
Sthe
digital Compact Disc that the average
person in the street could be forgiven for
thinking that it represented the first and last
word in digital audio processing. Not so, and
dbx Inc. demonstrated the fact in the hardest
way possible by unveiling, at the Anaheim,
California AES Convention in October, a
working 2-channel digital audio processor for
recording onto video cassettes which uses a
sampling rate of 700kHz—which is far in
excess of the newly standardised 48kHz rate
and the existing rate for 16- bit linear PCM
processors (
eg, Sony 44.1kHz) that CD is
based on.
The dbx 700 uses anovel system of
converting analogue audio signals into a
digital data stream. Called Companded
Predictive Delta Modulation, it marries dbx's
know-how in the field of noise reduction via
signal companding
(compressing/expanding) with alittle- used
technique of digital coding (delta
modulation) to come up with avery powerful
system specification. Dynamic range is said
to be in excess of 110dB, frequency response

extends all the way down [to lower
frequencies]. The area where there's likely to
be trouble is in the midband region, where
phase distortion is more audible. Because our
sampling rate is so high, our anti-aliasing
filter can be very gradual, reaching — 60dB at
200kHz. This results in aphase shift of less
than 100 degrees at 20kHz'.
The dbx 700digital audio processor has
been designed for recording two audio
channels onto avideotape recorder. dbx
envisage that high quality tape and
professional type recorders such as the
U-matic types will be used for signal storage,
since ( unlike the Sony PCM F-1) the 700has
been designed as aprofessional unit and not
as atop quality domestic one, although
acceptable results may be obtained from
domestic VCRs. Its anticipated selling price of
around $5000 when it appears shortly locates
it squarely in the studio/professional market.
It is dbx's ambition to develop in due course a
multi-track digital recording system based on
the 700 system. It appears there was certainly
no lack of interest shown in this new
processor at the Anaheim convention where it

is left can then be used for the wanted audio
information, it being natural to divide the
bandwidth into two equal parts for left and
right channels. One can then select the
system sampling frequency and the number
of bits to be used to describe each sample of
audio information. But the snag is that the
sampling frequency multiplied by the word
length describing each sample cannot exceed
the available bandwidth. So you can only
achieve high sampling rates at the expense of
word lengths— either high sampling rate and
low word- length, or low sampling rate and
high word-length, but not both.
The obvious solution to this dilemma for
designers, and that adopted by Compact Disc
technology, is to reduce the sampling rate as
close to the theoretical minimum as possible
while allowing reproduction of audio signals
over the full range of hearing. That then
implies the word- length can be the largest
possible, which is agood thing since it
increases the number of ' bits' available to
describe an audio signal, and hence ensures
the most accurate quantisation possible. The
significant principle, though, isthat one

dbx 700
DIGITAL

PROCESSOR

A new 2-channel audio
processor for digital recording
which overcomes the limitations
of existin • PCM digital systems
10Hz to 20kHz -± 0.5dB, THD less than 0.03%
(ref.1kHz) for 1V input, wow and flutter less
than 0.006% weighted RMS, and an error
correction capability of completely correcting
for 1024-bit burst errors occuring up to 24
times asecond. In addition it is more tolerant
of high recording levels that would cause
hard-clipping in a16- bit PCM system, and,
with atheoretical upper frequency limit of
350kHz, it means that phase shift from the
anti-aliasing filter is less than 100 degrees at
20kHz.
Says Robert W. Adams, senior project
engineer at dbx: ' My view of PCM was that it
made alot of sense from atheoretical point of
view. But it's a ' brute force' way to go
analogue-to-digital, especially when you get
into 16- bits, because of the accuracy required
in the D/A converter, and the anti-aliasing
filter requirement'. On the anti-aliasing in the
16- bit PCM system, which requires ahigh
order filter to pass signals at 20kHz butte have
attenuated them effectively to infinity within
afraction of an octave, he has this to say: ' My
own feeling on frequency response is that a
response beyond 20kHz is not necessary or
audible. On the other hand, the problem with
the anti-aliasing filters that we're seeing is
that in order to get the high rate of roll-off, the
phase shift in the band is extremely high.
There is alot of controversy about whether
that's audible or not. With 10-or 12- pole
filters, you're talking about errors of
thousands of degrees at 20kHz. And that
34

was first unveiled, it being one of the main
talking points of the event.

Sampling rates and word length
There are many interesting features of the
dbx 700system. Some of them, for example
how it interfaces with video technology, are
perhaps of more interest to engineers than
audiophiles. But from the audio point of view,
one of the most intriguing aspects of the
system is the 700kHz sampling rate. Althoug h
theoretically one needs to sample an
analogue waveform for coding into digital at
only twice the highest frequency of interest
(40kHz for an upper hearing limit of 20kHz),
there have been suggestions that in practical
systems this needs to be higher because of
limitations in the implementation of the
theory— but none that it should be as high as
700kHz! And for those au faitwith the
principles of digital recording there are other
intriguing points. If the bandwidth of video is
4-5MHz, how is a700kHz sampling rate
achieved? Doesn't that mean the system
cannot handle words of sufficient bit- length,
suggesting it cannot quantise the audio
signal accurately?
To explain that we need to understand the
limitations of the recording digital signals in
the video format. The bandwidth of video is in
the nature of a 'given quantity', limited by
available technology. In practice some of this
bandwidth must be used for error-correcting
and system-synchronising information. What

measures electronically the analogue signal
level say 48 thousand times asecond and
lists, in binary code, the resulting numbers as
acontinuous sequence. So the digitised
signal in the CD system is astream of
numbers which disguises the fact the audio
information actually consists of blocks of
numbers.
Suppose, though, that you sampled the
audio signal, compared each sample with the
previous one, and then codified whether the
change indicated an upward or downward
going signal. In this way you could in
principle convert the analogue signal into
digital form using just one bit at each
sampling period: a ' 1' to indicate increasing
voltage, and a '0' to indicate decreasing
voltage. The system would need to handle
only asingle uniform step at each stage to
code and decode asignal correctly, as
opposed to asequence of 16 steps, all of
which must be recovered correctly in 16- bit
PCM sampling. So no longer would there be
such athing as amost significant bit ( MSB) to
each word, nor aword- length as such
digital output from the AID converter would
be acontinuous bit-stream that mapped the
audio signal in virtually aone-to-one
relationship.
This is just the technique used— with
important refinements— in the dbx 700.1t is
called Delta Modulation ( delta being the
mathematical symbol for achange or
increment), and an illustration of how it works
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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can be seen from fig.1. But simple DM has
problems which limit its dynamic range to a
not very useful for audio 55dB or so, and the
nature of these can also be seen in fig.1:
rapidly changing signals cause the AID
converter effectively to slew- limit, while if the
signals are small the steps of the converter
cannot accommodate them, and the dreaded
'granulation noise' distortion occurs. Not
much more useful for audio either is arelated
and refined technique called Adaptive Delta
Modulation. Here the individual steps are
made variable, but this produces ' breathing'
of the quantisation error, and attempting to
mask this in the standard way by introducing
white noise into the signal would result in a
highly variable signal-to-noise ratio that
varied with the program.
This is where dbx engineers have advanced
the art by applying two techniques, referred
to by the words 'companded' and ' predictive'.
The companding element applies dbx's
know-how in noise reduction. Instead of
increasing the AID converter's step size for
large signals, dbx have arranged aprior
circuit to compress the audio input so that it
never swings faster than the fixed-step delta
modulator can cope. This is implemented
using avoltage-controlled amplifier (VCA)
with adynamic range of 120dB. Faithful
coding of the signal is maintained, however,
because the output bit-stream from the ADC
is used to control the instantaneous gain
setting of the VCA ( see fig.2). In this way,
although the signal gets compressed for the
purpose of being digitised, the amount of
compression is always determined by the
signal itself, albeit in digital form. Asimilar
inverse process is used going
digital-to-analogue, and in both cases faithful
conversion occurs, regardless of the fact that
there may be errors of tracking between
different production VCAs. This compander
enables the system to handle wide dynamic
range signals while also maintaining a
constant S/N ratio and agranulation noise
level that is independent of the signal level.
Even so, very rapid transients could yet
conspire to defeat the VCA and overload the
delta modulator. To this end the dbx system

includes atransient speed-up circuit which
senses overloads lasting more than 20µs. If
this occurs, the speed-up circuit tells the
compander to go into an ' infinite' mode until
the converter catches up. With a700kHz
sampling rate the end of overload should be
quickly sensed and normal order of operation
restored. Thus the system can actually be
overloaded, for example by snare drum, yet it
is still possible to recover the signal causing
it. And that is auseful feature, similar to the
operation of analogue tape recorders but not
PCM digital recorders. It means that the
recording engineers do not forever have to
guard against steering too close to the wind.
Afurther trick is used in the 700to assist
with high speed signals. In place of the
integrator which would normally appear on
the output of asimple DM A/D converter, dbx
have designed asystem which looks back
over the last 20 or 30 samples and makes a
linear prediction about the signal rate of
change. If it is fast it tells the converter to
jump alevel or drop alevel accordingly above
and beyond its normal steps. This prediction
facility increases the dynamic range of the
converter by morethan 10dB, although the
intrinsic noise remains at the same level as
before. dbx are naturally somewhat reticent
about quite how they have succeeded in
getting the 700 to work like this, but anot
unreasonable guess would be based on the
fact that the system sampling rate is 700kHz,
which leaves sufficient video bandwidth to
accommodate two-bit words, rather than the
simple one- bit digits that delta modulation
uses. Assuming each information sample is
an ordered pair of bits would allow one of the
digits to represent the sign 1-i- or — 1of the
change in signal level between samples, and
the other to indicate whether asingle or
double level jump was required and account
for full use of the video bandwidth— but that
is guessing on this author's part.
With the audio signal being sampled
700,000 times asecond dbx's system would
appear to be more tolerant of transmission
errors than a16- bit system. Because of the
continuous nature of the data stream there is
no likelihood of the kind of error occuring that

dbx DIGITAL

dbx 700 digital audio processor:
specifications
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Block diagrams for the dbx 700 showing A/D encoding
(above) and DM decoding procedures (below)
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TIMING
CONTROLLER

TRANSIENT
SPEEDUP

Channels: two
Storage medium: video tape "
Frequency response: 10Hz-20kHz ± 0.5dB
Dynamic range (unweighted, maximum rms signal to
noise floor, input shorted, noise bandwidth 20kHz):
greater than 110dB
Wow/flutter: less than 0.01% unweighted; less than
0.006% wrms
THD: less than 0.03% total harmonic distortion, 1kHz, 1V
rms input

nrAl ION

XTAL

Delta Modu ation digitisation of an analogue signal showing
slope overload and granulation noise errors

VIDEO
INPUT

would, as in PCM if it concerned the most
significant bit being wrong, cause agross
error in the retrieved analogue signal.
Nevertheless, an error correction system
adds one extra parity bit for every three-data
bits of the digital stream. The system is
claimed to be able to correct for burst errors
of 1024 bits in length happening up tó eight
times on each video frame. ( dbx have
examined video technology and found that
tape drop-outs causing the loss of 300 or
more bits are quite rare on professional
U-matic equipment, though consumer VCRs
with lower tape-to- head velocity result in
more severe bit losses.)
The dbx 700 includes 16k bits of RAM
memory for absorption of wow and flutter
from the recorder, for data interleaving with
error correction bits, and for video sync.
It will be interesting to see if dbx can
make adent in 16-bit PCM dominance in this
market, or whether the 700 has arrived too
late for any changes of hardware. The two
recording systems PCM and CPDM are
incompatible; the only way it is possible to
record from one to the other is by converting
to analogue first and re-digitising the signal.
However, it may be that the dbx 700will yet
be harnessed with available analogue audio
technology in an attempt to match the sound
quality of 16-bit PCM and Compact Disc
systems from existing vinyl 12in. records and
replay equipment. If so, results could sound
very interesting indeed— if we can first sort
out the little problem about how to market a
system that could turn out to be better than
one that is currently said to be perfect.

AUDIO
OUTPUT

Sampling rate: 700k bits/sec
Error correction: will completely correct 1024-bit burst
error up to 8times per video frame ( 1/30th second)
A/0 conversion: precision-companded,
linear-predictive delta modulation
Metering: two columns of 30 LEDs switchable among
11 record level, preemphasized, 60dB range;
2) wide- range signal-level meter, unweighted rms,
dBV-reading, 120dB range;
3) loudness meter, 120dB range; matches Stevens
curves to within 2dB.
Microphone preamp: adds less than I
dB to mike noise
for all microphone impedances between 100 ohms and
1ko hm; balanced in XLR
Headphonejack: yes
Console connections:
line in, balanced, 10kohms
line out, electronically balanced; will drive 600 ohms
to + 24dBm
VCR connections:
video in and out. NTSC,75ohm, 1V peak-to-peak; BNC
connectors:
audio in (for editing), balanced, 10kohm input
impedance; audio out (also for editing), unbalanced,
drives 2kohms or greater
Dimensions:5Veh x 19"w x11 1
/"d
2
Weight: approx. 20 lbs.
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BEFORE YOU
MAKE AMAJOR
INVESTMENT
IN SPEAKERS,
LISTEN TO THIS.

Whatever your budget, you can
enjoy the best sound in the world.
Sound that regularly wins the highest
praises of audio publications the world
over. For its pure high-range clarity
and thunderous bass. Its ideal tonal
balance. Its effortless power handling
under the most demanding playback
conditions.
All it takes is afew of your favorite
records. And afew minutes with our
AR 28Ls bookshelf speaker. Built into
this sophisticated listening instrument

are the same systems and components
used in professional monitoring equipment. You'll find AR-built acoustic suspension woofers and high-dispersion
tweeters. Crossover networks designed
on AR computers. And apower handlin
reserve that will take anything a100-wai
amplifier can deliver. What you won't
find is an exorbitant price. See your AR
1 dealer. And hear the good new.
Hear what you've been missing

Teledyne Acoustic Research, High Street, Houghton Regis, Dunstable, Bedfordshire, LU5 5QJ, 0582-603151.

There's no doubt that this is aminefield,
even were Ian effective investigative
journalist, but I
still pick up interesting
rumours about asuperior cutting facility
here, areally duff pressing plant there, aUS
release which has come from acompletely
different mixdown to the English release, etc
etc. Please write in with your experiences, in
the hope that some pattern might emerge.

D subtler areas of hi-fi's high end is very

ESCRIBING qualitative differences in the

difficult, not only because we do not have an
effective language and must therefore rely
upon metaphorical blunt instruments. We do
not have the luxury of simple
cause-and-effect relationships, and
individual reactions to trade-offs and
compromises— the importance of one
aspect of performance rather than another—
varies widely. Some interesting light was
thrown on this in the bar after the Audio T
show. ' 82/'83 is as much the Year of the
Pickup Arm as ' 81/'82 was the Year of the
Turntable, and when one looks back to the
late seventies it is remarkable how the market
in separate pickup arms ('tonearms') has
been transformed, in parallel with the trend
towards moving-coil cartridges.
Five years ago, SME, Grace, Hadcock and
others were dominant, and oriented towards
the high-compliance moving—magnet
cartridge. The first two milestones were
probably the Mission and the Breuer (though
Idoubt there were more than 20 of the latter
imported, at £450 or so atime), but even these
were alittle lightweight ( as was the Grace 707
for the top moving-coil designs. The'next
generation' ( afew months later) were the
Syrinx, the Ittok, and the FR64 designs,
though the FR with its high mass and
detachable shell was not really comparable to
the other two. The PU2 and lttok should have
had plenty in common, but anyone who
compared them will confirm that they had all
manner of different sonic characteristics.
Masking achoice between them was difficult,
as one invariably wanted to blend certain bits
of one with certain bits of the other. The bass
quality was particularly difficult to pick: the
Syrinx always sounded very 'tuneful', if
somewhat ' civer-excited'; the Ittok sounded
better controlled if rather ' deader'.
Whilst musing on such vital issues, and
contrasting the differences between the
designs— the Syrinx with its tightly coupled
counterweight but decoupled bearing, the
Ittok the reverse— my companion observed
that the Syrinx was indeed superior in terms
of differentiating pitch, but the liveliness of
the structure was inclined to reduce the
dynamic contrasts; the Wok, with its
counterweight decoupling and ( presumably)
more transmissive bearings made abetter
job of the dynamic shading, but did not
seem to differentiate pitch as effectively. It's
only fair to point out that neither the Syrinx
nor the Ittok today resemble these early
examples particularly closely, but this does
illustrate the difficulties of making precise
value judgements and the danger of dogmatically asserting subjective superiorities.
The cause-and-effect theorising should not
be taken too seriously either; the perennial
quest for pseudo (?) scientific/engineering
rationalisation is the hobbyist's obsession.
Nevertheless, now that there are adozen or
so super-arms to contend with ( new models
from Mission, Syrinx, Alphason, Helius, Zeta,
plus arash of under-£ 100 contenders— and
this list covers only recent British models),
some examination of variations in personal
taste is well overdue.

Quo Vadis

One of the most disturbing facets of analogue
LPs these days concerns consistency— not in
the quality of pressing (though heaven knows
that it is adramatic enough, though well
publicised problem) but between different
copies of ostensibly the same album,
particularly between examples originating
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Paul Messenger
from different countries. Those reading on
should be warned that there is danger of
infection by the obsessive virus of the record
collector ( no more contagious that that of the
obsessive hi-fi nut, granted).
Matrix numbers aside, country of pressing
and country of recording original would
appear to be more and more important these
days: partly because equipment is now more
easily able to discriminate levels of quality;
partly because there is alot of ' parallel
importing' of cut-price pressings going on;
partly because ostensibly identical discs
may not be so at all. Sorting the ins and outs
and muddles is unfortunately several
full-time jobs, but I
speak for the magazine in
suggesting that readers' experiences in these
areas would be most welcome, and could be
collated and discussed for the benefit of all.
With my admittedly limited knowledge, the
perspectives of the situation and rules of the
game are roughly as follows: the law of
'source precedence' (that which comes first is
more important than that which follows)
indicates that the original master tape is of
vital importance; it is also the most difficult
thing to pin down. I
think it is highly unlikely
that the original '
original' is used except at
early stages. It is pretty certain that it will
never leave the country where the recording
was originally mixed down, and unlikely that
it will be used to recut reissue material
(whether ' audiophile oriented' or not). There
is therefore asound case fortrying to get
original releases from their country of origin
(presumably where the mixdown took place)
though this is offset by the worldwide
variations in cutting and pressing standards,
and by the availability of 'special cut'
alternatives. Though British pressings were
probably the best ( and often offered country
of origin besides) during the sixties and early
seventies, there is no doubt that Japan is now
considered the most reliable source for good
quality pressings. The US is improving all the
time under competition from the audiophile
independents, and the continent more or less
matches the UK. What one must avoid are the
rashes of low-cost imported pressings from
unlikely locations such as Greece, Portugal,
Canada, Singapore, etc. They aren't all going
to be devastatingly bad of course, but the
chances are that one will end up with the
worst of all worlds except price.

The Magnificent 70
I
am not given to wild exhortation or
extravagant propaganda for any particular
products in this column, nor to wild swings in
flavouritism from one month to the next. This
month it has been adisorienting experience
to encounter the Mission 70 speaker, the
result an embarrassing encounter to describe.
I
have written afair amount— perhaps too
much — on the subject of cheap speakers
these past months, and had intended to call a
moratorium until I
tried the £80 per pair 70s.
Sol wasn't particularly overjoyed when Farad
Azima thrust apair into my hands as I
was
leaving the Swiss Cottage show. Nor was my
enthusiasm enhanced when they bounced on
to the cobblestones outside, due to the
immediate collapse of the Genuine
Cardboard 'Tote it home from Tottenham
Court Road on the Tube' Turkey carton. When
I
actually got around to hooking them up I
was
amazed: in certain respects there are few if
any speakers at any price in the same league
— athoroughly outrageous statement (that I
do NOTwish to be quoted every-whichwhere for any reason whatsoever), but one
which I
cannot avoid making.
Despite their faults and limitations, I
discovered that I
was enjoying listening with
the 70s more than Ihad with the (very good)
Spendor SP1 prototypes I
was also trying.
Then I
went back to my tri-amped Isobariks —
and found myself calculating the notional
interest plus insurance costs tied up in apair
of PMSs, two NAP 250s and aNAXO. Well, I'm
not going to act that precipitate yet, but so far
the 70s have been apleasant and enjoyable
surprise whatever I've thrown at them. Ihear
Brady's have investigated stacked pairs and
are looking at active drive...
There must be something wrong with them
surely? Well, yes; they're barely large enough
for apair of my size twelve shoes, so there's
no really low bass; and the treble is alittle
'hot', showing up distortion abit and
sounding alittle over-forward and congested
perhaps. But this is small beer beside the
strengths of ahighly informative design,
unusually free of resonance particularly at
lowfrequencies ( subjectively the bass just
'peters out', with no obvious unpleasant
'corners' to play along with the music), and
with minimal coloration to boot.
I
still feel disoriented by this design, and
have failed so far to find meaningful
benchmarks for placing it into some sort of
perspective. My recent enthusiasms have
included the Akroyd designs for their
unusually good information performance at
low cost; these are somewhat marred by
distinct coloration, and although Akroyd's
4L can just about live with the 70, it is abit of a
struggle. Frankly, if my experiences thus far
are typical of final production, and prove
representative of the performance under
ordinary field conditions with more modest
equipment, I
suspect Mission may have come
up with the ' 30 20' or ' Basik' of the speaker
marketplace. Having gone completely over
the top this month, I
am going to have to
come backto these speakers more than once;
in the meantime, try to get to hear them for
yourselves!
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voice- operated circuit, which started the
machine when sound signals were received.
War correspondent Charles Collingwood
employed one of these machines for some
broadcast despatches.
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IN 50 YEARS 1have seen many changes in
recording processes and the devices for
reproducing sound. Why do Imention 50
years specifically? Simple that in 1933 my
first published piece of writing for
money — and pleasure — appeared in a
magazine costing 3d. The paper was called
Practical Radio, if my memory serves me
well, and the more technical monthlies to
come ( like Modern Wireless and Wireless
Magazine) cost about 1s, I
think.
1933 was another memorable year forthe
sound devotee, as the BBC had obtained four
Blattnerphone machines ( two German 6mm
DC models, one 3mm AC, and one 3mm von
Heising design). No, I'm not going to hark
back to my contacts with Louis Blattner and
the Elstree Studios, where the early steel tape
recorder was demonstrated. It certainly
interested senior BBC engineers sufficiently
to acquire one — derived, of course, from
Stille's development of the magnetic
recorder — which was installed at Savoy Hill,
and moved in 1932 to Broadcasting House. In
ayear or so, the Marconi Company
purchased the Blattnerphone rights and
further work was undertaken on the
Blatterphone system.
Idid have ahand in direct-disc recording, at
the beginning of the ' 30s, although the one
pioneer of the metal- based lacquer- coated
disc was Cecil Watts, whose work remains as
amemorial to this remarkable
man — musician and mechanical engineer.
Laterthe Philips- Miller film recording system
was introduced. This used asapphire stylus
to cut avariable-width track in an opaque
layer of film, which was reproduced by a
photo- electric cell, as with avariable- area
photographic film.
All these machines have been extensively
written up overthe years, but looking through
my files recently,lcame across details of
another unusual recording method.
Described as afilm machine, the Amertype
Recordgraph, Commando Model, was often
employed by American war reporters in 194344.
Several types were produced— one had
multiple grooves side by side on each of its
surfaces, giving 12,000 ft of sound track on its
50ft rolls of film. Primarily for speech, this film
provided 5hours of recording. No processing
of tne medium was required, with immediate
playback available. Sound quality unknown
to me, but an interesting feature was its
'Vocomatic' unit, an automatic

Pick ups must be of perennial interest to
audiophiles, despite development in sound
media reproduction which will not use any
transducers of the familiar type. Ortofon
introduced their first moving- coil cartridge as
far back as 1948, and four new cartridges,
including the latest MC200 integrated design
in this series, are now available. ( Of course, it
must not be forgotten that the one and only
Paul Voigt had aPatent No. 5380058 accepted
in July 1941 which covered the moving- coil
concept in pickups.)
Looking back at those pioneers, I
was
happy the other day to talk to an old friend
George Wise, now 70 but still very active in
the world of hi-fi. Space will not allow me to
tell you the whole GRW story, but many audio
enthusiasts will not know that he designed
the Leak Mkland MkIlpickups, supervised
their manufacture, and mounted all the styli
for the first model, and many of the MkIlfor
most of its production. These were later
mounted by the manufacturer of the styli,
ESC in North Wales. George tells me that the
Leak cartridge Mklhad a ' ruby' stylus, with a
diamond fitted if requested at twice the price.
These diamonds were produced by British
Precision Diamond Tools(!), proprietor Mr.
Gearman, who died some years ago. Later
Ernie Coathup and his family took over the
production of modestly priced diamond tips
for Leak at their Diamond Stylus Company,
Colwyn Bay. The Leak MkIlwas, in fact, never
fitted with sapphire tips, only diamonds.
A fascinating story. Mention of Leak
reminds me that users of his audio
equipment will wish to know that he is still
alive, retired to Jersey.
Nostalgia may be uppermost in my mind as I
write this piece, because it is the last
'Soundings' from me, after arun of 12 years
or so. Looking back over my 50 years of hi-fi
journalism as Isaid in Gilbert Briggs's Audio
Biographies, rather like James Hilton's
Goodbye Mr Chips in his 1934 novel, I
see so
many faces as well as sound systems.
All of these people were individualists with
their own approach to hi-fi. Dr Lanchester ( of
motor fame), Norman McLachlan ( complete
with bowler hat), RPG Denman ( he of the
large horn at the Science Museum annex), Sir
William Bragg ( talks on sound and wave
motion lattended), HA Hartley ( of
loudspeaker renown, who claimed to have
first employed the term ' high fidelity'),
(so-called) Professor AM Low, and his
'popular science' books, veteran colleagues
David Phillips, the late Bert Webb and, of
course, HFN's John Crabbe. Anyone who
knows me will be aware of my debt to Dr LEC
Hughes, mentor and friend, and the
incomparable Percy Wilson.
I
could go on right up to the present day, but
listing favourites would become invidious, so
I
will stop. No, my HFN/RRfriends, I
am not
leaving either the audio world or this
magazine. My effusions will still appear, and I
simply say not goodbye, but farewell to this
column.
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ADVICE TO ALL HI-FI DEALERS

TAKE THE
March 26th will see the start
of aReal Sale at Unilet.
And if lhe experience of
previous years is anything
to go by, anyone interested
in scooping areal
bargain on rea! hi fi
will be there, so if
you're unlucky
enough to be
running
another hi fi
store why not
take the day off?
Regular readers of this
magazine will know that Unilet
seldom have asale. That's
because we have the reputation
of selling the very latest models
of the very best brands at very
low prices- all year round.
So when we do have asale
it's aReal Sale.
And in case you've
forgotten what areal sale is let us remind you.
For astrictly limited period
(to April 30th) we will be
offering all customers
purchasing at least two items
aspecial discount off their bill.
We guarantee they will be
sold for alower price than that
40

room at New Malden
on aCash ' n' Carry
basis for one day only
SATURDAY 26th MARCH.
But come early, all the
best bargains may have
gone by lunchtime.
So take off early for the
Real Sale at Unilet.
Phone for details of our
sale and acopy of our
March price list and clearance
catalogue.

listed in our current ( March)
price list.
But that's not all.
On the first day of the sale
you have anever-to- berepeated chance of getting
hold of some very interesting
items at afraction of their
normal price.
Ex- demonstration,
superseded models, and second
hand- all clearly labelled.
But as there are only one or
two of some items and they're
bound to be in high demand
we're opening up our stock-

01
942
9567

UMILET
35 High Street, New Malden,
Surrey
270 High Street, Guildford,
Surrey
14 Bute Street, London SW7
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AST MONTH Ireported on how Prime
Minister Margaret Thatcher was
tempting fate under Common Market law
with her ' Buy British' campaign. The
Common Market Commissioners in Brussels
had just slapped down Ireland for running a
'Buy Irish' campaign. Now Brussels has hit
the Japanese with a £ 1
/ million fine for
4
another breach of Common Market law. We
mentioned the story briefly last month ( p.36),
but for acomplete story, anyone who keeps
back numbers of HFN/RRshould look back to
the October 1980 issue, when we reported on
what subsequently became known as the
'dawn raid' on National Panasonic UK in
Slough. Nat. Pan. UK is, of course, the British
subsidiary of Matsushita, the Japanese
consumer electronics giant which makes
Technics hi-fi equipment. On the morning of
June 27th 1979, two EEC investigators anda
British Officer of Fair Trading arrived at Slough
unannounced, but with authorization to
search the company's files. They had been
tipped off that Nat. Pan, was breaching Article
85 of the Treaty of Rome. This is the legal
tablet of stone that calls the Common Market
tune and Article 85 stops firms fixing different
prices in different European countries.
As anyone who has travelled in Europe
over the last ten years will know, American
and Japanese hi-fi usually costs much more
in France, Germany and Holland than it does
in Britain. This is because the Japanese and
Americans reckon that Continentals can
afford to pay more than Brits for their
luxuries. In the mid-'70s, numerous middle
men tried to make money out of this by
exporting container loads of hi-fi equipment
out of Britain and into France, Germany and
Holland. Audiotronics, the company which
then owned Laskys ( before it was bought by
Ladbrokes), had ashare of some shops in
Holland and France. Before this business
turned sour, Laskys was busily exporting hi-fi
in bulk from Britain to both these countries.
Not surprisingly, the Japanese did all they
could to prevent this kind of bulk export. They
set trap orders, and then threatened to stop
supplying anyone they caught in the business
of bulk exports from Britain. But this kind of
heavy tactic isn't allowed under Common
Market law. So would-be exporters quietly
complained to the Brussels bureaucrats. One
result was a £5million fine levied on Pioneer.
Another result was that raid on Nat. Pan.

It must have been quite an occasion. The
company's solicitor was in Norwich so Nat.
Pan. pulled out all the stops to get him to
Slough to oversee the search. Theyfound a
firm that could supply ahelicopter and
cleared the company car park as alanding
pad. To comply with aviation requirements
they brought in the Slough fire brigade. But
then the helicopter deal fell through and the
solicitor was instead flown down in aNavaho
executive aircraft which got special
permission to land at RAF Northolt. He finally
got to the Nat. Pan. offices at 1.30. But by then
the bureaucrats had been busily searching for
over three hours.
At 5.30 pm the Brussels bureaucrats left,
taking with them amass of confidential Nat.
Pan. documents. The company then tried to
bring alegal action against Brussels, through
the European court in Luxembourg. But this
failed and they even had to pay casts of the
action. This left Brussels free to 'judge' the
price fixing activities of Nat. Pan.
Because the company has been behaving
itself over the last couple of years, the fine ,
imposed, around £275,000, is much smaller
than the £5million hit on Pioneer. But it's still
afirm reminderthat in the Common Market
you cannot fix prices from country to country.
This is why you won't any longer find

Japanese hi-fi much cheaper in Britain than
the rest of Europe. What apity Brussels isn't
as anxious to keep down the price of food and
drink. It will soon be cheaper to listen to discs
and tapes on Japanese equipment than it is to
eat British food.
Meanwhile there's interesting news from
NHK, the Japanese national broadcasting
station roughly equivalent to the BBC.
NHK engineers have come up with anew
videodisc recording technology that appears
to be equally well applicable to digital audio.
As you doubtless know, videodiscs haven't
been selling well anywhere in the world,
largely because they can't record, only replay
progammes. Most people will therefore only
buy avideodisc player afterthey have bought
avideo tape recorder. This is why all the
major electronics companies have been
busily researching avideodisc that can record
as well as replay. There are optical ways of
achieving this, by using ahigh power laser
that burns pits into the disc surface, but this is
fartoo expensive for domestic use.
The NHK idea is aglass disc coated with a
thin film of agadolinium cobalt alloy. The disc
rotates in amagnetic bias field, with alow
power laser beam focused into afine point on
the surface. At the point where the laser
strikes the disc coating there is local heating
and achange in magnetic coercivity. At this
point the magnetic bias on the disc causes a
corresponding local change in magnetic
characteristic. Obviously if the beam tracks in
across the disc surface as it rotates, and the
beam strength is modulated by the signal to
be recorded, then the result will be aspiral
track of recorded information.
Another laser beam, of lower strength, is
used to replay the recording and it
senses the slight changes in optical reflection
characteristic which accompany the
magnetic changes. The recording can also be
erased, by running it under aconstant power
laser beam in anegative bias magnetic field.
Although the laboratory engineers at NHK,
just outside Tokyo, have so far used their
magneto-optic disc only for recording colour
video pictures, they say it is also suitable for
digital recording. ' It provides apromising
system for an erasable digital audio disc' they
say. It's likely that the NHK system could be
made compatible with other optical disc
systems, like the Philips Laservision
videodisc or Compact Disc digital audio disc.

this bad tempered egoist— who once threw a
dish of soup in the face of awaiter— produce
some of the greatest music ever written? It is
a question that many books on Beethoven
prefer to avoid by pretending it does not
exist; they prefer to emphasise Beethoven's
courage and geniality. John Crabbe is too
honest and too intelligent for that. The result
is abook written at ahigh intellectual voltage,
with asense of urgency and excitement that
does what a good book on any musician
should do — send the reader straight back to
the music itself.
It led me, for example, to do something I
had been intending to do for years: to play
Leoriore — the first version of Fidelio (
available on SLS 999)— and to compare it in detail
with Fidelio. Ireached the surprising conclusion that Beethoven was right when he at first
dug in his heels and refused to change anote
of Leonore. It is slightly less compulsive and
dramatic than Fidelio. But the reason his
contemporaries disliked it is because it is
more ' orchestral'; as with Wagner, it tells half
the story in the music, and this is just what
makes it so fascinating and so satisfying for
the modern listener.

Even where Ifound myself disagreeing
with him, the results proved fruitful. The old
Decca recording of The Creations of Prometheus was one of the first LPs Iever bought
— in 1956; Crabbe's rather dismissive comments about it made me listen to it for the first
time in twenty years. Ican see that he is
basically right — this is not great music; yet I
personally find it deeply enjoyable and satisfying. Iam grateful to him for reminding me.
Of Crabbe's earlier book on Berlioz Ionce
remarked that it was among the two or three
finest books on that composer ever written:
that stormy genius obviously excited all
Crabbe's latent romanticism. Beethoven is a
far more difficult proposition because the gap
between the greatness of the musician and
the shortcomings of the human being is so
much wider. But Crabbe's intelligence responds to the challenge, and the result is a
book that has an exhilarating quality of sheer
intellectual toughness, a kind of grim determination to get at the root of the Beethoven
problem and rip it out of the ground by sheer
force. By the time Ihad reached the last page I
Was admiring Crabbe almost as much as
Beethoven.
Colin Wilson

L

BOOKS
BEETHOVEN'S EMPIRE OF THE MIND by John
Crabbe. 135 pages, hard covers. Price £5.95. Published by
Lovell Baines Print Ltd. Hollington, Woo/ton Hill, Newbury,
Berks.
There is something about Beethoven that
seems to draw the very best out of those who
write about him. The most brilliant of French
music critics, Romain Rolland, not only wrote
what Ifeel to be the finest of all studies of the
music, Beethoven the Creator, he also used
Beethoven as the model for the hero of his
great novel Jean Christophe (
which is longer
than War and Peace and just as absorbing).
Yet it may be significant that one of the best
books on Beethoven is written by a mathematician — J.W.N. Sullivan — and is also
short.
Like these writers, John Crabbe is obviously obsessed by Beethoven. Like them, he is
prepared to admit that Beethoven could be a
highly disagreeable human being. How could
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TURN YOUR HEAD
WITH THIS SPECIAL OFFER

* Superb Galaxie " 17" Fringe Array:
Top performance all transmitters
U.K. and Continental
* Channelmaster automatic rotor
and control
* 12' x 12" ( Maximum) mast, on
double chimney kit or Wall
brackets up to 21" clearance
* Up to 30 metres Low Loss
airspaced cable
* Fitted by professional installers
with 17 years of experience in this
field behind them
* Price including Labour, Parts, and
Journey up to 50 miles from
LUTON

ONLY £199.00 inc V.A.T.
Galaxie Circular 17 Element Stereo
Gain 15.9db F. to B. 33.7dB. L. 74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* Aerial range TV 10 to 136 Elements. FM. 4to 23 Element with Circular
dipole
* Not imported, flimsy, and flashily packaged. British, rugged, and
designed to work and stand up to our weather conditions for a
guaranteed five years.
* D.I.Y. Interested, advice without obligation; complete range of
masts, brackets, cable and rotors. Mail order service, write for
details, SAE appreciated.
* Your budget sets the limit of our range of services.
* Installation by professionals who own their own rotor systems, are
fully conversant with their use, and will fit your system within a50
mile radius of LUTON. Pre- surveys can be arranged, phone or write
for details.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL

RON SMITH

AERIALS
98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day— Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve — Luton 29560 after 7.30 pm
Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday
5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No. 11

FOR SIMPLY THE
BEST DEMONSTRATIONS
OF ALL
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PRODUCTS

In Utopia records may
be concentric and flat
but they seldom are in
reality.
Happily life's ups and
downs hold no terrors
for our Series Ill
precision pick-up arms. These agile performers allow
the cartridge to follow surface irregularities closely,
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and

minimising the effects of warp and eccentricity.
The standard Series Ill arm has all the available
features and asimplified version, the Series IIIS, allows
the more important of them to be enjoyed for asmaller
outlay.

Come and Visit Simply
The Best Dealer

As afirst step to improving your deck, please
telephone or write to the address below for full details of
these superb arms.
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/SIMPLY THE BEST
SME Limited, Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3GY England
Steyning (
0903) 814321
Telex: 877808 SME G
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81 WILMSLOW ROAD, RUSHOLME,
MANCHESTER M14 5SU
061-225 4448 or 061-248 6206
Open 10am-6pm Monday-Saturday
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FRIEND from Belgium who recently

A came over to London was telling me
about anear-disasterous situation now
existing in Brussels. More and more pirate
stations have been coming on to the air on
band 2, and the Belgian government does not
seem to want to do anything about it, perhaps
not wanting to lose one faction or the other's
vote in aforthcoming election. As aresult,
many people in Brussels cannot receive the
main Belgian Radio networks properly
because of interference from these pirates,
and have to resortto paying out large sums of
money to have radio on cable. What appalls
me is the thought of serious radio listeners in
the UK having to abandon direct VHF pick-up
for asimilar reason.
In general I
approve of the BBC's ideas for
broadcasting in the '90s, but I
can foresee one
or two snags. To summarise briefly, it is
proposed that we should have five basic
networks: Radio 1, apop and rock music
network, with news and other speech
material geared to younger audience; Radio
2, an entertainment network, based on
middle-of-the-road music with aspeech
ingredient, and sport; Radio 3, amusic and
arts network, with classical music, drama,
poetry and talks; Radio 4, the national speech
network, seeking to be the channel with the
most authoritative information on news and
current affairs, albeit more international and
less domestic in its perspectives than at
present and with the capacity to respond
flexibly to events— but retaining the fullest
possible mixture of other programmes. And,
in effect, aRadio 5; asystem of some 40
English Local Radio stations and National
Regional Radio, primarily broadcasting
locally-oriented programmes, news and
information, but also carrying, outside the
hours available for local broadcasting, a
distinctive service of common programming
that includes elements of popular drama,
light music, continuing education, and
programmes of minority or ethnic interest.
There have been several broadcasts on
Sunday mornings in which the topic of
broadcasting in the '90s has been discussed
by eminent people in the field. Let's look,
though, at some implications which may not
have had sufficient airing. As pleased as I
am
to see that the BBC intends to remove schools
broadcasting from Radio 4, is it right that just
because Radio 1is destined to become the
network for younger people, that this same
network should have what for many would be
incredibly boring schools broadcasts during
the daytime, ratherthan continuous pop and
rock music, which they have aright to expect?
I
am pleased to see sport transferred to Radio
2, but is this not also goingto be an irritation
to those who are fed up with endless sport?
And on the whole, while I
am glad that Radio 3
should be staying as it is now, I
would like to
make aplea that Kaleidoscope should be
transferred to it from Radio 4.Isee no harm
too in the plan for cricket to remain on MW
Radio 3, as it has been for some years, well
out of harm's way in lo fi! Radio 4will then
have almost no adulteration of its content leg
schools, sports, etc(. As for ' Radio' 5, I
never
could see the point of local radio transmitters
rebroadcasting programmes available on
other networks, and I
very much like the idea
of having national area programmes for
'Radio 5' outside local radio broadcasting
hours.
The BBC report makes it clearthat by
transmitting Radio 1on VHF all the time, it will
be an enormous encouragement for millions
of listeners to listen regularly to VHF. But I
am
very surprised that the BBC still claims that
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Angus McKenzie
80% of listeners monitor Radio 4on long
wave or medium wave because figures can
be so easily biased in their interpretation. For
example, how manyof those questioned like
to listen to Radio 4atthe very times when VHF
is cluttered with education rather than talk
programmes? Did they bear in mind the
number of people listeningto MWor LW who
were using it as mumbling wallpaper, as

opposed to those VHF listeners who would
probably be listening to catch specific
programmes. There do seem to be some
periods in the week in which many listeners'
tastes aresimply not catered for; one such
example is the absence of a 'Today' type
programme on Saturday and Sunday
mornings.
Very soon we could all be putting up dishes
on our roofs to receive satellite broadcasting
of radio and TV. The required dish size has
already been reduced from 2m or so down to
60cm, and 12GHz front-ends of adequate S/N
ratio can now be easily produced using
gallium arsenide FETs. Unfortunately, it
seems it is not going to be easy to pick up
transmissions intended for countries spaced
along way apart in longitude because
commercial considerations are encouraging
the beaming of each area's broadcasts to that
area only. This, however, does allow the
same frequency spectrum to be used for
different programmes beamed to different
areas. What apity that it could be avery long
time before home listeners can receive, at top
quality, their own choice of stereo
programmes from countries all over the

world.
It is ironic that the USSR has made
such afuss about other countries
transmitting from satellites close to Russia,
thus holding up the development of satellite
broadcasting, which has required
international agreement. Ironic, since they
are now transmitting their own domestic
television services via satellite on 12GHz, and
these are easily receivable in the UK with a
large dish and agood receiver. It is a
hypocrisy which does not bode well for the
future.
During the middle of January the BBC
relayed from the Barbican several concerts
with the BBC SO conducted by Sir John
Pritchard. Several Schubert symphonies and
Mozart piano concertos and symphonies
were included in the programmes— but as
far as I
am concerned they were most
disappointing. At times the BBC orchestral
discipline seemed incredibly poor, though I
have afeeling thatthis apparent lack of .
ensemble was caused more by acoustic
problems in the hall than by problems with
the conductor's interpretation. Schubert
Symphony 3was amongst the most ragged
works, and I
could hardly believe that I
was
listening to the normally superb BBC SO. '
Sound balances varied alittle from night to
night, despite never being really poor, but at
no time did the sound seem better than
mediocre. I
think something really must be
done by the architects to improve the
Barbican acoustics.

An HFN/RR reader from Dartford
telephoned mean February 5th to remind me
that on that evening the BBC would be
relaying for the first time aconcert from the
new Orchard Theatre, Dartford. The BBC
Concert Orchestra was conducted by James
Lockhart in aconcert of Viennese music
relayed on Radio 2, whilst in the interval we
listened to an interesting talk about the
background to this remarkable £5.6m project
in which Socialist and Tory councils have
been in total accord. The building is intended
to be used for pop and classical concerts,
drama, meetings, films and dances. Of
particular interest to HFN/RR readers will be
the amazing acoustic ceiling, which when
opened up adds alarge void above itto
increase the reverb time for concerts, but
when closed lowers this for other uses.
Panels can be opened up to.reveal acoustic
absorbers which lower the reverb time still
further when the hall is used for meetings.
This first broadcast seemed to come off very
well indeed, but I
feel sure that some artificial
reverberation was used, together with the
usual multi- mike type balance which was,
perhaps, inevitable given it was Radio 2.
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Colin Brain looks at
disc player dynamics

TII

HIS ARTICLE seeks to look at one ofth e
rational physical phenomena that are
involved in obtaining accurate electrical signals from the spatial modulations of the
record groove: the rotational dynamic response of the turntable. With a few exceptions there has been little significant discussion in recent years about the turntable's
contribution to hi-fi sound in rational terms
that would dispel the mystique which has
been generated since some people, perhaps
many, began to feel that rumble and wow
and flutter measurements could not convey
the full story. This discussion centres on an
examination of the synchronous motor, belt
drive turntable in the hope of establishing
further middle ground between those sceptical of the value of traditional measurements and those who have not succumbed

inertia, and the belt drive is compliant. Thus if
the motor is held and the platter is displaced
by a small angle and then released, it will
exhibit adamped oscillation, the Ct of which
is dependent on the main bearing friction
and the hysteresis damping of the rubber
composing the belt. If this oscillation is
superimposed on the constant rotational
speed of the platter, the bearing friction
ceases to provide any damping effect, since
the oscillation will not cause any changes in
the direction of motion. This gives the first
degree of freedom, and a quick check on a
Connoisseur BD1 turntable gave a resonant
frequency for this mode of about 2Hz and a
of about 2.5 for the stationary turntable.
The second degree of freedom of this
motion is perhaps not quite so obvious, as it
is due to the synchronous motor itself. Once

the platter mode described above forms a
two degree of freedom system, which is very
similar to the classic ' mass suspended by a
spring from amass suspended by aspring'
example covered in most text books on
dynamics. The main difference here is the
necessity to include the speed ratio between
the two rotational inertias in any computations. For those who are interested, the
approximate expression for the two resonant frequencies of the system is given as
follows:
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to the power of revelation. Similar considerations to those adduced here can be
applied to other forms of deck.
The prime function of a turntable is to
rotate arecord at the desired constant speed.
Since an AC synchronous motor runs at a
constant speed determined by the mains
supply frequency, it provides asimple power
source for driving a platter. The required
platter speed can then easily be achieved
with a compliant belt linking appropriately
sized motor and platter pulleys. This is all
common knowledge, but what does not
seem to be so well known is that the system
described is a classic 'two degrees of freedom' resonant system.
The platter obviously has a rotational
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This expression can be solved as aquadratic
in ( w/w 2)
2 and hence the two values for
obtained.
As an example, a turntable with a 2.2 kg
platter of 400 Kg cm 2 inertia will be assumed
to have abelt groove diameter of 10cm. If a
16- pole synchronous motor is used the
motor pulley diameter will be 0.89 cm to give
l
p=

TURNTABLE

again this has arotational inertia, but it also
has an apparent torsional stiffness which is
due to the nature of the synchronous motor
action. With this type of motor a rotating
magnetic field is established by the alternating current in the field coils of the stator
poles; the armature then rotates in synchronism with this magnetic field. If the
torque on the armature is increased, the final
rotational speed is not changed ( providing
the break-out torque is not exceeded), but
the angle by which the armature lags the
rotating field is increased. This represents a
torsional stiffness superimposed on the constant rotational speed, and thus the motor
forms a resonant system in its own right.
The combination of this motor mode with
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33 1/3 rpm from a 50 Hz supply. A suitable
neoprene belt might have a stiffness of 2.5
N/cm, and as a guess the motor stiffness
constant will be taken as 100 N cm/rad, with
an inertia of 0.5 kg cm 2.This combination
leads to resonant frequencies of 1.48 Hz and
27.1 Hz, and it is estimated that the Qs would
be in the order of 5. Physically interpreted,
these two frequencies relate to platter and
motor motion in the same direction at the
lower end, and in opposite directions at the
upper value.
Having established that platters which are
belt driven from synchronous motors must
exhibit two resonant frequencies, what relevance does this this have to sound quality?
This question could be split into anumber of
subsidiary ones, for example:
Are the effects of these resonances likely
to be audible?

Linn Products, who stated that by reducing
the cross-section of the drive belt the results
from their turntable were audibly modified.
There would seem to be reasonable
grounds for believing that the results of
these resonances, which occur in the critical
wow and flutter frequency range, could
audibly affect the output of the turntable arm
pickup combination. If this is the case, then
the next point to examine is what is likely to
excite this form of motion? Without doubt
the main source of excitation is variations of
the stylus drag on the rotating record. Mr.
Bickerstaff in an article ' Stylus Drag' HFN/RR
March 1973) derived a simplified equation
for this drag force, demonstrating that it was
mainly a function of the vertical tracking
force on the stylus and of the square of the
recorded. groove modulation velocity. As
such it is essentjally a rectifying process so

UNTUNED VISCOUS DAMPER INCORPORATED INTOA BELT- DRIVE TURNTABLE
COLIN BRAIN 31 JAN1983
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What conditions are likely to excite these
resonances?
Are these effects apparent in normal wow
and flutter tests?
How can turntables be designed to minimise these effects?
Taking these points individually, the answer
to the first question is a guarded yes.
There appears to be relatively little recent
published data on the audible thresholds for
wow and flutter, but some mono work
carried out in the 1950s was reported by Mr
Moir in his book High Quality Sound Reproduction, and in a different form by Mr
Fletcher in his book Speech and Hearing in
Communication. This work suggests that
with pure tones, wow in the order of 0.003%
RMS is audible through loudspeakers ( but
not headphones). The most sensitive disturbance frequency is 2-3Hz. In the flutter
range, above around 10Hz, the ear appears
to be sensitive to the amplitude of the
superimposed motion, and the quoted
thresholds would correspond to peak amplitudes for the flutter motion of about 2
minutes of arc. On program material,
rather than pure tones, these thresholds
appear to change, with the ear's perception
being reduced by at least one order of
magnitude, the frequency for maximum sensitivity rising to about 7 Hz.
There are also two comments from turntable manufacturers, which Ican recall reading in the hi-fi press, in which this phenomenon seems undoubtedly germane to
audible impressions. The first was from
Goldring, who Ibelieve stated that reducing
the platter mass on their 103 turntable gave
an audible and measurable improvement in
its performance; and the second was from
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that variations in the envelope of the modulations become more important in determining the drag than the modulations themselves. At the frequencies of interest here,
vertical tracking force variations can be
caused by quite a number of factors. These
include record warps ( particularly for pickup
arms which employ pivot damping), plinth
suspension resonances, cartridge/arm resonances, motor vibrations, and floor and
furniture induced vibrations.
The answer to the next question raised
then stems naturally from this consideration
of the probable excitation modes. How many
of these are included in the standard wow
and flutter tests? Since these are usually
carried out in laboratory surroundings, with
aconstant level signal, and possibly adifferent pickup arm and cartridge, the answer is
that probably none of these factors are
adequately represented, and hence will not
be reflected in the measured figures. The
only point which might show up is if adeck
with afour- pole synchronous motor had an
upper resonant frequency of 25 Hz; this
could be excited by motor out-of- balance
forces and could thus significantly influence
the measured results. Alternatively, they
could be picked up individually by spectrum
analysis in the subsonic band, say 0.2-20
Hz, but few reviewers have the equipment to
do this, and no manufacturer has yet ventured to publish the performance of his
turntable in this area.
The final question was concerned with
design features to minimise the effects of
these resonances. One answer which comes
to mind is the use of an AC or DC servo
motor in place of the synchronous motor.
This solution removes one of the resonant

modes, but needs to be approached with
some caution, since it is the lower one which
is lost. If the same figures are used as in the
above example, except that in this case the
motor has no stiffness associated with it, the
single resonant frequency becomes 5.1 Hz.
This is aretrograde step since this frequency
is not only more susceptible to excitation
from the mechanisms listed above but is
also likely to be closer to the ear's most
sensitive zone for this type of disturbance to
program material.
If the servo speed is sensed at the motor
spindle, then the motor will provide adegree
of damping to this motion, which might
offset the adverse frequency shift. It was
stated earlier that in this resonant mode, the
motion of the motor and the platter were
out-of- phase. Consequently if the servo
speed reference is taken at the platter instead of the motor, and it is not adequately
phase-shifted or filtered, then the servo
action must then apply negative damping to
this motion, with aconsequent increase in Q.
On the assumption that the AC synchronous motor is retained, there are anumber of
design techniques which might improve a
given turntable. These really fall into three
classes: reducing the excitation; changing
the resonant frequencies; and increasing the
damping. The excitation of the platter takes
the form of fluctuating rotational accelerations. These can only be changed by altering
the magnitude of the forces causing them
(which is an interesting topic, though outside
the scope of this article) or by increasing the
inertia of the platter.
Generally the latter would also have the
beneficial effect of reducing the lower resonant frequency. The exception here would
be if the frequency was being changed into a
region of increased excitation, since increasing the inertia will also increase the O.
Similarly increasing the number of motor
poles is also beneficial, provided this can be
achieved without a significant increase in
motor inertia. Damping of these resonances
is normally accomplished by hysteresis
effects in the belt and motor. Some improvement could no doubt be achieved by increasing these, but there is apractical limit to how
much can be done.
Any further damping must then be
obtained from another source, and here the
untuned viscous damper is such an obvious
choice that Iam surprised that here is not at
least one such design on the market. This
type of damper works by providing aviscous
coupling between two 'flywheels', one driven
by the belt (the platter) and the other free to
rotate about the same axis. This viscous
coupling needs to be optimised for best
results. Clearly, if there is no coupling between the two 'flywheels' there is no energy
dissipated by relative motion. Equally well if
there is an infinite coupling, then no relative
motion will result and no damping will be
achieved. Thus the optimum solution is
obtained by trading off decreasing viscosity
against increasing relative motion to obtain
the maximum energy dissipation.
Ihope that this short article has shown that
there is at least one aspect of turntable
behaviour which is likely to be audible, and
which is amendable to alogical engineering
explanation, but which is unlikely to be
reflected in recognised 'specification' tests. In
fact there seem to be sound explanations for
most of the subjective comments on record
playing systems, but these do not always
appear to agree with the rationales suggested
by the commentators.
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Ifyou can't tell whether it's aBechstt
When afamous concert pianist insists
on aBechstein rather than aSteinway (or
vice versa), we think you should hear why.
So it's not enough for our speakers to
get apiano to sound like apiano.
We've removed all traces of distortion
that would blur the differences between
one famous piano make and another.
Such attention to accuracy has made us

the leaders in modern loudspeaker design.
By using alaser beam to produce
•holograms of acone in action.
•By using cumulative resonance spectra
to provide athree dimensional plotting of
the sounds aspeaker shouldn't make.
And by evolving these two techniques
into something even more sophisticated,
namely ascanned laser plot.

nor aSteinway, it isn't aWharfedale.
Not surprisingly, our research calls for

new ways of making speaker components.
So we make most of them ourselves.
The result of our efforts is not only
better sounding speakers, but also better
value than you'll find elsewhere.
The best example is our new Laser
range. Four speakers that share the same
'handsome design shown here.

But even the least expensive of them

will play back the differences bet-ween
concert grands costing thousands.
That's why you will hear the world's
most famous instruments, when you listen
to Britain's most famous speakers.
Wharfedale Loudspeakers. Highfield
Road, Idle, Bradford, Yorkshire. Telephone
(0274) 611131.

MUST SURELY be no doubt left in
THERE
readers' minds that the choice of disc
player exerts a powerful influence over the
sound quality from LP. It can even be
argued that the crucial part is the motor unit
itself, since this is the foundation of the
system: a failure here to produce a stable
rotating platform free of spurious vibration
will undermine the performance of all the
other and following components, no matter
how well specified individually, in the ' hi-fi
chain'.
It follows that the quality of the arm or the
cartridge will be of lessened or even of little
importance if the disc itself is carrying
interfering noise and does not rotate properly
at a constant speed. Thus a committed
purchaser who plans to upgrade his system
over an extended period could well save
money in the long run by investing in a
trouble-free turntable at the outset. For example, the particular qualities afforded by a
good motor unit are evident even using a
cheap cartridge, and inexpensive models
perform almost as well here as the most
costly examples. In fact, the cheap cartridge
reveals faults in the motor unit quite readily,
as the major differences in turntable quality
appear in the range up to 1kHz. Of course, the
use of such a pickup means that compromises must be accepted regarding high frequencies, where the more expensive types
may show rather better detail, clarity and
stereo effects, as well as reduced coloration
and improved tracking/tracing. To some ex- •
tent, then, the purchaser must decide his own
priorities — whether to follow an established
price balance amongst audio components, or
to favour the lower frequency registers with
potentially superior bass articulation, objective dynamic range, good pitch stability, and
solid musical 'drive' afforded by an apparently imbalanced expenditure in favour of a
superior turntable.
Classic performance standards & dynamic
range
Before the industry took the subject of
turntable sound seriously, a set of classic
standards were established for laboratory
measured performance. It can be shown that
aserious failing in one of these performance
factors — rumble, speed drift/inaccuracy, or
steady-state wow and flutter — can spoil the
reproduction: nonetheless, it is a fact that
perfection in these departments does not
conversely guarantee agood audible result,
implying that they do not present acomplete
picture of performance.
Innumerable turntables have passed
through my laboratory, delivering exemplary
results for rumble as well as wow and flutter,
and yet many have suffered from an embarrassing rejection after listening tests were
undertaken. Indeed, the current technology is
producing direct-drive motors offering an
almost unmeasureably good classic technical
performance, with test results better than
—80 dB DIN- B rumble and less than 0.02%
DIN wow and flutter not uncommon. Experiments with these two parameters indicate
that the thresholds of audible ' perfection' are
— 75dB and 0.1%, respectively. Rumble is a
measure of the spurious mechanical noise at
the platter resulting from the turntable operation; originally, when motors and bearings
alike were poor, rumble figures of — 60dB or
so, following DIN-Bweighting were commonplace, and it was afrequent audible problem.
Continuing improvements, however, have
meant that the classic rumble measurement,
with its concomitant frequency weighting,
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TURNTABLE SOUND,

Martin Colloms looks at the inadequacies
of traditional turntab emeasurement.
has slowly become obsolete, as the closely
defined problem it was intended to quantify
has been more or less solved in modern
turntable design. However, its primary objective, that of quantifying unwanted mechanical noise or vibration still remains; but we now
realise that we need, not only to consider the
running noise induced in the turntable, but
also that emanating from the environment.
The concept of signal/noise ratio requires
subtle modification to take account of dynamic range; strictly speaking, the latter is the
margin between the loudest and the softest
sounds capable of resolution by the system,
and is usually expressed in 'dB'. Traditionally, these two level extremes were separately
assessed, ignoring the time domain; unfortunately, music is time dependent, being composed of transients possessing stunning
complexity and unique time signatures. It
was in this area that the 'subjectivists' took
the lead in recognising, almost instinctively,
that the concept of ' dynamic range' needed
redefining for music signals. It was observed
that some turntables seemed to play at a
more constant volume level than others,
appearing to compress the signal dynamics.
There was also an associated feeling that fine
low level details sounded 'fogged' or
obscured in the presence of louder transients,
while the natural silences immediately following certain momentary transient peaks
were not silent enough, the transient decay
seeming over-extended and smearing the
silence that followed, thereby diluting its
depth. Such reproduction could well be said
to exhibit an impaired dynamic range.
Once the existence of these qualities is
recognised, comparison with master tape
program immediately confirms the worth of
the new 'dynamic range' concept. Even the
best turntables can be heard to be flawed in
this respect— in truth the average standard is
pretty poor.

Tune playing & pitch stability
The subjectivists have made much of the
so-called 'tunefulness' or tune-playing ability
of the analogue turntable. This has been
described as an ability to sing along mentally
with the music in one's head in a tuneful
manner. But surely all turntables allow the
music to play tunes? On the fact of it, of
course they do, but it must be admitted upon

close analysis, to rather different degrees.
Once one has been exposed to a decently
high standard of replay fidelity, particularly
as regards pitch stability and tonal differentiation, a lesser standard is inevitably
disappointing. Upon exploring the spectrum
of turntable performance, two related factors
appeared to be of importance in this controversial area, namely speed stability and
coloration in the bass region. In the classic
sense of the word, the first is simply wow and
flutter but, as in the case of dynamic range,
this generally has only been measured in the
past as asteady-state phenomenon and not
under the influence of music transients, the
real test, one could insist.
A medium compliance, 29m downforce
cartridge exerts a significant drag on the
record, this due to stylus contact friction with
the vinyl groove. The instantaneous drag is
partially dependent on the modulation level
of the groove, its frequency distribution and
complexity. A music signal will present a
varying power load to the platter which
depending on its rotational moment of
inertia,— less than infinite, remember— and the
'stiffness' of the drive, will momentarily slow the
platter speed. With aweak motor and alight platter
the consequences can be severe, with up to
+0.5% short term wow produced, this clearly
audible as insecure musical pitch. In smaller
doses it is less obvious as pure wow, but it
nonetheless continues to undermine the
truthfulness and pitch stability of the reproduced program.
Elasticity in the drive system is a major
source of such pitch weakness. The elasticity
represents aspring allowing mutual oscillation with the platter inertia. Thus, even if the
initial speed loss were relatively short and
insignificant, platter oscillation prolongs the
duration of pitch variation making it more
obvious audibly. Several turntables of otherwise robust construction have used thin
whippy belts or cords for their drive coupling, and havé suffered from dynamic, or
program, wow. Furthermore, ageneration of
direct-drive motors popular some years ago
suffered from this effect; in this case the
elasticity being present in the electronics as
aform of first-order servo control. The result
was serious overshoot and ringing following a load transient. Some low-cost direct
drives still suffer from this problem.
More recently some belt-drive models
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from arespected manufacturer, who should
have known better, have employed DC servo
motors exhibiting the same defect.
The drive belt in asubchassis model needs
to be as stiff and well-damped as possible,
consistent with adequately isolating the
motor pulley vibration from the platter.
Some manufacturers have used high- loss
polyurethane belts to this end, while the best
of the recent direct-drive motors employ
well-damped second-order servo control
systems that demonstrate superb speed stability. However, Ihave yet to see a directdrive model in production with an effectively
isolated subchassis; the other vital side of
the performance coin.
This brings us to the other influential
factor in determining low frequency tunefulness, namely the coloration and feedback
properties of the turntable itself. Taking an
extreme example, let us consider a poorly
isolated, feedback prone model with afoot/
plinth resonance at 70Hz and acoupled shelf
resonance at 120Hz. Overhang and emphasis
will occur in the bass at these two frequencies, detracting from the even quality and
resolution of the overall sound, as well as
related frequencies. So far Ihave only considered single notes, but where the harmonic
rich spectrum of a typical bass sound is
concerned, the frequent one- note- booming
at the resonances mentioned masks and
destroys the subtle harmonic relationships.
As, in atypical system, the strength of bass
fundamentals has been eroded by the LF
roll-off, the confusing of their harmonic structure will render precise pitch uncertain. In
the case of bass percussion, particularly
where the pitch formant is already weak, the
sensation of pitch may be entirely lost in the
reproduction. This is especially important for
rock program, much of which is founded on
the bass line in terms of its structure and
composition. If this low frequency range
foundation is undermined, rock program
loses impact and interest and the lead
strands become tenuous. Although possibly
less important on classical material, the
effect can be heard as afailure in the tonal
articulation on double bass and tympani, but
the result is often less damaging in terms of
musical expression.
Major resonances will also be present in a
listening room at lower frequencies where
the reverberation time is usually much longer than in the mid or treble registers
Acoustic standing waves will be present, as
well as floor and possibly shelf resonances.
These are all potential sources of frequency
selective coloration, which may be coupled
into a poorly isolated turntable. Resonances
within the plinth and/or chassis also play
their part here.
Both critical factors of pitch stability and
coloration/isolation are susceptible to
laboratory analysis, though subjectivelybased standards are very hard to define.
Chassis/plinth coloration may be assessed
via the Moncrieff disc impulse test, which of
necessity subjects all the components of a
turntable that are coupled to the platter —
bearing, chassis, tonearm and support/suspension — to vibration. The coupling factor
to the environment may be assessed for
vibration isolation alone using a calibrated
vibrator table, and the acoustic or airborne
path can also be investigated, this time via a
calibrated soundfield, exposing all parts of
the turntable to acoustic energy. Finally, a
simple idea of pitch stability can be gained
from a speed accuracy test employing a
varying load, which for convenience can be a
2gm downforce Dustbug. The instantaneous
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peak speed change is observed on its application to, and removal from, the record.
This test may also be performed on music
while listening to the cartridge reproduction
of a critical passage.
Isolation and the closed loop
Given that a pickup cartridge is by design a
highly sensitive vibration transducer, the
cartridge and the main parts associated with
it, namely the platter, main bearing, plinth/
chassis, arm mount and arm itself, must
contain or retain a minimum of spurious
acoustic energy or vibration if the overall
sound is to be transparent and uncolored. A
closed loop idea has therefore been proposed
whereby the cartridge- related parts are intended to be made so rigid that no bending or
resonance can occur in the audio frequency
range. If this could be done such a product
would need no isolation since its closed loop
— the complete mechanical linkage from
stylus tip via the arm to the record surface —
would be immune to disturbance. Incidentally, this assumes aperfect dynamic balance on
the part of the arm and fitted cartridge. This is
not true of most tonearms and avibrational
movement or acceleration at the pillar will
generally result in an exaggerated excitation
of the cartridge. At this stage the loop theory
is already in partial collapse, but it has a
further weakness. No conceiveable analogue
turntable and arm could be totally rigid over
the 10 octave audio range. Even with current
high quality models: the platters rock on
main bearings and their mountings in the
30-100Hz range; the platters ring from 100600Hz; tonearms flex and twist from 200 to
1000Hz, and their counterweights resonate
in the 30-500Hz band; arm boards flex
relative to the platter in the 100-1000Hz
region. In fact above 1000Hz, a complete
turntable actually resembles arandom collection of coupled weights and springs — the
closed loop theory could hardly be farther
from the truth!
Sound design
Accepting the presence of these flexural
modes, the traditional and successful acoustic engineering solution is to suspend the
sensitive section on aspring coupled mechanical filter, namely the subchassis, and then
to dimension and locate the inevitable reso-

nances in areas where they do least damage
in subjective terms. A significant component
of many sound differences observed between players is in fact attributable to the
designer's own interpretation of these factors, whether it be deliberate or accidental on
his part.
Upon completion of a recent project to
assess some 90 turntable and tonearms, I
was
disappointed to find that so few designers
had tackled both the classic and the more
recently subjectively important factors in a
successful fashion. There were many models
with outstanding individual features which
might in isolation be important to a given
purchaser, but few at any price level offered a
sensible balance of all the important factors.
For example, the Pink Triangle possessed a
highly neutral sound, was low in coloration,
gave fine dynamics, good noise levels and
excellent isolation, but at the time of my HiFi
Choicetestwork (
Dec.'82) it still suffered from
asignificant level of dynamic wow which had
yet to be resolved. The recent Gyrodeks also
give afine performance, similar to that of the
Triangle, but until very recently marred by a
whippy cord drive. The Oracle has many
outstanding qualities, and yet like the Ariston
Superieur, suffers to some degree from
inadequate motor torque, while earlier Oracles also showed some wow due to belt
tolerance problems. Almost none of the
Japanese decks provided aworthwhile isolation system, and the superb wow and noise
figures as demonstrated by the Technics
SP10 II are thus of no consequence. I
could go
on — other models possessed overly compliant suspensions with prolonged recovery
from shock and accompanying wow, while
two subchassis designs had excessive energy storage, compressing the apparent dynamic range and masking detail.
Given that the analogue disc has had some
100 years of development now, it would seem
to me that most record and turntable manufacturers have left themselves wide open to
the Compact Disc and digital audio invasion.
After all, those factors which markedly affect
sound quality are apparently plain to see, and
in the main do not even require prohibitively
costly engineering to solve — it is up to the
analogue industry as a whole to meet the
digital challenge by producing some new and
inexpensive models offering good overall
sound quality.

Amodern apocrypha
Sthe time was using amodest turntable of
OME YEARS AGO, Irecall areader who at

the poorly isolated type fitted with a pretty
good Shure V15 Ill cartridge. He complained
that aspecific record sounded better courtesy
of the BBC, via his tuner, than from his own
cartridge, despite the BBC's use ( at that time)
of a much inferior cartridge. However, this
complaint was real enough, arising from the
fact that the tuner signal, fed from aremote
broadcast studio, was immune to acoustic
feedback, but his own turntable was not. The
arrangement was certainly satisfactorily re- •
moved from the feedback howl- round
threshold, but acoustic breakthrough from
the speakers to the turntable was undoubtedly spoiling the sound. The purchase of a
Thorens suspension-type turntable, with its
improved feedback performance, solved the
problem and domestic replay was at last•

better than the broadcast.
Recently, and using superior replay equipment, asimilar effect was reported to me and
Isubsequently carried out afew tests to verify
it. The sound quality of avery high quality
turntable system was assessed under normal
conditions and for demonstration purposes
some discs were recorded from the turntable
onto the Sony PCM-F1 digital system, with
speakers turned off. To check the PCM-F1
quality, it was then replayed and compared
with original disc, but it was only too obvious
that the PCM-F1 sound quality was superior
to the original, as has been reported. Logically one would not expect this to be true since
some degradation, however small, must
occur in the code decode process. Some
other factor must be present to cause the
anomaly.
In fact, the sound quality difference was
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Sounds
better than
an
overdraft.

How does aprofessional
system for under £500 sound
to you?
Well, listen to the 35 watt
system from Sansui and we'll
think you'll agree it sounds like
agreat deal.
An all-black system that
looks as professional as it
sounds and won't put your
account in the red. Normally
only top-of-the-line products
incorporate the latest
technology. But Sansui have
incorporated it in these budgetpriced professional models.
AU-D22 Amplifier

see eFF,

I

J

Add to this ahost of facilities
including arecord selector for
bi-directional tape dubbing and
you have aprofessionally
equipped amplifier at an
unbelievable price.
TUS 33L Tuner
The perfect complement to
the AU-D22, incorporating
servo-lock tuning which
automatically detects and
compensates for drift and
tuning error. Aspecially
designed detector and decoder
combine to ensure ahigh signal
to noise ratio and wide stereo
separation.

J

35 watts of virtually
distortion-free performance
thanks to the revolutionary
super-feedforward circuitry
derived from the top of the
range AU-D9. The AU-D22
has adual-bridge rectifier
circuit, ultra-wide range
phono equaliser and newlydeveloped protection circuits.

..etx ten,

µi{4.1ffft

D370 Dolby CCassette-deck
Marrying microcomputers
with electronic tape counters
and advanced tape transports,
the D370 represents agreat
advance in cassette-deck
convenience. Sound accuracy
and fidelity is true 'state-of-theart'. And with the Dolby Cnoise
reduction system, hiss and

D21

noise are virtually undetectable.
(But don't worry, each deck
also has Dolby B for your
older tapes).
52221V Turntable
Scorning electronic
wizardry, Sansui have opted for
features which make substantial
contributions to sound quality
A heavy weight die-cast platter
and high mass cabinet are
utilised to effectively reduce
wow and flutter and aunique
dynaoptimum balanced
tonearm essentially eliminates
arm jitters.
Together they're adifferent
type of hi-fi system. Professional
separates matched for sound,
price and quality.

Sansid_
For the name of your nearest stockist and an
illustrated leaflet write to:
Dept. B,Sansui Electronics (UK) Ltd, Unit lOA,
Lyon Way Industrial Estate, Rockware
Avenue, Greenford, Middlesex.
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CHAMPIONS IN ALL CLASSES
LIGHTWEIGHTS:Rega II
Rega Ill
Michell Focus/Basik V
Rotel RA820
Creek CAS4040
A&RA60
Onix 0A21
Mission 70
MS20
Akroyd 14L

RECORD CABINETS

MIDDLEWEIGHTS:Logic DM101 ( sp. offer)
Systemdek Ill
Linn Sondek LP12
MYST G- ohm amplifier
A & RC200/SA200 pre & pwr
Celestion SL6
Rogers Studio One
Nightingale " Point Five"

HEAVYWEIGHTS:Dias (Heavy Platter)
CASSETTE CABINETS
A selecti ,-

q‘ the very best in Audio Storage
— all in tne catalogue
—
PLEASE SEND MY
Mr

FREE CATALOGUE TO:(
PLEASE PRINT)

Mrs
Miss

Mission 775 SM
Elite " Rock"
Michell Gyrodec
Armstrong 730/732 pre & pwr
Mission 776/777 pre & pwr
P.S. Audio IV pre amp
Burmester 785 pre amp
Quad ESL 63
Linn Isobarik DMS
Proac SpJdio 3EBS

To name but í few! All these and more can
be auditioned by appointment in our new
"single speaker" listening room!
Postal

Code

i
v24 HOUR

634

ANSWERING SERVICE

Artifact Designs Limited,
13; Friday Street, hlenleron.Thames,
Oxfordshire, RG9 IAN.
Tel: ( 04912) 6037.

READING HI-FI CENTRE, 6, HARRIS ARCADE,
FRIAR ST., READING, BERKS, RGI.IDN. TELE (0734) 585463
Tu es- Sat : 9.30am to 5.30pm. (LUNCH: 2to 3pm, EXCEPT SAT.)
DEMONSTRATION APPOINTMENTS ADVISED!
Closed all day Monday.
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considerable, considering the high price and
performancé rating of the turntable system—
Linn (VN)/Alphason/Koetsu. Original replay
sounded muddier, harder and compressed. It
seemed ' loud' in the oppressive sense, while
the bass was both less articulate and less
tuneful. Furthermore, experimentation with
the volume level showed adefinite psychological and physiological limit above which
unease and discomfort accompanied the live
turntable reproduction. By comparison the
tape copy did not show this effect and could
be played loud without strain ( incidentally, an
effect also noted with CD player auditioning.)
Once again the answer was feedback.
While admittedly great strides have been
made over the years in the development and
understanding of analogue disc players the
system remains fundamentally microphonic,
and prone to vibration effects. The vital
transducer, namely the cartridge, is ahighly
sensitive vibration sensor, and even today's
finest turntables have acoustic breakthrough susceptibilities much poorer
than other signal sources. By comparison, the
PCM systems, whether tape or CD, essentially
are immune to feedback effects.
These findings must present aparticularly
tough problem for the top turntable producers, some of whom have been quick to decry
the so-called ' digital' sound. For the output of
their analogue systems to sound better after
dubbing onto tape via a good digital PCM
recorder is arather cruel twist so far as audio
development is concerned.
Unfortunately, to take advantage of this
improvement requires the purchase of a
costly PCM recorder, which must itself be
fitted into a sound-proof cabinet if its selfgenerated mechanical noise is not to spoil the
effect. In fact, there is another neglected
solution which makes far more sense than
experimenting with various types of support
'table', though the latter can be shown to
have audible merit in many arrangements.
This alternative is inconvenient but does have
the merit of being cheap. It involves setting
up the system layout and wiring so that the
turntable may be located outside the listening
room containing the loudspeakers, preferably separated from the system by astructural wall. The improvement wrought can easily
exceed the benefits derived from aconsiderable outlay on a superior cartridge or
tonearm.
Conveniently, Linn have now produced a
device which could greatly aid this method,
namely ahigh quality moving-coil headamp/
equaliser, with aline level, flat signal output
at low impedance and capable of driving long
lines with good noise and hum rejection. This
would be placed at the turntable position.
Incidentally, this equaliser is an obvious
contender for use with the passive control
unit described next month. However
there are many obvious disadvantages. At
worst your home may just not be able to
accommodate this arrangement, and at best,
you may miss the first few bars of arecording
while taking your seat. Finally, the presence
of aturntable in ahall or adjacent room may
prove a nuisance.
As with many aspects of audio, one often
has to make compromises between the quest
for perfection and domestic practicality. The
well known procedure of using the Linn
turntable on a lightweight coffee table is a
case in point; leaving aside the question of
small improvements in sound quality, there is
the problem of connection to the amplifier via
the relatively short leads attached to most
arms. having removed the turntable from its
convenient proximity to the amplifier on the
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usual wall shelf or unit, the amplifier has to
follow — on the floor? Perhaps not. At the
Audio 83 show ademonstrator ( Sound Organisation) assured me that the amp sounds
worse on the floor, quite aside from the
problem of overheating due to the carpet pile
impeding ventilation. He proposed individual
tables for each audio component, his
arrangement comprising three tables in all,
as one each was required for the amplifier,
the preamplifier and the turntable. These
tables are of rectangular form, made from
welded square section steel tubing with
sharp spike feet to sink into the floor. It is
recommended that for light items such as the
preamp, the table be lightly malleted down to
ensure good floor contact.
This technique is not new to Linn speaker
users, many of whom will be now acquainted
with the recently adopted method of rigidly
coupling their speakers to the floor. A set of
large wood screws is supplied with recent
Linn speaker stands, to be fixed to awooden
floor ( or via inserts if concrete) such that the
screw heads are just proud of the floor

covering. Hard plastic studs with aconcave
underside are fitted to the stand and locate on
the screw heads, the latter adjusted by trial
and error for height until a firm fit with no
rocking has been established. The speaker
rests or may even be screwed to the top plate
of the stand, without any interface or rubber
pads between the two.
The objective is to refer the speaker rigidly
to the structural part of the floor, and it is
argued that the resulting minor damage to
the carpet is probably less than the depressions resulting from the use of broader diameter conventional feet. For speakers such as
the Linn series, which are intended to be
placed close to the walls, the floor screws
may not be so inconvenient, but in the case of
free-space speakers placed out in the room
on stands ( such as the SL6 which our Editor
feels to benefit noticeably from this treatment), these may have to be moved, leaving
dangerously exposed floor screw heads. The
thin spike idea would make more sense in this
application though the effect on the carpet
with repeated removal and replacement can
only be guessed at.
However, close floor bonding does improve speaker sound quality and is well worth
trying. Those cheap plastic flat feet with
moulded- in 1
/ in, nails could be used, glued
2
with epoxy or other similar rigid adhesive to
the stand underside.

Why should this technique improve the
sound? A full investigation is undoubtedly
worthwhile, but the following speculations
probably constitute alarge proportion of the
truth. When aspeaker is energised by large
wideband transients the diaphragms move
suddenly, this generating areaction consisting of small movement of the enclosure. A
typical bass unit has a moving mass in the
30-60 gram range, while the whole system
might weigh 500 times that, with a proportionately smaller movement involved. The
latter, nonetheless, is finite and will tend to
produce fore and aft rocking of the speaker on
its support; but just how audibly serious this
will be, is hard to quantify. The Doppler
component is certainly quite harmless, but
the rocking also produces avertically directed
impulse component, and the cabinet walls
also flex under acoustic excitation, the bottom of the cabinet thus contributing its part to
the energy coupled vertically to the floor via
the stand.
While the stand itself may have springiness
or compliance due to frail construction and/or
weak design, the most common decoupling
occurs between the stand and the floorboards, namely due to the compliance of the
carpet itself and its underlay. The vertical
energy described excites resonances arising
from the supported mass of speaker and
stand on the carpet springiness, with trials
showing these to be in the 30-60Hz
range with a reasonable Q factor of sometimes as much as 3, the latter dependent on
the floor covering involved, as well as the
stand and speaker combination. Subjectively,
bass transient quality is audibly blurred by
these effects. Close coupling entirely removes the floor bounce resonance leaving a
much smaller group of distributed and higher
frequency resonances that are then induced
in the floorboards. Fortunately these are
usually dissipated rapidly by most floors,
especially those that are heavily carpeted.
My wife was quick to point out that there
arose an obvious disadvantage for flat dweller, as improved floor coupling is bound to
result in improved acoustic radiation from the
ceilings below, a result which may not be
appreciated by the dwellers in the rooms
underneath. Semi-detached houses may also
show aproblem, with improved conduction
of sound to the adjoining property. The degree
of improvement in sound quality from floor
coupling depends upon the intrinsic quality
of the entire system, including the room
acoustics. If some or all of these are less than
optimum at low frequencies, the change may
be inconsequential or inaudible, and Ialso
found it less important for classical than rock
program, due to the former's lower transient
bass content. However, using critical program and speakers possessing accurate bass,
the floor-coupled arrangement ( Linn Sara
stands) conferred amodest improvement in
bass depth, articulation, evenness and clarity; for example, drums showed improved
attack and less boom or hangover. These
effects continue to demonstrate just how
widespread the interactions are between
audio equipment and the acoustic environment; continued improvements in sound
quality can only arise when both the equipment and the environment are accorded due
consideration.
N.B.: Ihave just been informed that ahighly
respected Japanese audio critic, Mr S. Egawa
investigated and wrote about spiked floor
coupling about five years ago in connection
with speaker mounting and sound quality
improvements.
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NCE YOU'VE ACQUIRED an
Hitachi DA 1000 digital audio disc
player, we have afeeling that you might
like to tell your friends alittle about it.
TELL THEM ABOUT THE LASER
The DA 1000 is designed to play any compact disc on which audio signals have
been converted into digital signals and
recorded at high density.
These digital signals are read out using
asemiconductor laser pick-up, without
any direct physical contact, eliminating
wear of both pick-up and discs.
And that means no more replacing
worn styli, no more static crackle, no
more scratches, no more surface noise at
all. Ever. The disc you buy today will

sound exactly the same in twenty, fifty,
even ahundred years time. Even if it is
played every day.
TELL THEM ABOUT THE SOUND
QUALITY
Because there's none of the " scratch
noise" associated with normal discs, and

none of the " hiss noise" associated with
tapes, the signal to noise ratio of the DA
1000 is approximately 30dB more than
conventional systems.
The distortion is less than 0.03%, the
wow and flutter is below measurable
limits, and the dynamic range is better

Acomparison between the Hitachi DA 1000 and an ordinary LP disc player
Items
DA 1000
LP disc player
Frequency response
20Hz-20kHz ± 0.5db
30Hz-20kHz ± 2dB
Dynamic range
More than 90dB
65dB
S/N ratio
More than 90dB
60dB approx.
Distortion
0.03%
3% approx.
Channel separation
More than 60dB
25-30dB
Wow and flutter
Crystal oscillator precision
0.03% approx.

OHITACHI
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Now let the Joneses keep up with you.

than 90 dB, producing an effect with
added depth and dynamism.
Even vibration and howling are dispelled, as servo is applied to the pick-up
during disc play.
Put simply, you'll never have heard
anything like it.
TELL THEM ABOUT THE
FUNCTIONS
Random Memory Track Search. With this
function, you can program the DA 1000
to play only the tracks you want to hear
on the disc, in any orderyou like.
Self-Program Search System. The SPSS
searches for the start of each individual
track in turn, forwards or backwards
and then plays it.

Scanner Play Function. This gives you a
good idea of what is on adisc by playing
one second of material out of every thirty
seconds, continuously.
Something not worth risking on conventional systems.
Servo-assisted Front Loading. For stacking,
and easier access and loading.
Repeat Function. Repeats the whole disc,
or just the memory.
Other Functions: Pause — without the
"Take up" of tape or the unreliability of
tone arms. Headphone socket with level
control — for ease of personal listening.
LED's — for programme number and
playing time displays, as well as elapsed
time and pick up position indicator.

ONE THING YOU WON'T HAVE
TO TELL THEM
Who makes the DA 1000? With sound
this good, and this sort of accuracy and
reliability it could only be... Hitachi.
Hitachi have used only their own
major components in their digital audio
disc player ( unlike some other manufacturers ) and have created over 140 patents
in its development.
The Hitachi DA 1000 digital audio disc
player.
The Joneses aren't going to like it.

HITAC HI
In aword, reliability.

(
Only the very best retailers
carry this sign.
The only valid and fair method
of evaluating audio components
involves assessing their
performance in circumstances
which approach adomestic
environment. This implies that
only one pair of loudspeakers
can be in the room at any time.

will significantly degrade the
performance of any audio system.

The presence of any other
transducer, no matter how small,

The best retailers employ only
single-speaker dem-rooms.

The best retailers realise that modern
equipment demands higher
standards of demonstration than
the familiar wall of speakers
on wobbly stands.

[INN
PRODUCTS
Linn Products Limited
235 Drakemire Drive Castlemilk GLASGOW G45 9SZ
Telephone: 041-634 0371
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AREPORT
Adrian Orlowski compiles the tale
of a January weekend spent at the
Swiss Cottage Holiday Inn

J

USTAS AUDIO 83 was upon us, the UK
hi-fi show calendar for the coming year
did not look exactly jam-packed. With
Bespoke Audio's Manchester show at the
turn of the New Year out of the way, there was
nothing between the Audio 1/AT
Labs- sponsored London Show of late
January and the mid- sum mer trek to
Harrogate. But if the calendar remains blank,
(but see News for details of a NorthEast show — Ed), it could be that we are seeing
signs of the return of former enthusiasms. In
some ways the regional shows were an
attempt to pull out all the stops— acostly
last-ditch measure to keep punters drawing
outtheir cheque books. To experience Audio
83, now in its fourth year and confirmed in its
stature as the premier hi-fi show of the

Syrinx PU3 features adjustable azimuth, overhang

capital, suggested that the industry feels it
has weathered the worst of the recession.
And, too, that consumers are taking a
stronger, if more discerning, interest in
purchasing equipment.
There were more exhibitors than last year,
and attendances were good. But the most
marked feature of the public attendance was
the high proportion of people who could be
described as committed aficionados of
reproduced music. ' Head- bangers' and
'wallys' seemed definitely in the minority,
and the opportunity to engage in serious
discussions without being swamped in the
gadarene rush by families on aday outing to
twiddle every knob and button in sight was
refreshing, even heady. It looks like the
predicted ( by those with foresight) split
between the bona fide hi-fi side of consumer
electronics and the ' home entertainment'
side is already upon us. For, conveniently,
some enterprising souls have decide to
mount aHome Electronics show in the capital
for September— nine days, for twelve hours
each day, of video, personal computers,
electronic games, CB, rack systems, etc. It will
doubtless be an enormous success, and it will
probably signal the formal split between
serious music reproduction and mere
technologically- spawned frippery, asplit that
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was in evidence— if not demonstrably
present— at Audio 83.
But if that suggests the forthcoming new
hi-fi order is going to be an elite that costs an
arm and aleg to buy into, it is an inference
which received little backing from equipment
shown at Audio 83. Many of the most
interesting new products were in the ' budget'
category, which would indicate that
manufacturers at least have faith that musical
appreciation is not related to bank balances,
and that it will continue not to be. There were
expensive new products, it is true, but one
trend which seems likely to continue is that of
the high- end manufacturer deciding to
advance by penetrating lower strata of the
market. On the other hand, companies
already established at the bottom end of the
market could soon follow Rotel's precedent in
marketing both mass- consumption music
systems and high-performance equipment at
similar prices in parallel with each other.
Prognostications from the seers suggest
that not only will such an ideological split
between the ' hi-fi' and the ' consumer
durable' approaches take place, but that this
will be reflected in the market with two
distinct type of retailer. To some extent this is
true already in the UK, but the novel piece of
the scenario is that Compact Disc is likely to
end up on the home entertainment side,
leaving analogue hi-fi intact and able to
flourish in its own ( more specialised) sector
of the market.
Is this thefate that behoves Compact Disc?
While CD certainly has enough marketing
features to enable it to make inroads
into either camp in the projected split, and
only the launch will tell us what its
manufacturers intend it to be, it is worth
noting the attitude of manufacturers whose
livelihood is most threatened by CD. A year
ago these entrepreneurs were very nervous,
perhaps influenced by those who envisaged
the future of hi-fi would commence with a
clean and tidy coup de grceto record players.
Since then, teething troubles of the new hi-fi
have become apparent, but analogue
manufacturers have regained their
confidence, dusted off their old sales
forecasts, and seem to be relishing the
forthcoming commercial fray. Meanwhile, as
we note below, the public, and particular the
dedicated hi-fi public awaits CD with all the
anticipation of abanker expecting to collect a
doubtful debt.
Futures aside, it was pleasing to find Audio
83 alively and intelligent show, even if it did
cost £22 to buy an £8bottle of whisky over the
bar. Clearly, though, enough people still had
sufficiently deep expense accounts, and if
that's any sign as to whether there will be an
Audio 84, the answer must be unequivocal
yes. Just what the state of British hi-fi will be
then, however, is anyone's guess.
The following short- reports are snippets of
the show which attracted particular
comment from the HFAIMRteam, and it is
hoped that they communicate something
of the flavour of the show and its atmosphere.
Apologies to those who find it abiased
perspective ( we admit it!), and also to
manufacturers who feel they ought to have
been mentioned but haven't— no criticism is
intended thereby. ( If the truth be told, none of
us has the belly to write a Show report
which simply regurgitates the catalogue, and
we pray you like our efforts to do it
differently).

In the manner of apocryphal stories, the
new Naim Audio integrated amplifier—

called NAIT— which could be heard making a
public debut in the Linn/Naim room, was
produced so that Naim had something to sell
to Linn employees in return for all the Kans
that Naim employees had been buying from
Linn. In fact, in Julian Vereker's words, the
NAIT has been produced ' so that Naim
dealers have something to sell to customers
who would otherwise buy aNAD 3020'.
Despite the fact that it has finally emerged
closer to the Nytech/A&R price bracket than
the NAD price, dealers will not be perturbed
by the absence of any specification for the
NAIT ( including 8ohm power), and will
doubtless publicise to prospective customers
the existence of custom-built output
transistors, and an IC within the NAP32-size
case. ( The NAP 250 has had custom-built
transistors for about ayear— they do not
make the amp ' go faster' — that being a
function of the circuit design, not the
transistor— but they have resulted in the
output stage being more resilient against
abuse). The NAIT is not unexpectedly
similarly devoid of unnecessary knobs and
button, are the bigger amps, and as
supplied it accepts moving- magnet
cartridges only. If purchasers of an
LP12/Basik combination want to go to an
Ittok/Asak before also up- rating the amp, use
of the LINK m- cstep-up headamp is
suggested, this last item being the most
recent format of a Linn headamp.

HFAIMR had one of only two pairs in
existence of the new Spendor ' domestic BC1'
speaker. It substitutes apolypropylene
formulation that Spendor have discovered is
not covered by the Dudley Harwood et alii

,4riston's upgradeable R040

patent in place of the BC1 bextrene bass/mid
unit, retaining the HF1300 and SIC treble
units. We can confirm that the bass boom
tendency of the BC1 appears to be entirely
subdued in this speaker ( our sample was
designated the R381 but we believe it will be
finally labelled the SP1), with smooth and
satisfying deep extension. Other equipment
used in the dems, which continued to
challenge readers to say that digital was
awful even after afair dem ( and one or two
did!), included aMarantz CD player, the Sony
PCM-F1 processor, Linn LP12/LVX/Cirace F9E
analogue player, and Audio Research, A&R,
Marantz, and Naim amplifiers — we obviously
can't tell our ears from ahole in the ground!
Ourthanks to these manufacturers and
distributors, and to Russ Andrews.
Compact Disc was in growing evidence at
the show, the production of discs and players
apparently gathering momentum. So great
was the interestthat the organisers were
besieged for alist of all exhibitors who were
using one. While the interest in CD is very
strong indeed, one cannot help get the
impression that the average serious hi-fi
enthusiast is playing things close to his chest,
waiting to see what happens after the
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some of these new-fangled digital efforts?

immediate launch, and making the most of
every opportunity to hear it. One notes too
that the mood is very serious ( noticeably
different to the one in the Celestion room
where, even though CD was playing, the
interest seemed to be concentrated on the
speaker technology rather than the player
technology). There seems to be little of the
rejoicing that some of the commentators in
the press have voiced; perhaps the
anti-digital lobby has laid enough scepticism
at CD's door which must be allowed respect
because of that group's separate
achievements in their own fields that people
feel they must keep their own counsel.

For those sitting on the digital/analogue
fence, or those who would like to
harvest the riper fruits of each orchard, we
thought that the sound in the Marantz room
was one of the most compelling at the show.
Equipment involved was the Marantz CD63
Compact Disc player, SM10 power ampb and
apair of Quad ESL-63 speakers.
Here two SM1Os were employed, each in
bridged mode, to provide an
effortless-sounding 100wpc of class-A
muscle. The real novelty, though, was the
preamp, which consisted simply of aclassy
dual 10k log pot, suitably screened and
patched in between the CD player and the
power amps. Clearly less is more, but the
results depend on the source, and to that end
Steve Harris ( of Marantz, not Choice) had
selected carefully from the available CD
launch catalogue. One disc, the
KondrashinNPO Dvorak 9( Decca), was
apparently so successful that on three
occasions it played to afull house who stayed,
unrestrained (!), for the 42 minutes of the
complete work. Quite something, that, at an
'audiophile' show.

Audio 83 witnessed the creepings in of a
new audio terminology. Apparently CD and
LP records are not distinct enough from each
other, for the new technological software was
heard referred to as 'silver records', as
opposed to the old technology which works
on ' black records'. All very well until one
remembers events at Brixton and Toxteth...

Apart from the exhorbitant cost of
entertainment at the bars of the Holiday Inn
hotel, the biggest crime of Audio 83 was to be
caught making nice sounds. There were
several perpetrators, amongst them Absolute
Sounds, who were caught red-handed in the
act of playing splendid early '60s Decca
recordings— tut, tut, hadn't we better play
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The cognoscenti could be seen using a
brand new item of hi-fi paraphernalia. We've
had record mats, clamps, special cables,
speaker stands, but ever since Linn indicated
their LP12 sounds better on alight table, the
world has been waiting for...a state-of-the-art
turntable table. London dealers Sound
Organisation have been quick off the mark,
and their table appears to have gained
rapid acceptance, as not only were several
manufacturers using them, but they are now
stocked by many LP12 dealers. A bonus is
that it doubles up as asetting- up jig for the
LP12, enabling you to have the base off and
giving the suspension that extra little tweak in
amatter of seconds. Peter Marshall of Profile
Acoustics put the whole thing in perspective,
though — visitors to the Profile room were
greeted by the sight of aCompact Disc player
stood fairly and squarely on the Sound
Organisation table, and were invited to
comment on the improvements it made to the
sound!
Musical Fidelity's The Preamp has been
joined by an MF power amplifier, and both
could be heard in one of the Wharfedale
rooms driving TSR102.2s. The new amplifier
is aMOSFET design rated in excess of
100watts into 8ohms, and will be retailing at
around the £500 mark. Like The Preamp, the
name is illuminated in red on the front panel,
to wit the ( vaguely rude-sounding we think)
designer's real name ' Dr. Thomas'. Even so,
it sounds like there's probably plenty of
'urge' there...

unsuspecting were genuine Aloi Record
coasters for your dining room table: genuine
in being the actual stamped-out labels from
rejected pressings. The humour of this is
tempered by the quantity of coasters that
seemed to be around— the release of the
Renee LP has clearlytaken its toll of
development resources. We gather that PM
will be reviewing the disc in ' Subjective
Sounds', when he will be finally letting the cat
out of the bag as regards the real state of his
triamp system.

The Celestion SL6 'Turbo' made the show
just in time, and there didn't seem to be an '
occasion when their room was not full of
people. The atmosphere there was probably
the most awesome if not the most reverential
of any atthe show. The new speaker, which is
definitely notcalled the 'Turbo' but the SL600,
looks identical to the SL6, though in fact its
cabinet is assembled from ahoneycomb type
metal material. If you conceive an SL6 which
has the same clarity and transparency at the
bottom of the range as the SL6 has been
described to have at the treble, you are on
your way to afirst impression of the SL600.
For asecond impression, you must definitely
have alisten...

Accompanying the Preamp — the good Doctor.

Linn's Aloi Records project has finally borne

NAOS 5120 turntable quietly worrying the competition.
The £79 Oak features a Japanese-sourced arm

fruit in arock record by obscure Dutch group
Renee. For what is an audiophile-interest
record, it has some strange attributes— it
sells in ordinary record shops, for an ordinary
price. What is outside of the ordinary, though,
are the cutting and pressing processes, which
are claimed to transfer more information to
the end product than any other currently used
technique. That must except direct-cut discs,
of course, but ' Reaching for the Sky' was cut
from afairly ordinary studio master tape. Aloi
have already cut records for other musicians
and are planning to do their own recording in
the forthcoming months. It is interesting to
note that not only do Aloi reject the
established way of making records but also
the established way of promoting them in the
trade. No 'free' copies were available to
exhibitors at the show, and many a
smoothly-couched request suffered the
embarrassment of having to change boats in
midstream with some alacrity.
Last year saw give-away Linn stylus
cleaners in the shape of match- books bearing
the legend ' review disposal kit' on the
reverse. ( No more left if you want to use one
on this issue— Ed). This year's efforts to
infiltrate the subconscious of the

In the lower echelons of the market it was
good to see several new turntables. Perhaps
the time is not so far away when, instead of
dealers having lots of speakers and just afew
turntables to dem, they will have arange of
sources and maybe but half adozen speakers.
Customers can then choose how much
information they require their system to
extract, and, as atailpiece, the sort of
presentation of that information that is most
appropriate to their room size, furnishings,
and speaker location possibilities.
In roughly descending order of price, there
were new decks from Ariston, NAD, Oak, plus
something from Audio Technica called the
'Sound Burger'. The new Ariston is called the
RD40 and comes with tonearm for under £ 150.
Following broadly the lines of the apparently
chassis-less up-market Image and the Dunlop
Systemdek II, with which it will be competing,
the RD40 features a triple-point suspended
sub-chassis of the same record-sized
diameter as the platter. An interesting aspect
of the design is its flexibility to different
market requirements: while the basic RD40 is
atwo-speed turntable, Ariston will be
introducing in kit form aDC servo- motor
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module, so that where desired the user can
opt for variable speed control. A
machine- intensive structure which has
required Ariston to invest heavily in
computer-controlled lathes, the RD40 created
alot of interest, and our photographer had to
make three visits to the stand before he could
take the picture shown.
A rather different looking affair is the new
NAD 5120 turntable— that of the PCB
tonearm — on which NAD are taking out
patents. Even more sombre in appearance
than NAD's electronics, the 5120 confirms all
those rumours about it being made
substantially from rubber. Apart from the
main bearing, the lid, and the moulded plinth,
the NAD 5120 uses hard rubber for the platter,
and is an object lesson in how to make
yourself atalking point without being flash.
The novel tonearm has no headshell as such
(merely slots for the cartridge screws), and
comprises aflat taper of board about an inch
wide: it is detachable for cartridge
mounting. The cartridge on the sample seen
was an Ortofon LM model, but presumably
the deck will be sold with NAD's own brand
cartridge, the 9200. But what a feather in
designer Erik Edvardsen's cap it would be if it
transpired that NAD's 9000 high output
moving- coil made agood account of itself in

tonearm protruding pipe- like from the molar
region— beyond this, words, to misquote
T.S. Eliot, fail us; so look at the picture quick.
Where does all this turntable activity leave
Dual, still the darlings of recommendation
columns, although all the above— and
Sansui too— will soon be more than jostling
for the affection of the compilers? We gather
that largely under the duress of UK
distributors Hayden labs, Dual have not been
sitting still, and are awaiting the moment to
unleash three powerful new demons on the
budget turntable market, below, at, and
above the price of the 505. You should not be
surprised if they arrive with improved
suspensions and tonearms compared to the
505. There is clearly going to be severe
fighting at the bottom end of the market this
year, which all those who have bought
expensive turntables will be able to observe
at their leisure.
But the really hearty news from Hayden
Labs is that in the wake of their taking on
Denon, Denon cartridges have been much
pared down in price. As an example, the
spherical stylus equipped DL 103C, which for
years has been the mainstay of Japanese
broadcasting, comes down from around £ 150
to just under £60. At its old price it was a
cartridge well-respected by reviewers, even if

The NEAT NAIT

they would all choose different models as
personal favourites, so this new price makes
it exceptional value for money; the best
bargain of 1983? There is news, too, of a £200
Denon cassette deck in the offing which
threatens to bring the philosophy of
minimalism to the wild acres of knobs and
buttons which sprout freely, and so far
without fear, int this equipment sector.
Audio Technica's Rob Wainwright shows off the 'Burger

this £99 deck.
The British Oak turntable hails from
Guildford and comes complete with tonearm
for £79. Bravely carrying on the banner of
British-made budget turntables that was
raised by Input Design, who are no longer
trading, the Oak deck is ano-frills or fancies
product of the ' solid plinth' school. In their
dem room they had fitted a Grado cartridge,
perhaps not quite the right choice as the
sound was treble bright. But the experience
of the designers/manufacturers in the retail
field has clearly helped them put together a
product for acompetitive price, and will
obviously aid them in marketing and
distribution, two areas where they would
seem to have the edge over the ill-fated Input
company.
Finally Audio Technica, although the
Sound Burger is more the territory of
HFN/RR's new sister periodical Stereo: the
Mousetrap (
that's actually Stereo: the
Magazine — '
a better mousetrap' see p.144).
The Sound Burger is an ingenious
portable-cum-domestic record player which
will be on sale for about £75. We would
describe it more as aset of friendly crocodile
jaws wrapped around an LP record with the
HI-FI NEWS& RECORD REVIEW
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And where, too, does it leave Rega, whose
hegemony between £ 100 and £ 150 is
also threatened? Roy Gandy was looking
around the show wearing the beatific
expression of one who has truly experienced
Nirvana, and when he popped into the
HFN/RR room in the company of Joe Royd
(Akroyd loudspeakers) of whose speakers he
is an admitted fan, he parried all attempts to
elicit information on anew Rega
development that is rumoured with an
extended critique of our new cover. All we
will report of it is thank God he produces
turntables and not hi-fi magazines— HFN/RR
would still have its yellow border! But
whatever it is that Rega come out with, don't
be surprised...

Causality was apparently being reversed in
the Rotel and Monitor Audio rooms, where
effect— asystem comprising Rotel RA-840
and MA R352 speakers— was apparently
preceding cause— awrite-up by AO of this
combination in the March issue, which at the
time of the show was still amonth away from
being published! We understand that these
two manufacturers had been discussing
collaborating before AO independently

discovered the combination, and that his
enthusiasm may just have been a
contributory factor to setting the seal on it. To
date we've been too busy to bend it aserious
ear, but AO came back muttering that he'd
never heard aDual 505 sound so good, so we
will have to rectify that soon.

Making arare public appearance was the
Audio Vois amplifier. This relatively new
three-piece ( preamp, power amp, preamp
power supply) makes no concessions to
grooming, and price-wise finds itself
competing in the Quad 34/405.2 and Naim
42/110 area, but it elicited very favourable
comment from two HFN/RR writers.
Seemingly with shades of the big Nairn, the
sound combines good information handling
with asweetness (this is all untrammelled
opinion, of course) that grows upon one in
the manner of the legendary Sirens' song.
Audio Vois had brought along a
newly-delivered small computer with the
intention of creating publicity material on the
spot— different.

Wearing both their own manufacturer's cap
and that of British Audio Marketing, QED
were showing afull house of their own:
Quantum amps, Akroyd speakers, the
Spectrum and STD turntables, the Alphaz:on
tonearm, and Decca cartridges. There
appears to be activity on the part of the
last-mentioned maker, and we think that a
Decca London VII cartridge is probably not far
away. QED were showing two new speaker
stands of rigid construction that they have put
alot of effort into— not exactly acheap
accessory, but recommended for
investigation if your speakers are mobile or
on wobbly stands. Their latest product,
though, is amains three- pin socket sold as
'Direct Connect' which, although not
purporting to solve earth inpedance
problems and thus improve your hi-fi sound
at astroke, does reduce the impedence
between the ring-main and the amplifier
mains lead from avalue QED have found to
be typically 80-100 milliohm to about a
quarter of that— use, as the health food
purveyors put it, as part of a
calorie-controlled diet.

Disregarding some of the really expensive
imports ( Krells, Mark Levinson, etc) which are
rarely done justice by hotel rooms, the most
intriguing new package is the Boothroyd
Stuart/Meridian modular system, ' pluggable'
like Lego — you only need buythe bits you
want. It is also full of clever little programmable memory features which you or may not
get around to learning in time, depending
doubtless upon your computer literacy quotient ( roughly determined by how often you
end up with The Horse of the Year Show when
you wind back your video recorder to watch
Wagner). The sound quality came in for
plenty of comment, with some distinctly
unimpressible people being far more charitable than istheir wont.
Not perhaps attracting the same publicity
as more PR-conscious manufacturers, ProAc
nearly always do something interesting for
Swiss Cottage. This year they were demonstrating apair of tiny little speakers, which
produced asound of such scale that one
searched in vain for asubwoofer, failed to
find one, and then listened more respectfully.
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Having spent our travel budget this year on UK
dealer shows, allowing IA to talk in front of an
audience to his heart's content, we had to
forego avisit to the Winter Consumer Electronics Show in Las Vegas in January. However, a
brainwave washed over us — why not ask a
bonafide enthusiast (who usefully would be
paying his own way there) to report on it for
us? And Absolute Sounds' Riccardo Franassovici is such an enthusiast — that's why he got
into the hi-fi business in the first place. So, with
minimum mention, honest, of products he
actually imports, here are the words & pictures he came back with...

Most impressive demonstration at the show was from David
and Sheryl Lee Wilson's WAMM speaker system, driven by
Oracle/ EMT-Van den Hul ' 200W Krells. (Was it really true
that Linn's Charle Brennan was caught trying to sell his
tri-amped Isobaciks on the cheap having heard the
WAMM?) For a mere $35,000, the customer gets a system
consisting of: two huge 4th order vented 18in. driver
subwoofers, flat Gown to 17Hz; and two 2m towers, each
consisting of wi upper bass (40-430Hz) module, with aQ of
0.68, containing two 0139s on decoupled mounts, an
electrostatie Jansen tweeter panel above 5kHz and two
modified Braun minispeakers covering the critical 500Hz to
5kHz region These are all mounted on a ' bean pole' and have
their positioning fine-tuned in the listener's home. David
Wilson makes recordings for his own Wilson label and the
philosopny apparently behind WAMM (Wilson Audio Modular Monitor> was that he wanted to reproduce the sound of
his singer w.fe's voice as accurately as possible. Certainly in
one room, Iexperienced a 'sonic jacuzzi' — Ithought it was an
earthquake, but it was the WAMM system playing an organ
record in the room above.
Most widely used turntable was the Sota — 'The turntable
Newton would have — which, coupled with Sumiko
arm / Supex, Iheard producing agood sound from apa ,rof
Stas electrastatcs. These were used with 'The Absolute
subwoofer', designed by one Demian Martin,
ex-Spectral Audio, who also introduced what must be the
heavyweight turntable of all time. The RDM weights 175Ibs
and uses adirein-driven granite platter, hand-ground to 150
millionths of an inch smoothness, floating (!) on a 12in.
airbearMg. Base piate is. of course, also of granite.

thought that it was an electrostatic loudspeaker, or a
radiator — it's actually the Audire Monarch class-A monobock — 100 wats into 8ohms, 200 into 4,380 into 2, and 720
'nto 1 ohm! The leaflet recommends that each mono amp
should be plugged into a separate, unshared 15 amp ring
main — it is claimed to have a200 amp peak output current
capability.

Most interesting product at Las Vegas Ifelt to be this
tonearm, made by a small California company, The Mod
Squad, who offer a custom modification service — you
should réad what they do to astandard Quad 405; for $400.
The Triplanar tonearm is claimeo to be resonance-free, but
along with this, the designers have incorporated adjustments
for precise setting- up, two hitherto apparently incompatible
goals. The new up-market Oracle turntable, the Première,
incorporates atonearm broadly similar to the Triplanar but
engineered for larger scale production.
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Syrinx designer Scott Strachan ( above left) seemed interested in anew Canadian speaker, the Perkins PR2 Series D.
which, driven ay Classè Auoio class-A amps— is that meant
to be a pun? — and a Koetsu
Syrinx PU3 Systemdek
front-end, produced what Ithought to be the best sound at
the show, coherent and honest. The 200mm bextrene bass
unit— ferrofluid fitted, dustcap-less to reduce coloration — is
loaded by atype of distributed port in aMedite cabinet, with
internal shelves/braces and different density internal damping materials used to break up standing waves and give
optimum loading
minimum energy storage. The 1in.
tweeter is mounted in awoo. filled hardwood cylinder with a
rear vent, the whole time-aligned and mounted on springs to
deco uple it from the cabinet. Other speakers Ithought good
(again time- aligned) were the GNP Valkyrie, with its tweeter
mounted in a lead cylinder, and the Vandersteen.

Threshold designer Nelson Pass's thoughts are straying
rom amplification, as can be seen in the photo above. The
unit looking lice a venetian blind behind him is in fact a
ull-range(!) ion-cloud speaker. Certain.y the most talkedabout product at Las Vegas, this diaphragm-less speaker
actually extends down to 10DHz, but pays aprice in having a
woefully law efficiency — around 77d8/W. However, even at
the low replay levels. Iwas aware of atransparency of sound
that Ihave never heard from either electrostatic or movingcoil drivers. Don't rush out to buy one, however, as the
speaker was only constructed to see if it could work at all.
Threshold's latest commercial product is a5000 watt power
amp, which uses 96 output transistors. Intended for industrial use, it must be installed by a trained electrician —
presumably he welds the speaker leads in place — so home
use would appear to be ruled out.

UK manufacturers made their presence felt at the show —
Linn, Naim, Exposure, Mission, Rogers and Meridian were to
be heard, whilst KEF had ahospitality suite. The UK certainly
seems to provide a 'coherent front' when it come to hi-fi,
unmatched by the Americans. The sheer size of the USA
accounts alat for this— G'asgow may seem along way from
Salisbury, but they're virtually neighbours compared to
California and New York — but there is no consensus the way
there is in the UK. The highe , prices in the USA have given
electronics designers such as William Johnson and Nelson
Pass the freedom to go ail out, and the Americans lead in
electronics, Ifeel. The British market appears to be so price
conscious that the designer can't do everything he wants
without making the price unacceptable. The Americans,
though, have not realised the importance of turntables. A
system in the Daybreak room — their Model 22 speakers
(above) driven by Bel class-A amps — gave an integrated
sound with a spectacular bottom end and good definition,
but Icould hear the defiencies in the direct-drive turntable
used. When I
asked why they weren't using aSota or aLinn or
an Oracle or a... Iwas told that they don't like to mess with
belts — 'the aifferences are minute, anyway!' And Bipolar
Electronic Systems — their amp has been put in the lonely
Class 1B group by IAR's Peter Moncrieff — were using an
antique Fons! Cable controversies continue, with the most
activity taking place in the 'and-coax clique' rooms. Following Mendota's original research, Monster introduced their
'Reference' cable, a balanced line design with physically
separated conductors, which looked exqu'site.
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See the pure, white picture below?
Please empty adirty ashtray over it.
You'll have soiled it just as effectively as inferior
audio equipment soils the quality of the music it plays.
Now, please visit your nearest Luxman dealer.
Ask him to let you hear the latest range of
Luxman Hi Fi equipment.
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He won't be able to.
That's because with Luxman you hear the music,
and not the equipment.
And that's because Luxman Hi Fi is so free of the
impurities that mar the performance of ordinary Hi Fi.
So if you're dedicated to pure music, you now
know who's dedicated to pure audio.
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Pictured above: Luxman L550 Pure Class A Integrated Amplifier.
Luxman T530 Frequency Synthesized Tuner with 24- Station Memory and Computer Tuning.
For full details of the Luxman range write to HW International, 3-5 Eden Grove, London N7 8EQ. Tel: 01 - 609 0293.
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\11TH ALL THE recent excitement over CD we should not lose sight

of the fact that the analogueturntable will remain dominant for
most enthusiasts for several years to come. Readers who have been
committed to audio for some years will have invested in avaluable
collection of records; furthermore, aconsiderable proportion of the
material to be released over the next few years ( rock & classical) will
not be economicto reproduce in the CD medium. It would be madness
for amusic lover to forego the listening pleasure to be derived from
good analogue LPs simply because CD can be shown to offer an
improvement in reproduction on optimal program.
Analogue replay has reached asatisfactorily high subjective
standard and the introduction of CD should not automatically devalue
all analogue systems. Rather, the presence of competition from
Compact Discs will stir the analogue industry out of its complacency,
this true of both the record production and replay equipment sectors.
Continuing small improvements in analogue reproduction are still to
be expected, and while these are unlikely to bring it up to the standard
of the best digital, good analogue reproduction will continue to
provide listening satisfaction. In any case, it is important to bear in
mind that it is the quality of the music itself (the composition and the
performance) which really matters, far more than superficial technical
considerations.
How much one is disturbed by defects in the reproduction is often
an act of will, as even the finest systems can be shown to be audibly
imperfect. At the other extreme, amusically sympathetic listener may
well derive great enjoyment from avery inexpensive and audibly
imperfect system. There is always the danger of becoming

hypercritical and it is essential to try and retain asensible perspective
on equipment performance and its relationshipto amusical result.
This introduction brings us to areview of one of the most widely
discussed high quality analogue players on the market today. It is
astonishing to note that an early sample was reviewed in HFN/RR
some 7years ago by Frank Jones ( Oct. ' 76). An up-to-date evaluation
is obviously overdue, and Imust reject any mutterings on the part of
certain members of the industry [and public, see 'Views' — Ed] who
feel Linn already has too much exposure in HFNIFIR.
Having let the name of the manufacturer out of the bag, the actual
components to be reviewed this month comprise their LP12 turntable
and LV II tonearm, (with reference to their Asak m-cpickup cartridge).
They are often partnered with other components as they have distinct
personalities of their own, but at the same time they also exhibit a
synergistic, almost symbiotic relationship with each other, and as a
result, we have decided to reviewthem as apair.
In an industry obsessed with yearly model changes, it comes as
something of asurprise to learn that the Linn Sondek has been almost
adecade in production. In fact, although major improvements have
been undertaken, as regards its appearance and physical essentials
the deck has remained unaltered.
Its exact origins are somewhat confused, partlydue to adisputed
business agreement with the original Ariston company, whose first
turntable the Linn resembled. In turn, that model owed much to the
legendary Thorens TD150 AB of the late 1960s, and indeed the
Thorens itself harked back to the earlier and pioneering AR turntable
produced by Edgar Villchur of Acoustic Research. The vital common
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surface, this in marked contrast to many other models which
frequently leave belt fitting apertures in the platter. The latter,
although under the mat, are in fact audible as the stylus ',asses over
them, resulting in acyclic change in sound quality. The Linn platter
weighs asubstantial 4.1kg and establishes the inertial mass reference
forthe entire suspended assembly.
The comparatively light kite or lozenge-shaped subchassis is
located within the plinth and suspended on three inverted coil springs,
these interfaced by special rubber washers, top and bottom. The latter
perform alocating and centering function, as well as helping to damp
secondary harmonic resonances in the springs. Spring tension is
adjusted by nuts below the plinth— an inconvenient operation, best
performed by adealer using aspecial jig.
The motion of this three-spring subchassis is extremely complex,
and even now Ido not believe that anyone has succeeded in
theoretically analysing its behaviour properly, or, indeed, establishing
those parameters which can be of paramount importance in defining a
good sonic performance. Elements of judgment and skill, and adose
of black magic, would seem essential here. As the subchassis can
move on its suspension in many axes— lateral in both planes, vertical,
rotational, rocking, yaw — combinations of these, their frequencies
and amplitudes of movement, as well as their duration in response to
Design
agiven excitation and the preferred mode, are all crucial factors.
Outwardly the LP12 looks simple enough, but in fact the interaction
The objective is to provide the platter, together with its associated
and audible effects of its various parts is extremely complex. The final
subchassis, arm and cartridge, with ahigh degree of stability and an
ensemble is open to many forms of interpretation or analysis; Linn
absolute minimum of external energy breakthrough, the latter
may cavil at the description that follows, but in any case they seem to
constituting rumble, noise and coloration- inducing feedback. The
make their own rules in this department.
total suspended chassis mass, in conjunction with the assembly
One could argue that the foundation of this turntable is the main
springs, works as amechanical filter to produce the desired result. The
bearing, the platter spindle asubstantial deep component of
filter resonance needs to be well below the audible range, since its Q
hardened tool steel, with the end ground to acone with asmall
radiused point. This so-called ' single point' bears on ahardened thrust factor is considerable and it would otherwise peak in the audio range,
appearing as an aberration in the frequency response of the cartridge.
plate, with two close fitting sleeves of PTFE employed at the bearing
housing extremities; the assembly is oil-filled to exclude moisture and Some designers have opted for avery low resonance frequency,
around 2-3Hz, as some of the suspension modes in certain designs
to lubricate the bearing surfaces continuously. The point contact
ensures ahigh rigidity, virtually noiseless coupling of the platter to the reach high enough in frequency to upset the armicartridge resonance.
su bchassis via the bearing housing, the other principle being the very To achieve the low frequency, they often use suspension points
spaced outside the platter perimeter, which will give ahigh chassis
low mutual velocity of the surfaces due to the small diameter of the
rotational frequency. In contrast, Linn ( and certain others) locate the
contact point. Pressures are correspondingly high and to achieve a
springs well within the platter diameter, maintaining alower
long life the material quality is obviously vital. The slightly resilient
rotational mode frequency which allows use of stiffer springs and a
sleeves play asecondary role in stabilising the assembly; here the
suspension frequency of 5-6Hz, rather higher than average.
surface velocity is higher but the PTFE is inherently self-damping and
Various centres of resonance have been proposed; at the platter
of very low friction. It also cushions any residual rocking, thus
spindle, for example. The location of the Linn springs does not
contributing to low residual noise levels or rumble.
produce asuperficially elegant symmetrical result — rather the
If the main bearing is the foundation, the platter is undoubtedly the
heart. Relative to the other linked components, it easily represents the appropriate node or movement minimum occurs in the playing area
of the record traversed by the cartridge, which confers two particular
dominant part, particularly if its rotational inertia is taken into
benefits. Firstly, the asymmetry helps mutually to damp the various
consideration. A precision machined and balanced component, it
vibrational modes, and secondly and perhaps more importantly, it
comprises of an inner drum on which the belt runs, and aclose-fitting
minimises the spurious excitation at the cartridge position, thus
outer ring. This two-part construction adds to the cost, but has the
improving its tracking and hence its stereo image stability. Damping
advantage of reducing self- resonance, and provides auniform upper
feature shared by all these designs is aheavy two-piece, cast platter,
belt-driven from aslow speed synchronous motor, the moving
assembly constructed on alight subchassis. This is isolated from the
main chassis/plinth by three compliant coil springs.
There is some evidence to show that while Linn Products initially
applied their engineering skill at considerable expense to make ahigh
quality, well finished product which auditioned and measured well by
contemporary standards, they were then as yet unaware of the
ultimate potential of the basic design. However, as the years
progressed, their engineers developed afine understanding of the
LP12, extending to the most minute details of its construction and
their relationship to audible effects. Early on they learnt that the
turntable could have adecisive influence on sound quality, aconcept
quite foreign to the industry as awhole, who greeted the idea at the
time with derision.
Forthose yet unfamiliar with the product, the LP12 is an analogue
motor unit priced alittle under £400 in the UK. It offers few facilities—
'
nfact, one could even be forgiven for saying it has none. Asingle 33 /
2
1
rpm speed is offered, with one on/off push button switch. It presents a
classic conservative appearance and is built of traditional materials.
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Perfectly equipped for
an imperfect world.
If all the links in the audio chain between the records and your ears, including the
acoustic properties of your room, were ideal that would be perfection. If only...
At A&R we started with imperfect reality and produced aquality audio amplifier system
which offers the perfect solution — the 200 series. It provides all the benefits you have come
to expect from MR — high quality sound, reliability and styling — and more.
The 0200 stereo control unit offers you both 'straight line' amplification and
sophisticated treble and bass controls, which allow you to get the best results from your
complete system.
The C200 tone controls are iimited to frequency extremes only and compensate for
any performance constraints in cartridges, speakers and listening room. In addition, the
30Hz filter minimises rumble and deals kindly with small high quality speakers of limited low
end capacity. Both moving coil and magnetic inputs are fully programmable to achieve
optimum cartridge loading.
The story is completed by the SA200 stereo power amplifier rated at over 100 watts
per channel into 8ohms (though it will drive speakers down to as little as 2ohms impedance).
For full details of the A&R route to perfection and the name of your nearest dealer
simply return the coupon.
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The latter are also asource of vibration excitation of the platter
relative to the motor pulley, which is fixed to the plinth. How the
suspension reacts here is vital, since it is potentially capable of
continuous oscillation under music drive. Furthermore, the belt
represents another spring with two modes, one additional to the
chassis and one where the motor pulley may be regarded as locked,
the platter capable of oscillating in arotational mode against the belt
compliance. The latter effect is not uncommon in the case of
turntables using soft or thin belts, or rubber cords, and may be shown
to produce audible and measureable wow during musical transients.
Prolonged chassis movement also increases wow, whether excited by
drag fluctuations or external vibration. Such movement modulates
the effective belt length, resulting in belt velocity variation, adirect
cause of wow or speed variation on the platter. It is no accident,
therefore, that the LP12 provides an exceptional wow performance,
both as regards objective and subjective assessments.
This leads to the matter of pitch stability, since these slow wow
effects are often perceived more as avague and disturbing instability
of pitch. The lower frequency sounds in the audio range can lose some
of their identity and become less 'tuneful'. Careful comparative
listening is often required to expose this subtle but nonetheless
important effect.
The LP12 employs one of the stiffest belts in the industry, run at a
comparatively low stretch. This provides significant frictional
damping of belt/platter resonance, and also of some subchassis
modes. In fact, belt tension is critical and is controlled by the
platter-to- motor spacing. Too much slack and the drive slips, too tight
and mechanical damping is impaired. Inevitably, tolerances in the
suspension bolts and springs prevent accurate spacing control and
this has to be achieved by careful alignment on installation, while the
motor itself is mounted on slotted holes to allow tuning of the belt
tension.
Returning to the to the subchassis, this is alight flanged steel
ciamponent, with aspot-welded transverse reinforcing ' U' channel
running beneath the main bearing, its main function is to link the
platter bearing securely to the arm board, the whole floating assembly
said to comprise aclosed loop via the arm to the cartridge. In theory,
such aclosed loop will allow only the intended motion of the stylus
relative to the groove, in other words only the music groove
modulation to induce an electrical output signal from the cartridge. If
this loop were perfect ( ie, the arm and all intermediate components
were completely rigid), then loop closure would imply complete
rejection of external interference and an isolating suspension would
not be required at all! The Mission and Rega turntables partially fulfill
this criterion. However, since the loop cannot be made rigid over the
entire audio range, it must in consequence suffer breakup resonances,
storing energy and releasing it as coloration in the audible range.
Having accepted the need for an isolated chassis, akey element is the
goal of low suspended mass (excluding the platter contribution). The
heavy platter should dominate, and the subchassis plus arm board
assembly should be as light as possible consistent with reasonable
rigidity. Energy storage is thus minimised in these parts.
In the LP12 the arm board does flex somewhat, both in itself and
with respect to its visually frail, three-screw fixing. The board material
and the nature of its fixing are both crucial here; it was discovered
some time ago that flexure in the 100-200Hz range was preferable.
If the assembly is stiffened, as occurs with some other models, the
resonance is not eliminated but now appears in the 400-800Hz region,
producing greater audible coloration in the midband. However, if
lower in frequency, the bass begins to lack tightness and definition.
Even the most rigid cast chassis models fail to maintain rigidity above
1kHz or so, and thus the closed loop theory would appear to be
something of ared herring.
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In terms of tonearm performance, the armboardichassis area is also
important. A strong arm with bearings of good integrity will transmit a
considerable proportion of the cartridge vibrational energy to its
mounting, and to the arm board ( again, asince- proven concept first
treated with derision). A two-way traffic prevails, and if the arm is
poorly terminated in amechanico-acoustic sense, reflected energy
can worsen the effect of arm vibration and increase coloration levels.
The LP12 board and fixing has the welcome property of possessing
some absorptive termination for the fitted tonearm, apoint
particularly relevant in the case of the lttok.
Considering sources of unwanted energy, the mains frequency,
synchronous drive motor presents aserious problem, producing
copious frame vibrations as well as being unavoidably sited in close
proximity to the playing area. The belt-drive/subchassis system is, of
course, the key isolator ( possibly the main reason for its use), but
other aspects are also relevant. For example, any reduction in motor
energy is worthwhile. The LP12's stainless steel top- plate, and its
method of fixing, is an important factor, and likewise, the soft, lossy,
hardboard bottom cover is said to dissipate motor vibration present in
the plinth itself, the latter asubstantial component fabricated from
solid seasoned hardwood.
The power input from the motor should be minimised, consistent
with sufficient locking torque and smooth power delivery. Here Linn
has made amajor improvement as regards the latest model LP12, the
provocatively named 'Valhalla' kit. It comprises abeautifully
constructed quartz controlled, synthesised power oscillator, neatly
installed within the player and capable of retrofit in the case of older
players. The synchronous motor performs well on clean, stable
spike and harmonic-free mains power, and the new electronics could
be viewed as ahigh quality mains filter, producing pure 50Hz, properly
phased and stable as regards both frequency and level. The motor
benefits include better, quieter drive, as well as reduced frame
vibration. All this results in both objective and subjective
improvements, as can be seen from the lab and listening test results.
However, aword of warning — sections of this new board are at
mains potential and rather hazardous; under no circumstances
should the bottom cover be omitted and the mains plug must always
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and control of subchassis movement is important, and some designs
have resorted to mechanical resistive damping between the plinth
and chassis, often in the form of viscous coupling or foam within the
springs. In fact, this represents ashunt path across the suspension
filter and degrades the isolation at higher frequencies. Instead, Linn
rely on coupled damping which does not reduce the upper band
isolation, and have long disavowed foam spring liners.
A high suspension stiffness and resonant frequency also have other
benefits. For example, a ' quick' suspension with agiven level of
damping will cease to oscillate faster than one with aslow, low
frequency rate. Typically, the Linn chassis appears more stable, is less
easily excited, and stops moving more rapidly than most. The
relationship of the drive to the platter must also be considered. The
stylus exerts avarying drag on the platter and while short drag peaks
are largely absorbed tay the platter inertia, asustained crescendo
imposes asignificant power load. The motor runs at constant speed,
synchronbusly locked to the mains supply frequency, feeding the
power to the belt. The power demand consists of acontinuous long
term component making up for bearing losses and average drag, plus
the momentary drag excesses due to high modulation.

be disconnected before removing the cover for realignment etc.
The LP12 has acquired anotorious reputation concerning certain
alignment problems, areputation which is probably justified. Not only
is it arather critical operation, requiring skilled spring rate adjustment
and centering, but also the dressing of the arm lead-out wires is vital.
All the previously discussed aspects of chassis behaviour, belt
tension, and indeed total isolation, may be significantly impaired by
inappropriate arm cabling and its arrangement beneath the deck; side
entry cables are preferable for the arm, together with the use of a
reasonably compliant grade of cable.
Linn supplied two platter mats with the LP12 as standard for some
years, aradially ribbed rubber one and athin black felt one. The latter
has been favoured over others, especially for use with the LP12, for
although felt does not provide the highest absorption of energy in the
vinyl disc, it can be shown to suppress secondary resonances over the
whole frequency range. Many composition mats possess an uneven,
and hence colored, absorption characteristic with frequency. The
tonal balance of the felt mat also suits the overall Linn balance.
The turntable is fitted with small fairly soft rubber feet to provide
some additional isolation from the environment. It is not vibration
immune, however, and in common with many other turntables, is still
affected to some degree by the vibration present in the shelf on which
it is mounted. Heavy wall units will store acoustic energy for longer
periods and affect asubchassis turntable more severely than will a
lightweight, quickly damped support, such as afrail coffee table or
other similar structure. There is acustom table now available which
exemplifies this principle by using 1
/ in. board for its support surface.
2
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"The lttok arm still produces a
spectacularly good sound with the
Sondek, and to my ears at least, the
Alphason arm also matched it well,
providing in some respects asweeter
and more neutral balance."

What's firm,
upright,and resists
vibrational effects?

Hl Fl Choice TURNTABLES & TONEARMS number 30.

The Alphason HR 100S
reference tone arm
For details write to:
31 Shawbrook Close, Euxton, Nr Chorley,
Lancashire
For demonstrations with awide range of
compatible cartridges, Phone:—

Celestion have done it again.
They have isolated the problem,
researched it and produced the
optimum solution.
The SL6 Stand, the most
elegant and effective
loudspeaker support system
ever produced.
Ideal for SL6 and any other
loudspeaker of suitable size.
Available in black and natural
walnut at around £35 apair.

PHONOGRAPH
60A ERPINGHAM ROAD
PUTNEY
LONDON SW15 1BG
01 789 2349

CELESTION W id
INTERNATIONAL Iffl
Ditton Works, Foxhall Road, Ipswich, Suffolk 1P3 8IP. Tel. 0473 73131

THE SCIENCE OF RECORD CARE
This is the first of aseries of informative adverts, designed to reveal some truths about
record care and based on researches both in the UK and America.
Clicks and Pops on records are usually caused by minute particles of grit, impacted
into the vinyl by the stylus itself. These grit particles invariably have aminimum
dimension of between 5and 15 microns, and are invisible to the naked eye.
Cleaners that fail to reach below the stylus tip profile in the groove ( see micrographs)
do more harm than good by brushing these harmful particles back into the grooves.

Carbon Fibre

Carbon fibre was the only material we found that was fine enough to reach below the
tip profile.
The slightest movement of any cleaner across the helically cut grooves of arecord,
can cause microparticles to dislodge from the cleaner.
The secret of our unique MK6 Carbon Fibre brush is that it has been designed to be
"pushed" around the record under its own weight, not " held" in the conventional
manner, see illustration. Used thus, no cross groove movement is induced.
What's more, at last that infuriating line of dust, ( that ALL other cleaners leave), can be
removed.The Hunt E.D.A. MK 6 incorporates aspecially treated velvet pad resting
between the two rows of carbon fibre. By pressing down, so that the velvet contacts
the record surface, any remaining dust is statically attracted onto the pad.

Other Fibre

We're so confident in our produce, we are offering an unconditional money back
guarantee. But we know you will be delighted.
Treat your records properly and don't join the " Wets".

unt
HR 'prod, ts
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154 Clapham Park Road, London SW4 7DF
Telephone: 01-720 7696 / 01-720 5449
Telex Number: 27950 Reference
Number: 3885
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Type
Platter damping
Disc damping
Finish & engineering
Mains lead/earthing
Speeds
Speed accuracy
Speed drift
Torqueload variation
Combined wow & flutter Unweighted wow
Unweighted flutter
Start up time
Electrical hum
Rumble
Acoustic breakthrough
Vibration isolation
Shock resistance
Size

Price ( inc. VAT)
Manufacturer

Manual, belt- drive synchronous motor,
quartz referenced power supply,
suspended subchassis
Very good ( double ring contruction)
Poor on initial transient but shows even
frequency, fast decay.
Both excellent
Two- core mains cable, earth return via
arm, thIrd earth wire
one, 33 1
/ rpm
2
-0.15%
negligible, quartz- locked
0.13% slowing under rated load, fast
speed recovery on transients
0.063% DIN ph wtd Is 2interval)
0.09% pk
0.05%pk
6seconds
very good
-80dB DIN- Bwtd ( see spectrum analysis)
very good ( see spectrum analysis)
very good ( see spectrum analysis)
Good
44.5cm 1W) x36.0cm ID) x15.0cm 1H)
5.5cm required for rear clearance on lid
elevation.
£374
Linn Products Ltd., 235 Drakemire Drive,
Castle Milk, Glasgow G45 9SZ Tel:
041-634 0371

Linn Ittok LVII tonearm
Type
Effective mass
Geometric accuracy
(ref 6.6.12.1cm
zeroes)
Geometric adjustments
provided
Finish & engineering
Ease of assembly
& adjustment
Typical bearing
friction:
lateral plane
vertical plane
Bias compensation
Bias force ( set to
1.5gm) lideal for
elliptical stylus.]
Downforce call brabon
error at 1.0g
at 2.0g
Cue drift
Cue ascent, 8.0mm rise
Cue descent, 8.0mm drop
Arm resonances
Arm damping
Cable capacitance
Price

General purpose, fixed headshell
tonearm, straight main beam, rigid
gimbal bearings
inc. screws, exc. cartridge, balanced for
8gm = 13.5gm
Excellent, better than 0.25" vertical,
optimum two point zero tracking error
alignment.
Height, overhang, lateral angle; no
vertical tilt position.
Both excellent
Both very good

<10 dynes
<10 dynes
frictionless internal spring
rim: 180 dynes 1190)
centre: 190 dynes 12101

<0.03gm
<0.038gm
negligible
0.8s
1.8s
Very good, see graph
None
100pF
£2531E 291 Black finish)

There are some frustrating elements in the Linn design, despite all
the attention that has been paid to detail. For example, the easily
scratched plastic lid has undamped hinges and rubber stops which
keep falling off unless glued on by the user. The felt mat periodically
sticks to the record due to static and must then be peeled off and put
back on the platter. Finally, Linn having gone to the expense of
synthesising aquartz-controlled, divided-down power supply, I
am
surprised that the usual second speed (45rpm) was not added with the
Valhalla; although in Linn's defence, they did point out that
compatibility with earlier versions was aprime consideration.

Wok LVII tonearm
This arm has been in production for almost three years now, and at its
introduction set such an enviable standard that it acted as acatalyst
for the industry, increasing the pace and scale of tonearm innovations.
It seemed extraordinarily costly at its launch price of around £230,
when other typical quality arms were at the £80-£130 level, and large
sales appeared unlikely. However, its immediate acceptance paved
the way for even more costly models, with the growing attention paid
to higher analogue disc replay standards making these designs
creditable, although their sound quality and engineering had to be
commensurate with the prices asked.
At atime when most arms had followed the low mass path to reach
some sort of compatibility with the mainstream high-compliance
cartridges then widely available, Linn for some years stuck doggedly
to the use of lower compliance moving-coil models, such as the Supex
900E, claiming certain sonic virtues which have since become more
widely appreciated. In their eyes there was clearly aneed for astrong
fixed head tonearm of mechanical properties suited to exploiting the
more difficult cartridges to the full.
The basic concept behind the LVII was largely formulated by Linn in
Scotland, while the manufacture was undertaken for them in Japan. It
possesses an effective mass of around 13.5gm — usefully lower than
the competing detachable headshell models in the 18-25gm range,
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but somewhat higher than the low mass models at 5-10gm.
The vital aspect of the LVII, obvious as soon as one picks it up, is its
remarkable strength. The mass has not been added as an
afterthought, as spare flesh; rather, it has been distributed in such a
way as to maximise the rigidity as seen by the cartridge. The avowed
objective is for the tonearm to provide ageometrically stable platform
which allows it to traverse the record with negligible restraint.
The arm movement must offer very low friction. Unfortunately, low
friction bearings are difficult to execute, and this is even more true
when it is deemed necessary to make them free of play or slackness, a
crucial factor in agood quality model. Experience has shown reduced
detail and impaired stereo focus when tonearms with slack bearings
are employed.
Arm rigidity plays an important part in the subjective clarity and
stability of astereo image. Remembering that the pickup cartridge is a
sensitive vibration sensor and that it also transmits vibration to its
support, spurious movements or resonances in the tonearm appear at
the generator relative to the groove, and emerge as unwanted signals
in the cartridge output. Complex modulation of stereo signals can
occur, blurring and colouring the sound. In this instance the location
of the first bending or torsional mode is all important. Typical
detachable head arms exhibit serious flexure at the headshell socket
in the 200-300Hz area, and softened bass definition plus defocused
stereo images are often the result. The higher the first breakup
frequency, the more rigid the arm and the better the results,
particularly if the breakups are well terminated or damped when they
occur. The lttok is remarkable in that the first resonance is 2octaves
higher than the norm, at lkHz in the latest version, and throughout the
major bass and mid frequency ranges the arm represents an ideal,
rigid platform.
In particular, two aspects of its design help to control resonance
when it occurs, the first being the heavy solid counterweight. This
offers atight fit via aresilient insert on the rear beam extension, this
interface helping to terminate the main beam mode. Secondly, the
arm board can also play asignificant part, with the LP12 providing
extra absorption at the pillar.
The main arm beam comprises amassive alloy tube, hard anodised
and laquered. The cast magnesium headshell is securely bonded to
the beam bythree large bolts and it incorporates an effective but
non-resonant tapered finger lift. A large, flat surface area is presented
to the cartridge top, with the slotted screw apertures recessed to trap
the fixing nuts and allow tight fixing of the cartridge using the
recommended steel socket- head bolts.
The lttok pillar has recently been increased in size, and comprises a
massive affair locked rigidly at three points. The baseplate hole has a
cutaway arc and, in conjunction with the apposite socket- head bolt,
this secures the pillar atthe desired height. Three large socket- head
bolts fasten the baseplate to the arm board; such is the general
acceptance of the lttok's overall design that its geometry and fixing are
becoming standard for certain sectors of the industry, as illustrated by
similar elements of the Alphason and Zeta tonearms.
Avaluable feature offered by the lttok is the direct calibration of
downforce and bias or skating compensation. Smooth-acting clearly
labelled dials cover azero to 2.5gm range, afeature particular
appreciated by reviewers. However, the Wok system does present a
minor weakness in that springs are used to generate the forces, a
hairspring employed for tracking force and alinear coil for bias. Both
of these show atendency to ring and can be heard asa faint clanging
sound when the arm is tapped. Some mild coloration must result.
Engineering and finish are both exemplary for this model and while
any precision instrument such as this must be handled with care, in
my experience the state of bearing adjustment has proved quite
tolerant of even heavy use with many cartridge changeovers. ( The LVII
appears more tolerant than most.) Linn themselves advise the
removal of the arm for cartridge fixing so as to minimise possible lever
or shock damage to the bearings when applying the necessary high
torque to the cartridge mounting screws. While this was certainly a
consideration with slotted- head screws, the new socket head bolts
when used with acranked hexagon wrench allow tight fitting without
imposing undue stress on the arm, provided care is taken.

Sound quality
Auditioned as acombination the close interrelationship between
motor and arm made it difficult to extract some information
concerning the individual performance of each component. That data
has in fact been gleaned from recent trials using aLP12 and LVII in
conjunction with avariety of other comparable components
(Alphason/Zeta tonearms; Gyrodek, Dias, Pink Triangle motor units).
An obvious cartridge choice was Linn's own Asak DC2100K
(reviewed HFN/RR Sept. '82). The Koetsu Black and Shure V15 Vwere
also tried, with amplification including the A&R SA200 and Mission
poweramps, plus the Audio Research SP8 and Sony 901
67
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LP12 motor unit

preamplifiers, used with avariety of loudspeakers. The latest Linn
Saras were to hand, plus the Spendor BC1, Celestion SL600 and Quad
ESL-63. As regards tonal balance the Bd 1and ESL-63 could be classed
as essentially neutral, with the Sara atouch forward to suit
moving-coil cartridge balances, especially that of the Asak, while the
SL600 veers slightly to the richer, more, distant effect, possessing a
gently downtilted axial response. Each speaker thus brought out
different qualities, and helped to elucidate various areas of the Linn
player performance. In addition, my having completed amajor
tonearm and turntable project just prior to the onset of this review

helped considerably in achieving abalanced comparative
perspective.
The Linn sound appeared coherent and integrated, in that neither
motor unit or arm betrayed themselves unduly as separate
components. The bass was highly rated, showing substantial
extension, good articulation, clarity and tunefulness, while the mid
register was dry and slightly forward, projecting vocal lines well. The
treble register positively sparkled, exhibiting alively and open quality,
while stereo imaging was exceptional for its stability, focus and clarity
throughout the frequency range.
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However, we did feel that the tonal balance was not perfectly
neutral; careful cross checking showed an excess of weight in the
upper bass, adegree of thickening and forwardness in the mid, plus a
trace of hardness and ringing in the upper mid, this effect partially
attributed to the tonearm. The upper range was perhaps atrifle bright,
almost 'zippy', and yet the grain and sizzle noted with many other
arms was thankfully absent.
These aberrations, however, were mild and the player continued to
satisfy in subjective terms, offering good differentiation of complex
instrumental lines. Pitch stability is atricky area, dependent on
program, downforce, and cartridge, but as our tests proceeded, the
LP12 became more convincing in this area, and it became hard not to
hearthe pitch instability present with so many of the Linn's
competitors. Ifeel this is a key factor in the comparatively ' secure'
feeling offered by the Linn disc player. All the cartridges we tried
tracked well in the LVII and sounded secure.
As asystem, it demonstrated very good feedback immunity and it
could be run at pretty high sound levels before deterioration began to
set in. Another detail noted when returningto other players was the
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Linn's ability to resolve transients and the silences which follow— can
this be the so-called Linn ' dynamic range'? We certainly observed a
smeared, compressive transient quality with anumber of other
subchassis models, the comparison showing the Linn to advantage.
Broken down into subjective elements no particular area appears to
be that exceptional. For example, it is possible to find models that beat
the Linn on ultimate speed stability, or tonal neutrality and mid
coloration, or bass extension and linearity, or even record support
coloration. However, every one of these other models appears to
possess associated failings of far greater severity. The Linn seems to
lack specific flaws and succeeds by virtue of its coherent and
subjectively optimised balance.
With the Asak on board it performed very well with the Saras, and
also sounded well on the Quads, particularly when the latter were
optimally elevated and angled. The Koetsu and Shure suited the
Celestion and Spendor models rather better. It would seem that the
Linn chain represents adeveloped optimisation for LP replay, which
may explain the company's reputed disdain of digital audio. Perhaps
Naim should produce an input facility on their preamp marked 'CD
Linn balance' where amild ' pinking' filter could be introduced to
simulate a Linn player and cartridge tonal balance. Linn system
enthusiasts could then judge CD on its merits and not just rely on tonal
balance differences to produce apremature opinion.
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Lab results
The two components were subjected to an exhaustive test program,
with specific data tabulated and presented in graphical form. A
vibration shaker table was used, whose surface acceleration was
assessed via aconstant bandwith spectrometer; fed shaped random
noise, auniform analysed response was the calibration objective. The
turntable was then placed on the vibration table and the feedback or
breakthrough of vibration measured via the pickup cartridge placed
on astatic record. Acoustic breakthrough was assessed by subjecting
the deckto ahigh intensity, equalised pink noise soundfield and
recording the breakthrough to the cartridge. Both tests cover the
critical 20Hz to 500Hz range ( linear frequency scaling). ( In the majority
of designs, breakthrough above 500Hz is very small.)
The chassis/platter damping and the disc support were analysed via
the Moncrieff impulse method, whereby a45° angled mechanical step
is applied to the disc edge. The impulse response is recorded via the
pickup cartridge, its stylus placed on the opposite side of the disc
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Martin Colloms rev'evved the Linn Asak DC-2100K m-cpickup cartridge for HEN/RR in
September 1982. Essentially unchanged since then, we reprint the frequency response/
crosstalk graph for completeness sake, the Asaklittok/Sondek combination being an
optimised disc playing system. We understand that anew pickup may be on the waylater
this year.

to the input pulse. To aid comparison the impulse response for an
absorptive mat was also performed, and the frequency transform
taken for both to compare the tonal balance. The dynamic behaviour
of the subchassis was also examined, this including its resonant
modes and its shock immunity. Internal components were examined
for engineering tolerance and finish, while noise levels were analysed,
both with regard to induced electric components ( hum and the like) as
well as mechanical components ( motor vibration and main bearing
rumble). The Thorens coupler was employed here, allowing ' rumble'
measurement to below — 80dB, DIN- Bweighted, while absolute speed
was referenced to alaboratory lacquer cut with quartz precision. This
also provided the wow and flutter test signal, the data assessed for
wow and flutter separately noted unweighted, as well as acombined
DIN weighted figure, using the statistically refined s 2interval. Speed
drift over one hour running was observed, and the torque available on
the platter examined via the speed change under both transient and a
continuous 2gm frictional drag. Other tests included start-up time to
stabilisation, plus immunity to mains supply variations.
The tonearm was measured for effective mass, this figure inclusive
of necessary mounting screws and calculated from the subsonic
lateral resonance plotted using acartridge possessing acalibrated
compliance. Bearing integrity was examined under conditions of
considerable torque excess, while sensitivity in terms of static and
dynamic function in both moving axes were explored via alow mass
piano spring gauge. Bias compensation was assessed, over the whole
working range and angles, with the force generated noted at the
1.5gm dial setting. Downforce calibration accuracy was checked at 1
and 2gm settings, while geometric accuracy was observed using
mirrors and the accepted two- point tracking protractor.
Employing areference, medium compliance cartridge which has a
cast metal body, the lateral acceleration at the cartridge was
measured from 20Hz to 20kHz, as the stylus traversed asweep tone on
atest record. Although the cartridge itself possesses an intrinsic
acceleration signature, the structural resonances in the tonearm
appear superimposed on the general trend and may thus be identified
and quantified. Data were available for the LVII on two types of
turntable, which illustrated the value of tonearm pillar termination.
Other details assessed comprised cue operation, drift and rates,
arm cable capacitance and ease of use.
Linn Sondek LP12
Analysing the results for the LP12 first, the intrinsic platter resonances
were considered to be well controlled, while the impulse response,
read at the disc rim, demonstrated arapid post transient decay with
minimal longer term ringing. However, the initial impulse was not
well damped and was transmitted in full measure to the cartridge
stylus. Absorbent vacuum platter systems can provide initial loss far
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higher than this. Conversely, Fourier spectral analysis of the impulse
for the felt and acomposition mat showed an interesting difference.
Over a2.5kHz linear bandwidth, with RIAA bass boost equalisation,
the absorptive mat was more even from 2.5kHz, but was distinctly
worse below 500Hz, a40dB difference existing between 100Hz and
2.5kHz. The felt mat showed ahigher energy level ( leading edge
analysed only) but amore even overall trend, — 22db, 50Hz to 2.5kHz.
After 20ms following the transient, there was little difference between
felt and composition mats as regards impulse decay.
Speed accuracy was very good, running anegligible 0.15% slow
with no long term drift in the accepted sense of the word. Under load,
the LP12 was particularly good for abelt- drive type. With — 0.20%
speed loss defined as the arbitrary audible threshold, the Linn
comfortably bettered this at — 0.13%. Other competing models have
been measured in the 0.3% to 0.5% speed loss range, and audibly
show mild program or dynamic wow.
Weighted wow and flutter was excellent at 0.063% with afine 0.09%
peak wow ( 0.2% is not uncommon) and anegligible 0.05% peak flutter
(0.08 to 0.3% usual with other models).
Run-up time to complete audible stability took 6seconds, the motor
running up in amore stable manner with the new supply than with the
old. Electrical hum levels were low, while the weighted rumble was
Linn's best to date at an indicated — 80dB. Separate spectral analysis
of electric and mechanical components is shown in the oscillograms,
and their mathematical subtraction reveals that in the new LP12, Linn
have all but eliminated mains frequency- related mechanical hum. The
slight 100Hz breakthrough of earlier models is now entirely absent,
due to smoother motor running. Shock resistance was classed as
pretty good, though adirect plinth impact would ultimately dislodge
the stylus.
Assessed on acomparative basis the acoustic breakthrough was
considered to be very good, as was vibration isolation, but these
particular results have been bettered by one or two models from other
manufacturers.
Linn Wok LVII
The LVII tonearm proved to be well adjusted and aligned with zero
bearing play and negligible friction. Bias compensation was very
close to the required level and the dial will probably need setting
slightly high for optimum results; for example, for a1.9gm downforce
the bias should actually be set to read 2.1. Downforce calibration was
fine with an error of typically less than 5.0% while the cue operated
well, with sensible rates and negligible drift. The roller on the finger
bar helped to avoid jogging the motor suspension unduly, while cable
capacitance was moderate at 100pF, the more recent cable showing
increased flexibility, thereby aiding isolation.
Classed in the very good category the arm resonance showed ahigh
rigidity up to 1kHz, and at higher frequencies it demonstrated very
good control by comparison with other products. It was fascinating to
observe the behaviour worsen on arigid heavy metal arm block due to
reflected energy ( Lux PD300 subchassis). The energy transfer is
proven by the acceleration at the arm board measured besides the
pillar for the two mounting conditions. The Sondek board clearly
moves, amechanism whereby energy is absorbed. As an experiment,
aloose foam- mounted counterweight was substituted for the correct
one, and its deleterious influence is apparent in the worsened
resonance characteristics ( graph tan for a1981 version of the Ittok).

Conclusions
With amatching cartridge the current Linn player costs around £800
— anot inconsiderable sum of money. Ifeel that, even assuming
compatible ancillary equipment, on grounds of sound quality alone,
it does not represent good value if compared with the £400-£500
required for agood CD player.
Conversely, if CD is put aside as an alternative medium of currently
limited scope, then the Linn player appears in adifferent light. When
compared with cheaper analogue systems, the Linn quickly shows
up their shortcomings, while many more expensive systems sound
no better, and in some cases even worse; one can easily spend
£2,000 on adisc player with cartridge these days if top price
components are chosen.
If astable, balanced and musically satisfying analogue
performance is the criterion, then the Linn player must be rated as
one of the best regardless of price; in this rarified audiophile
atmosphere, it can even be said to represent value for money!
Ironically, apart of Linn's success must be put down to the
inadequacy of the opposition. This comment should not be
understood as adevaluation of the completeness of the Linn system
design, where the motor unit, tonearm and cartridge are all selected,
compatible, matched components. This is arare occurence in the
turntable field.
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Experience the essence of music
from Marantz
Its Compact Disc Digital Audio player is now amust for hi fi owners
who demand the very highest standards ofperformance.
by Maurice Frydman

A new musical horizon
"One thought, one grace, one
wonder at the least, which into
words no virtue can digest"- Marlowe.
How can Iexpress the inexpressible? How can I communicate
that auditory shock, that dumbstruck astonishment Iexperienced
as one of the first privileged listeners to hear Marantz audio equipment coupled to their Compact
Disc player?
Plunged into semi-darkness I
perceived, lit by aslim ray of light
from an invisible sun, the Marantz
CD 73 Compact Disc player. Discreetly proportioned, giving no
clue to its function, superb in appearance and, finally, sublime in
its performance, it stood before us,
seekers after perfection gathered
together in a common quest for
the absolute.
Rocked and buffetted by the
sounds, the silences and the whispers of Wagner, Mozart, Simon
and Garfunkel, Irealised that we
were experiencing nothing less
than a revolution in the world of
sound.
I went on to discover that the
evidence of my ears was wellfounded. The words high fidelity,
worn bare by claims, counterclaims and exageration, assumed

here in the world of Marantz a
new and spectacular meaning.
We were experiencing amusical
truth never before achieved.
It was the very essence of music
— the word is not too strong —
like the living music of artists in a
room, aconcert hall or astadium,
playing in front of a hundred, a
thousand or a hundred thousand
people.
In the darkness Ifound myself
cut adrift from the world by
this musical miracle wrought by
Marantz, as though carried away
•by the wave of the future announced by the great names in
sound and among which Marantz
assumes, naturally and with utter
conviction, the place of leader.

suitable
amplifying equipment.
Marantz amplifiers are capable of
the high performance needed to
reproduce the dynamics of the
Compact Disc.
3. The CD 73 player has many
functions. Press the Open button
and the electronic drawer slides
out, ready to receive the disc.
Centring is unnecessary. The machine does this automatically when
the drawer is closed.
Discover the CD 73 Compact
Disc player's other facilities: permanent display of the number of
the track being played, rapid
search forwards or backwards for a
particular piece, repetition of aselected track, optional remote control and, above all, the facility to
programme up to 15 selections.

The Marantz contribution

The need to listen to Marantz

Ido not propose to go into detail about the techniques of digital
recording and optical scanning by
laser beam. Let's simply bear the
essential elements in mind:
1. The Compact Disc system allows the digital information to be
read with extreme precision. Thus
the quality of reproduction is exceptional with perfect separation of the
channels and apermanent absence
of distorsion, wow and flutter.
2. The Compact Disc system
must be supported by the most

E

For the rest, or for more information go and see or, rather,
go and hear Marantz systems
equipped with the CD 73 Compact
Disc player at your hi fi dealer.
Then you'll understand that the
secret is in the listening, listening
so perfect and unbounded that you
will talk about, as Ido, the essence
of music from Marantz.
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Invitation
to listen to the essence of music from Marantz
For alist of approved Marantz dealers, please return this coupon.

Name •
Address:

Send to:

Marantz CD 73 Compact Disc player integrated in the MCD 500 system.

Place:
MARANTZ AUDIO U.K. LTD

15/16 Saxon Way Industrial Estate
Moor Lane,
Harmondsworth UB7 OLW Middlesex
Great-Britain

IMPACT-FCB Belgium

Postal code:

HT

N° •

YORKSHIRE HI-FI 2/3
Manufacturer's Specifications: Two-way bass damped reflex enclosure. Drive units: 203mm
doped pulp cone bass/mid, 25mm soft-domed tweeter. Audio response available: <40Hzto
22kHz. Crossover frequency: 3kHz approx. Impedance: B 1ohms from 150Hz to 20kHz.
Minimum amplifier power: 15W/channel. Sensitivity: 87c113/W at 1m. Size:510mm
high x 280mm wide x 257mm deep. Weight: 10.5kg approx. Finish: Walnut wood veneer.
Price: £199.00 inc. VAT. Manufacturer: Yorkshire Hi Fi, Co ltsgate Hill, Ripon, North Yorkshire,
HG42AB.

YORKSHIRE HI- Fl are comparative newcomers to the speaker field,
and the 2/3 is their first product, to be followed by asimilar but smaller
model, the 1/2. The features most emphasised in their literature is the
crossover design. The basic function of acrossover is simple
enough — to splitthe incoming signal into two or more frequency
ranges, each for one driver, using bandpass filters. Roll-off slopes are
generally 12 or 18dB/octave, corresponding to second- and
third-order filters respectively. The 'order' depends on the number of

YORKS HI- Fl

Trevor Attewell looks at new
designs from north of Watford
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Tare small in size and of average cost. Nothing unusual about

HE TWO PRODUCTS reviewed here ( and three more next month)

that — they aim to satisfy current market trends. But these trends
worry me and Ibelieve we need to think alittle about their
implications. Although the average analogue recording chain begins
to roll off below about 80Hz, many companies are steadily making
improvements, using digital links and improved cutting techniques to
achieve 30Hz or better on the vinyl at quite realistic levels. That is now:
Compact Disc could virtually demolish any low frequency barrier, as
we were reminded in arecent AES lecture by Laurie Fincham, reported
in our February issue. Against this background the size of the average
loudspeaker has been shrinking — while the claimed lower'frequency
response' has stayed remarkably constant, usually remaining within
the letter of the law even if outside all musical reality. But we can't
have the potentially necessary low-frequency extension at decent
levels from enclosures of ever-decreasing volume unless the
designers have rewritten the laws of physics. Listening to reproduced
music soon shows that they haven't, and so does measurement. They
are simply designing whatthey can sell.
Of course the public prefers small loudspeakers. Space is often
tight, and there is the little matter of cost — for agiven quality, price
rises with size. One can use electronic trickery within limits, but that's
expensive too. Bulk and price also count against the subwoofel, an
alternative solution within certain constraints. But size and cost aione
can hardly account for the high proportion of folk apparently netts°
concerned about realism of reproduction. It is ironic that we seem
prepared to settle for less when advancing technology is offering us
more.
The original idea behind ' hi-fi' was nothing less than to recreate an
original musical performance in the living room — areminder of an
accustomed sound, not asubstitute for it. Impossible to achieve, yes,
but something to aim at, and if half the furniture had to be moved to
make way for apair of huge, brick-built corner horns then so be it. As
time passed and equipment improved, the easy option of staying at
home to play records rather than face the hassles of weather and
transport became increasingly persuasive. Deprived of real standards
of comparison by the feebleness of aural memory, more reliance was
transferred to second-hand opinions, often culled from whichever
magazine seemed most believable that month. Alternatively one
could just settle for the sound one liked, asolution at once simple and
honest, though susceptible to unforseen fluctuations.
The advent of Compact Disc should make us define our terminology
more accurately. We might even restore to ' hi-fi' its original meaning,
including those ' missing octaves' as one ingredient essential to those
who know and wish to reproduce the basic characteristics of live
sounds.
Even by tomorrow's standards many of today's loudspeakers will
be excellent products within their limitations, offering good value to
many who do not have the room, cash, or desire to exploit the medium
fully. But we really must stop categorising them as 'full- range', and
consider what possible replacements might bring real ' hi-fi' at
reasonable cost, even if they have to be alittle larger. As stated
already, the speakers in this review are small by intent, and comments
on their bass performance relative to real musical sounds should be
read in the context of this introduction, allowing for the design criteria
adopted.
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reactances used in the filter.) The design of such filters is very far from
simple, however, involving awide range of assumptions and
compromises. To start with, filters come in various types,
characterised by the particular relationships between the values of the
reactances, and known by the names of their originators, such as
Butterworth, Bessel, Gauss(ian), Chebychev and so on. Each differs
from the others in the flatness of the in- band response, the
phase/frequency and group-delay characteristics, the impedance
presented to the source and to the drivers ( both in and out of band),
the effect of load impedances ( the drivers are frequency-dependent
loads), the way in which all these factors depend on the order, and on
the ways in which they are combined. Nor have we finished yet — we
still have to decide on the parameter which is to be divided between
the drivers. Should the total power be constantwhether it is all going
to one driver or is being split between them near crossover, or should
the voltage be constant? If neither, then what alternative should be
used? How do we cope with drivers that are not equally efficient? Nor
are we concerned only with loudness — the radiation pattern will be
also affected by the phase and delay characteristics of the crossover I
Small wonder that filter specialists have been researching these
design problems for decades, and still are.
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ambience generally) to concentrate round the speakers, with the
image slightly behind them.
During the normal A/B tests against our ESL-63 transfer standards
the following detailed differences were noted, quoting the 2/3 with
reference to the ESL-63. Taking orchestral instruments first, violins
were more middy and boxy, with ahollower pizzicato, as were the
viola and 'cello. The double- bass was quite similar in its lower notes,
but more middy higher. Of the brass, the horn and trumpet were both
slightly more enclosed and mid- heavy, with less brightness and an
occasional ' buzz'. Bass trombones and tubas were rather lighter.
Woodwinds generally were darker in texture. Tympani had less
'body', and stick noise was more pronounced, while snare drums
showed more ' rattle' and less timbre. The bass drum had far less
substance, and cymbals were hollower. Pipe organs sounded
generally more enclosed, with the expected reduction in pedal notes,
and were duller in reed and compound stops. Speaking voices had
some added nasality and alittle more timbre, while singers were more
constricted, with greater emphasis on altos and tenors, together with
aslight increase in edginess. Given the basic pitches of various organ
stops and ascore, it was clear that there was aprominence of sounds
between treble-Cand high-C — or 500 to 1000Hz in round numbers.
Measurements were carried out in our accustomed 7m highoutdoor
anechoic style, reverting to third-octave in the case of pink noise. It is
clear that the response peaks around 1kHz, falling off steadily over
about 5dB towards 100Hz, below which is the general bass roll-off.
The top response is slightly down on average, with aflat maximum
around 10kHz. The dip at 3kHz is undoubtedly acrossover effect, and
very microphone position dependent, hence not important. The
results do explain most of the listening observations. The distortion
products are low, being well under 1% where it matters. As expected
the impedance curve is remarkably flat, and within specification,
having aminimum value of 7ohms, with the usual reflex character
below 150Hz.
Very adequate sound levels were reached with a100W/channel
amplifier, levels in excess of 100dBA spi being reached on pop music
in the listening room, while the sensitivity was 93dBA spi of pink noise
at 1m for aterminal input of 6.5V — an adequate figure. Taking
liberties with a200W amplifier driving one 2/3 resulted in the bass/mid
driver giving up after about aquarter of aminute. The distortion at this
level of abuse, while audible, would not worry some potential
abusers! It would be very reasonable to tighten the specified
maximum power from 150W ( which I
probably exceeded anyway) to
100W, non-clipping, which gives ample sound level.
As pointed out earlier, nearly all loudspeakers must embody more
compromises than components, and the result is inevitably amatter
of personal taste. While the 2/3 has acertain unobtrusiveness that may
find favour with many, my own view is that the response smoothness
and stereo imaging are alittle below average for the price.

WHARFEDALE TSR 102.2
68mm long, set in awood block glued to the rear of the panel behind a
70mm diameter hole, thereby forming akind of counterbore which is
filled by 10mm of foam damping. Two 60mm crossbraces each
12.5mm thick are glued at right angles to each other and to the four
sides of the cabinet against which they abut, between the bass/mid
and tweeter units. Also glued to three sides of the cabinet behind the
bass/mid driver and two sides of the lower half are 150mm square by
15mm thick chipboard blocks, placed diagonally with respect to the
centrelines of the walls. I
would suggest that these, with alittle
rearrangement, could act as fillets to support the crossbraces. The
crossover components are glued to yet another block on the rear wall
and hard-wired — not apretty sight, though very far from unique.
Connections are by 4mm sockets only. Damping is provided by two
rolled wads of terylene ( or similar material), one each side of the
crossbraces. The front grille is of foam, held in ten places to keep it
more secure, and the logos are handed (the speakers do not need to
be). The quality of construction internally seemed to me somewhat
below average, though doubtless serviceable enough in practice.
For listening purposes the maker specifies placement away from
walls and corners, and alistening axis between Sand 15° above an
axis perpendicular to the centre of the bass unit. Various positions and
angles were tried, and the optimum axis appeared to be at about 5°,
with the speakers well away from walls, as usual. Extended general
listening revealed aquite comfortable sound, rather thin in the lower
mid and bass region, with acomparatively raised upper- mid. The HF
end seemed alittle uneven, and not fully extended. Some slight
nasality and ' enclosure' were noted, and some occasional resonances
at high frequencies were suspected. At high levels, however, the
sound could be quite impressive if not wholly accurate. Stereo
imaging was stable laterally, but there was not much image depth,
and there was atendency for sources well off-centre ( and also
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Manufacturers specification: 2-3way third-order sealed enclosure. Drive units: 2 x 110mm
polypropylene bass drivers, reducing to one in midrange, 19mm polyamide dome ferrofluid
tweeter. Crossover frequencies: 300Hz and 3.5kHz. Impedance: 8ohms nominal. Frequency
response: 75Hz to 20kHz ± 3dB, 60Hz to 25kHz ( DIN). Sensitivity: 83dB/W at 1m, anechoic.
Power handling: 80W program. Recommended amplifier power: 25 to 80W/chan nel.
Size: 400mm high x 185mm wide x 190mm deep. Weight: 6.5kg approx. Finish: walnut
veneer. Price: £ 149.90 inc. VAT. Manufacturer: Wharfedale Loudspeakers, Highfield Road,
Idle, Bradford, BD10 8SF.

THREE RANGES of loudspeakers are now available from Wharfedale,
each with four members. The Mach range (formerly the E- Series) •
offers high efficiency with cosmetic appeal at prices from £ 180 to
£440, the Lasers are budget models from £55 to £ 139, while the
TSRs, of which this is the smallest, are more state-of-the-art, with a
top price of £650 for the 112.2. The 102.2 is intended for small rooms
in particular, and for stand mounting, though inevitably many of
them will end up giving less than their best on shelves. Wharfedale
can supply ametal stand, but they are reviewing stand design in
general, with the implication that something better may be coming
soon. The particularly compact frontal design is intended to improve
stereo performance, and the small bass drivers are claimed to give
better integration with the tweeter, the cone break-up reducing the
effective radiating area virtually to that of the voice coil near the
crossover frequency. The two bass drivers almost fill the top and
bottom of the cabinet, with the tweeter between, but interference
between the bass units is avoided by rolling one off at 300Hz, leaving
the other to handle the midrange. These units have astiffening ring
at the cone apex, and this, the voice-coil attachment, spider and
lead-outs are co- planar to stop rocking motion — readers may recall
that Celestion used this device very successfully in the SL6.
As for constructional details, the layout of the black panel, slightly
recessed, is finished in egg-shell black, and is labelled with a
comprehensive technical specification. Connections are by spring
wire-grips only. The enclosure walls are veneered on the outside and
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Clearly we cannot explore the 2/3's crossover in such detail, so
suffice it to say that they have chosen aconstant-voltage design,
across the input to which is connected aband-pass series LCR circuit
to maintain aconstant impedance load for the amplifier. Afurther CR
compensates for the rise in bass driver impedance at higher
frequencies, and aresistive divider in the tweeter feed takes care of the
efficiency difference. The combination is the subject of patent
application, though discussions on individual features can be found in
the literature. There is no simple way to assess any benefits arising
from this crossover independently of the complete loudspeaker, but it
is clearly sensible to offer the amplifier aconstant load, so that the
current demand for agiven output voltage remains constant over the
frequency range down to 150Hz, below which the impedance rises
due to the bass resonance — removing this would complicate matters
and possibly introduce unwanted side-effects.
Constructionallythe 2/3 is aplain rectangular chipboard enclosure
with flush front and rear panels (the latter has asmall groove round
the edges). Front and back are painted black, with veneer on the other
four sides. The drivers ( both by Elac to Yorkshire's specification) are
held by chipboard screws, with the bass/mid unit at the top and the
tweeter placed centrally below it. The port is 38mm in diameter and

Provides everything
that the serious music
listener needs to obtain
maximum enjoyment from disc,
radio, tape and compact disc
at the standard of quality
for which QUAD has been
famous for more than
thirty years.

QUAD*
for the closest approach
to the original sound

For further details and the name and address of your nearest Quad dealer write or telephone
The Acoustical Manufacturing Co. Ltd., Huntingdon, Cambs., PE18 7DB Telephone: ( 0480) 52561

tympani were heard at the octave more than the fundamental, and
the brass drum was much weaker. To put these results into
perspective one must remember that the ESL-63 is roughly seven
times the price of the 102.2 and radiates from perhaps ( at aguess)
ten times the surface area. These are all terms in the value-for- money
equation that the buyer can only evaluate for himself.
Looking at the sinewave response and distortion curves, the peak
is indeed around 1kHz, with agentle downslope of about 4dB to
80Hz, below which the real roll-off starts. The mean level falls slightly
from 1to 8kHz, rising again in the top octave. The measurements
were made on the tweeter axis. Since the result was slightly outside
specification we contacted the makers, who stated that they measure
on an axis angled upward, so that the microphone is slightly above
the cabinet on the recommended listening axis. This apparently lifts
the curve around 7kHz, and reduces the amplitude of the excursions
in that region so that the specification is met. Ido not doubt for a
moment that this is the .truth of the matter, but it is not practicable to
make amultiplicity of measurements on every loudspeaker, and we
rely to some extent on the uniformity of the radiation pattern over a
reasonable solid angle. This small discrepancy also ties in with the
variation of response noted during the general listening period. The
maker agrees with the general form of the curve, and points out that
the rise at lkHz is intended to make the in- room response more
acceptable. [ It should also be noted thatthe response was
unavoidably measured at 5°C, and the maker estimated that this
would exaggerate the relative mid- band level by up to 2dB. We will be
following this up in more detail next month— Ed]. I
would argue that
this rise should give amid-emphasis, as observed before any
measurements were done. The case has also been put by James
Moir and Edward Hands in the June 1982 issue, and was further
discussed in the Bose review ( November 1982).
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lodded with 6mm bituminous pads within,
further damping being provided by a
moderately dense fibre filling. A 9-element
crossover is mounted on apcb using a
mixture of self-support, glue and rivets,
(except for acapacitor behind the input
attached to the rear panel). It won't win any
engineering awards, nor will the push-on
connectors, but it should prove durable. The
cabinet finish is very good indeed— though curiously enough, not
only are the drivers slightly recessed to bring them flush with the
panel (which is good), but so are the foam grille attachments! This
work of supererogation leaves the foam little to hang onto, and might
be skipped with advantage.
The leaflet supplied with the review pair is, Iundeistand, to be
updated. At present it is slightly inconsistent in as much as the text
and adiagram recommend placement against one wall, while graphs
show quite clearly that the flattest response is obtained away from
the wall. Audition showed that the graphs were correct, and was
carried out on stands 460mm high. A small amount of tilt was used to
bring the listening position nearer the tweeter axis, found to be the
optimum level, at least in my room. General listening to all types of
source showed the 102.2 to be no mean performer, sounding much
larger than its real size, with plenty of reserve power. Not
unexpectedly the bass output was slight, and there appeared to be
some drop in the presence region, giving aslightly ' middy' balance
with some boxy and 'cuppy' colorations. Although the listening
room is probably more than twice the volume of those for which this
model is designed, plenty of output was available. The stereo
imaging was liked, being good in lateral terms, and having better
than average depth.
WHARFEDALE TSR 102 2
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Proceeding to the NB tests against the ESL-63, and quoting the
sound from the 102.2 with reference to the standard, produced the
following. Speaking voices were more enclosed, slightly cuppy and
lighter, singers being rather similar with less hardness in the upper
parts. Pipe organs lost most of their pedal notes and high mixtures
were also less audible, while reeds were duller and flutes generally
less sparkling — the peak response was again around high-C
(roughly 1kHz). The harpischord was somewhat duller and more
boxy, as were guitars. Orchestral strings were less open, with duller
pizzicato, the double- bass less rich near the bottom of its range.
Brass instruments as awhole had less ' bite', the trombone being
more similar than its brethren, if atrifle duller, while woodwinds
were, simply, abit woodier. Percussive sounds were tight, but
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Going back to the curves, the distortion is low — significantly
below average in fact. The third-octave pink noise response confirms
the principal features of the sinewave test, and the impedance
modulus has awell-damped peak at the bass resonance with a
respectable minimum of 6.6 ohms from 200 to 500Hz. The sensitivity is
on the low side at 11.5 terminal volts for 93dB spl of pink noise at 1m
in the listening room per loudspeaker, but this is ample for the
intended use, and sufficient for much larger rooms, in fact, with
100W/channel about 100dBA of pop music was measured in the
83m 3 listening room.
Among the attractive features of this model to many will be its very
small size ( it is almost in the LS3/5a class in this respect) and
relatively high output, plus avery good stereo performance. Some
care in positioning may be needed to obtain the best results, and the
frequency response is not as flat as Iwould like. Having said that, the
response is more likely to suit the small, and probably bright rooms
for which it is intended, and which will not support any great bass
extension anyway. On that basis it is certainly worth hearing, if
possible in asimilar environment.
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And now . . . .
MUSIC IN THE HOME

South East Audio

presents

THE CD DISC
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We were not around when Edison invented the phonograph or Berliner the
gramophone record, as we know it. But some of us can just recall the
introduction of electrical recording and, by the time LP discs and Stereo
came along, our professional involvement was as total as our commitment to
both these vital innovations. Now the launching of the Compact Digital Disc
comes as another watershed in the history of recorded music for, thanks to
some fairly mind- boggling technology, music-lovers can acquire recordings
devoid of every sort of hateful background noise, with improved sound
quality, the virtual elimination of record wear and far more convenient
storage, while the future holds out enticing prospects of audio/visual
compact discs.
By apiece of fortuitous timing, the arrival of the CD disc coincides with the
'face-lift' we have just given to our studio, and we therefore invite you to
sample the fruits of the new technology in surroundings designed for relaxed
and comfortable listening and viewing, premises dedicated to all those who,
like us, care deeply about music.
Here you can settle back and listen to CD discs via apair of QUAD ESL 63
speakers or compact models like the BBC-designed LS3/5A or our own
FIDELIO, with or without the addition of asub-woofer, and marvel at the
way in which the recording process and sound reproduction have progressed
even in our lifetime. Whether you require advice on the choice of aparticular
recording, an explanation of the principles underlying the latest technology,
or are in need of guidance concerning amajor new stereo installation, you
will, as ever, find our studio averitable oasis of honesty and good sense,
thanks to our unequalled knowledge and experience in this field, our
overriding desire to serve all our clients to the very best of our capacity, and
our determination to get our priorities in the right order.

Linn LP12 with lttok arm

Linn Sara

Full range of Linn Products are available
and on demonstration in our single
speaker demonstration studio.

0% 12 months interest free credit.

Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to 1; Fri. 9.30 to 7)

Heinitz & Kirk Ltd

14 Station Road,
Egham, Surrey.
0784 35036

MUSIC IN THE HOME

35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077

Closed Wednesday

HEYBROOK
A monitor quality loudspeaker. The performance is best
described as exciting. The dynamic range and
extraordinary clarity allow the listener to easily relate to
the musical performance.
Now convertible for active operation.

with the classic HB2, the lively new HB1, the informative TT2

Made for music by

MECOM (ACOUSTICS) LTD.
Knighton Hill, VVembury, Plymouth, Devon. Phone (0752) 863188
Aberdeen Holburn Hr F.
Ashford Photocraft H. F1
Bangor (
N I)LP H. F.
Bath Paul Green
Birmingham Fsveways H. Ft
Bolton Cleartone HIF.
Bradford Erricks
Brighton Brighton H. F.Centre
Brighton Jet tres Hi Fa
Bristol Radford H. F.
Cambridge Universtly AUC/10
Cardiff Audio Excellence
Castleford Eric WIley
ChandlerS Ford Hampshire Aucho
Cheltenham Robbs
Chester New Dawn Hi F.
Colwyn Bay Electrotrader

hear them at
Crewe HIghlown Audio
Croydon KJ LeasuresOund
Croydon Spalchngs
Derby Graham Natty
Dublin Noel Cloney
Eastbou rne Jeff nes H. F.
Edinburgh H. Fo Corner
Edinburgh Russ Andrews
Edinburgh The Gramophone
Egham South East Aucho
Exeter Cation:I House
Falkirk H. F. Corner
Gateshead LIntone Aucho
Glasgow nnaeto Mustk
Glastonbury Avalon Aucho
Gloucester Robbs

Grimsby Sound Perfection
Guildford Um let
Harpenden Studio 99
Harrow KJ LetsureSOund
Mord AT Labs
Lancaster Practical H. F.
Leeds Audio Projects
Leicester AudItIon Ht Fi Studio
Liverpool W A Brady& Son
London S.E. BIlly Vee Sound Systems
London Myers Audio
London N.G raharns ElectrIcal
London N. Subjective Audio
London NM. Audio T
London KJ Lesuresound
London Linde!

London The Sound Organtsatton
London Phonograph
Loughborough Sound Adv.ce
Luton Technosound
Manchester Eulipion Audio
Middlesbrough Gilson Aud.o
Milton Keynes Technosound
Newark Peter Eels
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New Malden Unllet Hi Fi
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Nottingham NICK Oak,
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Stoke Purluss H. F.
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Uxbridge KJ Letsuresound
Walsall Ray Charles Aucho
Warrington Chris Br000ks
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Windsor Radford Hi F.

Peterborough Sound Sense
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TURNTABLES
ADRIAN ORLOWSKI
D

OTH TURNTABLES reviewed here follow, along with the Linn
LP12 also reviewed in this issue ( p.42), what has become accepted
as classic lines in high quality turntable design— aspring suspended
subchassis which bears both the platter and the tonearm; and platter
drive conveyed via arubber belt. In its barest essentialswhat this
structure achieves is quite easily explained, though one should note
that in the history of turntable design it represents an evofved and
fairly sophisticated approach to the problems of turntable design.
In this advanced mode, the solution relies on making the whole
suspended structure avirtual earth. This is achieved, for asignal
bandwidth which typically extends down to around 5Hz, by the spring
suspension system which, in conjunction with the mass of the
suspended system, creates amechanical filter. Hence for
audio signals, the sprung system rejects external vibrations and the
pick-up/record interface is successfully isolated from environmental
noise sources. Using asimilar strategy, the other main noise source,
namely the turntable motor, is isolated by separately mounting the
motor on the main chassis of the deck, and taking motive power to the
platter through an elastic belt which, as before, comprises part of a
mechanical filter.
Two further considerations immediately follow. First, because the
subchassis/platter/tonearm system is ( only) avirtual earth, the crucial
stylus/disc interface must be rendered impervious to differential
mode displacements which would, by causing relative movements
between the stylus and record, create distortions in the fidelity of
groove tracing by the stylus. This requires the whole floating system
to be coupled together as closely as possible without the intervention
of compliant elements in the structure, eg rubber tonearm mounting
grommets. Second, because one important remaining noise source
cannot be placed outside the record-tracing system, namely the
rotating platter, it implies especially high standards of engineering in
the fabrication of the platter main bearing.
While in skeleton form these are the essential requirements of a
floating subchassis turntable design, ( it assumes, wrongly 8s far as
the real world is concerned, perfect motors, and perfectly conducted
torque to the platter, hence perfect speed stability), several other
considerations dilute the purity of the conception and automatically
lead to alternative modes of realising the central idea. One of the most
important is the amplitude and frequency distribution of the
remaining noise sources— using ' noise' in the widest sense of
unwanted spurious energy. Acomplication that intrudes on any
analysis atthis point is that the ear perceives the effects of spuriae at
different frequencies in different ways. Thus audible rumble may be
heard as low-frequency growling in quiet passages on the disc if it is
severe, but if spectrally the noise is distributed fairly evenly over the
audio band it may be separately inaudible, although nevertheless
detectable in some of its effects on the reproduced sound. At
sub-audio frequencies spuriae are strictly inaudible, but they may be
responsible for frequency modulation effects— perceived as 'wow' if
the modulation rate is moderately slow; and as 'flutter' if it occurs at a
higher rate. Note that there is nothing inherently contradictory about
frequency modulation effects that are present at audio frequencies,
and indeed, such effects have been explained by some to be
responsible for claimed sonic inferiority of many direct-drive
turntables.
Thus the following are implicated in the realisation of asuspended
sub chassis turntable: record eccentricity ( 0.5Hz); vertical record
warps ( at frequencies of 3-7Hz); cartridge/tonearm LF resonance ( say
at 10Hz, though it may be as low as 6Hz and as high as 113Hz); resonant
frequency of the suspension ( generally chosen to fall around 5Hz) and
any resonances associated with movement in planes other than the
vertical. Additionally one has to consider, besides bearing rumble, the
spectral characteristics of mechanical vibration in the motor due to its
rotation, and whether it responds to the mains frequency and its

harmonics; and in conjunction with this, the behaviour of the drive belt
The significance of the latter is that it comprises part of asecond-order
filter, so in the turntable design one must choose carefully the
properties of this filter— the resonant frequency should be low, as
should be the inherent noise level of the motor, to minimise noise
transmission to the platter. At the same time the belt is required to
impart asteady drive to the platter.
Aclose investigation in suspended subchassis turntables of all these
features is generally sufficient to distinguish satisfactorily the
performance between budget market specimens and more exotic
devices, with the aid of objective measurement. But between a
selection of high quality decks, all of which can be assumed to be built
to ahigher engineering standard than downmarket models, the
pattern of measurements overlaps to ahigh extent, making
assessment difficult. Clearly, subjective observations have arole to
play, and may help locate areas of poor performance. For example,
auditioning should be able to detect the subtle and slow lateral
shifting of the stereo image in asubchassis that is not constrained
from precessing on its suspension. This low frequency fault may not
be readily apparent from measurements of wow or even spectral
analysis, yet once noticed by alistener it may spoil his or her
enjoyment of the music.
The corollary is that the final assessment of high quality turntables
turns on value judgements that are only loosely supported by the
measured data abrief review can provide. This situation has in the last
few years resulted in investigation of secondary factors in suspended
subchassis turntables which can influence the sound. Among these
are: the damping properties of platters; tonearm interfacing with the
subchassis; physical construction of the subchassis; the construction
of the springs; the realisation and dynamic behaviour of the
suspension system. Much additional information can be obtained
from them, but ascrutiny of comparative data on different designs
cannot but leave the thoughtful observer with the feeling that, in
Boltzman's words, there would be nothing quite as practical as agood
theory that links all these facets of ahi-fi transcription turntable
together, with due regard to the subjective domain. Measurements for
this review have been supplied by Martin Colloms, and conform with
the massive oeuvre of comparative data on turntables he has
collected in connection with the HiFi Choice review series. The data
presented here is comparable also with that included in the Linn LP12
review in this issue. For the auditioning, the ancillary equipment used
included the Naim 32/250 amplifier and Heybrook HB3 II speakers.

Pink Triangle
In many respects this turntable, which has been available on the
market for about two years, is anovel and unusual realisation of the
basic principles of asuspended subchassis design. Its most
conspicuous feature is aone-piece platter machined from a25mm
section of translucent Perspex. It is of full LP diameter, and from its
underside an annular section has been machined away to provide a
driving hub. Further material has been removed from its centre to
allowthe platter to be seated on the metal bearing sleeve. Here we find
asecond unusual feature in that the main bearing has been inverted,
so that the point of rotation occurs as closely as can be engineered to
the centre of gravity of the platter. This bearing comprises at its
tapered point acaptive ball, which contacts asynthetic sapphire thrust
pad mounted in the end of the close-fitting journal. The end of the
sleeve extends above the platter to form acentral spindle for the
record in the usual way. Lubrication for the bearing is prescribed ( and
provided), and though the inverted form of the bearing will not hold
excess oil, in use apparently sufficient is retained at the bearing
surfaces to ensure correct working.
The base of the fixed spindle is attached to asubchassis which is
made from ahoneycomb material sandwiched between metal skins.
This is amaterial primarily used in aviation, and is both light and rigid
— another novel feature for aturntable. This subchassis is tear-drop
shaped, and at its narrow end it has acut-out for the pickup arm pillar,
the arm being mounted on aU-shaped metal extrusion which is
clamped by four bolts to the subchassis. Thus the floating system is
coupled rigidly throughout ( no mat being used on the platter), and the
designer explains the purpose of the different materials as follows.
When the pickup traces arecord, the vibrations induced in the record
are efficientlytransferred to the platter on account of the similar
impedances of the materials, and these are conducted to the
subchassis where they are dissipated resistively, both as heat and as
low level acoustical radiation from the individual cells of the
honeycomb. A similar fate befalls energy that has entered the
cartridge through the stylus suspension elastomer, it being channeled
through the tonearm tube, tonearm bearings and ' armboard'.
Pre-drilled armboards are available for arange of arms, and others
can be obtained from the manufacturers on request. According to the
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weight of the tonearm the user is instructed to attach aspecific lead
weight to the ' armboard' to ensure that the centre of gravity of the
suspended system remains at the effective centre of suspension —
these designed to coincide. The suspension comprises three identical
narrow- diameter multi-turn cylindrical springs, placed so that they act
on the suspended structure as if the platter were sprung around its
entire periphery. At their upper ends they are attached inside hollow
girders to screws in amanner which allows their separate adjustment
for levelling purposes. The screws are accessed at the sides and back
of the plinth where the girders are secured. In practice, the rear screw
is brought completely out, and balance obtained by adjusting the
side screws with the tool provided. The subchassis is thus genuinely a
suspended one, unlike many of the genre where the subchassis rests
on springs in compression. The advantage of this is that the sprung
mass naturally tends to return to its normal position if disturbed,
compared to the natural tendency of the ' poised' subchassis to slew
sideways if forced into lateral movement, though there are some
disadvantages too.
Platter drive is taken by aprecision belt from aservo-controlled DC
motor; this is attached by aplastic tab to one of the suspension girders
in such away as to give it some controlled limited movement, up and
down. The high initial running rate of the motor ( 1000 rpm Ibelieve)

80-300 Hz) that are responsible for the ' warm' sound of other models.
However, the Triangle does appear to have aresonant region in the
midband, and this is responsible for asubtle peculiarity I
can only
describe as analogous to listening to aspeaker which has a
horn- loaded midrange and direct radiator bass and treble units—
although it does not sound like acoloration in the conventional sense.
This does not intrude on the reproduction, and it conveys awealth of
detail, being ruthlessly analytical of multi-tracked recordings. This,
coupled with agenerally solid and stable stereo image and freedom
from muddling, puts it securely in the top class. In the last analysis, the
deck subjectively does not quite convey the fullness of timbrel
differences, or the immediacy of pitch and rhythm that is defined by
the best currently available turntable reproduction. Additionally,
some sensitivityto eccentric ( classical) records was noted, which
resulted ih aslow 0.5Hz wow.

Measurements
Generally healthy measurements were obtained from the Pink
Triangle with regard to rumble, wow and flutter, and environmental
noise rejection. The only fly in the ointment as regards the essential
performance parameters is the figure of — 0.45% in the table, referred
to as torque/load variation, which represents asusceptibility to slow
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has resulted in amotor pulley of unusually small diameter. 33 1/
3 and
45 rpm speeds are provided, adjustment being possible by accessing
with afine screwdriver preset pots concealed beneath the top plate
near the main switch. A separate small case houses the transformer
which supplies the DC motor with its working voltage. The switch

ARISTON

100

itself is athree- position one located atthe near left hand side on the
black stove- enamelled steel top- plate. This top plate is flush- mounted
on asimple unbraced hardwood chassis which is provided with a
hardboard base. Four small rubber feet are fixed at the corners, and
the whole turntable finished off with ahighish cover, expertly
hand-fabricated from perspex sheets rather than moulded, and
available in clear, blue or pink.

ELEC TR ICAL ONLY

Observations
Although the Pink Triangle is based on some novel ( lateral?) thinking,
certain aspects of the design appear to constitute engineering risks
compared to the traditional realisations of the theme. The following
possibilities are not beyond reasonable countenance: platter rocking
on top of the bearing block ( controlled in non- inverted bearings by
closely toleranced sleeves supporting the integral spindle); belt
slippage on the narrow pulley; inadequate dissipation of energy in the
subchassis which allows passage on both sides of the stylus/groove
interface; complex spurious oscillatory modes of vibration of the
suspension under dynamic conditions, the suspended structure
considered as acompound pendulum; vibratory stresses atthe
bearing surfaces through use of hard materials. A priori of minute
investigation, it is not know to what extent these are present or what is
their contribution to sound reproduction from the Pink Triangle. You
are referred to the discussion of listening impressions and the
measurements below, and to an audition of the deck.
For ease of gauging the listening impressions, these were gathered
using the Linn lttok/Asak arm and cartridge, generally well-known and
personally familiar items that are accepted to be amutually matching
combination. Not surprisingly, given the unusual use of materials and
the realisation of the deck as awhole, the sound was characteristically
different to that of other commercial units. Immediate impressions are
that the deck contributes to an ' airiness' and delicacy of sound and
lacks the ' warm' and ' heavy' character of many units. While the bass
end is subjectively somewhat subdued in level and the treble
extended, I
would not dispute the designer's claim that the Pink
Triangle does not have resonances inthe upper bass region ( say

100
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under load.
The test measures the slowing of the platter with a2gm dust- bug.
To put it into context, the figure is bettered by some belt- drive decks,
including acouple at least in the ' budget' sector of the market, and by
many direct- drive types— particularly low figures being achieved if
quartz- lock speed control is included. It is indicative of some instability
in drive which, in suspended subchassis turntables, may be
compounded by laterally and torsionally unconstrained suspensions.
However, the platter/disc impulse response, which shows good
internal damping, indicates by its good behaviourthat any effects on
the reproduction should be of arelatively minor nature in the Triangle.
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Ariston RD 11 Superieur
This turntable can be regarded as amodern version of aseminal
turntable design that first saw light during the end of the ' 60s. Since
then, both the original design, and the company responsible for its
manufacture, have seen several changes. Consequently it is best to
consider the RD11 Superieur as anew development.
In detail, and starting at the platter, this is machined to close
tolerances from ablock of aluminium. The manufacturing time
includes extended ' resting' periods to allow for release of casting and
machining stresses, and this one-piece unit has amildly dished
surface to assist with the record clamping procedure that is used. The
spindle is made asa separate item, surfaced finished to avery high
degree of smoothness. The end of the spindle comprises aflat which
runs on acaptive ball at the bottom of the bearing housing, the whole
immersed in oil. PTFE sleeves are inserted in the housing and
subsequently machined outto give aclose tolerance fit when the
spindle is inserted. At its upper end, the spindle is threaded to take a
screw-on clamp, the record being pressed against arubber mat.
The subchassis comprises asimple steel lamina without any
bracing lips or girders. It is asymmetric in shape, though one can just
about see the vestigial remains of the earlier RD11 lozenge shape in it.

It has been altered by cutting away asection to allow room for the
motor, and extending another section towards the arm mounting
point, so that the arm can be mounted directly on the subchassis. Arm
mounting is performed with acircular flanged block which functions
as the ' armboard' and is secured to the subchassis by apair of bolts.
The underside of the flange is damped by aring of felt, as is also,
incidentally, the area under the platter which defines the driving hub.
The subchassis floats on three moderately broad conical springs
which have rubber seats at top and bottom and central supporting
bolts that are fixed to the top-plate. One of the springs is coiled
counterhanded to assist in controlling torsional movement of the
suspension. This is further aided by aseparate small lateral spring
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fixed to the rear of the subchassis. All three main springs can be
adjusted from above the deck for levelling, accessing the effective
screwheads through the holes in the platter under the rubber mat.
Drive is conducted to the platter via aflat rubber belt from a
Hall- Effect DC servo motor which is supplied with associated electrical
circuitry on the same pcb. Two speeds, both adjustable, are thus
provided. The motor itself is attached to the turntable top- plate, but
decoupled on its mountings with square rubber grommets. The top

plate is of brushed stainless steel with the RD11 logo printed on it. It is
fixed by concealed brackets to the plinth, asimple rectangle of 24mm
blockboard veneered on its outside. This does not extend the full
depth of the turntable, but is attached to arecessed flanged metal base
finished in black. At the left hand side of this base is the three-position
on/speed switch (this is arather stiff affair), with potentiometers either
side for speed adjustment. (Astrobe disc for illumination under
domestic lighting is provided.) The deck is finished off with aformed
plastic lid and stands on three highish feet which add afurther degree
of decoupling to the unit. As with the Pink Triangle, aseparate small
case houses the mains transformer that provides the DC motor
supply.
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NUGGETS
Alvin Gold
on loudspeakers

RA ISSION ELECTRONICS have been quiet of late. After the
Iv. phenomenal success of their 700 and 770 models, both products
which proved seminal in their own ways, there has been along period
of near silence, punctuated by tantalising glimpses of anew range of
loudspeakers, plus awhole range of bits and pieces to hang on their
input terminals. There was aturntable, and aseparate pre and power
amplifier, but these products— in the case of the amplifier, at least—
screamed 'America' with their ego-tripping styling.
Behind the scenes, though, Mission are busy preparing themselves
for what I
assume will be aspring offensive, though relaunch wouldn't
be too strong adescription, perhaps. They have avery smart, and
from first impressions, meticulously engineered sub-£200 turntable,
which will come complete with an arm ( sourced from Japan) which
could get Linn, Syrinx and so on very worried about theircheaper
arms. There's anew up-market arm, based on the Zeta, but different
in certain details and including amuch lower price ticket.There's a
£200 integrated amplifier. Then there's arange of cartridges, all
up-market moving-coils.
Hopefully I'll be looking at some of these products in detail in the
not too distant future. What interested me for the purposes of this
column, though, is not aproduct at all, but anew way of using
loudspeakers that it seems to me has agreat deal of potential.
There is atraditional way of siting loudspeakers where they are
designed to be used away from walls. This is to space them at the
peripheries of what would be regarded as anormal stereo image, so
that the angle they subtend from the listening position is between 45°
and 60°. They are then toed inwards so that the tweeters point
more or less directly atthe listener.
There are some obvious problems with this scheme, if you stop to
think about it— which Ihave to confess Ihadn't up until now. Having
the speakers relatively far apart means thatthey are likely to be fairly
near the room corners. Rememberthatthe meaning of ' sear' in
acoustic terms can be several feet at normal bass frequencies— say,
40-100Hz. Another obvious problem is that as you move away from
the main listening axis, you're bound to get closer to one speaker, so
that it begins to dominate the sound, relatively quickly.
So, instead of pointing the speakers in to the listener, how about
keeping them quite close together, and pointing them outwards? This
is exactly what Farad Azima ( Mission's boss) did when he bought a
pair of their new model 70 loudspeakers around acouple of days ago.
With the speakers about 5-6 feet from the listening position, he put
them on stands about acouple of feet apart, and angled them
outwards by about 20° awayfrom the listener.
As you might guess, this results in anarrower stereo soundstage
than you would normally get, but it's equally true to say that what
you normally get with conventional multi-miked recordings is
unrealistically wide if judged by the standards of the Real Thing ( if
you're used to going to concerts, but don't conduct the orchestra) and
certainly unnecessarily wide to judge from my own listening. More
significantly, the speakers are less likelyto excite room modes, and
they're also likely to give amore realistic result for off-axis listeners.
The latter arises because both speakers will be at more nearly the
same distance from the listener wherever he may be, and because
whatever phase information may be available on the record will be
better preserved off the normal axis.
With the new positioning, I
found that the stereo image in front of
the speaker ' hardened up' significantly. With closed eyes, it gave a
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more definite sense of acentral image from which the stereo
sideways information splayed out; rather than the more diffuse and
less certain results from conventional placement.
There is one major objection, though. Used this way, you're always
going to be off the axis of at least one of the speakers. This means
that the trick only works with speakers that have very uniform
off-axis dispersion over awide incident angle. JBLs are said to tend
towards this, especially the big monitors, but many speakers with
small dome tweeters ( 20mm, say) may also qualify. I
also found that
the technique could be extended to wall proximity speakers— not by
angling them outwards, but simply by moving them much closer
together. This paid handsome dividends with Linn Saras, there being
much less room interaction. This method of using loudspeakers
should give much more predictable results from room to room.
Funnily enough, Mission's own speakers did not really work at their
best like this, but not ( apparently) for the expected reasons. The 70 is a
very lightweight speaker, prone to sounding rather boxy and ' alive' in
the wrong sort of way if not properly supported. Even on stable Sara
stands, with their wide feet and solid construction, this was onlytoo
obviously the case unless the stands were placed against the wall,
and solidly braced against it. Used this way, the sound solidified
dramatically, and became fuller in arather nice way. Having said this,
in the very short time I've had these speakers, I
cannot claim to have
come to grips with their distinctly unusual character. I
will have more
to say about the new 70, perhaps in the next issue. For now let's pass
onto other things.
Namely the Celestion SL600. This is the craftily arrived-at name of a
development of the SL6, and it will have been heard by visitors to the
Swiss Cottage hi-fi show acouple of months back. You'll probably
have read in HFIV/RR, February, that it is essentially the same as the
SL6 in that it has the same drive units, crossover and dimensions. It
differs only in the use of alightweight metal honeycomb cabinet, and
the use of quite different internal damping. It's quite abig ' only',
though, and aquick ' hands on' demonstrates that as well as being a
lot more expensive than the standard article, it has amuch leaner and
better controlled bass and midrange, and adistinctly sharper and
more even subjective balance— without losing any of the traditional
SL6 virtues. You'll have to wait till summer before being able to cough
up the— what is it? — 600 quid they're going to cost you, but for that
you'll be able to possess one of the most — if not the most— exciting
smallish loudspeakers there has ever been. I
only heard them at Swiss
Cottage from the entrance to apacked-out room, but this was
sufficient to demonstrate one of their virtues. Like avery select group
of others, they were able to give asound that penetrated the mass of
people in that room without sounding insipid when it got outthe other
end. Two cheers for the most novel development in yonks — the third
being held over because most of us won't be able to do more than
dream about them.

A brace of Heybrook's HBls
You should be able to afford the Heybrook HB1, though. This
column is not really meantto cover products Ihaven't been using for a
reasonable period, butthis seems to be the month to break the rules a
bit, and my sole justification here is that from what I've heard all too
tantalisingly so far, this is aloudspeaker that is going to make quite a
dent in the market, if they can make enough of them. For an all too
civilised £ 130, Heybrook have produced what on the face of it is abog
standard two-way loudspeaker that looks just like every other speaker
at the price. However, it seems to me to be aworthy successor to the
old style Mordaunt-Short Carnival in being acheap, unprepossessing
design that can rise to any occasion. It doesn't shine, but it does,
apparently, sing, and its voice improves with better equipment to the
point where on the end of asuitably exotic system, you would never
know you're listening to acheap ' nnasty loudspeaker! Unlike most of
its peers, there doesn't seem to be anything it can't do. There's plenty
of clean, tidy bass ( it's larger than the next model up, the HB2), it
sounds even and flat ( balance wise) and it works. This is another
model I'll return to in due course: I've been promised
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Are you listening to the
loudspeakers or the music?
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Unreal Time
The function of astereo loudspeaker system is
actually to perform avery sophisticated illusion
for the listener, by recreating an aural ' image'
of the original performance. This must not
only sound like the original, accurately
reproducing the full frequency range; but every
component of the sound must be correctly
positioned in time.
The physical separation of the acoustic
source planes in conventional loudspeakers
create unnatural time delays in the arrival times
of different frequencies. It also affects the time
relationship of fundamentals to their harmonic
overtones which give instruments and voices
their distinctive signature.
The result is, no matter how accurately each
individual driver reproduces sound frequencies,
you end up listening to adistorted and
unnatural sound. Your hearing mechanism
becomes confused and cannot interpret what
you hear as anatural sound. You can hear the
loudspeakers, but you cannot construct a
convincing image of the original performance.
The loudspeakers do not sound ' right' and
the illusion does not work.
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Real Time
SyncSourceTM is aunique new Tannoy
development that uses passive distortion free
circuitry to delay the signal othe HF unit by the
time necessary to align the HF and LF acoustic
sources in the same time plane.
The distance from both apparent sound
sources to the listening area is now the same.
The full frequency output of the loudspeaker is
now in phase maintaining the correct time
relationship of fundamentals and harmonics.
The resulting elimination of ' time smear'
distortion provides the natural, smooth intensity
of sound necessary to create that accurate
image and make the illusion work. A pair of
Tannoy SyncSource I'M loudspeakers will
provide excellent localisation al recorded
sound, and will reconstruct stereo images so
accurately that you will ignore :he loudspeakers
and hear only the singer or musicians as they
originally sounded.
Tannoy SyncSourceni is available now in the
Tannoy Jupiter and Venus loudspeakers. Your
local Tannoy dealer will be pleased to show you
how with Jupiter and Venus the illusion really
can become reality.

Jupiter and Venus with SyncSourceTM: Distortion free sound from Tannoy.

Bringing music back to life
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apair, but they're
selling like hot cakes,
I'm told, so I'll just
have to wait. Thanks
to James Michael
Hughes for prompting
me to search them out.
Equally affordable, and this time amodel Ihave lived with for a
while, is aspeaker now being distributed by those awfully nice NAD
people, Hi Fi Markets. This is the Boston Acoustics A40, and again it's
not really the sort of speaker that stands out from the crowd. It's good,
though, and apparently giving Acoustic Research afew sleepless
nights. Boston Acoustics is arelatively new manufacturer, and you'll
probably not be surprised to hear that they're based in Boston, Mass.,
which just happens to be the hometown of Acoustic Research. (They
would also appear to have secured the services of ex-AR research
director Bob Berkovitz.) But what is rather more significant than the
fact they share this fair city with its surfeit of record and bookshops
(can you imagine that?) is the fact that the A40 is snipping away at the
sales of the AR18s, which happens to be Acoustic Research's bread
and butter model.
I
don't know if the A40 is Boston Acoustics' only model, but it is the
only one imported into the UK, at the moment anyway. On the face of
things, it doesn't seem likely that aUS based manufacturer, faced
with the problems of shipping heavy wooden boxes full of air
thousands of miles, can compete in the sub-£ 100 sector, especially as
UK manufacturers are taking this category so seriously (AR
manufacture in the UK for domestic, and some export consumption).
In fact, however, the A40 is competitive. It is based on asmallish
cabinet measuring around 34 x21 x20cm, and has a19mm tweeter
and a 170mm pulp bass unit made by Boston Acoustics.
Most of the strengths associated with US-designed speakers are
present, along with an absence of obvious colorations, apart from
some fairly innocuous added 'ommph' to make the small box sound a
little larger. This can be neatly controlled by using them on tall stands

4

Observations

The Ariston RD11 Superieur is modestly conventional as suspended
subchassisturntables go, with the exception of the addition of a
screw-down clamping system. One notes, though, the unbraced and
effectively undamped subchassis which must be judged susceptible
to high CI
resonant modes, these perhaps ameliorated by the
asymmetrical construction. The suspension system is comparatively
floppy, implying alonger than average recovery time to
perturbations, but is generally well behaved and its resistance to
precession is above the norm.
Auditioning again utilised the Wok arm and Asak cartridge. Tonal
balance seemed oriented to low frequencies, and while the sound was
unmuddled as with the best decks, and the image was unusually large
and spacious, the impression was one of musical ' politenes'.
Transients were felt to be somewhat muffled, and if this is accepted,

Type
Platter mass
Platter damping
Disc damping
Finish/engineering
Mains lead/earthing
Speeds
Speed accuracy
Speed drift ( 1hour)
Torque/load
variation (%)
Total wow & flutter
Wow lin pk (%)
Flutter lin pk(%)
Start uptime (
seconds)
Rumble Din 8wtd, (dB)
Acoustic
breakthrough
Vibration isolation
Shock resistance
Size
Price

Ariston
manual belt drive, dc servo motor
suspended sub-chassis
3.2kg, one piece
good+
excellent (clamped)
very good
2core, line transformer
33 1/
3,45rpm + fine control
not calibrated
apprx. 0.09%
—0.6%
0.06%
0.15%
<0.05%
1.8
—78.0

Pink Triangle
manual belt drive, dc servo motor,
suspended sub-chassis
1.7kg, one piece
very good (acrylic)
very good ( no mat)
very good
3core
33 14 45rpm + fine control (pre-set)
as set + 1.0%

(
see p.801

very good
excellent
fairly good
44.5cm x17.5cm (H) x36.0cm ( D)
clearance: 6.0cm for lid
C360

—0.45% (0.2% is detectable)
(audible threshold)
0.065%
<0.06%
<0.07%
3.3
IJR, —77.0/78.0 (see p.80)
excellent
excellent
good
45.5cm(W) x15.2cm (H) x38.5cm ( 13)
clearance 6.0cm for lid
£398

Note: these results are in part drawn from M. Colloms, Hi Fi Choice, 'Turntables & Tonearms'
1983

several other perceived characteristics may be related to it: slight
apparent dynamic compression; slight vagueness in pinpointing
instruments in the stereo image; slight loss of information of
instrumental attack. These, however, were comparatively minor.

Measurements

Rumble and flutter measurements were very good on the RD11
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away from the wall, instead of the recommended positioning which is
against the wall. The strengths I
was talking about are those
concerned with the reproduction of dynamics.
At this point, let's make asmall diversion. Classic loudspeaker
design theory more or less denies— or at least ignores— the
question of dynamics. In this country especially, there has been an
overwhelming concern for static measures of performance, such as
the amplitude/frequency response, second and third harmonic
distortion and impedance. Each of these things reflects also on the
way aloudspeaker reproduces the dynamics of amusical source, but
none of them can be regarded as the complete recipe. Distortion can
be used to infer drive unit behaviour, and impedance the way power
is transferred to the loudspeaker, but these are bits of the jigsaw, and
not the jigsaw itself.
Perhaps we should begin to think alittle more globally. Perhaps the
way apair of loudspeakers energises the whole soundfield of aroom
has some part to play. There is certainly at least circumstantial
evidence that where this has been apriority at the design stage, the
loudspeaker seems to benefit all round, not least in the way dynamics
are handled. American speakers are often better in just this way,
though they are often not quite as smooth and refined in character.
For what it's worth, Ibelieve that this factor is well understood by
some manufacturers who make their products ' safe' by making them
sound inoffensive and uncoloured, and this can militate against
allowing full access to amusical performance.
The Boston design neatly straddles the dividing line between these
two approaches, and must be counted asuccess at its modest asking
price. In an ideal system, with afirst class source and amplifier, and
when carefully set up using good, tall stands, I
would suggest that the
AR18s is to be preferred overall — it has greater potential in the final
analysis. In aless than ideal set-up, though, the Boston may well be
preferred. It will never quite rise to the heights of the AR, but it is awell
balanced design that will work happily and effectively using
something like aDual CS505 and aRotel RA820 amplifier (the
NAD3020 being alittle on the warm side in this combination in my
listening room).

Superieur, as is the rejection of environmental noise, though
breakthrough does not drop to below — 100dB ( refer to graph for
illustration of the relative levels) until 350Hz, and this may be
responsible for the subjective impression of bass weightthat will
certainly be observed when compared to the Pink Triangle, for
example. Although the DIN- referenced total wow and flutter achieves
agood figure, the peak linear wow is acomparatively high 0.15% and ,
furthermore the torque/load figure is — 0.6%, which is comparatively
high too— these perhaps accounting for some of the auditioning
impressions. The platter/disc impulse response is good, though this is
achieved with the assistance of the damping platter mat, and the Linn
and Pink Triangle decks achieve arguably comparable results with a
felt mat and no mat respectively. The sound of the RD11 coarsens
considerably if the Linn felt mat is substituted for the Ariston mat.

Conclusions
Considering the observations aboutthe performance of these
turntables and the measurement results, it must be acknowledged
that neither fully matches the all-round performance of the
established reference turntable at this price, the Vallhala'd Linn LP12.
This judgement, however, must be read as relating to scientifically
controlled conditions, where the only variable is the turntable itself,
where the method of comparison and the ancillary equipment used
do not influence the results, and where great care has been taken to
ensure the turntables are working properly. These conditions may not
occur in practice: ancillaries used may mask differences to agreater or
lesser extent to produce different sonic results, and the circumstances
of the hi-fi installation may similarly affect the performance of the
turntables, including the reference. In particular the reference Linn
LP12 is notorious for requiring scrupulous setting up, and its sonic
performance is influenced audibly by its siting. It must be said that
both the,Pink Triangle and the Ariston RD11 Superieur are easier to
install, and this is both avirtue and arelief to the user.
However, there remain other factors to consider. Even when
performing optimally the Linn is coloured in sound, possessing a
minor upper bass ' honk' and some midband ' hardness', and anot
entirely neutral tonal balance. The Ariston is slightly less coloured,
and subjectively smoother tonally, albeit with a 'warm'-sounding
down-tilted balance. Additionally it seems to project astereo image of
remarkable capaciousness in terms of width and height. The Pink
Triangle on the other hand has asound which is distinctly lower in
coloration than either of these decks— if there were aconcept of
'monitor turntables' the Pink Triangle would merit the strongest claim
to it. Thus there are points of distinction, as well as of comparison.
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Christopher Breunig with
the second in our
occasional series of
alternative opinions

Arecord

N ASSIDUOUS READER of music and
criticism well before I had a
gramophone ( 1956), Iquickly discovered that
one chose by negative, as well as by glowing
reviews. In particular I recall a Saturday
Times columnist — in those days anonymous — warning against Kempff's Op.110/
111 Beethoven sonatas coupling. Deutsche
Grammophon used to promote their artist, in
suitably questing poses, as 'the poet of the
keyboard' (thus English critics could find he
had no sense of musical structure). My
purchase showed how differently the Op.110
scherzo was seen by Kempff, at an obdurately
slow tempo, from Backhaus, Gieseking, or
Arrau. Eight years older than the Chilean
pianist, or Serkin, Wilhelm Kempff seems still
to be recording. A coupling of Mozart's
concertos K.467/482 ( DG 2531 372, reviewed
January), with gently accommodating
accompaniments from Bernhard Klee and the
Bavarian RSO, confirms that Kempff — who
introduces his own inventive cadenzas — still
has that declamatory semi-staccato, the sudden jabbing in simple scale passages, the
nudging of line, that ' lift' the music. The E-flat
finale is really too slow, but Kempff's sturdy
manner, his dynamic shadings, compel the
ear— at 87 he still ' starts' like one suddenly
awakened by the newness of the composer's
inspiration.
Recently Iheard a wonderful account of
K.482, transcribed from tapes of the 1956
Holland Festival performance by Annie Fischer, with Klemperer and the Concertgebouw. Coupled with the D- minor ( different
accompanists), this is on the Discocorp
label — RR527 mono — and well worth acquiring. It was Geza Anda's 1962 DG recording that was used in the film Elvira Madigan;
curiously, subsequent versions have not
suggested quite the same mood of hazy
serenity in the Andante, but Kempff's comes
closest. The rather soft-edged recording
makes you wonder about the session dates.
K.467 was scheduled for Clifford Curzon to
record, but illness forced cancellation. As set
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out in the Decca sleeve note for his 1970
Maltings coupling of K.466 and 595, Mozart's
last piano concerto, Curzon's perfectionist
attitude to recording may even irritate some
collectors. Of course, flaws can be sought in
these revelatory readings: the ECO strings'
first entry in the slow movement of the B-flat
is too loud and damages the subtle balance of
moods established with such finesse and
economy by Curzon. Similarly, there is a
slightly cumbersome join between soloist
and orchestra at the beginning of K.466 ( ii).
Later, here, Britten secures an accompaniment with the purity of chambermusic, and
how telling in his hands is the ' aching'
parenthetic passage for violins in the firstmovement coda. The Beethoven cadenza in
(i) is amarvellously luminous commentary by
one composer on another; Curzon is almost
self-effacing ( unlike Friedrich Guida), and the
lower registers sound especially well in the
Snape hall acoustic.
Kenneth Dommett remarked on the Mozartean proportions determined in this passionate work, and Ihave never heard the turbulent
middle section of the Romance so reflective
of the sublimated ( or sublime) anger in the
opening Allegro, as here: SXL7007. You
could argue that Guida is technically superior
in the B-flat finale, in that his playing is more
seamless, but it is Curzon who focuses all the
implications of this deceptive movement.
Translated in the magazine Performance
Karl Beihm's last interview had some virulent
observations on Harnoncourt as a Mozart
conductor. Harnoncourt is engaged with the
Amsterdam Concertgebouw in a series of
symphony couplings, for Telefunken. AZ
6.42817 has Nos.33 in B-flat ancf 31 in D. The
opening allegro of the ' Paris' is given with
such grandeur of scale and attack that the
'Eroica' funeral march might well follow. In
fact the disc includes both the Andantes
Mozart wrote, the alternative, scrolled at the
end of side, like aMagic Flute aria. In K.319
there are Harnoncourt's dramatic timing and
strong dynamic contrast fingerprints; the
opening movement, though, is quite leisurely
in pacing — in the development section the
legato phrase passing from strings to winds
seems as if, at any minute, it will emerge as
the 'Jupiter' finale theme. Iturned on Eugen
Jochum's classic 1957 Bavarian Orchestra
recording ( long deleted); with fast speeds
this is an extraordinarily detailed and supple
performance, where every strand emerges
with clarity, notwithstanding the dated mono
sound. An unsurpassed account.
Two recent products have encouraged
looking back through my records: one is
Milty's Permaclean disc cleaner, with which I
have successfully refurbished several sides
contaminated in storage. The other is the
Musical Fidelity preamplifier, where transparency to recorded ambience, and low-level
detail and imaging potential, have suggested
re-examination of two releases Ireviewed
last year ( May & September). With Permaclean Irestored the deleted HMV Sibelius
tone- poem coupling by Dorati/LSO, and this
underlined, for me, the essential greyness of

Rattle's Philharmonia version of Night-ride&
Sunrise (
ASD4168). Nor, in spite of the
general acclaim, can Imodify my comments
on the E-flat Symphony. It was disappointing
to find the factory copy sent for this article
had the polythene sachet inner, which can
streak records in storage. Ieven have one or
two LPs with aghostly surface imprint of the
blue printing — so do weed those inners
from your collection! With Mahler's Third
Symphony ( VPO/Abbado DG 2741 010) Ican
amend my review to some extent. Working
from unusually noisy test pressings Ifound
the finale lacking in inwardness, and the
digital transfer generally difficult to reproduce. There remains a disappointing pallor
in ( v), but the finale, if not suggestive of the
tears welling at abroken love-affair, stoically
borne, may suggest that sun-warmed earth
hilltop haven, where one can aimlessly
watch clouds in the summer sky, letting
thoughts drift into introspection. The strings'
pianissimi are very lovely, though the brass
is ' pinched' at climaxes.
Some years ago Iwalked out of a QEH
recital by Cecile Ousset, nonplussed at the
praise she was winning ( recently, Isee, a
Times reviewer found himself similarly at
odds). But the Liszt/Saint-Saens Concerto
coupling on ASD4168 is wholly delightful,
and there is much to enjoy in her first EMI
coupling, ASD4281, of Gaspard de la Nuit/
Pictures at an Exhibition. In ' Scarbo' the
tempo is runaway — Argerich is a far more
controlled Ravel interpreter ( DG) — but there
is some ravishing playing towards the end,
when first the lower then treble registers are
exploited, until a bitonal passage brings the
return of the main tempo. Ousset does not
bring the full electricity one expected to
Pictures. Berman, for instance, is more angular, more menancing in ' Hut on Fowls' legs',
more imposing at the ' Gate of Kiev.' Iliked
the way the Polish oxcart trails into the
distance, and the way Ousset conveys that
disengaged walk to the next subject ( very
true to life). In the 'Two Jews' it is as if she
was playing, enquiringly, to herself.
If you want Muti's orchestral Pictures (
with
the Firebird Suite: arguably his most controlled Philadelphia recording), then spend the
extra and have the Mobile Fidelity transfer.
There is far more accuracy in stereo imaging,
eg greater spread of violins — their glissandi
in Firebird are ravishingly caught — and the
effect of turning to the standard EMI pressing,
with its less quiet surfaces, is akin to advancing the colour saturation on atelevision set.
The subjective effect of MSFL 1-520 is that the
playing has an extra degree of precision; that
distortion is reduced.
Turning back to Liszt's E-flat concerto, this
is awarm, lyrical account ( not unlike the old
Kempff/Fistoulari), colourfully accompanied
by Rattle. In no other version Iknow is the
tympani motto so clear, at the outset of the
finale — between the two cadenza passages.
There are weightier alternatives (Arrau's,
Richter's) but none easier to live with. The
Saint-Saens makes an ideal complement to
Ciccolini's — more ' serious' in the finale.
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With Tandy's
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We've tossed out the laws of physics. Now two
solid ( state) objects can occupy the same space
at the same time. Which means our SCR-3000
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The receiver features a digital frequency
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Edward Seckerson leives into the catalogue.
Hi
rvey includes a look at Rachmaninov's
I ;orchestral work, the Symphonic Dances

I-rHE ENORMOUS popular success some

I few of Rachmaninov's works had in his
lifetime is not likely to last.' Thus, somewhat
rashly, spake the 1954 edition of Grove's
Dictionary of Music & Musicians. And apaltry
appraisal it was too — a lifetime's labour
dismissed in little more than one column.
According to that commentator, Rachmaninov's music was conventional, without individuality, its melodic invention ' artificial and
gushing'. Had the slow movement of the
Second Symphony somehow passed him
by? Had he actually listened to the Third
Symphony, the Symphonic Dances? One
wonders. The passing of time has made a
mockery of those particular judgments of
course, and, happily, the new Grove carries a
substantial appreciation which more than
makes amends.
Rachmaninov would undoubtedly have
been heartened by the critical renaissance
that his music has undergone during the last
two decades. As a master- pianist and conductor success and recognition were always
his, but his heart was always in composition
and it was there that his greatest doubts and
insecurities were harboured. Certain of his
works have never enjoyed less than immense
popularity— the Second and Third Plano
Concertos, a number of the Preludes and
Studies, the Paganini Rhapsody — but the
orchestral works, particularly the three remarkable symphonies, have suffered years of
inexplicable neglect.
Ivividly recall taking part in arare performance ( amateur, of course) of the Second
Symphony in the early '60s. It was my first
encounter with the work and Ican remember
settling down to some homework with acopy
of the score and the only disc that Icould
easily lay hands upon at the time: Alfred
Wallenstein and the Los Angeles Philharmonic on Music for Pleasure. Woefully inadequate and incomplete it was, but even so, my
response was: how could it be that awork as
rich in inspiration as this was simply never
heard?
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My answer lay in that question, of course,
and it wasn't until the late '60s— the period
leading up to the centenary of Rachmaninov's birth in 1973 — that an appreciable
renewal of interest in the orchestral music
became apparent. The Second symphony, for
example, was winning new friends thanks to
André Previn's trend-setting RCA disc and his
countless performances worldwide. BBC
TV's Panorama '
theme tune' had meanwhile
elevated the Finale of the First Symphony into
something of acult, whetting afew appetites.
Then the recordings began to arrive: a
splendid new First from Ormandy and the
Philadelphia in 1967, hotly pursued by
another from Svetlanov; lively readings of
the Second and Third from the. late Paul
Kletzki; the start of an excellent new series
from Walter Weller, and another from Previn
in the offing. By the end of the '70s five
complete sets of the symphonies had been
committed to disc. Not before time, the
gramophone had played a major role in a
significant Rachmaninov revival.
'Now, about the Symphony op. 13. What
can Isay about it? It was composed in 1885,
performed in 1887. It was afailure, but that
proves nothing. Good pieces have often
failed and, even more often, bad pieces have
pleased. Until the performance of the symphony Ihad an exaggeratedly high opinion of
it. After hearing it for the first time, my
opinion changed radically. Only now can I
see
that the truth lies somewhere in between.
Some of the music is not bad, but there is
much that is weak, childish, strained, bombastic...The symphony is very badly orchestrated, and also was badly performed. After
the symphony Icomposed nothing for about
three years. I
was like aman who had suffered
astroke, paralysed in the head and hands...'
Those despondent remarks came from
Rachmaninov exactly 20 years after the first,
and in his lifetime last, performance of his
First Symphony. The details of that fateful
night are all too familiar. Nobody understood
the work, least of all it seems, the conductor,

Glazunov. By all accounts he was cold to its
youthful ardour, its dramatic intensity, and
behaved as though he were directing aclass
in elementary orchestration. Rachmaninov's
wife maintained he was drunk! The critics
were at best condescending, at worst, positively vitriolic. ' If there were aconservatory in
Hell', wrote the composer Cesar Cui, 'and one
of its students were given an assignment to
compose aprogrammatic symphony on the
theme of " The Seven Egyptian Plagues", and
if the student had composed a work like
Rachmaninov's, he would have acquitted
himself splendidly and received an enthusiastic response from the local inhabitants of
Hell.' Cui spoke of ' morbid distortion of
harmony and sickly addiction to sombre
moods'. In aprivate letter he later suggested
that Rachmaninov belonged to the clique of
Richard Strauss and Scriabin 'whose absurd
cacophony would be hard to comprehend
even in the 30th century'.
Not surprisingly, Rachmaninov decided
against publishing the score. Some maintain
that he eventually destroyed it in despair, for
the manuscript was never found. Almost 50
years elapsed before musicologist Alexander
Ossovsky discovered the original orchestral
parts in the archives of the Leningrad Conservatory and decided to undertake areconstruction. The second ' premiere' took place in
Moscow on the 17th October 1945 to considerable critical acclaim. Rachmaninov was
dead, but would doubtless have appreciated
the irony.
Geoffrey Norris once aptly described the
First Symphony as 'very much a Sturm &
Drang work... a far cry from the sumptious
Second in its severity and brutality of gesture'. Of all the performances that have
passed through the catalogue over the last
few years, Svetlanov's comes closer to Norris's description than any other. ( Melodiya,
with the USSR State Symphony Orchestra on
ASD 2471, deleted.) It is an uncompromising,
hot-headed reading, without inhibition, brimful of raw slavonic intensity, and without a
moment's let-up. From the darkly oppressive
opening right through to that crushing, tamtam laden coda, his watchwords are energy
and trenchancy. There is muscle in the USSR
State Symphony's playing such as you'll not
experience elsewhere; hair-raising attack
from the strings in the first movement fugato
and afinale quite unrivalled in its unstoppable momentum. It is all alittle too frenetic,
though — an assault on the senses guaranteed to set the pulse racing but ultimately, I
think, too unyielding. For one thing there are
rather too many ungrateful sounds to contend with. Svetlanov makes little of the
bitter-sweet slow movement, for example.
There is simply so much more poetry to
uncover in the orchestration than this, and
one listens in vain for any semblance of
Rachmaninovian bloom on those coarsegrained Russian strings. Compare with Previn and the LSO.
Melodiya's aggressive, over- reverberant
recording hardly helps matters either and the
symptoms are all too familiar in discs of this
vintage. Most disconcerting of all is the
problem of 'break-up' under pressure, and
under pressure certainly describes Svetlanov's frantic, even demonic assault on the
penultimate climax of the finale. Still, distorted or not, moments like these are nothing
if not thrilling, and Iwouldn't want to be
without either this recording or Svetlanov's
ardent account of the Second Symphony, cut
though that is.
To alesser extent the mid-60s CBS sound is
now something of ahandicap for Ormandy's
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fine Philadelphia performance — the first to
appear in stereo and still, in my view, the best
(CBS 61991): Instinct, without doubt, is the
key here. After years of working at first-hand
with the composer, this orchestra intuitively
knows how best to caress and embrace those
long sweeping phrases. There is nothing in
the least contrived about their playing or, for
that matter, Ormandy's reading, which combines swagger and excitement with an opulence that somehow eluded the wilder Svetlanov. One sees why Rachmaninov chose to
adopt this orchestra. By 1983 standards the
recording is alittle fierce, alittle tiring on the
ear ( very forward on the woodwinds) but it is
full, and still packs quite a punch in the big
tuttis.
So for me, there really isn't aperformance
to equal Ormandy's or, indeed, Svetlanov's.
But that's not to dismiss out of hand the other
three current contenders: Previn, De Waart
and Weller. Previn's ( ASD 3137) is probably
the best recorded by anarrow margin but, for
my money, it is by far the least successful of
his series. Point and precision seem to take
precedent here over spontaneity. Only the
slow movement manages to break free of
these strictures and create a little magic.
Otherwise, Ihave to say Ifind it disappointingly literal in comparison with those marvellous performances of the Second and
Third Symphonies.
Edo de Waart's Rotterdam performance,
albeit amore extreme example, falls into the
same category. Ihasten to add, though, that
unlike Previn this is areading which typifies
his whole series ( Philips 6768 148 — 4discs,
not available separately). How can something
as well prepared, as well shaped and as well
executed as this ( and the Rotterdam orchestra reveal themselves here as an ensemble
well worthy of international status) sound so
singularly bland? Isuspect it is aquestion of
under- characterisation. After all, musicianship alone does not make a great performance, and De Waart communicates precious little of the emotional substance which
lies at the heart of the music — the allpervasive melancholy, the sense of rapture.
Compare his detached view of the slow
movement with Previn's and then drop the
stylus at the opening of the finale. Where, I
ask, is the panache behind that celebrated
brass fanfare? The Rotterdam trumpeters
sound almost embarrassed by the proceedings, so reticent and four-square is their
delivery. Philips to some extent compensate
with an exceedingly good recording — abig,
solid, naturally balanced sound which can be
heard to particularly splendid effect in the
dramatic closing pages of the work. Decca's
brighter, more immediate Weller recording
sounds terrific here too, especially as far as
the timpani are concerned. Iam very taken
with this vividly drawn account and rate it as
an excellent bargain (JB 91), although Ican't
pretend that the Suisse Romande strings
come up with the body of sound that this
music demands. Much the same was true of
Paul Kletzki's Suisse Romande recording of
the Second ( also Decca, and another reading
which has affectionate associations for me)
and we all know how sumptuous and wellupholstered the string writing is there.
Eleven years separate the first and second
symphonies, four of them long and painful as
Rachmaninov fought hard to rebuild his
shattered confidence after the fate of the First.
It wasn't easy — the wounds ran deep and
were slow to heal. But heal they did and
consultations with ahypnotist to some extent
quickened the process. But it was not until
1901 and the appearance of his hugely
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successful Second Piano Concerto that afull
recovery was in evidence. By 1906 he was
ready to quit his job as conductor of the
Grand Opera in Moscow and devote all his
energies to composition. For the next three
years a villa in Dresden provided sanctuary
from external pressures, and it was there that
he penned some of his most imaginative
works — among them, the Isle of the Dead,
the third Piano Concerto and his E- minor
symphony.
For me, this glorious Second Symphony
represents Rachmaninov's genius in its fullest bloom. The melodies are there of course
— as rich astore as he ever conceived — but
behind them lie ingenious crossfertilisations, little thematic derivations
which lend the symphony coherence across
its lengthy time-span. It seems scarcely
possible that the whole fabric of the work
could have been drawn from that simple
germ-cell of seven notes on cellos and basses
heard at the outset. Above such technical
considerations, though, must stand the overriding spirit of the work — a fervent, newfound spirit of well-being and optimism
which grows as the work unfolds. Small
wonder that in the space of little more than a
decade, audience approval catapulted the
Second from relative obscurity to aposition
of popularity and prominence among the
symphonies of this century.

In one respect we have come a long way
since the pioneering recordings of the ' 50s
and ' 60s: the question of completeness.
Before 1973, the roll-call reads as follows:
Boult ( RCA), Gauk ( MK), Kletzki ( Decca),
Loughran ( CFP), Ormandy ( CBS), Paray ( Fontana), Previn ( RCA), Sanderling ( DG), Steinberg ( Capitol), Svetlanov ( Melodiya) and
Wallenstein ( MFP) — asurprisingly long and
distinguished list but for the fact that all these
recordings were disfigured by ' official' cuts.
Cuts which Rachmaninov, in his insecurity,
unwisely sanctioned under duress from wellmeaning, misguided friends. He would have
done better to heed Arnold Schoenberg's
words: 'To cut along work is to be left with a
long work cut, not ashorter one'. Thankfully,
one rarely encounters acut performance of
the E- minor symphony nowadays. Of the
eight currently available recordings, all, bar
one — Previn's 1966 version ( RCA GL 12877)
— give us the score in its entirety. To some
extent, it is Previn we must thank for this
change of practice for it was he, the work's
greatest champion, who took the initiative
when he came to re-record it in '73. ' Iused to
be guilty of making the so-called " Official"
cuts in this lengthy work' Previn wrote at the
time. 'While in Leningrad, Iwas told that,
actually, Rachmaninov only liked asmall cut
in the finale. On re-examining the score, I

decided to reinstate every note, even that
small cut which the composer himself had
made. It makes the symphony undeniably
long, but Ifeel that its honesty, its power, its
heart-felt lyricism can stand it.'
In the current listings four recordings are so
fine as to make an outright choice quite
difficult. But Ifear Imust lose Ling Tung's
warmly played ( Philharmonia) but rather
anonymous account on ASV and, regretfully,
Gibson's brilliantly recorded, refreshingly
unaffected reading on Chandos — this only
because the Scottish National strings sound
so conspicuously undernourished alongside
their LSO, LPO and Concertgebouw rivals.
One performance which certainly merits
serious consideration, and which one might
be inclined to pass by in favour of its more
illustrious competitors, is Emil Temirkanov's
with the Royal Philharmonic on HMV ( ASD
3606). Bathed in glowing analogue sound —
rich, warm and immediate ( vintage HMV) —
Temirkanov's red-blooded reading falls
squarely into the freely expressive slavonic
mould. The rubato is liberally applied, the big
melodies surge and swell, and the climaxes
smoulder, but unlike Svetlanov, Temirkanov
always manages to control his impulses and
pull up short of vulgarity. Only the slow
movement tends to run away with him ( a
basically fluent tempo grows over-excited at
the climax and never really recovers its
repose) but in general the urgency and
impetuosity of the performance are very
positive virtues. Orchestrally, the playing
lacks the finer nuances of the Concertgebouw
under Ashkenazy, the LSO under Previn or
the LPO under Weller, but the RPO do offer
conviction, and one need make no apologies
for their excellent brass. The horns— full and
burnished — reach out for their luscious
descants in fine style, with absolutely splendid overlapping counterpoints at the return of
the first movement second subject ( a fine
instance of Rachmaninov polyphony at its
most luxuriant).
If one were looking for a performance
which represented the complete antithesis of
Temirkanov, then Weller ( Decca Jubilee JB
92) would fit the bill. Like Previn and Ashkenazy, he takes the broadest possible line with
this score, trusting implicity in the skill of
Rachmaninov's symphonic argument and
still more in the ability to sustain it over some
uncommonly long-drawn paragraphs. Emotionally it's acomparatively restrained reading, more concerned in the slow movement,
for example, with the music's inward poetry
than its outward passions. But that is not to
say that Weller is restrained in other respects.
Far from it. Abetted by a model Decca/
Kingway Hall recording of thrilling depth and
exemplary inner clarity, he does not sell us
short on the brilliance and impact of the
piece. In terms of sheer excitement, his Finale
is possibly the best of all. Very satisfying,
then, and a bargain price to boot.
.From one first-rate Decca recording to
another. A digital this time, and for me one of
the most beguiling orchestral sounds to
appear on record last year: Ashkenazy and
the Concertgebouw on SXDL 7563. It would
be hard to think of a score more likely to
bloom and radiate in the ample Concertgebouw acoustic, but even so Decca have
used the hall's natural ambience superbly.
Possibly a little focus-pulling wouldn't have
gone amiss on the woodwind voices, but
otherwise the overall blend of sound is quite
gorgeous. And what playing! The winds, so
full of character, not least the first clarinet
who brings such artistry to bear on his
priceless slow movement solo ( as remarkHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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able a piece of note-spinning as Rachmaninov ever put down); the brasses — a rich,
homogeneous ensemble penetrating to exciting effect where necessary; and, of course,
the strings who, enriched by the tonal
warmth of the hall, cover themselves with
glory. How effortlessly, for example, they
ease into Rachmaninov's portamento markings for that ravishing melody in the trio of
the scherzo. Compare the 'dutiful' response
of the Rotterdam orchestra for De Waart. I
don't think Ashkenazy - the - conductor has
put anything finer onto disc. Here is all the
passion of an echt Russian performance, but
with none of the attendant brashness. Only in
the first movement do Ifeel that he is slightly
in danger of losing his grip — the development of the argument is not quite as tight or
convincing as it might be. Nevertheless, afine
achievement and Ilook forward to his Third
which is due shortly.
Previn probably has a surer grip on the
contours of this work than anyone else,
having grown into it over so many years. I
think if one is going to limit oneself to asingle
recording then it has to be this ( HMV ASD
2889). From the very first bar Previn's feeling
for the inherent melancholy of the music
takes hold. Cellos and basses, sonorously
recorded ( such lower frequency depth to this
EMI production), colour their opening motif
darkly; the atmosphere is one of great
potency and at once one experiences a real
sense of the music evolving. Previn forces
nothing, he distorts nothing; the score
breathes. Just occasionally Iquestion his
reluctance to press forward alittle more. His
scherzo, though beautifully pointed rhythmically and texturally, is surely too measured. One needs more of acontrast at this
point. Ashkenazy and Weller make that point
vigorously. But there's no doubting the
emotive pull at the foundation of this reading;
its sweep, its accumulative fervour have
never been equalled. As for the LSO, they are
mightily proud of this disc — and rightly so.
Their strings especially have rarely played
with such lustre and sensitivity. Even the
Concertgebouw must yield to their poetry in
the slow movement. You have only to sample
the last movement or, more specifically its
ecstatic coda, to see why. Listening to it is like
throwing open all the windows and doors,
letting the light and air flood in. It is magnificent.
Almost 30 years elapsed before Rachmaninov turned again to the symphony. Indeed at
one point during the completion of the
Second he vowed that he would never again
grapple with the medium. No doubt the huge
success of his Paganini Rhapsody, and growing evidence ( in the States) of the Second
Symphony's popularity, brought about a
change of heart. In the event, the Third
Symphony ( 1936) was to be his penultimate
work, predating the Symphonic Dances by
only four years. Not surprisingly, perhaps, it
occupies a markedly different sound world
from the Second. The romantic extravagances are further removed, the arguments
are pithier, more concise, the harmonic idiom
more pungent, and the orchestration (though
drawn from alarger apparatus) more varied
and subtle. Take the very opening: once
again it is asimple step-wise ' motto' theme,
which is to pervade the entire work. Once
more the influence of Russian orthodox
plainchant is unmistakable. But listen to the
elusive colouring: two clarinets, one muted
horn and one muted cello in unison. Such
distinctive shadings are legion throughout
this extraordinary score, as indeed they are
throughout the Symphonic Dances. Even
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Rachmaninov's most ardent detractors have
had to admit that much.
The Third received its world premiere on
November 6, 1936 under Leopold Stokowski,
but it was Rachmaninov himself who committed the work to disc for RCA three years
later. Stokowski was to wait 39 years before
doing so, in London: his Desmar record with
the National Philharmonic was made in May
1975. Sadly, both these recordings — fascinating not the least for their insights into style
— have been out of the catalogue for agood
while now. The Stokowski was blighted, I
suspect, by inadequate preparation time, for
it is peppered with some quite hair-raising
untidinesses in ensemble, not least amongst
the strings. It is, though, a reading of enormous intensity, bristling with atmosphere
and character; less impulsive than the composer's own but equally alive to the score's
quixotic changes — its sharper timbres and
quirky, often daring orchestral effects.
Perhaps most striking of all to our somewhat
inhibited 1983 ears, though, is the expressive
freedom of both these readings. Stokowski is
inclined to linger far more over this or that
detail, but listen to Rachmaninov's elastic
rubato in the beautiful second subject of the
first movement. How that would raise eyebrows today! Soundwise, of course, Stokowski
has the enormous advantage of Desmar's
big, vibrant, though rather edgy recording,
but if you can get hold of acopy of the RCA
disc, do, for curiosity's sake at least; it is still
quite listenable and you'll be taking away an
unforgettable sample of the great Philadelphia in its heyday.
But we are fortunate indeed that Eugene
Ormandy was able to preserve those unique
qualities for us over so many subsequent
years. His marvellous 1968 recording of the
Third (CBS 61994 — coupled with the Vocalise) exudes dedication and authenticity.
Again one can but wonder at the fervour and
spontaneity of the playing, above all those
strings: capable of such free expression
within aphrase, but unified to aman. Witness
that heady moment at the return of the
memorable slow movement melody where
Rachmaninov sweeps his violins upwards an
octave into the highest register. The Philadelphians impart an intensity to those bars
that quite takes the breath away. Likewise the
build-up of first and second violins following
the abrupt climax of the first movement
development; and the impassioned second
subject of the Finale; et al.
How Iwish, though, that Ormandy had
been able to re-record these scores adecade
or so later in a better, warmer sound.
Certainly the overall picture is spacious and
opulent, in the manner of his First, with plenty
of impact in the bright forward placings of the
wind. But its chromium-plated sheen is harsh
at full stretch, particularly when compared
with the other mid- price version — Weller's
superbly recorded account on Decca Jubilee
JB 93 or, for that matter, Decca's 1969 Kletzki
version ( now on bargain-priced Eclipse ECS
838). Weller's reading, if not quite as convincing for me as his Second, is nonetheless very
fine. Once more it is the poetry and lyricism of
the score, the little tonal refinements, the
distilled atmospheres which linger foremost
in the memory. Turn to Maazel's recent
account with the Berlin Philharmonic ( DG
digital 2532 065 — coupled with Isle of the
Dead) and you'll come away with a very
different view. Maazel goes all-out to capitalise on the pithiness, the dynamism of the
music. Sharp, biting rhythms, punchy sforzandos and over-zealous brass are the order
of the day, and in keeping with that approach

DG have obliged with their brightest, most
'immediate' sound. True the ' scherzo' middle
section of the second movement is very
exciting: a terrific ' lift' to the strings where
needed and some brilliantly lit detail along
the way. ( How vividly, for instance, Maazel
colours that weird alla breve passage for
divided tremolando strings and stopped
horns just after the climax.) All this, though,
amounts to only half the story, and Maazel
sounds mannered and detached when dealing with the gentler lyrical aspects of the
work. The second subject of the first movement, for instance ( hardly wayward like the
composer's own but far more self-conscious
sounding), or the exquisite opening of the
second, whose natural unfolding he impedes
with fussy rubato and unsubtle dynamic
shadings.
Again it is Previn, Ithink, who strikes an ideal
balance between the work's disparate elements, who rejoices in the music's romantic
extravert qualities, but who also displays the
tenderest regard for those strange shadowy
reflections of regret. Of course, the LSO could
never emulate the flavourof the Philadelphia,
but they do turn in some wonderful playing.
And EMI's sumptuous recording still strikes
me as the best of all — areally first-rate seat in
the stalls of adecent concert hall. Do invest in
the Ormandy as well, though. £3or so is not
much to pay for alittle slice of history, even if
the sound isn't particularly grateful.
No such luxuries of choice arise in the case
of the Symphonic Dances. With the disappearance of Kondrashin's Melodiya
account only two versions remain listed:
Previn's admirable HMV disc (ASO 3259,
coupling Isle of the Dead — not so fine a
recording as the 2nd or 3rd but still good) and
the rather dreary De Waart reading ( Philips
6527 125, coupling Caprice) which offers no
competition. At the risk of repeating myself, it
is agreat pity that no new recording has come
our way from Ormandy and the Philadelphia,
the work's dedicatees. Their deleted CBS
recording — first issued here in 1973 on CBS
61347 — had a disappointing sound ( of the
thin 'tunnel vision' variety) and offered only a
tantalising glimpse of what might have been.
We are promised a new EMI digital version
from Simon Rattle and the City of Birmingham Orchestra, recorded live at the Maltings,
Snape, which will certainly be interesting.
Meanwhile there is Previn to remind us just
how original and richly imaginative this work
is. By Kondrashin's standards his account of
the Finale may hang fire somewhat ( though
not, Ihasten to add, towards the end where
Rachmaninov defiantly roars out the Dies lrae
on all four horns), but you'll go far to
encounter amore evocative response to the
first two movements: the ghostly ballroom
fantasy of the second movement's va Ise triste
and, of course, the intoxicating opening
movement with its nostalgic second subject.
It's an extraordinary movement — living
proof that far from sinking deeper into the
unrelieved melancholy that was to become
his legend, Rachmaninov's creative instincts
were never sharper than at this late stage of
his life.
Towards the end of his life, when friends
urged him to give up those taxing concert
engagements, to save himself for composition, he would ask 'Where am Ito get the
necessary strength, the necessary fire?'. Reminded then of the Symphonic Dances, he
would reply simply ' Idon't know how it
happened. It must have been my last spark'.
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ESTHETIC CONSIDERATIONS apart (!),
interviewer who encounters the
effervescent Labeque sisters is likely to be
won over by the sheer joie de vivre that they
exude. Few who experienced live, or saw
relayed via television, their Prom appearance
last summer will forget the exuberance, the
panache with which they dispatched Carnival
of the Animals. These, though, are qualities
which give their playing its individuality,
which contrast ( rather refreshingly) with
some of the more learned, over-studious
approaches that bow down before the composer, treating the written page as gospel, as
an inviolate text. Performances from the
Labeques nearly always sound spontaneous — theirs is an almost improvisatory
approach, tempered with an intuitive rapport
of ensemble and the fruitful tensions resulting from two quite contrasting personalities.
Katia, the elder by three years, is extravert,
quick to dominate conversation, full of nervous energy, involved, significantly, with jazz,
and normally the primo of the duet, whereas
Marielle is more serious, quiet, a chamber
music player by heart, and provides the
essential stability of the second° foundation.
Brought up in the south of France, the
sisters were taught first by their mother,
herself a pupil of Marguerite Long. Katia
delayed her entry to the Paris Conservatoire
until she was 14, to wait for Marielle, although
at the time they were each intent on pursuing
solo careers. Both left as First Prize winners,
despite their growing interest in modern
music and the attitude of the authorities
there, where the somewhat cloistered atmosphere still tends to frown on experimentation
of any kind (
KL: '
You know we never really
had such a good reputation. At the Conservatoire you just didn't play music which is
not " good music". Even Debussy and Stravinsky were considered a little weird!')
It was towards the end of the formal
training that the Labeques began to play
duets seriously, and at that time too that they
first encountered the music of Olivier Messiaen through a performance of Visions de
l'Amen by Michel Beroff. ' Yes, we started to
play it because of him — he played it so well.
He introduced us to Messiaen who helped us
to study the work and then invited us to
record it' — for Erato ( STU 70567, now deleted) — a bold and auspicious start for
players still in their teens: they were 15 and 18
at the time. As a result of this early success
they became involved in the contemporary
music scene in Paris, where amongst others
they encountered Boulez, who asked them to
play his Structures (
with Book II of which they
made their first appearance in the UK at the
Round House in the mid-'70s). ' He wasn't at
all the way we expected him to be. He was
very sweet, very available and explained
things to us in avery poetic way. (
KM Ilike
very much Book II. It's very difficult to play but
when you have learnt to play, in the same
chord, fortissimo, pianissimo and mezzoforte it actually works very well!'
Also involved in the Paris circuit at the time
was Luciano Berio, whom the sisters tackled
in a disarmingly forthright manner. 'We
heard his music at aconcert and then went
backstage to meet him.' [ KM ' Isaid "You
know we really liked your piece, could you
write something for us?". Fortunately he was
amused and said he would like to hear us
play. He came to our flat at twelve one night
with apercussionist friend and we played to
them until about two in the morning. He said
he was writing aconcerto for two pianos and
that the first performance was to be in New
96

interview
KAMA dic MARIELLE
LABEQUE
talk to Ivor Humphreys
York with Boulez, but that he would give us
the French première. We were so thrilled — it
was a big start for us.' The friendship with
Berio flourished and he subsequently wrote
Linea for two pianos and percussion for them.
For all their obvious facility, their complete
technical assurance, the Labeques' approach
is far from purely cerebral. Indeed it was
arguably the improvisatory aspects of the
'serious' music they were playing at the time
which held the strongest appeal for them and
which has helped to shape their musicmaking ever since. A mastery of rhythmic
precision is one thing, for example, but
without flexibility, without room to breathe as
it were, the music itself will suffocate. Three
years ago they made recordings of Gershwin's Rhapsody in Blue and Concerto in F,
using the composer's four-stave original

manuscript and playing, particularly in the
Rhapsody, with considerable licence as regards rhythm and with relative melodic and
harmonic freedom ( Philips 9500 917). 'We
heard some tapes of Gershwin himself and he
used to do that a lot. [
KL) It's not so much
improvisation as aquestion of style. For me it
absolutely swings. If he writes eight even
notes he plays them with alilt, as triplets —
it's part of the music.' He even changes the
chords.[ML1 Iwanted to do that too but it's
very hard.' KL: '
We had a letter from Ira
Gershwin afterwards telling us that it was the
first time he had really heard the music "the
way George used to play" — that was very
nice.
'Nowadays we call it fusion music — you
know, rock fusion, jazz fusion. Gershwin was
one of the first to do it by bringing together
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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classical, jazz and light music. But of course
there has always been improvisation. Mozart
and Beethoven used to improvise their own
cadenzas; Chopin and Liszt would do it all the
time when they gave recitals. The biggest
problem with recording is that it is fixed,
inflexible. Each time we play apiece normally
we would do it differently. Recording's a bit
like photography in that the result stays the
same always; it tells you what things were
like at the time it was made. Some people say
that recording is therefore artificial and that
they don't believe in it because the sound
isn't natural in the way you would hear it in a
concert. But what is natural? It will sound
totally different in the Albert Hall or the
Festival Hall — you play differently in each
place. As soon as you put up amicrophone, it
is not natural, and of course you play a
little bit differently when you make arecord.
When we record, though, we like to play
right through a movement, and then if we
aren't happy with it we will go back and re-do
sections. Sometimes we do it once and it's all
right. If it's like that then all the better.'
ML: '
Ihate recording! It's avery interesting
difference: in the concert hall you can't
change what you have just played if you are
not happy with it, but on the record you can
go back and make alterations.' It is unnatural
[l(L] and we are bound to play differently
when we play to an audience. The best
compromise, perhaps, is to record the concert itself, even though you then hear all the
audience noises.'

BOOKS
THE NEW PENGUIN STEREO RECORD AND
CASSETTE GUIDE by Edward Greenfield, Robert
Layton and Ivan March ( editor). 978 pages plus xxiii, soft
covers. Price £5.95. Published by Penguin Books Ltd.,
Harmondsworth, Middlesex.

THE MARCH/GREENFIELD/LAYTON record
guides are prodigious undertakings, covering
such avast field that one wonders how so few
people can possibly manage to produce so
much informed comment. Of course, no one
critic could possibly agree with ( or be competent to assess) all the many thousands of
judgements offered in acompendium such as
this, but by picking known recordings at
random it soon becomes evident that the
whole operation exhibits alevel-headed balance which inspires confidence. Thus I
would say that the general record collector
who is not concerned with the very finest
points of interpretation or sound quality will
be well served by this new volume. For most
111-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Following the Gershwin solo record, the
Labeques made another, of his songs, with
Barbara Hendricks ( 9500 987) and followed
this with adisc of Brahms' Hungarian Dances
(6514 107). Released this month is ' Ragtime',
the first record made under their new threeyear agreement with EMI. Produced in Paris
by John McLaughlin, with whose jazz ensemble Katia regularly appears, it is ' a kind of
story of jazz composers from Scott Joplin,
James P Johnson and so on to the English
jazz writer Billy Maerl'. ( EMI 5541 — see
reviews) The two- piano arrangments here,
and for the Barbara Hendricks record, were
made by the French saxophonist and composer Francois Jeanneau, with whom they
have also worked extensively. As far as the
'As soon as you put up amicrophone, it is no
longer natural..'
Labeques themselves are concerned such a
rich diet of music- making can only enhance
their overall experience and serve to broaden
their outlook. 'As duettists we don't have the
enormous repertoire that solo players have to
contend with — all the Beethoven sonatas,
the Mozart concertos, etc, etc. [
KL) We don't
have all that, so we can keep up more with
what is going on in contemporary fields and
have time to think carefully about what we are
doing, about what this or that piece really
means. You have to make time for research,
for new experiences. Personally, I'm always
looking for new ways of being a musician.'

of the time it offers solidly useful advice on
choosing recorded performances from
thousands of works by hundreds of composers, the latter ranged from Abraham to
Zemlinsky over 889 pages, or in concerts and
recitals detailed on a further 92 pages.
Iwish that this review could end on such a
positive note, but there is afairly serious snag
which should be pointed out. Also, Imust
protest that the publisher's excerpts from
favourable reviews printed on the back cover
are presented to convey an impression that
the passages quoted are about this new book,
whereas they refer to its predecessors. Very
naughty!
The above snag arises from the fact that
this guide ' centres on records and tapes
issued between 1977 and 1982'. There are no
doubt practical reasons for such alimitation,
especially as the catalogues have exploded
with European imports in recent years, but
some odd anomalies and omissions occur as
aresult. Thus, turning to Berlioz, no complete
recordings are listed of The Trojans, Benvenuto Cellini, Te Deum or Funeral & Triumphal
Symphony, even though all these works are
available. The situation is compounded by
the fact that there were 1977 and 1980 issues
and reissues respectively of the last two
(Barenboim/Dondeyne), and if it be argued
that subsequent early deletion or absence of
uniqueness to the country of origin disqualified them, this simply reinforces my view
that when there had been no fresh relevant
appearance of a major work during the
specified period, an earlier recording should
at least have been listed — if only for the sake
of completeness and to avoid confusing the
newcomer.
To be fair, there is an advert facing the
Preface which commends the earlier Penguin
Cassette Guide as ' an admirable basic guide
to which the new 1982 edition is supplementary'; but Istill find it amazing, for
instance, that Mahler's Song of the Earth is
not mentioned here at all, and irritating that

These are qualities evident in abundance in
a musician the Labeques admire almost
above all others — Alfred Brendel. ML: '
Yes,
he's awonderful musician, and awonderful
man. Sometimes he stops playing concerts
so that he can learn new works and broaden
his outlook in all sorts of areas. Ireally think
that we learnt more from him in three hours
than we did in three years at the Conservatoire — not only what he told us about
Schubert, but about life: literature, painting,
architecture.' KL: '
It is true that music is our
life, but as Alfred Brendel said to us, if you
don't give anything to that life the music will
die — dry up like a plant. If you want your
plant to grow, you must water every day.'
Future plans with EMI include recordings of
the Saint-Sáens, other works for two pianos
by Brahms, Liszt and again Gershwin. Much
in demand in France, indeed worldwide now,
they were here again in February and will be
back for the Edinburgh festival in September.
With so much to involve them now, apart
from learning about life, I
wondered howthey
go about practising and where they find the
time for it. KL: '
Well mostly we practise
independently of course. For myself I
don't do
so much if we are playing works Iknow well,
hardly at all on the day of a concert. But
Marielle will often practise eight hours on that
same day, play well and not be tired. When
it's anew work, Iwork hard, too, of course, but
even with works we have played 50 or 100
times she will still work all the time— it drives
me crazy!'

the only Boult recording of a Vaughan
Williams symphony to appear ( No.1) does so
merely because it was favoured with a
reissue after 1977, even though the other
Boult records continue to parallel the Previn
issues in the catalogues. True, there are ' Still
recommended' and ' Reminder' notes
appended here and there, but these apply to
earlier recordings of works included because
of more recent issues, not to those which
have been excluded by the pre- 1977 barrier.
I'm sure there must be good logistic reasons
for all this, but what a pity.
John Crabbe

VIRTUOSO

by Harvey Sachs. The life and art of
nine musicians. 208 pages, with 45 illustrations. Price
£8.95. Published by Thames & Hudson, 30 Bloomsbury
Street, London WC1B 3OP.

DRAWING upon contemporary reports and
notices, the Cleveland ( Ohio) musician and
writer Harvey Sachs presents nine sketchportraits of — mostly keyboard — virtuosi,
from Liszt to Glenn Gould, Perceptive in
comment, rather leaden in prose-style, these
chapters make an acceptable anthology, but
there is no attempt to develop any thesis, to
relate such disparate music- makers as Casals
and Paganini, Landowska and Paderewski.
The remaining subjects are Kreisler, Anton
Rubinstein, and Horowitz, and where applicable there is some brief analysis of one or two
recordings — with this last pianist these bolster astrong critical prejudice. The reader is
provided with some nice irrelevancies eg,
Horowitz's one-time preoccupation with lamb
patties, Gould's aesthetic preference for a
computerised war, Landowska's alleged
ability to touch the centre of her left palm with
the tip of her thumb. If Sachs had produced
livelier accounts of his historical figures, and
expanded the subjective section on postgramophone artists, a better two-part book
would have resulted.
Christopher Breunig
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"There are good preamps.
There are very good preamps.
And there is the Audio Research SP8.
Class 1bInternational Audio Review Hotline # 12
August 1981 Peter Moncrieff

"I can't recommend the Audio
Research SP8 highly enough.
"I wonder how Icould have
tolerated less."
Practical Hi Fi June 1982— David Wrenn

"If you ever considered spending
over £2000 on asystem you
owe it to yourself to hear this preamp"

Aa/4à

ABSOLUTE SOUNDS

42 Parkside, London SW19.
Tel. 01-947 5047

Also available from the Audio Research range
D-40
Power Amplifier VT ( 40W per ch)
SP 10 VT Preamplifier auto muting/separate power supply
D 79C Power Amplifier VT ( 75W per ch)
SP 7 Solid state preamplifier
D 90B Power Amplifier VT ( 80W per ch)
SP 8 VT Preamplifier simplified muting
D-160 Power Amplifier VT ( 160W per ch)

Absolute Sounds are also distributors in the UK for...
The ARM, Audiophile Products, DCM ( Time Windows), Koetsu, Krell Etude, Oracle, CLLN, RG Research, Threshold
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BANCHIERI
La Pazzia Senile (Albalongai
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ELGAR
Enigma / Pomp & Circumstance (A.
Davis)
FAURÉ
Requiem ( Dupont / Didier / Bourmauck) *
Cello music ( Muller/ Rouvier)
FRANK
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Atherton)
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Symphony 2 (Thomas)
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Harpsichord pieces ( Buckley)
LEBRUN
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ULBURN
Symphony 2, etc ( Heenan/Hopkins)
USZT
Piano pieces ( Bolet)
MAHLER
Symphony 1 (Walter) e
MOZART
Piano Sonatas (Schiff)*
Requiem ( Davisle
Requiem ( Burgos)*
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Don Giovanni ( Depoltova, et al i
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PISTON
The Incredible Flutist ( Hanson)
RACHMANINOV
Vespers ( McCrorie)
Song transcriptions (Wild)
RESPIGHI
Feste Romane/ Church Windows
(Dorad) 5
RICHTER
Sinfonia (Hlavacek)
RIMSKY-KORSAKOV
Symphony 2 / Easter Festival Overture
(Zinrnan)
ROSSI
Vocal music ( Schola Cantorum
Basiliensis)
SAINT-SAËNS
Symphony 3 (Hurford/Dutoit)
SCELSI
Quattro Pezzi, etc ( Brion / Pfaff)
SCHUBERT
Rosamunde music ( Ku hn)e
String Quintet in C, etc (Friedman /
Schiller, et al)
SCHUTZ
German songs ( Knothe)
SIBEUUS
Four orchestral pieces (various) 5
SKERJANC
Concertino (Hubad)
STAMITZ FAMILY
Sinfonias (Hlavacek)
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Ashkenazy's engrossing and poetic'Pastoral'
100
Brahms' first piano concerto: ' atruly inspiring performance'_101
Some catching Canteloube from Kin i
te Kanawa
103
Hoist's double-starred ' Boar's Head'
105
Bolet's insight-plus-showmanship in Liszt
107
Earl Wild's subtle Rachmaninov transcriptions
109
Luigi Rossi: 17th century musicto melt the heart
109
Steffani vocal duets, not to be missed
112
Power and warmth in Tippett's Triple Concerto
113
Giulini's serious but revealing Falstaff
113
Art of Janet Baker— an album to treasure
114
Souzay's aristocratic and effortless baroque
115
RCM centenary concert by ' professionals of the future'
116
'Immediate and realistically pleasing' baroque recital
116
Salon music to put froth on your coffee
117

INFORMATION

Performance
Very Good
1
Good
2
Moderate
3
Poor
4
*Historical
H(
or 1, 2, 3, 4
(pre-LP)
as appropriate)

Occasionally arecord may be worthy of
special mention, taking it beyond the 'very
good' bracket. In such superlative cases astar
is added to the letter or figure as appropriate:
cg. 13:1*,A*:2 or lexceptionally)A* : 1*.
©HiFi News & Record Review.
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RECORD RATINGS
Record ratings are designed to summarise
our critics' findings, but should be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken
as aguide only.
Recording
A

105

Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its
number is accompanied by: (monophonic)
or O(stereo transcription). @ against an item
in the index on p.4 indicates aUK reissue.
RECORD FAULTS
'Recording' ratings should be taken to refer to
recorded quality, but do not take account of
individual pressing faults encountered with
our test samples. Readers may assume that a
certain proportion of such variable faultswill
occur among commercial pressings.
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RETAIL PRICES •
Owing to thelarge range of discount prices
now availablt on records, most of the major
companies have abolished aretail price
structure. We will continue to quote retail
prices where supplied to us.

RECORD PRICES ( EMI; DECCA; PHILIPS; DG;
CBS; RCA; ASV; Import Music)
This chart is provided as an approximate
index to prices readers may ordinarily expect
to find in retail shops (very rough guide: 'Full'
£5.50, 'Mid' £4.00, 'Low' £2.50). Where prices
are given with reviews, these are manufacturers' Recommended Retail or Ordinary
List prices.
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STEFFANI
Vocal duets (Watkinson / Esswood, et
al)
STRADELLA
Sonatas, etc (Müller-Brühl)
STRAUSS
Also Sprach Zarathustra ( Ozawa I
Der Rosenkavalier — abridged
(Lehmann / Schumann, et al)*
STRAVINSKY
Symphony in C/ Concerto for Strings
(Karajan)*
Petrushka ( 1911 version) (Leinsdorf) e
TCHAIKOVSKY
Piano Concerto 1(Arrau Davie
Francesca da Rimini / Hamlet
(Stokowski)*
THOMAS
Hamlet ballet music ( Bonynge)
TIPPETT
Triple Concerto (Pauk/ Imai
Kirschbaum / Davis)
TVE
Western Wind Mass, etc
(Higginbottom)
VAN WASSENAER
Six Concerti Armonici ( I
Musici)
VERDI
Falstaff (Bruson, et al / Giulini)
La Traviata ( Motto, et al / Previtali)
II Trovatore ( Barbieri, et al / Cellini I °
VIVALDI
Various concertos (Marriner, et al) °
WAGNER
Meistersinger (Schwarzkopf, et al /
Karajan)*
WEILL
Sonatas for cello & piano (Grossman,
Walsh)
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Vocal
ALL IN THE APRIL EVENING (Temple)
ART OF JANET BAKER*
ART OF BENIAMINO GIGLI — Vol III
ART OF RICHARD TAUBERe
BAROQUE OPERA ARIAS (
Handel/
Rameau / Lully)*
FRENCH AMEUNG (
Debussy/ Duparc/
Ravel)
GEORGIAN CHANT (
McCarthy)
JESSYE NORMAN (
Poulenc/Schubert/
Wagner)*
PANIS ANGEUCUS (
sacred music)*
RICHARD BAKER'S MENAGERIE
RUSSIAN ORTHODOX MUSIC (
Tanis
Scholars)
RCM THANKSGIVING SERVICE (
RCM /
Preston / Willcocks)
SPIDER AND THE FLY (
Wilson-Johnson
/Saunders)
WESTMINSTER'S ALLEGRI, ETC (
7
composers)

Orchestral/Instrumental
116

ANDREW DAVIS ON RECORD (
5
composers) e
ASHKENAZY & RICHTER (
Chopin /
Haydn/ Liszt)*
116 BAROQUE RECITAL (
5composers)
116 ENGUSH CONNECTION (
Elgar/Tippett
/Vaughan Williams)
117 GLADRAGS (
Joplin & others, for 2
pianos)
117 KARAJAN & THE VP0 ( 1946-49)
117 OUSSET PLAYS FRENCH PIANO
MUSIC ( 6composers)
117 SALON MUSK- 1 (9coMposers)
117 SALON MUSIC- 2 (9composers)
117 SYMPHONIC MARCHES FOR BRASS ( 8
composers)
116
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BACH: The Six Brandenburg Concertos
The English Concert / Pinnock
DG Archly 2742 003 (
2recs) digital
No one performance of the ever-popular
Brandenburgs stands out with any force from
the others. Never having heard the synthesized ' Moog' version, my allegiances switch
from concerto to concerto and between
'earlier' sounding groups and more ' modern'
tones. They all have their moments, and that
is as true of this Pinnock set as of the rest.
True-to-form, he goes for the ' authentic'
approach with achamber view of the concerti. That slightly abrasive string tone is there
again, balanced against the lovely open wind
sound of baroque oboes and flute (for No. 5),
recorders and natural horns (though these
not without their problems of intonation in
No. 1). After his consistently effervescent
reading of the Bach Harpsichord Concerti on
DG 2723 077, Iwas a little disappointed by
some of the flat rhythmic inflections (
Polacca
of No. 1 and some of No. 6) and by the
'breathlessness' of the opening number of
No. 1and the Allegro assai of No. 2
To be set against this, Pinnock's reading of
No. 5 is for me one of the best small-scale
performances-- poised and graceful with too
many felicities to mention — although I
could
take exception to some of the solo harpsichord cadenzas. The interplay between
ripieno, solo violin and two recorders in the
Fourth Concerto is another high-spot; and
there could be no better testimonial to the
infectious vitality of No. 3than the reaction of
my three-year-old son who, on first hearing,
danced around my Quads giggling wildly — I
almost joined him!
The Third Concerto is anear model of clear,
rounded string sound with good outer definition and carefully terraced placing. The
soloists in No. 5also stand out naturally, but
the same cannot be said for the opposing
forces in the First, and to alesser extent the
Second — admittedly very tricky with the
slight-voiced woodwind against brass, but a
few passages are an acoustic jumble: upper
string parts indistinct, horns and trumpets
over-obtrusive, woodwind lost or too beefed
up, and abass scrubbing away rather murkily. A variable set, hence EA/B:1*/21
Roger Bowen
BACH: Easter Oratorio, BINV 249
Donath / Reynolds / Haefliger / Ta/vela / RIAS CO /
RSO Berlin / Maazel
Philips 6527 084
Reissue from 1968
Currently, the only rival to Maazel's reissue of
the Easter Oratorio is the very fine performance under Münchinger which Decca brought
out afew months after the Philips originally
appeared. Ifind the Maazel performance less
good than the distinguished list of performers might lead one to expect. There is a
rather heavy, awestruck atmosphere here in a
work that is basically adelightful re-writing of
asecular cantata. The recitatives tend to plod
potentously, and Talvela in particular does
not catch the idiom. There is some lovely
singing, all the same, and the playing of the
obbligati is of a high order (though rather
lacking freshness in approach). The chorus
work is good and stong, and the recording, if
over- resonant and rich, is clean and troublefree. [
8:2]
Peter Branscombe

BANCHIERI: Le Pazzia Senile
Albalonge / Centrangolo
Pavane ADM 7102 (
Harmonia Mundi)
This is indeed a very strange record. The
libretto of Banchieri's madrigal comedy,
Senile Madness, is hardly amodel of clarity:
based on the traditional commedia dell'arte
plot of two lovers, a father who wishes to
marry the girl to an influential ( but suitably
repugnant) old gent, all of course happily
100

resolved (for some), and overlaid with interludes of a more or less salacious nature —
interludes of match vendors, of chimney
sweeps, ballet of the villagers, etc. This
confusion is compounded by the performance, for after an opening fanfare, acheerful
Italian lady speaks to us about the work with
an accompaniment of crickets ( or were they
cicadas?). She cadences by asking afriend to
shut the window so that the singing can
begin. He obliges in realistic full stereo.
The rest of the comedy switches between
rather 'wacky' over-acting and some very
nice madrigalesque singing. The speaking
parts ( although not the crickets) continue. All
very amusing for the first couple of hearings,
but likely to pall. The competent recording
(particularly of those chirping legs), with its
reasonable balance between speaking parts,
vocalists and instruments, will hardly tip the
balance if you are not already tempted by the
novelty of the music, but if you are, then the
sound will not detract. [
13:2/3] Roger Bowen

BEETHOVEN: Symphony No. 6in F. ' Pastoral'
Philharmonia / Ashkenazy
Decca SXDL 7578 digital
This is an engrossing and poetic Sixth
satisfying most requirements of the work.
The opening rallentando is nicely judged, the
unmarked ritard at bar 66 perfectly acceptable. Though the tempo is slower, the rhythmic spring recalls Erich Kleiber's classic
Decca Pastoral. The secret, at the beginning
of ( ii), of dissuading the listener from feeling
he has just come on the scene, is (as here) to
touch in the violins' crotchet B as softly as
possible. Yet Ashkenazy brings urgency to
the staccato violin patterns in ( iii). Slower
than Kleiber, he peoples the landscape in a
similar way; fine horn playing here too. ( But
even now no-one has surpassed the explicit
earthy perspectives of Klemperer's countrydance scherzo — it was, after all, atempo to
get used to!) Ashkenazy's Storm is restrained
in scale: the oboe solo, the rising flute — the
sun's face emerges. Thus far, fine. Can
Ashkenazy conduct the Shepherd's Thanksgiving? Yes, the last movement is superb, the
ending beautifully managed, a final unmarked diminuendo entirely reasonable.
The digital sound is good, but not as
truthfully weighty as in the best analogue
recordings; winds are reticent in the exposition of ( i), clearer in the development — not
forward as in the EMI Sanderling Sixth. A pity
violins are all together on the left. [
A: 1 * ]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Symphony No.9 in d, 'Choral'
Amara / Chookasian / Alexander / Macurdy /
Philadelphia / Ormandy
CBS 60134
Reissue from 1979
A friend of mine refers to certain ill-conceived
interpretations as having the music 'treated
as aconcerto for orchestra', and Ormandy's
Ninth could be so categorised. There are
good things in it, such as the flexibility of the
playing in the scherzo (with its arbitrary ration
of repeats). Speeds are generally fast, and the
finale is disappointingly sung. The side-turn
is awkwardly managed, with bar 82 of the
Adagio repeated at the beginning of Side 2 —
anasty feature. This new transfer is sweeter
than, and preferable to, the original ' Embassy' release. Ibelieve the recording dates back
to 1967. [
B:3]
Christopher Breunig

discs had yet to arrive, and the contemporary
Beethoven recordings by others were generally felt to be far from penetrating. The [
Busch
78s had disappeared, and few LP transfers
had then been made from archive material.
HMV have sensibly rearranged the recordings, reducing the number of sides; the
turnover in the B-flat allows achoice between
the Grosse Fuge and the slighter finale.
However, the bottom end is boomy, violins
are huskily reproduced, and the Capitol
engineers also boosted crescendos so that
amplitudes are distorted. At worst the players
seem located at the bottom of awell, and it is
atribute to their superb internal balances that
so much inner detail can be followed. Op.133
fares less well than, say, the turbulent middle
section from the Op.135 scherzo.
The playing is very fine, but the slow
movements are not ideally ' inward'. The
Cavatina of Op.130 is disappointingly fast,
although the opening of Op.131 is emotionally committed in spite of the flowing tempo.
The E-flat is very successful, and the slow
movement of the A-minor, for all its lack of
innigkeit, is beautifully done. If you admire
Karajan's Beethoven, then the Hollywood
style has acertain affinity. [ C:1]
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN: String Quartet No. 12 in En,
Op.127 El 16 in F, Op.135
Alban Berg Quartet
HMV ASD 4305 digital
In February, E.S. wrote of the taut, disciplined, concentrated sound that distinguishes the Alban Berg Quartet. Those characteristics are in evidence here: for all the polish
of the playing in allegros/scherzos, there is a
knife-edged tension, aresulting directness of
expression such that no-one would mistake
this for, say, the Quartetto Italiano coupling.
For instance, in the Op.135 second movement
there is something satisfyingly ' right' about
the Vivace tempo and the way this relates to
the jagged crotchet fortes, as compared to the
Italians' initial 'dawdling' manner, then
aggressive forte staccatos — or the tonal
shadings indulged by the Amadeus.
Most rewarding of all are the slow movements here, with a breathtaking stillness in
Op.135, and asuggestion of rapture glowing
in the dark sepias at the beginning of the
Op.127 — in the way aRembrandt canvas is
lit. The digital sound has the group at some
measureable distance from the listener, with
a degree of hall ambience ( but is the reverberation added electronically, I begin to
wonder?). The fortissimos at the end of the
Op.135 side do not reproduce easily ( reflected in my split rating). By contrast the
turbulent middle section of the scherzo
emerges with crystal clarity: but that is a
tribute to the playing. [
A/C:1 * 1
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano Trio No. 6 in W›, Op.97
'Archduke' D Trio in 13b, Wo0.39
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno) / ltzhak Perlman (yin) /
Lynn Harrell (v/c)
HMV ASD 4315 digital
In athoroughly tempting winter supplement,
Ithought EMI's new Archduke production
especially promising. In the event, and in
spite of very fine playing, it proves less than
completely satisfying. This is essentially because the two stringed instruments are isolated from each other, both very dry and
forward, to left and right, with a central

BEETHOVEN: The Late Quartets
Hollywood Quartet
HMV RLS 7707 (4 recs)
Reissues from 1958

Sir Adrian Boult
Herbert Howells

Recorded in the Capitol Studios in 1957, these
performances became ' legendary'. But the
acclaim has to be seen in perspective: stereo

As we close for press the deaths of Sir Adrian
Boult and Herbert Howells were announced.
Full obituaries will follow next month.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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overlapping pianoforte image, itself of good
dynamic range. The absence of blend, the
forwardness of Harrell and Perlman (the latter
unrealistically rendered somewhat ' screechy'
at times) mean that every note for cello and
violin impinges on the attention. Thus when
Harrell plays the dolce at bar 60 with spontaneous eloquence, one's immediate reaction is that such expressiveness impedes the
flow of the exposition. In fact the tempo is
held — ir is merely aquestion of balance, and
impact on the ear.
This is nevertheless an interpretation
dominated by the pianist, and one must turn
to the revelatory 1958 Beethovenhaus recording by HorszowskiNegh/Casals ( Philips import 6701 038) to hear the music ' shared'
equally. Placed last on this new disc is an
enjoyable account of the movement from
1812, which also prefaced the Barenboim
Archduke reissue. There, the sound balances
— same producer — were completely different. Neither recording has the full scherzo
repeat scheme Beethoven intended for
Op.97. [
B: 1 *]
Christopher Breunig

BEETHOVEN:
Piano
'Archduke'
Beaux Arts Trio
Philips 6570 917
Reissue from 1965

Trio

No.7

in

Bb.

More than any other reading, this version
shares many of the felicities of along deleted
Westminster Archduke (
Fournier/Janigro/
Badura-Skoda). Its reissue is especially welcome, as the 1981 Beaux Arts' remake proved
unacceptably mannered— though some may
find the 1965 violinist, Daniel Guilet, rather
dry in the scherzo. This is taken at a rapid
tempo, with the ' shortened' repeat scheme.
The marking is surely ambiguous, although
Beethoven probably intended the trio to
appear twice, as in the Seventh Symphony.
Few recordings have this, the 1957 Kogan/
Rostropovich/Gilels being an exception.
(Although mono, this was the best balanced
of all my comparisons!). Here, the Beaux Arts
do not disappoint in the sublime Andante
cantabile, and the sound is tonally acceptable, although violin and cello are placed at
the extremes of the stereo image. Don't
expect the technical quality of their subsequent Haydn series! [
6:1 / 1*)
Christopher Breunig
BERSA: Sunny Fields El Moonlight • / SKERJANC: Concertino for Piano & Strings**
KUD Choir* / Slovene PO / Hubad Q Dubravka
Tomsic-Srebotnjak* (pno) / Slovene PO / Hubad
Jerusalem ATO 8202 (£4.99) ( Bond Street Music)
The music of south-eastern Europe remains a
largely untapped source of new experiences,
and this record of works by two Yugoslav
composers is a useful if conservative introduction to that part of the world. On this
evidence, Blagoje Bersa ( 1873-1934) represents the more interesting sample and one
would like to hear more. Sunny Fields is very
impressive, filled with atmosphere more
menacing than the title might lead one to
expect. It is one of only two completed tone
poems intended to form part of a series My
Fatherland which Bersa never completed; the
other, Ghosts, may also be worth hearing.
Moonlight is a brief wordless chorus, again
highly atmospheric.
Beside Bersa's two pieces, which grow out
of the kind of nationalism familiar from
Bohemia eastward, Lucijan Skerjanc ( 190073) was evidently strongly influenced by his
period of study in Paris, for his elegant
Concertino is heavily imbued with the neoclassic nuances of Poulenc. It is reputedly a
very popular work in Yugoslavia; it is certainly an attractive and undemanding one with a
delicate, lyrical slow section that owes little if
anything to folk elements or national aspiraHI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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tions. It is nicely played by TomsicSrebotnjak, aone-time pupil of Rubinstein's.
The original source of the recording, Jugo ton, has provided a well balanced and rich
sound in the choral piece as well as the
orchestral works, and this has no doubt been
enhanced by Nimbus's mastering and pressing techniques. This is one of the most
attractive of Jerusalem's first releases, and it
is to be hoped that there will be more from the
same source. [
A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
BRAHMS: Symphony No.3 in F
tions
BP0 / Karajan
DG 2542 168
Reissues from 1965

Haydn Varia-

Karajan has made two recordings of the Third
in Berlin, and one in Vienna ( now deleted).
None includes the first- movement repeat.
The ' Accolade' transfer perpetuates the least
pleasing of these: not as well recorded, and in
(iii) lacking the concentration one expects
with this conductor — the expressive rubato
sounds mannered beside the 1978 alternative. For Karajan, choose the final version, far
more incisive in performance; and at less
than full- price go to Reiner or Klemperer.
[6:21
Christopher Breunig

BRAHMS: Symphony No.4 in e
BP° / Karajan
DG 2542 169
Reissue from 1965
The three extant Karajan recordings of the
Fourth show a changing conception. The
1978 Berlin scherzo, for instance, has the
greatests dynamic contrasts: far less smooth
and accommodating than the Philharmonia
reading on EMI ( SXLP 30505). But the return
to Tempo I ( 199) is almost harsh; the opening
movement too has a comparative brusqueness. Forced to a single choice, Iwould
hesitate between the two earlier records. The
slow movement is preferable in the Philharmonia version, the first clarinettist especially
notable, and the theme announced on cellos/
violas at 41 is memorable. In high registers,
the Berlin violins are reproduced here without much substance. On the other hand, the
Philharmonia first movment has a faintly
languid air— but is still compelling — and the
end of ( iii) does not expand as convincingly as
on this 'Accolade' reissue. The early EMI
stereo sound is remarkable for 1955, but the
greater range of this Jesus Christus Kirche
production is afactor to consider— as well as
price. [
A/B:1]
Christopher Breunig

BRAHMS: Piano Concerto No.1 in d, Op.15
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno) / Concertgebouw /
Haitink
Decca SXDL 7552 digital
I cannot think of an alternative Brahms
D- minor where the attention is so equally
held, in turn, by soloist and conductor, where
the scope and ambiguities of the music are so
arrayed — or where frustration is induced at
having so passive a role as merely to listen!
Haitink illuminates this grand score with a
mastery not obvious from his earlier Brahms:
the tragic shades are lit by lyricism, the
affirmative is edged with sadness. The playing of the Concergebouw is glorious, especially horns and strings — even the principal
bassoon sings out at the beginning of the
Adagio, a detail quite missing from the
LSO/Bishop-Kovacevich version, sensitively
conducted though that was.
Initial reservations? Ithought Ashkenazy's
entry in the slow movement contradicted the
flowing pace set by Haitink; however,true to
Brahms' marking molto dolce ed espressivo,
Ashkenazy has shifted to a more austere
manner within that five- bar span. Similarly,

his entry in the first movement risked
weakening the surge built up in the exposition, although there is asubsequent feeling of
total unity of conception. The digital recording is somewhat 'thin', and it was apity, when
the solo balance was so realistic, to zoom in at
the very last candenza. A truly inspiring
performance — and the B-flat is promised
too. [
A:1*]
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Violin Concerto in D
David Oistrakh (yin) / French Nat Rad / Klemperer
Classics for Pleasure CFP 4398
Reissue from 1961
I remember the original black-and-white
sleeve: it suggested aversion to be reckoned
with, and this has proved to be one of the
most enduring of stereo era recordings. ( It
would be good to see some of the old sleeves
reprinted, not just the records reissued!)
Klemperer fierily conducts the first movement on an epic scale, while his toughness
and restraining firmness in the rondo- finale
make a foil to the sweetness of Oistrakh's
bowing. In the Adagio nothing jars in the
French orchestral timbres. The sound is
inevitably a little dated, but still excites.
[13:1*]
Christopher Breunig

BRAHMS: Tragic Overture D Double Concerto
in a
Zino Francescatti (yin) / Pierre Fournier (v/c) /
Columbia SO / Walter
CBS 60130
Reissues from 1961
Reviewing the New York ' Masterworks' version of the ' Double' I remarked on the
comparatively disappointing sound in relation to this 1960 taping. With yet another
coupling, Walter's warmly expressive reading makes athird appearance— now spilling
over onto Side 2. The sound is not always
comfortable: the two soloists are very forward, and separated to the extremes of the
staging. Francescatti is never reproduced in
true perspective, and his nervy vibrato mars
the tranquility of the slow movement. Fournier is eloquent in an individual way, but
better partnered by Oistrakh ( HMV Concert
Classics). Yet somehow Walter's unifying
concept overcomes these anomalies of balance, musical and technical. [ C:11
Christopher Breunig

BRITTEN: Five Canticles
Peter Pears (ten) / James Bowman (ct-ten) / John
Hahessy (alto) / John Shirley- Quirk (bar)/ Benjamin
Britten (ono)/ Barry Tuckwell(hm)/ Osian Ellis (hrp)
Argo ZRG 946
Reissues from 1961, 1973, 1976
Britten's five Canticles collected together
onto one disc make avery convenient package, one which is especially desirable when
all the performances have either Peter Pears
or Benjamin Britten himself participating —
most here have both. Canticles I, ll and Ill
were issued in 1961, and although the recording is restricted (the piano in particular fails to
develop its full bloom) and there is some hiss,
the drama of, for example, the Abraham and
Isaac dialogue comes across clear and unabated. In the 1973 recording of Canticle IV,
hiss is much reduced and the piano produces
greater tone, though the closeness of the
miking encourages a plummy quality untypical of Britten's playing. Stereo separation
is more subtle than in the earlier recordings,
which enables the Magi, when positioned as
a unit, to maintain their individuality within
that placing. Hiss returns for the 1976 recording of Canticle V, but Pears is generally better
recorded here than in the other works.
Warmly recommended if you do not already
have these recordings. [
B/C:1*]
Doug Hammond
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BRUCKNER: Symphony No.1 in c ( Linz Version)
Concertgebouvv / Haitink
Philips 6527 142
Reissue from 1973
After the issue last year of stunning new
digital recordings of Bruckner's Eighth and
Ninth symphonies from Haitink and the
Concertgebouw, Philips now re- issue the
First Symphony with which, nearly ten years
ago, they concluded the complete cycle from
'0' to the Tenth. It remains a lively, exciting
performance, with the phrasing almost jerky
in that bold opening with which Bruckner
proclaimed his first mastery of symphonic
form. The fiery playing in the outer movements is complemented by an expressive
account of the slow movement and a fresh,
neatly controlled scherzo and trio. The recording is good and clean, if lacking that final
degree of luminousness. A valuable addition
to the Sequenza' series. Iclassed it B:2 in
June 1973, but over the years Ihave come to
value it more highly: [
6:1 ]
Peter Branscombe
BRUCKNER: Motets
Corydon Singers / Best
Hyperion A 66062
Here is amost welcome record of Bruckner's
smaller sacred choral music. Several of these
beautiful pieces are not otherwise available in
this country, and they form afine introduction
to his music. They are the eleven pieces
contained in Ludwig Berberich's old Peters
score; let us hope the Complete Edition will
soon make many more such works available
to choirs. The Corydon Singers, aided where
appropriate by four trombones and organ,
and in Tota pulchra es by the solo tenor of
Philip Salmon, are an impressive group —
fresh- voiced, not too large for the music,
clean in attack ( though a stronger bass line
would be helpful), pure if not perfect in
matters of intonation. Matthew Best conveys
well the excitement of the music. His tempi
tend to be marginally faster than those of
Jochum, who recorded most of these pieces
years ago — but there is no sense of spiritual
impoverishment, thanks to the directness
and fervour of the performances. The acoustic — the sessions took place in St Alban's
Church, Holborn, last May — is sympathetic
and entirely fitting; the recording readily
accommodates massed forces in Ecce sacerdos magnus, and the surfaces are admirable.
It is both proper and pleasing to salute Doug
Hammond's sleevenotes. [
A:1/21
Peter Branscombe
BUXTEHUDE: Sonatae a Due
The Boston Museum Trio
Harmonia Mundi HMB 1089
The bad press which Buxtehude has traditionally had from all but organ enthusiasts
has gone into aslight reverse ( at least for me)
over the last few years, with asteady flow of
carefully performed and well recorded choral
and instrumental works from, amongst
others, ' authentic' groups such as Musica
Antigua Ki5In ( the Sonatas in G,
and C —
DG Archiv 2723 078) and René Jacobs with
the Kuijken Consort (
Jubilate Domine, Accent
ACC 7912). The Boston Museum Trio, David
Stepner violin, Laura Jeppesen viola de
gamba and John Gibbons harpsichord, are
well worthy of inclusion with this accomplished new breed of performers. They
actually perform some of the sonatas available on the Musica Antigua Kijeln recital,
although the German group perform them in
an edited version for a larger group of
players, whilst the Boston trio use the threestrand scoring of the original 1690's manuscript.
The performance from both groups is of an
extremely high standard, but the string tone
of the American trio is a lot less astringent
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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than that of the continental group and the
whole voicing of the ensemble is more
homogeneous. The rhythmic stance is less
'characterful' too, and whilst they may be
easier to listen to they present the music in a
less challenging light. The violin line, even
given its place at the top of the texture,
slightly overshadows the freely moving bass
of the viola de gamba; and the harpsichord
too is either very lightly voiced or artificially
kept down. Given these reservations, the
image is solid and has anice bloom [
A/B: 1/2]
Roger Bowen
CANTELOUBE: ' Chants d'Auvergne' --- 16 folk
songs
Kin te Kanawa (sop) / ECO / Jeffrey Tate
Decca SXDL 7604 digital
Following closely upon Frederica von Stade's
recording of some of the Chants d'Auvergne
(CBS IM 37299) comes one from Decca, with
Kin ite Kanawa accompanied by the English
Chamber Orchestra under Jeffrey Tate. There
are a number of duplications — eleven in all
— but each artist has included additional
titles. My advice would be to buy both records
if funds permit, for in each case the performances are exceptionally fine, and the recording is almost equally good. Marginally I
would plump for the Von Stade. Her voice has
a little more bite to it, and this suits these
lovely songs. Kin ite Kanawa makes the more
sensuously beautiful sound and sings superbly throughout, but possibly lacks a little of
the piquancy which Frederica von Stade can
produce.
When it comes to the quality of the
recordings themselves, there is again little to
choose, and both orchestras and conductors
accompany well. Kin ite Kanawa's voice is
given a slightly more reverberant acoustic
and is therefore alittle less focused than Von
Stade's, and for this reason Iam omitting the
recording star which I gave to the CBS
recording, but Ifeel that this is very much a
matter of personal taste, and Iwould be very
happy with either disc. [
A: 1 * I
John Freestone
CHADWICK: Symphonic Sketches
The Incredible Flutist
Eastman-Rochester Orch / Hanson
Philips Mercury SRI 75050

oPISTON:

George Whitefield Chadwick ( 1854-1931) belongs to the worthy company of American
late Romantics whose work has been consistently overshadowed, first by MacDowell
then by Ives, and they have fallen into
neglect. Chadwick, like Parker, got his training in Germany and the Symphonic Sketches,
written between 1895 and 1904, reflect that
influence except that the second of them,
Noël, bears an unmistakeable kinship to the
slow movement of the ' New World' Symphony which was completed the previous
year ( 1893) and which Chadwick must have
heard. The final movement, A Vagrom Ballad
(1904), does reflect a toughening- up of
musical sinews, though the degree of originality and ' modernity' claimed for it by the
writer of the notes must be considered purely
relative.
Piston's ballet The Incredible Flutist (
1938)
offers a startling contrast to Chadwick's
orotund suite. Its background is almost entirely French, with a tincture of Ives's circus
style complete with crowd noises and barking
dog. It remains one of the composer's most
popular works and as far as British listeners
are concerned has threatened to obscure his
impressive output of chamber music and
symphonies. As usual, Hanson embraces this
diversity with true eclecticism, putting as
much sparkle into Piston as he does warmth
into Chadwick. His account of this is more
pointed than was Epstein's Turnabout version, but Bernstein's CBS, benefiting from
newer recording, is even more in tune with
the spirit of Piston's invention. Ican find no

evidence of a previous British release. No
dates are given, but judging by the somewhat
constricted sound Ishould hazard aguess at
about 1960. [
C:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett
CHOPIN: Fantaisie in f, Op.49 D Ballade No.1 in
g, Op.23 El Nocturne in Fe, Op.15/2 D Nocturne
in Db Op.27/2 C7 Nocturne in e, Op.72/1
Scherzo No.2 in bb, Op.31
Youri Egorov (pno)
HMV ASD 4333 digital
In an interview some months ago, this young
Russian spoke of his love for Chopin as being
second only to that for Schumann. Ican think
of no higher praise than to say that it shows
throughout practically every one of these
strong and thoughtful performances, which
combine afeeling of inspiration caught on the
wing with pretty well flawless pianistic refinement. No pianist Ihave heard captures the
fervour behind Chopin's con anima direction
at bar 65 of Op.31 with such a compelling
feeling of rightness, while Egorov's pacing in
the Fantaisie, and his building of its climaxes,
are models of proportion and intelligence.
The coda of the Ballade is the more satisfying
for the lack of bombast earlier on, and there is
a most affecting poetic sense in between. A
few bumps in the RH decorations of the
F- sharp Nocturne are of little moment,
although Iwould have welcomed a greater
fluidity and sense of repose ( or simply
perhaps a more melting tone) in all three
Nocturnes. Better this, though, than the
consumptive,
dying-fall
characterisation
accorded these pieces by certain other
hands; in any case, the closing lines of
Op.27/2 are ravishing.
The sound Egorov makes, well caught by
the immediate recording, is bright and sharply- etched, with no lack of depth or half-light
when these qualities really count. Whether
the richness of partials is attributable to
instrument or recording Iwould not like to
say, but the characteristic is more often
exciting than distracting. The complete absence of pre- echo in the Scherzo is adefinite
plus. Iwas not, however, entirely sold on the
suitability of the sound to the Nocturnes: a
repeated top G-flat in Op.27/2 ( out of tune?)
worried me on each hearing. But Iquibble.
Most certainly [
A:11.
Andrew Keener
CHOPIN ( arr. Douglas): Les Sylphides / THOMAS: Hamlet Ballet Music
National PO / Bonynge
Decca SXDL 7583 digital
Predictably more sumptuous than David
Zinman's Rotterdam Les Sylphides, which I
reviewed in February, this newcomer also
has more of the whiff of the theatre about it.
Tempi are in general slower than Zinman's,
rubati more heavily underlined. Ambroise
Thomas's Hamlet, produced in Paris in 1868,
is almost solely represented in the current
catalogue by the aria from Act IV, A vos jeux.
The ballet, christened La Fête du Printemps,
precedes Ophelia's mad scene and death. It is
unmemorably charming, well- made music,
with moments of genuine tenderness as well
as the expected multi- purpose vigour and
standard- issue waltz numbers. The performance is especially distinguished by some fine
solo playing. Big, sonorous, but not overinflated recording. [
A/A*:1]
Andrew Keener
DEBUSSY: Piano Works
Samson François (pno)
EMI C 191-11651-4 (
4recs) ( Conifer)
When he died in October 1970, Samson
François, ill for some years, was within
striking distance of acomplete solo Debussy
cycle. In his prime, this pupil of Marguerite
Long was highly regarded for his thoughtfulness and technical address, and there is much
in these performances that bears out such an
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opinion. Voiles has mystery and a hypnotic
slumberous quality, while Les Collines
d'Anancapri is mercurial and propulsive; the
opening gesture is delightfully puckish, and
the dance which bears that name later in the
first book of Preludes is by turns sinuous and
brilliant — lovely characterisation. Nor is
there any lack of brilliance or wit in many of
the Studies which call for such things, and I
liked the sense of menace which François
achieves in the approach to the reprise of
pour les accords.
Sadly, though, there is too much that is
erratic elsewhere. Inexplicably, after agroup
of two or three exquisitely-turned performances there comes as wilful and rough-shod a
piece of Debussy interpretation as you will
find in the current catalogue. There are tempo
changes which have no apparent rhyme or
reason, patches of textual aberration, small
but irritating, and lumpy, approximate
rhythms. Studio noises and some audible
edits suggest that these were not the happiest
sessions, and the recordings are not much
more than adequate: there is tape hiss, some
occasional flutter and what Ican only describe as a matt quality to the middle and
lower registers of the keyboard. Sides 3and 4
(Children's Corner and Preludes Book II) are
cut at a low level, and the former contains
hum. Not, sadly, the distinguished last testament which the French insert would have you
think. [ B/C: 1/4]
Andrew Keener
DEBUSSY: Cello Sonata 0 La plus que lente
(arr. Maisky) D Minstrels (arr. Maisky) I
FRANCK: Cello Sonate in A (arr. from the
Violin Sonate)
Mischa Maisky (vcII / Marthe Argerich (pno)
HMV ASO 4334 digital
Ilooked forward more than Ican say to
playing this record. Even at her most wilful
Martha Argerich rarely fails to offer some
surprise of colour or inflection to make one
think again about afamiliar phrase. It gives
me no pleasure, then, to report that Icannot
get on with this disc. The fractional delay
before each RH quaver in the opening bars of
the Franck serves as an early warning of
things to come, and the following piano solo,
though indisputably forte e largamente, is
rhythmically edgy. Throughout, Martha
Argerich's responses to crescendi; fortissimi
and sforzandi tend to be feverish, explosive
affairs; Ifound the opening of the second
movement convulsive to the point of distastefu I
ness.
My test pressing came in a plain white
sleeve, and EMI's publicity hand-out seems
as much in the dark as I
about the background
of Miss Argerich's partner. (CRD and Nimbus
also have every right to be indignant at EMI's
assertion that 'the recording of the Franck
cello sonata is currently the only one available in the UK'). Maisky is evidently a fine
musician, with apleasant, mellowtone which
he can veil most attractively; the opening of
the third movement is breathtaking in its
quiet intensity. There is also power when
required ( he opts, with almost complete
success, for the upper octave after Fig. H in
the Allegro) and alikeable sense of fantasy at
Fig. A of the third movement; this follows
attacca from the second, and the carrythrough of momentum and tension from the
end of one to the beginning of the other is
impressive. His range of colour and expression at the opening of the Debussy is magnificent, and there is heroism in the following
declamations. However, I
found the Sérénade
agogic, and the Finale is either very fast or
very slow. The 1981 Geneva recording makes
a pleasant, intimate sound, and is credibly
balanced. But agreat disappointment musically. [A:4J
Andrew Keener
DOHNÁNYI: Sonata in BE for Cello & Piano /
WEILL: Sonata for Cello & Piano
Jerry Grossman (v/c) / Diane Walsh (prin)
Nonesuch D-79016 digital (Conifer)
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Both these works are youthful creations of
composers whom we know better in other
contexts and styles. Ernó Dohnenyi ( he later
adopted the Germanic form of his name:
Ernst) earned an international reputation as a
pianist, teacher and composer. This early
Sonata was written in 1899 and shows his
overt admiration for Brahms in its structural
processes and its tonal and textural treatment. Its four movements go from asonata
allegro of late Romantic intensity, through a
rollicking scherzo which is followed by a
short, transitory slow movement that
plunges into a Tema con Variazioni which is
cyclically linked to the opening.
Kurt Weill's Sonata ( 1920) is more interesting because it owes less to earlier models and
also shows little of the composer's later
features. A densely argued three- movement
piece, it verges on polytonality and employs a
tense Expressionistic manner. Only the fivepart rondo ( marked Wild bewegt grotesk
vorzutragen) shows a dash of Weill's later
song style, but ends in aquietly expressive
'fade out'.
The two instrumentalists give a spirited
performance with awide range of mood and
dynamic gradation. The latter is deftly captured by the recording, which takes apositive
close-up to the players yet copes with the
dynamic shifts and provides enough space
around the players to give a very realistic
atmosphere to the whole. [A:11
Benedict Sarnaker

ELGAR: Enigma Variations G Pomp and Circumstance marches 1-5
Philharmonie / Andrew Davis
CBS D37755 digital
Sadly, something has gone wrong here.
Londoners who heard Davis's vibrant
Philharmonia/Elgar Festival Enigma at the
RFH afew years ago will need no convincing
of his sympathy for this score — indeed, for
Elgar in general. But the impression here is of
weariness, both in conception and execution.
That speeds are all on the slow side is not in
itself a determining factor; it is the lack of
energy behind them which disappoints.
R.F.A. sounds prosaic (though here, as elsewhere, an Elgarian conductor and orchestra
are evidently shaping the woodwind phrases
so sensitively), and E.D. U. is frankly sluggish.
There is some beautifully hushed string
playing in Nimrod and Variation XIII,
although the former is otherwise undistinguished orchestrally; indeed, Iam surprised at
the number of loose ends of ensemble to be
heard throughout this disc. The marches are
similarly lacklustre, and remained so even
when Iincreased the volume of this low-level
cut of arather pale recording. At neither end
of the frequency range does the sound really
expand as it should. The Enigma of which we
know Andrew Davis to be capable is, then,
still to find its way onto disc ( his early
NPO/Lyrita account— SRCS 77, coupled with
Falstaff — is no more successful). Go to
Norman Del Mar for an identical coupling
(2535 217, resoundingly recorded in Guildford Cathedral), Vernon Handley for the
marches (CFP 40363, clw Sea Pictures), and
Monteux ( SPA 121), Barbirolli ( ESD 7169) or
Bou lt (ASD 2750) for Enigma. [
C:31
Andrew Keener
FAURÉ: Requiem, Op 48
Dupont (sop) / Didier (bar)/ Les Chanteurs de Lyon /
Le Trigentuor Instrumental Lyonnais / Edbuard
Bourmauck
Hyperion 'Helios' H 88003
Reissue from 1938 fe
There is, indeed, as the sleevenote points out,
a 'simple, devotional quality' about this 1938
Fauré Requiem. The Columbia 78s ( here
transferred to LP for the first time, at least in
the UK) held the field for many years, and the
1950 Record Guide thought well of them.
However, the performance is not to be

compared with any that have appeared since.
The 'simple, devotional quality' of the singing, with its rather raw timbre and open
vowels, reminds me a little of the famous
Sistine Chapel Choir recordings of the early
thirties, though since all of the performers are
French and nearly half a century closer to
Fauré's time than we are, the style probably
should be accepted as authentic. Neither
ensemble nor intonation is the choir's strong
point, and there is a lot of sliding about. It
sounds asmall group, too, and there is little
discernible cathedral acoustic. The soloists
are undistinguished: Suzanne Dupont begins
Pie Jesu slowly and immediately gets slower
and flatter, while Maurice Didier's Hostias
sounds rather doleful; his diction, however, is
crystal clear.
And yet there is something about this
performance, atouching, unaffected humility
which makes most modern versions sound
rather knowing by comparison. The Hosannas, raw as they are, come unmistakably from
the heart, and there is genuine reverence in
the unisons of Libera me. The music emerges
faded through the mists of time like some
pale visiting ghost, but the glimpse is surprisingly poignant. Keith Hardwick's transfers
are of ahigh quality. Surface noise naturally
varies, and there is recurring evidence of 78
rpm clicks removed from the tape transfer by
the splicing blade; but better than the click
itself. An idiosyncratic choice for reissue,
perhaps, but an uncommonly heartwarming
one. [ II:H]
Andrew Keener
FAURÉ: Berceuse, Op 16 CI Élégie, Op 24 0
Romance, Op 69 Papillons, Op 77 0 Sicilienne, Op 78G Sérénade, Op 980 Pièce pour deux
violoncelles ( 1897) / FRANCK: Sonata in A
Philippe Muller (vcI) / Jacques Rouvier (pno)
Harmonie Mundi HM 5125
'There are far too few recordings by Philippe
Muller', laments the note within the gatefold
sleeve of this well- mastered disc. Perhaps;
but many another young cellist would be glad
to have just one record in the current
catalogue, let alone the three by this young
Frenchman. He is, however, well worth recording. The Franck is unbombastic, with the
improvisatory third movement kept gently on
the move, and Muller's pleasant tone and
legato invest the canonic writing of the Finale
with a most touching restraint; Jacques
Rouvier is asympathetic partner here. With
the exception of one or two amendments of
his own, Muller seems to be using Delsart's
transcription, with its crucial upward octave
leap in the Allegro. Vve always thought that
Delsart's is an unfortunate piece of transcription at this point which lends afeature to the
melodic line which Franck did not intend; but
that is a small point in the face of such
sensitive duo playing.
Fauré's Élégie is initially lyrical rather than
tragically intense (though at the start of the
central section Ifound M. Muller's soft non
vibrato accompaniment a distraction), and
the Sicilienne is expressed with an ease and
flexibility of movement to which many who
overburden the piece would do well to lend
an ear. All Imiss in the last resort is asense of
mystery and surprise. Variety of tone-colour
has a lot to do with it, and if you put on
Jacqueline du Pré's deleted HMV record of
the Franck (ASD 2751) you will see at once
what Imean. HMV's recording also provides
more air around the instruments than is the
case on the new disc, where the cello is
placed too far to the left. An enjoyable record,
even so. [ 13:21
Andrew Keener

FRANCK: Symphony in d CI Le Chasseur
maudit
Philadelphia / Muti
HMV ASO 4175 digital
This is the kind of record which tears a
reviewer in half. Its most immediately evident
glory is the sound of the orchestra: the
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opening of the Symphony is marvellously
sustained, intense of expression and nutbrown of string tone. The feeling of cumulative power at the reprise is thrilling to hear,
and the wispy violin dialogues in the slow
movement are most beautifully shaped. The
opening of the Finale — and the whole of the
coupling — possess that unmistakable quality: agreat orchestra rejoicing in its sense of
security and well-being. The cor-anglais is
among the most eloquent on disc, and Muti
shapes the glance backward to previous
themes near the end of the Finale with great
tenderness, aided by some ravishing soft
string playing.
But I
fear that much fuel will be added to the
fire of those who think the Symphony abanal
work. More often than not, such folk need to
be reminded how few tempo variations Frank
specified in the score, and how many performing tradition has added of its own
accord. Such atradition puts the brakes on at
bar 39 of the first movement ( and later also)
and slackens the pace to half-speed for the
quiet music before the Lento recapitulation;
so does Muti. It has also led to other
departures from Franck's scoring, which is
what happens here, and Ifind the effects
vulgar. Transitions are sometimes abrupt,
none more so than the one at the beginning of
the second subject of the Finale ( or is that a
clumsy edit Ihear?). Small points, perhaps,
but at least two of the eight current rival
versions present a view untarnished by
accumulated tradition, as well as a fresher
overall feeling. They are Beecham ( SXLP
30256) and Cantelli ( SH 276), and despite the
big, beefy sound of the newcomer, I
wouldn't
part with either of them. [
A: 1/3]
Andrew Keener

GOLEMINOV: Variations on a theme of Dobri
Christov
Symphony No.1 / TAPKOV: Short
Symphony for Orchestra and Organ, ' 1878
AD'•
Sofia PO / Goleminov / Bulgarian National Orch• /
Stefanov*
Jerusalem ATD 8208 (£4.99) ( Bond Street Music)

Marin Goleminov (
b. 1908) is one of the
leading Bulgarian composers of the older
generation. A student of Vincent d'Indy, he
has also assimilated much from Scandinavian composers such as Sibelius. He is
obviously at home working with folk or
popular material and combines this with a
traditional craftsmanship. This combination
works well for 'Socialist Realist' pieces such
as the two presented here. The Variations are
a homage to his friend and teacher Dobri
Christov. They display aformidable mastery
of the symphony orchestra and are atour de
force comparable to Dvorak's Symphonic
Variations. The Symphony is a short work
based on Bulgarian children's songs. Dimitry
Tapkov's Short Symphony is representative
of ayounger Bulgarian composer's work. It is
an intense commemoration of the successful
struggle which began in 1878 and resulted in
the Bulgarians (with Russian help) becoming
free from Turkish rule. Although more ' modern' than Goleminov's work, it will not stress
a listener used to Shostakovich.
Once again, Nimbus have made an excellent job of mastering this recording: surfaces
are silent, the dynamic range is ample and the
sense of depth and realistic perspective as
good as one could wish. [
A:1]
Benedict Sarnaker

GRIEG: Sigurd Jorsalfar
Two Elegiac Melodies 0 Wedding Day at Troldhaugen / SIBEUUS: Finlandia One Swan of Tuonela I
Valse
Triste CI Karelia Suite
LSO / Fjeldstad / LPSO / Mackerras / OSA / Stein /
NPO/ Winfield (cor ang)/ Kord/ LPSO/Mackerras /
LSO / Gibson

Decce VIV 44

Reissues from 1960, 1965, 1971 72, 1977
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A motley collection of performances and
recordings that, while not always presenting
the best available, does maintain amoderately high standard. Finlandia receives avigorous performance but suffers from amanufactured recorded sound with ill-defined bass,
but Tuonela is given afine, heart-felt reading
with glorious cor-anglais playing from
Michael Winfield — a pity that he is overhighlighted and the stereo spread feels artificial. Valse Triste has more natural stereo
positionin9, but edgy strings. The performance is fair though. The Alla Marcia from
Karelia has the easiest sound and asprung,
zestful performance.
Grieg generally fares better here, with a
good Sigurd Jorsalfarthat features one of the
most idiomatic performances of the ' Homage •
March' on disc; the 1965 recording is smooth
but lacking in detail. The Two Elegiac Melodies are well recorded but the emotion of the
performances seems a little staged. Neither
does the Wedding Day at Troldhaugen capture the authentic mood despite some worthy
playing. [
A/B/C: 1 */1/2]
Doug Hammond
HANDEL: Fireworks Music 0 Water Music
(Suite in F)
Arrival of the Queen of Sheba D
Minuet from Berenice D Air & Variations 'The
Harmonious Blacksmith' D March from the
Occasional Oratorio D Largo from Xerxes
PJBE / Howarth
Decca SXDL 7564 digital

Handel, that arch-arranger of his own and
other people's music, makes a splendid
subject for the arts of Philip Jones' Brass
Ensemble. The Music for the Royal Fireworks
lends itself particularly well to this kind of
arrangement ( it and the Water Music suite
were rescored by the Ensemble's conductor
on this occasion, Elgar Howarth). In general, it
is the more rapid and spirited music which
takes best to its new form — neither the
stately Minuet from Berenice nor the famous
Largo from Xerxes can quite make at least
this listener forget itinerant silver bands, for
all that the PJBE players tackle them with
brilliance. However, the Air from the Water
Music, not dissimilar in vein, makes abeautiful effect — trills and all. As for The Arrival of
the Queen of Sheba, the grand March, the
Water Music hornpipe, and virtually all the
Fireworks Music — Handel himself, and
Beecham, would in their different ways have
been vastly delighted by these infectiously
witty and respectful performances. Decca's
digital sound is unostentatiously natural,
pleasingly balanced and full of life. [
A:1]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Cello Concertos 1in C 02 in D
Lynn Harrell (vc1) / ASM / Marriner
EMI ASD 4286 digital

Whereas it was for years rare to find that
obvious and delightful coupling, the two
Haydn cello concertos on one disc, there are
now admired versions with Yo-Yo Ma ( CBS,
1981), Rostropovich ( EMI, 1976) and Totelier
(EMI, 1982) in the catalogue. Lynn Harrell is
an assured, velvety-toned soloist, and the
ASM under Marriner provide him with sweetly-played and lithe accompaniments. Ido find
the overall effect too bland, despite the
problems which Mr Harrell sets himself in his
cadenzas. They really strike me as models of
what cadenzas ought not to be, in terms of
length, musical style and technique. With the
soloist set rather too prominently, and with
an over- resonant recording of the bass line,
the effect is decidedly anachronistic. Irepeat,
the playing is superb. But so it is on the other
recordings mentioned above. If you are
looking for astylish, more relaxed performance, then that of Yo-Yo Ma is to be recommended. Rostropovich provides playing of
great vitality and bite. Apart from the features
alluded to, the recording is broad, warm and
atmospheric; surfaces are silent. [
A/C: 1/2
Peter Branscombe

HAYDN: String Quartets Opp.71/1 in Bb 0 71/2
in D
Salomon String Quartet
Hyperion A 66065

An unusually interesting issue, for several
good reasons: The Salomon String Quartet
play on authentic instruments (Simon Standage a violin by Mariani, Brescia, 1650;
Micaela Comberti an Italian violin of 1740;
Trevor Jones aviola by Rowland Ross, 1977,
after a Stradivarius of 1690; and Jennifer
Ward Clarke acello by Nicolo Amati, Bologna
1730); the players take the most faithful view
possible of Haydn's repeat signs, obeying
even the repeats in the da capo of the
minuets; and most important, the performances are full of musical insights and feeling.
There is a welcome ' bite' to the playing,
which is spirited and alert, not rushed. Idid
feel that they made rather heavy weather of
the Allegretto opening to the finale of the
D- major Quartet, though arguably this makes
more of the contrast after the change in
tempo. If in the minuet of the same work the
cellist's answer to the violin figure engages
the ear less than the eye, the fault is hardly
that of the player. Balance is generally
excellent, each of the lovely instruments
being heard to advantage within a warm
corporate identity. Ilook forward to more
records from this source. (
A: 11
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN: Die Schtipfung

Auger / Sima / Schreier / Berry / Hermann / Arnold
Schoenberg Choir / Collegium Aureum / Kuhn
Harmonia Mandl HM 20325/26 (
2recs)

This is arecording from the live performance
of The Creation given in the Old University,
Vienna, on the 250th anniversary of Haydn's
birth, 31 March 1982. As is often the case with
concerts on special occasions, the level of
achievement is variable; but it is an enjoyable
account of this mighty work— how could it be
otherwise? The recording has been well
managed, with balance between chorus and
orchestra particularly commendable (that
between fortepiano and string bass in the
recitatives is less successful). Tape hiss afew
times, and coughing from the audience at the
moon's appearance, are unimportant distractions. Of the soloists, Augér's fresh and pure
tones are in delightful contrast to some rather
woolly singing from Berry; Schreier starts
rather stiffly, but then gives great pleasure.
Neither the Adam nor the Eve is outstanding.
Gustav Kuhn secures good cohesion and fine
playing and singing from his forces; he does
not try to impose his own personality on
Haydn's score, which is all to the good. The
orchestra, with twenty strings, is smaller than
Haydn would have expected, but the scale of
the performance permits the ear to take .in
detail that is often lost. An interesting issue.
EA/B:2]
Peter Branscombe
HOLST: At the Boar's Head
Felicity Palmer (sop) / Elise Ross (sop) / Peter Hall
(ten) / Philip Langridge (ten) / Richard Suart (bar) /
David Wilson-Johnson (bar)/ Michael George (
bass)
/John Tomlinson (bass) / RLPO / Atherton

EMI ASD 4387

lmogen Hoist has called her father's musical
interlude in one act 'abrilliant failure', but in
the light of this first recording Iam not sure
that Iwould totally agree. Hoist used a
number of traditional melodies for his setting, but integrated them so naturally with his
own style that nearly sixty years after the
work's composition the incongruities that
may once have seemed important are much
less significant. Above all, the typically English musical material seems peculiarly
appropriate to the libretto, and the warm
lyricism of the idiom conveys with surprising
accuracy why the cursing, blackguardly
rogue Falstaff can also be lovable. These
elements contribute to both the musical and
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dramatic success of the work.
John Tomlinson is a splendidly human
Falstaff. His rich, clear tone has the right
touch of heaviness and, allied with excellent
intonation and diction, contributes to a performance of great impact. Felicity Palmer as
Doll Tearsheet has by turn to be both sweet
and harsh, while Elise Ross as the Hostess
must sound amiably tired; both succeed with
aplomb, and the attendant rogues are likewise humanely portrayed. Philip Langridge's
Prince hints at the political expediency that is
to rule his later career.
The special qualities of the Liverpool
Philharmonic Hall are accurately conveyed by
the EMI engineers, as are the stereo placings,
the on-occasions slightly overpowering
orchestral accompaniment, the depth of the
relationship of orchestra and soloists, and the
sparkle of the interpretation. [A*:1 41 )
Doug Hammond
IVES: Symphony No. 2
Concertgebouw / Ti/son Thomas
CBS D 37300 digital
Like most of his large-scale works, Ives's
Second
Symphony
was
composed
piecemeal. It occupied him from 1900 to 1902,
and for most of its length is innocuous
enough, its style acontinuation and expansion of the late- Romantic manner of the First,
with only an occasional hiccup in the form of
the tattered flags of American popular song
that flutter briefly over its surface from time to
time. It is really only the final chord, like an
almighty raspberry blown at everything that
has preceded it which proclaims indelibly the
mark of the great American original.
After aspell of enthusiastic espousal Ives's
music has suffered something of a decline
here, and it may well be time for areappraisal
of the best of it. This new recording is ahelp,
for Thomas refuses to be taken in too much
by the obvious Americana and gives the
symphony a performance which tends to
suppress the eccentricities in favour of its
overall architectural strength. Not that this is
a great work: it lacks the truly American
flavour of No. 3 and is certainly a long way
from the originality of No. 4, but it does at
least show us where Ives was headed.
Mehta's 1976 Decca version was the last
released in this country, but that seems to
have gone ( as do the other rival versions) so
this digital recording now has a clear field.
The sound, cut like most Dutch recordings
from this source at arather lower level than
most, concedes something to the density of
the scoring but is reasonably realistic. [A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
JACQUET DE LA GUERRE: Pièces de Clavecin
(1687)
Emer Buckley (hpd)
Harmonia Mundi HM 1098
The age of equal opportunity? Elizabeth
Jacquet, born into aParisian family of instrument makers in 1666, had by the age of ten
won her way into the musical affection of the
Roi Soleil — no mean feat in an age when
astonishments were expected after every
meal and miracles every Sunday. Taken up by
the popular press — the Mercure galant
styled her the ' marvel of the age' — and
commissioned by Louis XIV to write apastorale and adivertissement for the marriage of
his daughter, the Mlle de Nantes, Jacquet de
la Guerre ( after her marriage to the organist
Marin de la Guerre) went on to publish books
of harpsichord pieces, sonatas, cantatas and
even atragedie-lyrique.
Despite their historical importance and the
evident craftswomanship of the writing,
these harpsichord pieces are typical of the
time: dance-inspired in form and gesture
with an obvious overlay of lute-type ornamentation. This spirit shines through Emer
Buckley's performance of the four suites;
pointed and powerfully poignant by turns,
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her grasp on the music is unwavering, and I
was very much impressed by its authoritative
stamp. The instrument ( unnamed) is a distinctly big beast, with alarge range of stops,
and HM have given it an appropriate sizable
recorded sound: very close-in behind the
speakers and spread across the two. For most
of the recital this powerful sound is tempered
by good clarity in treble and bass, but there
are just afew moments when there is atouch
of confusing over-reverberance. [A: 1*/11
Roger Bowen
LEBRUN: 6Concertos for Oboe and Orchestra
(André Nos. 1845-50)
Heinz Holliger (obo) / Camerata Bern / Fury
DG 'Archly' 2742 005 digital ( 2records)
Ludwig August Lebrun ( 1752-1790) was one
of the second-generation composers of the
Mannheim school, and its most important
virtuoso oboist. His six concertos published
by André of Offenbach and numbered 184550 (characteristically undated) are expressive
miniatures of a gentle Haydnesque charm.
The Bern chamber orchestra and the everlyrical Heinz Holliger capture their expressive
variety and proportion exactly, reminding us
that, although Mannheim never boasted a
composer of the very first rank, it was acentre
of craftsmanship and performing excellence
for over forty years; it is clear why Mozart will
have been attracted by the polished finish of
this kind of music, even if it is not really very
much like his own.
DG have combined two digital recordings
(one of the first concerto from 1980 and
another of the remaining five works from
1982) without noticeable differences. The
recording is clear in detail and orthodox in
spread ( no artificial singling out of the soloist,
atonally rich sound without strong directional variation); it's just a little unkind to the
upper string tone, but the oboe sounds
extremely realistic. A welcome account of
some charming and interesting music.
[6:1 *I
Stephen Daw
ULBURN: Symphony No.2 in C D Aotearoa
Overture*D Diversion for String Orchestra"
NZSO / NZBC Schola Musicum" / Heenan /
Hopkins*
Jerusalem AID 8203 ( Bond St)
Douglas Lilburn ( b.1915) is one of New
Zealand's leading composers, one-time pupil
of Vaughan-Williams at the RCM, and now
Professor of Music at Victoria University in
Wellington. His style has reminiscences of
windswept Sibelius via Nielsen and certainly
in the second of his three symphonies has
great power and evocative emotion, concentrated in the outer movement in the broad
harmonic sweeps and soaring melodic lies
that suggest the landscape of his native land.
The Aotearoa Overture of 1940 (Aotearoa
means ' Land of the long white cloud', le New
Zealand) is also immediately attractive, but
has not the cohesive compositional integrity
of the Symphony, making the latter work
(completed in 1951) asubstantial advance for
the composer. The Diversions for String
Orchestra (
1947) is a lighter piece in five
movements and is not so characteristically
nationalistic as the other works on this disc.
The New Zealand SO play the Symphony
and Overture with obvious affection and
involvement, producing an accurate, fullbodied sound, ideally balanced by both
conductors. The Schola Musicum of the New
Zealand Broadcasting Corporation has not
the same degree of finesse and sounds alittle
scrappy at times. All works are recorded with
some harshness added to the string sound,
though the overture is worst affected. Despite
this, the impact of the performances comes
across to the listener because of the clarity,
tonal depth and firmness, detailed placing,
and extended dynamic range that have been
preserved. There is much to enjoy here.
1A/B:1/2)
Doug Hammond

USZT: Liebestraum No.3 - Mephisto Waltz
No.1 El ' Rigoletto' Paraphrase — Hungarian
Rhapsody No.12
La Campanella -1Funérailles
Jorge Bolet
Decca SXDL 7596 digital
Ayone who has ever experienced a Bolet
recital will doubtless appreciate that no
gramophone record could ever hope to
recapture the unique 'frisson' of those occasions — the buzz of disbelief which travels
through the audience as Bolet launches into
yet another encore, and that more dazzling
than the one before. No empty hall or studio
could ever inspire that kind of Devil-may-care
electricity. Even so, make no mistake, this is
an auspicious start to an important new
series from a great Liszt player — a player
whose astonishing technique shows no sign
of fraying as the years go by. Not even the
close scrutiny of recording can reveal flaws in
the torrential figurations of Hungarian Rhapsody No.12 or the glittering repeated note
patterns of La Campanella (
scintilating are
the flashing colours that Bolet conjours from
the top end of the keyboard, his jewelled
articulation of grace notes and the like).
But there is insight as well as showmanship
on display here, and nowhere more so than in
Funérailles, Liszt's towering lament for the
dead of the 1848-9 Hungarian revolution. At
last year's Proms Bolet dedicated an unforgettable performance to the late Clifford
Curzon. Suffice it to say that the nobility, the
tragic gravity, the pent-up power of his
reading (witness the fearsome ostinato section) have stirred me once more.
Fine sound, uncommonly clean and brilliant at the top— no doubt the combination of
first-rate engineering and Bolet's chosen
Bechstein. (A: 1 *)
Edward Seckerson
MAHLER: Symphony 1in D
Columbia SO / Walter
CBS 80128
Reissue from 1968
'The conductor's definitive statement...
bears the mark of a life-long friendship with
the composer.' A valid claim for this Indian
Summer taping: sounding much better than
in the 1970 'Classics' transfer, now with a
defined hall ambience and amplitude, and
wider dynamic range. You can hear more
clearly the engineers pulling out instrumental
detail. Indeed, the improved sound shows
that my earlier noted reservations of an
'excessively heavy' and ' solemn' reading no
longer apply. Other conductors have proved
more eloquent, more exciting, here and
there, but this is an important historical
document, one where phrasing conveys
tremendous authority. Iespecially liked the
opening of ( iii), with the string bass player
coached to give something uniquely atmospheric on record — although it is a pity the
side- break is perpetuated. (Walter does not
take the scherzo repeat.) [8:1]
Christopher Breunig

MOZART: Piano Sonata in Bb, K333 D Piano
Sonata in C, KS48 ID Fantasia in c, K475 0
Piano Sonata in c. X497
Andras Schiff (pno)
Decca SXL 6997
Reissue from 1981
These four items are drawn from Schiff's
complete set of Mozart Sonatas which was
reviewed in our October 1981 issue. Schiff
eschews the clean-cut fingering favoured by
the new Viennese school of Mozart players,
and is content to remain with the older school
of interpreters who take the modern piano at
face value and with it produce a slightly
Chopinesque style that some find attractive
and others unstylish. The choice of programme here helps favour Schiff's approach, for
he seems to respond better to the later and
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more mature sonatas than to the earlier ones,
and the intensity of the C- minor with its
attendant and virtually inseparable prelude,
the Fantasy, suits him very well. The little
C- major also comes up well, grateful for not
being rattled off as a hostage to popular
appeal. The B-flat, one of the transitional
works in Mozart's development away from
the harpsichord dominated keyboard style,
acquires welcome stature. The sound is
warm, natural and realistically distanced.
[A:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Requiem K626
Helen Donath / Yvonne Minton / Ryland Davies /
Gerd Nienstedt / John Alldis Choir/ BBC SO / Davis
Philips 6527 152
Reissue from 1968
A certain directory of taste has proclaimed
that Karajan's highly polished, not to say
glossy version of the Requiem is the preferred choice in the absence of a mid- price
reissue of this Colin Davis performance. Well,
here it is, so that author at least ought to be
satisfied.
First issued in 1968 and later included in a
(technically) very mixed collection of Sacred
Music, the Davis version, lacking perhaps the
ultimate in choral singing and with the
at-times nasal voice of Ryland Davies and a
bass soloist not the equal of some of his
rivals, did nevertheless convey a sense of
commitment unapproached by Karajan. With
Frühbeck de Burgos's roughly contemporaneous version also reissued on CFP ( see
below), the mid- price market is well catered
for. Davis uses the standard ' Sussmayr'
edition which almost everyone employs except Marriner and Collegium Aureum, who
both use the revised Beyer edition, though
neither performance quite gets inside the
work as Davis does. Considering its age the
sound is excellent, though as usual the
curiously conceived orchestration is not permitted to reveal all its originality. [
6:11
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Requiem K626
Edith Mathis / Grace Bumbry / George Shirley /
Marius Rintzler / New Philharmonia & Ch / Frübeck
de Burgos
Classics for Pleasure CFP 4399
Reissue from 1968
A bit too vigorous for some tastes, Frühbeck
de Burgos's Requiem has always appealed to
me. It is a well engineered version for one
thing, though again the ringing sound of the
trombones in the opening Kyrie may be a
trifle excessive; but there is awider spectrum
of colour here than in Davis's Philips recording ( see above). He has afirst-class quartet of
singers too, almost as good as in Barenboim's rather neglected but highly recommended HMV recording, and a splendid
chorus which is better focused than the John
Alldis Choir with Davis. If De Burgos has a
fault it is his tendency to drive the music too
consistently: one occasionally looks for a
degree of repose — in the Lacrymosa and
Recordare for instance — that fails to materialise. As there is, as yet, no one version of
this elusive work that can be recommended
outright, consideration becomes more than
ever a matter of swings and roundabouts,
and at this price both Frühbeck and Davis
offer good value for money. [
A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Masonic Music
Werner Krenn (ten) / Tom Krause (bar) / George
Fischer (pno, org) / Edinburgh Fest Cho / LSO /
Kertesz
Decca SA25
Reissue from 1969
This collection, which exactly matches that of
De Waart on Philips, contains all the music
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Mozart wrote specifically for Masonic occasions, together with the song 0 he/liges Band
which he did not, and the chorus Lasst uns
mit geschlungnen Hánden (
K623a) which is
probably not his anyway. Kertesz used foreign soloists with aBritish chorus and orchestra; De Waart, apart from Werner Hollweg,
uses all British forces. There is not much to
choose between the two as regards quality of
performance, and both are generally of ahigh
standard. The most important of these pieces
is the brief but unusually profound instrumental Maurerische Trauermusik to
which Kertesz gives concentrated attention
and from which he draws a moving and
resonant response without the feeling of
overload that certain performances tend to
give. The recording itself still sounds remarkably good, slightly less detailed than the
Philips, but extremely good value at the price.
[B:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Don Giovanni
Eva Depoltova / Magdalena Hajossyova / Jana
Jonasova / Vaclav Zitek / Karel Berman / Vojtech
Kocian / Dalibor Jedlicka / Eduard Haken / Prague
National Theatre Ch / Prague CO / Pesek
Supraphon 1116 3531-3 (
3 recs) ( Bond Street
Music)
This is advertised as being the Prague version
of Don Giovanni, aCtually the original recension of the opera as it was given at the Nostic
(now Tyl) Theatre in Prague in 1787. In the
following year it was given in Vienna with a
different cast, and for that performance
Mozart added an aria for Don Ottavio, ascene
and duet for Leporello and Zerlina, and a
recitative and aria for Elvira. The first and last
of these additions have become almost
obligatory additions to modern performances, though the duet is often omitted; but
they are all omitted from this version. Records of the time confirm the size of Mozart's
orchestra and this has been adhered to with
advantage, since the relatively small number
of players opens up the texture. No attempt
has been made to use authentic performance
practice ( the lower pitch would undoubtedly
have caused havoc among the singers) or
instruments.
Historical considerations to one side, the
performance is rather a disappointment. By
and large the characterisations are reasonably good: Zitek's Don adopts a smooth
exterior but is a rough-and-ready bravo at
heart, while Berman's Leporello, equally
coarse, is neatly differentiated from his master — though it adds to the conundrum why
Elvira did not recognise him. Jedlicka's
Masetto is excellent, so is the attenuated role
of Ottavio taken by Kocian, asweet but manly
voice. The women are more variable. Depoltova's Donna Anna is almost unbearably
plummy at times, and Hajossyova's Elvira,
though secure, tends to become squally
under pressure. It is Jedlicka's Zerlina who
wins the day with a lovely controlled and
simple tone. Haken's Commendatore is
strongest in his statuesque reappearance.
Pesek's direction varies the pace nicely
enough yet fails to impart to the production
as awhole much sense of dramatic inevitability; even the brimstone finale seems halfhearted and Imiss the heroic rejection of
salvation by the Don which is almost central
to an understanding of his character. The
recording is bright and clear, slightly edgy,
offering an artificial studio balance rather
than atheatrical one. All- in- all, an opportunity just missed. [
B:1/2] Kenneth Dommett

ORFF: Die Kluge
Stryczek / Suss / Falevvicz/ Buchner / Lorenz /
Leipzig RSO / Kegel
Philips 6769 094 (
2recs)
Not the most exemplary Philips analogue
recording ( a little steely in the tuttis), but it
does give Kegel adistinct advantage over the
now somewhat elderly Eichhorn account

recently re- packaged by Eurodisc. The percussive hardware makes a more life- like
impression for a start, rhythmic definition
being sharper in spite of the biggish acoustic.
Kegel, what- is- more, seems to appreciate
that unless you realty jack- up the energy level
of this captivating but often disarmingly
simple music, pleasure can rapidly give way
to monotony. His first-rate Leipzig players
give him unstinting support in this respect,
their exhuberance and panache markedly
outstripping Eichhorn's Munich counterparts. There is some especially characterful
work from the woodwinds — a gloriously
limpid flute solo, for instance, at the start of
Scene 6, and some agile tonguing in Orff's
lively concerted passages.
Of Kegel's soloists only Magdalena Falewicz disappoints by comparison with the
beguiling Lucia Popp, who added such lustre
to those tantalisingly brief solos in the
Eurodisc set. By the way, be warned: neither
set includes a translation of the text. Why?
With so much spoken dialogue ( and let me
stress yet again that Die Kluge is very much a
theatre piece) that's a serious handicap for
the non- German speaker, with or without
synopsis. [
6:1]
Edward Seckerson

PERGOLESI: Concerto di Violino Solo con Più
Stromenti D Conóerto aCinque / VAN WASSENAER: 6 Concerto Armonici ( LIM. Pergolesi
and Ricciotti)
Pina Carmirelli (yin) / iMusici
Philips 6768 163 (
2recs)
It will come as no revelation to assiduous
perusers of the small print in the Classical
Catalogue that the six ' Concerti Amonici'
previously thought of as probably by Pergolesi ( or Ricciotti) (' Authenticity doubtful,
see Wassenaer' is the actual quote) have
finally been attributed to the Dutch composer
Unico Wilhelm van Wassenaer. Well, that is a
relief: we can now enjoy the concerti's
urbane suavity safe in the knowledge that we
can like music by people of whom we have
never heard! IMusici do not seem troubled by
this new attribution either, and their impeccably good manners see us through concerto
after concerto with scarcely aruffle. Ido find
that their polish and ultra- deft footwork
comes between me and the music after along
session of listening, but Imay well be in a
minority. Iwonder if, like me, readers who
knew Stravinsky's version of the 2nd Concerto Armonico before Pergolesi's ( or rather van
Wassenaer's!) are still slightly startled when
the original starts up. Pina Carmirelli's reading of the violin concerto ( which really is by
Pergolesi) does not make afalse move, and
there is a little more panache about it.
A very warm acoustic adds afurther sheen
to the smooth Italian string sound, and both
the bass line and first violins lack any sharp
edge. The placing is orchestral rather than
chamber, with string groups separated between the speakers, and the solo violin in the
Pergolesi concerto well clear of the accompaniment. Judged against my own preference of baroque performances and recording
techniques the rating would be different, but
by its own lights: [
A/B:1]
Roger Bowen
RACHMANINOV: Vespers
Scottish Philharmonic Singers / Ian McCrorie
Abbey ABY 824 digital (£5.49) ( Gamut, Lugton,
Taylor)
The music of the Orthodox Church continues
to inspire composers. This is an example of
profound religious emotion, written immediately before the 1917 revolution induced
awholly different public stance on the part of
the Russian Church To that extent it is a
sunset work: a fitting climax to a noble
tradition. There is no strict parallel between
Russian vespers and the Western version: the
service is considerably longer ( as Orthodox
rites tend to be) and contains things like the
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Gloria, which are not found in Western
evening services. This issue might be agood
introduction to an interest in Orthodox music.
The Scottish Philharmonic Singers perform
admirably. Perhaps their approach is ashade
restrained ( Russian choirs are not notable for
that quality): almost polite. But discipline and
restraint rarely take away from total effect;
and with the fine tuning, excellent ensemble
and resounding overall tone, these singers
could well be — and doubtless are — invited
to provide the music in Orthodox churches.
The recording is in no way recognisably
'digital' in sound, but it is avery good one: a
wide dynamic, clarity of texture, freedom
from distortion make listening a pleasing
experience. The Nimbus pressing, on my
copy, is exemplary. This is certainly one of
Abbey's better offerings. [
A:11 Peter Turner

modern stereo recording ( Decca's Maazel/
Cleveland disc, for instance).
Sadly, this early example of Mercury ' living
presence' single-miking sounds rather dim
and constricted now: the strings are scrawny,
the brass dry and strident. But one must at
least acknowledge the pulsating of Dorati's
performance, the virtuosity of his splendid
Minneapolis players — those trumpets especially! There is also, of course, the additional
lure of Respighi's evocative triptych Church
Windows, out of the catalogue since Ormandy's CBS Classic version disappeared. Again,
though, a set- piece like the grandiose St.
Gregory the Great is somewhat belittled by
the techincal shortcomings. Primarily, then, a
collectors' item, but Ifor one wouldn't be
without any of this series, decrepit or not.
[D/C: 1]
Edward Seckerson

RACHMANINOV ( trans. Wild): Songs
In the Silent Night, Op.4/3 D 0, Cease Thy
Singing, Op.4/4 D The Little Island, Op.14/2
Midsummer Eve, Op.14/5 O Floods of Spring,
Op.14/11 D Where Beauty Dwells, Op.21/7
On the Death of aLinnet, Op.21/8 D Sorrow in
Springtime, Op.21/12 ID To the Children,
Op.26/7 E: The Muse, Op.34/1 D Vocalise,
Op.34/14 D Dreams, Op.38/5
Earl Wild (pno)
dell'Arte DBS 7001

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Symphony No.2 ' Antar'
D Russian Easter Festival Overture
Rotterdam Phil / Zinman
Philips 9500 971 digital

Aside from one or two pieces in which
Rachmaninov's notation remains effectively
unaltered, these are no mere arrangements,
but acts of creation and amplification by a
sensibility at one with Rachmaninov's style
and keyboard technique. The chromatic and
arpeggiated figuration introduced into Op.14/
11 magnificently conveys the surging, Spring
optimism of Feodor Tioutchev's text, while
the enhancement of the harmonic language
in Op.14/5 evokes a distant cousin of the
central section of the B-flat Prelude, Op.23.
Only occasionally is it possible to feel that
ingenuity has overstepped the bounds of
simplicity: for instance, the melody of Op.14/
2is set, like the little island of the text, in asea
of rippling arpeggios. Played with such a
gossamer touch as here, Iam almost won
over— but not quite. The climax of Vocalise,
too, seems a little gusty for such gentle
lyricism. Elsewhere, however, the enlargements of Rachmaninov's accompaniments
strike me as thoroughly idiomatic. To those
who find the elaborate arabesques in Op.4/3
overdone, Iwould point to Rachmaninov's
two versions of his Melodie in E- major, Op.3:
the earlier contains just such a lilting chordal
triplet accompaniment as this song in its
original form, while the revision weaves all
manner of light fantastic decoration about the
melody, very similar to Mr Wild's own in this
song transcription. Not only, then, is there an
uncanny
awareness
of
Rachmaninov's
keyboard language, but also asense of how it
subtley altered at different times of his life.
This is a real labour of love, with warm,
ntimate recording quality to match. [
A: 1 *]
Andrew Keener
RESPIGHI: Feste Romane oChurch Windows
Winneapolis SO / Dorati
Philips Mercury SRI 75113
eissue from 1956 (I)
Jo elderly simulated stereo recording can
lope to do justice to the sonic excesses of
Respighi's
outrageous
Feste
Romane.
there's the dissonant tumult of Circus Max Mus, replete with organ and howling tamtam
esonances, and that frantic grand finale with
ts batallions of extra brass and percussion.
Vlusical portraiture comes no more explicit
:han this: the hurdy-gurdys grind away,
aucous folk- songs intermingle in the throng,
and to cap it all Respighi even throws in one
pf those really slushy Italianate tunes — the
sort normally reserved for tourist board
mmmercials and Hollywood epics. It's all
ntoxicatingly good fun, given the best in

All credit to Zinman and Philips for this wholly
enterprising coupling. I've never been able to
understand why nobody seems to want to
record the Russian Easter Festival Overture
— such a marvellous piece. The ' Antar'
Symphony, too. We've been deprived of that
since Melodiya's mixed box set of Rimsky's
orchestral works disappeared.
In sonic terms, the colouristic potential of
both scores is mouth-watering: the luxuriant
orientalism of Antar (
in many ways a more
exotic score than Scheherazade) versus the
imposing and heady religious rituals of a
Russian Easter Festival with its vivid impressions of the glittering finery and multiple
pealing of bells. Zinman and his Philips
engineers evoke all this most compellingly in
sound of the ripest immediacy ( such bloom
on these Philips productions — the lower
frequencies especially). Iwish, though, that
they had opened up the image alittle more in
the
manner of their excellent
Previn
Scheherazade. Brass and woodwind home- in
tightly. The panoply of sound which closes
the Overture is exciting, but too enclosed.
For the performances I've nothing but
praise. Zinman may spare us the abandon in
that fiery second movement of Antar (
lvanov
takes the roof off in his Melodiya account) but
these Rotterdam players, not least the alluring woodwind soloists and warm-hearted
strings ( so delicately interplayed in the opening movement), have alot of flair. [
A:1]
Edward Seckerson
ROSSI:
Canzonette Amorose:
Cantatas,
Duets, Trios
Schola Cantorum Basiliensis / Rosmarie Hofmann
(sop) / René Jacobs / Sharon Weller (c-ten) / Kurt
Widmer (bass) / instrumentalists
Harmonia Mundi 165-99 950-1 digital ( 2recs)
Should you be under the impression that 17th
century music is not for you, this issue could
well change your mind. Luigi Rossi (
c. 1598-1654) came under the influence of the school
of Monteverdi, in the period when the classical polyphony of sacred music was being
displaced by techniques drawn from secular
music, and devoted himself primarily to vocal
music for performance in the various courts
in which he served. He was an innovator, in
particular, in the evolution of the cantata and
vocal chamber music — especially the duet.
In my opinion, his music as presented here
goes far beyond the agreeable occupation of
an hour or two: it is frequently transportingly
beautiful, and never less than lovely.
This issue is one of those which passes,
almost as soon as it begins to play, into the
select and perennial few. The Schola Cantorum Basiliensis ( Basle) is a research institution, but with the emphasis upon performance. Never for one moment does this music
smell of the lamp: it emerges as fresh and
vigorous as it was when Rossi conceived it.

Students will surely find it illuminating, but
those who are concerned only with musical
enjoyment will find no barrier to their joy. The
singing is marvellous: a discreet use of
ornamentation, precision and tonal beauty
combine with style and atotal commitment to
musical response. One cannot but join in.
The recording is admirably clear and detailed, with great presence. It reveals the
music. Is there more? [
A: 1*]
Peter Turner

SAINT-SAËNS: Symphony No.3 in c, Op.78 —
'Organ'
Peter Hurford (org)/ Montreal SO / Dutoit
Decca SXDL 7590 digital
The firmness and clarity with which this
recording projects some superbly unanimous brass and drum punctuations in the
first movement is a joy, and the string
playing, if not invariably as refined as it is on
several rival versions, possesses aclear-eyed
freshness and flexibility which are most
appealing. Tempi seem to me invariably
well-judged, and there is a life-giving spring
to the rhythm in the outer movements which
has become a familiar feature of all Dutoit's
recordings of late. The Scherzo, which goes at
a fair rate of knots, is light, almost balletic.
Decca have taken a leaf out of DG's book
and grafted the organ part from elsewhere,
actually a local instrument from St Joseph's
Montreal. The result is at least as succesful as
the admirable Chartres/Chicago link- up on
the Barenboim disc, and there is no comparison with the artificial-sounding comings and
goings to be heard on Karajan's Notre-Dame/
Berlin record. Hurford's entry at the start of
the finale packs weight and clarity as well as
decibels, and Messrs Minshull and Lock have
seen to it that practically no important
woodwind line becomes lost in a mush of
organ sound — yet nor is there any discernible evidence of fakery.
If Icontinue to prefer Barenboim's Chicago
performance ( 2530 619) it is simply on
account of the greater surge of adrenalin in
the Finale and the extra security of the string
playing. But there is little in it; Iwould be
more than content with this fresh- sounding
newcomer as aprimary version. [
A/A*:1]
Andrew Keener
SCELSI: Guattro Pezzi D Pranam II D Okanagon D Kya•
Jean-Claude Brion (oft)* / Ensemble 2e2m / Pfaff
RCA FY 103 (£5.991 (TOL)
Giacinto Scelsi ( b.1905) is an Italian aristocrat
— and a composer who is almost unknown
although his output is prolific. This is the first
commercial recording of any of his works and
the enclosed literature makes aheavy, hyperbolic case for Scelsi's primacy in anumber of
innovatory techniques ( as though music
were a race in which victory went to those
who come 'first'). What matters is that Scelsi
is a distinctive voice well worth the hearing.
He is deeply influenced by Oriental ideas and,
whilst this does show, he uses this in avery
subtle way which is free from the relentlessness which so often appears in the works of
those who try to ' fuse' the two cultures.
Quattro Pezzi (
1959) explores slight variations of pitch ( i.e. microtones) and colour
whilst restricting itself to a single note per
piece. Sounds dreary? — not at all. There is
variety in plenty and a real sense of control
and power. From that same year comes Kya
for clarinet and seven instruments: a threemovement chamber concerto with strongly
incantatory qualities.
Awsomely powerful is Okanagon (
1968), a
trio for harp, tam-tam and amplified doublebass, whilst Pranam
(
1973) is a gentle,
ritualistic piece of great dignity and balance.
The performances are good, but lack that
sense of poise which the music so clearly has,
while the recording could also have shown
more depth and refinement in balance and
finesse of sound. [
B:2] Benedict Sarnaker
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From ABC to Vivaldi, if an album's on anew Compact Disc, it's
available from any HMV Shop.
If you haven't heard how good they are, our Oxford Street
shop has aplayer on demonstration.
0
It also has just about the largest collection of titles in the U.K.
What's more, if atitle you want isn't in stock, any of our
shops will order you acopy on the spot.
So you won't have too long to wait.
For more details pick up aleaflet from any HMV Shop
listed below
Or look through this selection from our titles.

Dim

Co

•

PACT

I

L,

010

POPULAR
10
10 CC Greatest Hits
ABC Lexicon of Love
J. J. Cale Shades
Phil Collins Face Value
Culture Club
Kissing to be Clever
Dexys Midnight Runners
Too Rye Ay
_
Dire Straits Love Over Gold
Dire Straits Makin' Movies
-

£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99

Bach Harpsichord Concertos
Pinnock/English Concert
£9.99
Bach
Brandenburg Concertos No 1, 2 & 3
Academy/Marriner
£9.99
Bach
Brandenburg Concertos No 4, 5ee 6
Academy/Marriner
£9.99
Beethoven Moonlight/
Pathetique Gilels
£9.99
Brahms Violin Concerto
Mutter/BPO/Karajan
£9.99
Chopin Waltzes
Arrau
£9.99
Domingo Opera Gala Concert
£9.99
Hoist Planets
BPO/Karajan
£9.99

LApo/Giulliii
LApo/Giulliii
Mg

Genesis
And Then There Were Three
Human League Dare
Jean Michel Jarre Oxygene
King Crimson
In the Court of the
Crimson King
James Last
Romantic Dreams
0.1VLD.
Architecture and Morality

£9.99
£9.99
£9.99

£9.99
£9.99
£9.99

Mike Oldfield Tubular Bells
Roxy Music Flesh & Blood
Roxy Music Avalon
Rush Moving Pictures
Status Quo 12 Gold Bars
Steve Miller Band
Circle of Love
Donna Summer Walk Away
Vangelis Chariots of Fire
George Zamfir
Music by Candlelight

£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99
£9.99

CLASSICAL

Mozart Piano Concertos
Tchaikovsky/Dvorak
No 12 + 20
String Serenades
£9.99 BPO/Karajan
R. Serkin/LSO/Abbado
Mozart Piano Concertos
Vivaldi Four Seasons
Brendel/Academy/Marriner £9.99 Pinnock/English Concert
Pavarotti
Best Loved Tenor Arias
£9.99
R. Korsakov Scheherazade
Concertgebouw Orch/
Kondrashin
£9.99
Strauss An Alpine Symphony
BPO/Karajan
£9.99
Strauss
Also Sprach Zarathustra
Boston Symphony Orch/
e
Ozawa
£9.99
Stravinsky Petrouchka
LSO/Abbado £ 9.99
Tchaikovsky Pathetique
LAPO/Giulini
£9.99

th

£9.99
£9.99

vshop

All offers subject to availability
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ST. PETERS ST. TEL 364700. EDINBURGH: ST. JAMES CENTRE TEL: 556 1236. ENFIELD: CHURCH ST. TEL: 363 0184. EXETER: GUILDHALL SHOPPING CENTRE TEL. 35804. GLASGOW.
UNION ST TEL: 221 1850. GLOUCESTER: KINGS WALK TEL 32231. HULL: WHITEFRIARGATE TEL 226160. LEEDS: TRINITY ST TEL 435598. LEICESTER: HAYMARKET CENTRE TEL
537232. LEWISHAM: RIVERDALE TEL 852 3449. LIVERPOOL: LORD ST. TEL 708 8855. LUTON: ARNDALE CENTRE TEL 35290. MANCHESTER: MARKET ST TEL 834 8920
NEWCASTLE: NORTHUMBERLAND ST. TEL: 327470.NORWICH: ( IN TOP SHOP) HAYMARKET TEL: 25490. NOTTINGHAM: BROADMARSH CENTRE TEL: 52841. NOTTING HILL GATE:
NOTTING HILL GATE TEL 229 1476. OLDHAM: TOWN SQUARE SHOPPING CENTRE TEL: 6337332. PLYMOUTH: NEW GEORGE ST TEL: 20067. PORTSMOUTH: COMMERCIAL
RD. TEL: 29678. SHEFFIELD: PINSTONE ST. TEL: 5144 . SOUTHAMPTON: HANOVER BUILD NGS TEL: 2654 STOCKTON: HIGH ST. TEL: 66174. SUNDERLAND: HIGH STREET
WEST TEL: 41267. SUTTON: HIGH ST. TEL: 6420084. SWANSEA: THE QUADRANT CENTRE TEL: 462094. WOLVERHAMPTON: THE GALLERY, MANDER ..
QUARE TEL: 2,97B
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SCHUBERT: Rosamunde — Complete Incidental Music
Katherine Montgomery (sop) / Choir of St Hedwig's
Cathedral / Berlin RSO / Kuhn
CFP 4396 digital
Reissue from 1981
Impressive as it is to have a budget- priced
Rosamunde in quite new digital sound, this
issue is up against formidable opposition
from the Münchinger record ( Decca, 1976) at
full price, and the Haitink version ( Philips,
1965, reissued 1978) in the lower price range.
Gustav Kuhn lacks — on the evidence — a
natural flair for Schubert, creating an impression of self-consciousness rather than
the spontaneity and simplicity the music
needs. This is not to suggest that the performance is anything less than acceptable —
soloist and choir both give pleasure in their
numbers— only that the other versions come
closer to the heart of the score. The recording
is hygienic, slightly thin toned, but again
unexceptionable. [
6:2] Peter Branscombe

SCHUBERT: String Quintet in C I:1Violin Sonata
in g, D 408 D Impromptu in Ab, D 899/4
Leonard Friedman (yin) / Scottish Baroque Ens /
Alan Schiller (pno)
Syrinx 002 (
2recs)(TOL)
It is unusual to find a recording of the
Schubert C- major Quintet which spreads on
to athird side, and to have aviolin sonata and
an impromptu as 'fillers'. The Quintet is
played by Leonard and Richard Friedman
(violins), James Durrant ( viola) and Elizabeth
Macdonald and Raphael Wallfisch ( cellos).
They give a vibrant, vital performance, with
firm rhythmic impulsion, though some of the
playing is on the rough side. Tempi are not so
slow as to make the decision to use three
sides inevitable — the Melos/Rostropovich
version ( to cite simply the most recently
reviewed, in the DG box re- issued last summer) fits the first two movements on to one
side, despite markedly longer playing-times
for both than the SBE requires.
The Violin Sonata was recorded in alarge,
empty- sounding room, but the playing is
expressive — now fresh, now suitably elegiac. The Impromptu flickers and dazzles,
with due weight given to its contrasting trio
section. The recorded quality is disappointing, with a harsh cut-off at the end of the
Scherzo, opaque textures, and patches of
poorly focused sound. The surfaces ( on the
first side in particular of the review set) are
gravelly, though by the fourth side the quality
is unexceptionable. [
C:2]
Peter Branscombe
SCHUTZ: German Songs and Madrigals
Capella Lipsiensis / Knothe
Philips 9502 062
This welcome Philips series of music by
Schütz continues with eleven of the German
songs and madrigals. In view of the shortness
of the second side in particular, the effort
could surely have been made to complete the
music contained in volume 37 of the New
Complete Edition by including the two big
songs for which the surviving authentic parts
are not quite complete (' Güldne Haare' and ' 0
der grossen Wundertaten'), and the madrigal
'Liebster, sagt'. But what we are given is
greatly to be welcomed: music of charm and
originality, including six instances of that fine
partnership of the two great masters of the
German baroque, Schütz and Opitz.
The works have been ordered so as to
provide abundant variety of mood and texture —
they
range
from
continuoaccompanied solo song and four-part a
capella to quite richly scored and extensive
settings for five solo voices and obbligato
instruments. The recording is of high quality,
though physical separation of the performers
is at times excessive, and one tape-join was
noticeable. The solo singers, all keen and
112

thoroughly acceptable, do vary somewhat in
excellence, and the instrumentalists provide
deft ritornelli and accompaniments. ( A/B:1/
2]
Peter Branscombe

barcheggio' in D for trumpet and strings
Sinfonia a3in aD Sontata a4for 2cornetti, 2
violins and continuo ' in due cori'
Capella Clementina / Helmut Müller-Brühl
Philips ' Living Baroque' 9502 074 digital

STAMITZ, A: Sinfonia in Eb / STAMITZ, J:
Sinfonia in G, Op.3/3 / STAMITZ, C: Sinfonia in
D ' La Chasse' / RICHTER: Sinfonia in A, Op.«
Pardubice State CO / Hlavacek
Supraphon 1110 2959 (
Bond Street Music)

Alessandre Stradella ( 1644-1682) was a colourful composer whose music has been
esteemed for some time through Handel's
'borrowings' from it, and from the popularity
of particular arias during the Victorian era.
Now, we are informed, there is a Stradella
Society, so that more of his music — even
perhaps whole operas— may be on the way.
The Capella Clementina plays his music
with taste and sensitivity, allowing it to
display its melodic grace and its sensitive
instrumental timbres to good effect. The
playing of the stringed instruments sounds as
though period stringing and bowing have
been adopted, and the trumpet and cornet
playing of Friedemann lmmer and Hans Peter
Westermann are tastefully controlled and
very neatly phrased. However, if we compare
this recording to La Petite Bande's far more
characterised and idiomatic account of selections from Georg Muffatt's ( later) orchestral
works ( on German Harmonia Mundi 1C
065-99 748) we find that the Clementina
approach is rather limited and a little overserious.
The Philips digital recording is pleasantly
focused, unforced and natural in sound;
however, the rather distant placing of the
ensemble does not help the performance to
gain excitement or immediacy. [
6: 1
Stephen Daw

Any recording which opens up the vast and
still largely untapped resources of the Mannheim symphonists is welcome, for we still
have much to learn about their true influence
on the music of the 18th century. The Stamitz
family has been fairly well represented,
though none of these symphonies appears to
be available at present on current British lists.
Most interesting is Johann's short sinfonia
which has strong pre- echoes of Mozart, as
does Franz Richter's. Dates are problematic,
but the Johann Stamitz work obviously
ante- dates anything by the Salzburg master.
The other two Stamitzes, Carl and Anton,
sons of Johann, were Mozart's contemporaries, and Carl's symphony is avery accomplished affair.
The performances by the Pardubice chamber orchestra, afairly recent body to emerge
onto the recording scene, are vigorous and
make no pretence to keep within the bounds
of authentic practice. What the playing lacks
in polish it gains in spirit, enhanced by a
bright but rather edgy acoustic. Greater
attention to the lyrical properties of this music
by the orchestra would undoubtedly pay
dividends, and it is to be hoped that further
selections from the archive, by Cannabich,
Filtz, d'Ordonez, and others perhaps, will see
the light of day. [
A/B:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

STEFFAN!: Duetti da Camera
Daniela Mazzucato (sop) / Carolyn Watkinson (msop) / Paul Essvvood (c- ten) / John Elwses (ten) /
Alan Curtis (dir/hpd) / Wouter Miiller(vc1)
DG Archiv 2534008 digital
Agostino Steffani ( 1654-1728) was born in
Italy but spent most of his professional life in
Germany, dying in Frankfurt. The purpose of
this recital is to demonstrate his contribution
to vocal chamber- music, and the result opens
up new vistas of enjoyment: this one really is
a beauty — and, praise be, there have been
several such this past year. Indeed, Ioften
found myself holding my breath lest Ishould
miss something: that's agood criterion.
The singers are paired sop/ten and m- sop/
c-ten, with accompaniment from harpsichord
and cello, though there is one example each
for male and female voices. Ifound the
m-sop/c-ten combination particularly enchanting, though all performers are excellent.
To my knowledge Ihave never heard Miss
Watkinson or Paul Esswood before. Both are
singers of great range and versatility, who
sing together in obvious preparation for the
contribution they will one day make to the
celestial choirs — for which Steffani is surely
already composing. On no account miss this
one.
The recording, blissfully free from all ' digital' effects, is avery good one. Icommend in
particular the balance, which allows the
accompaniment— and very significant it is—
to be heard clearly without ever obtruding too
much: a difficult judgement not frequently
arrived at correctly. Separation is good in
terms of sound; spatially it could be better
and more consistent. Close your eyes, forget
such unworthy considerations, and lose
yourself in music- making of a rare order
indeed. (
A: 1 * I
Peter Turner

STRADELLA: Sonata di viole in D D Sonate a8
viole con una tromba in D D Sinfonia avanti ' II

STRAUSS: Also Sprach Zarathustra
Boston SO / Ozawa
Philips 6514 221 digital
The celebrated opening is not exactly awesome, but is cleanly focused and wellproportioned, its climactic page kept well
within bounds. The sustained organ pedal at
the outset, for instance, does not seek to
shake the foundations of your living-room,
rather just to make its presence felt.
In short, no ' sensations' but a fresh
homogeneous account, athletic as opposed
to grandly imposing at the climaxes and
warmly exuberant where Strauss revels —
Viennese- style, of course — in the ecstasies
of nature's dance (
Das Tanzlied). The Philips
engineers move theirfirst-desk string soloists
in very closely here and one loses the
ambience of the hall in the cause of intimacy.
In general the balancing is not absolutely
ideal ( is it ever in this work?). One craves for a
more natural, open image so that the voluptuous Boston strings need not be undermined, as they are here, by the phalanx of
brass sound. Admittedly, though, it is thrilling
to hear the horns making so much of their
gymnastics in the Freuden und Leidenschaften section; close-miking even uncovers
some normally obscured trills near the climax
of the big fugue. Very exhilarating.
Alternatives are plentiful, of course. Iquite
like the Mehta/New York account on CBS
(also digital), but you still can't go far wrong
with Karajan's early VP0 performance on
bargain priced Decca Jubilee. [
A/B:2/1]
Edward Seckerson
STRAUSS: Der Rosenkavalier — abridged version
Lehmann / Schumann / Mayr / Olszevvska / VP0 /
Heger
HMV Treasury RIS 7704 (
2recs)
Reissue from 1933 ®
As Ilistened here to Lotte Lehmann, Maria
Olszewska and Elisabeth Schumann rise
ecstatically to the climax of that trio of trios, it
struck me more forceably than ever that we
would probably never hear the like of such
singing again. Modern-day vocal sophistication has somehow robbed us of that inherent
warmth — one might almost call it innocence.
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Those were the days when the voice spontaneously and unashamedly followed the
dictates of the musical line, when free portamento was not frowned upon as cheap or
cloying.
We are, then, transported here back to the
golden era from which Rosenkavalier first
blossomed in 1911. Schumann and Mayr
both created their roles in the Hamburg and
Vienna premiers respectively, and though
Mayr was in his mid- 60s and shaky of voice
when these recordings were made, the
threatrical ripeness, the ' completeness' of his
characterisation transcends even this greatly
abridged version. These exemplary EMI
transfers are even better than in 1961 when
the set first appeared on LP. Essential listening. MA*1
Edward Seckerson
STRAVINSKY: Symphony in C El Concerto in D
for Strings 171 Circus Polka
BP0 / Karajan
DG 2543 810
Reissue from 1972
Individual response to this performance of
the Symphony in C will depend upon how
much expressive weight you happen to think
the piece can take. To my mind Karajan is far
too concerned here with filling out every
phrase as though he were playing Tchaikovsky. There is simply too much flesh on these
textures: rhythmic agility and momentum
suffer, and Stravinsky's miraculously lucid
scoring grows thick and ungainly. Luscious it
may be ( and, my goodness, how beguiling
the BPO's ravishing first oboe sounds here),
but it just isn't Stravinsky. The Concerto in D,
though again beautifully played, is similarly
well- upholstered, while DG's recording — a
touch fierce at the top — only serves to
accentuate the inappropriate heaviness of the
performances.
For my money, Dutoit is the man who gets
the symphony right. His incisively brilliant
Decca disc ( SXDL 7543 coupling the Symphony in Three Movements) is marked apart
by exhilarating rhythmic impulse, jewelled
definition of every instrumental line, and an
unfailing sense of line and development,
alongside which Karajan's first movement,
for instance, sounds shapelessly episodic.
113/C:2/3)
Edward Seckerson

STRAVINSKY: Petrushka ( 1911 version)
New Philharmonia / Leinsdorf
Decca VIV 42
Reissue from 1971
A charmless, somewhat arthritic Petrushka
encumbered by constantly ponderous tempi
and tentative ensemble from the Philharmonia, which suggests short rehearsal time. Far
from pulsating with colour and incident, this
Shrovetide Fair would seem to be winding
down after a particularly wearisome holiday
weekend. Rhythmic mobility is at apremium
and instrumental characterisation rather
monochromatic. Decca's tricksy ' Phase Four'
engineering hardly helps either. Yes, you will
hear the secondary as well as primary lines of
Stravinsky's thicker 1911 orchestrations with
uncanny clarity, but then every solo strand is
wont to appear as if by magic before your
very eyes.
If it's the 1911 version you want, then try
DG's crisply recorded Dutoit version, acharacterful, elegantly executed reading. Otherwise, far less well recorded but richly atmospheric,
there's
Bernstein's
exhilarating
account of the revised 1947 edition ( coupled
with the FirebirdSuite). [
C/B:3]
Edward Seckerson

TCHAIKOVSKY: Piano Concerto No.1 in bb
Claudio Arrau (pno) / Boston SO / Davis
Philips 6851 176
Reissue from 1980
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With nearly all his Philips recordings repackaged in eight sets, there were few single discs
remaining as a suitable introduction to the
'Arrau Edition'. Perhaps the deleted Mozart
recital would have been preferable to a
performance which, for all its careful preparation, lacks essential panache. Arrau brings
unusual delicacy and grace to the middle
section of the Andantino, but otherwise he
does not so much re- illuminate the concerto
as demonstrate how Tchaikovsky can be
tailored to the quasi-Brahmsian Arrau
approach. Selling at around £3.00, this disc,
seductively engineered and with excellent
orchestral support, is in a folder sleeve
including a gallery of Arrau portraits.
The Dutch pressing carries 9500 matrix
numbers, but Side 1 has been recut. The
soloist is rather forward, the orchestral departments pulled in and out of focus according to the dictates of the score — or should I
just say producer? [
A: 1]
Christopher Breunig

TCHAIKOVSKY: Francesca da Rimini DHamlet
Stadium SO of New York / Stokowski
dell'Arte DA 9006 45rpm
Reissue from 1958
Ecstatic quotes from the original Deryck
Cooke and Trevor Harvey reviews adorn the
back of the sleeve — and really they say it all,
for these performances can certainly lay
claim to being among the finest that Stokowski ever put on disc. In terms of passion,
intensity and sheer galvanic energy only
Bernstein's comparatively recent Francesca
has, in my experience, succeeded in matching the old wizard at the peak of his powers.
Bryan Crimp has done amarvellous job on
this 45rpm re- mastering ( blissfully quiet surfaces, too). The original 35mm production
was pretty remarkable for 1958. By 1983
standards, textures are a little on the thick
side, the top atouch shrill under pressure, but
even now no-one is likely to deny that it still
packs quite apunch. In Stokowski's hands, for
instance, the very forward winds— ahowling
gale, no less, in the Francesca '
storm music'
— are fully justified; likewise the vivid immediacy of the bass drum and bass trombone. Icannot, then, recommend this too
highly, so even if you do already possess a
Top Rank, World Record Club or Everest
copy, now's the time to update. [
13:1*]
Edward Seckerson

TIPPETT: Triple Concerto for violin, viola and
cello
Gyorgy Pauk (yin) / Nobuko /mai (via) / Ralph
Kirschbaum (v/c) / LSO / Davis
Philips 6514 209 digital
Since The Ice Break, Tippett's music has
become progressively more immediate and
easier to understand. The Fourth Symphony
(1977) combined asumming-up of much that
had gone before it, harking back to works
from the beginning of the composer's mature
career, with clear indications of a new direction, laying emphasis on areas of lush textures set in aclearly- defined overall structure.
The Fourth String Quartet ( 1978) continued
this trend and laid emphasis on the individual
personality of each work in this new series.
The piece issued here, the Triple Concerto
(1979) takes this even one step further, so
special is the area of melodic distinction,
textural inventiveness and mood that it
inhabits. While in an idiom that is unmistakeably Tippett's it is totally original, yet that
originality feels perfectly natural, in no way
forced. It is a deeply satisfying work.
Ithink some of my enthusiasm must reflect
from the performers on this disc. The three
soloists are well-known in their own rights
and for this work do not submerge their
individual identities ( Tippett does not require
a string trio here) yet work together with

concinnity. The work, and Colin Davis, inspire
the LSO to alevel of commitment that seems
to have been lacking in many of their more
recent performances. The soloists sound at
one with the orchestra rather than at odds
with it, and Philips have produced one of their
better digital recordings to convey clearly the
power and warmth of this fine reading.
[A*:1 It]
Doug Hammond

TYE: Western Wind Mass, etc.
Choir of New College, Oxford / Edward Higginbottom
CRD 1105
Three composers of stature used the secular
tune 'Westron Wynde' as the basis for
settings of the Mass: Taverner, Tye and
Sheppard. Taverner was the first, and Tye
clearly both knew this version and set out to
challenge it (the Taverner mass can be heard,
by the same choir, on CRD 1072). The result is
an indubitable masterpiece of complex
polyphony, calling for the highest virtuosity
on the part of the singers. On the second side
there are four shorter pieces, which include
another masterpiece: the antiphon Peccavimus cum patribus, a seven- part work of
superb construction and dramatic, moving
music. The record is will worth buying for that
alone.
The singing is notable for adegree of treble
accuracy which is unfortunately rare these
days — notably by the soloist Ian Fountain,
who should certainly record the Allegri Miserere before his voice breaks. In the Mass one
senses a degree of tentativeness here and
there, but overall the choir attains adegree of
excellence which fully justifies its assay of
music at this level.
The recording shows considerable dynamic range without distortion, a nice ambience, and a full revelation of detail and
structure. A notable issue. [ A: 1]
Peter Turner
VERDI: Falstaff
Bruson / Nucci / Ricciarelli / Hendricks / Terrani /
Boozer / LA Master Chorale / LAPO / Giulini
DG 2741 020 13 recs) digital
Is your favoured view of Falstaff afat buffoon,
or does he carry ( despite his paunch and
humour) a touch of the serious? Only the
latter need apply here, for Carlo Maria Giulini
takes a serious — but not solemn — view of
the old knight. On the whole his view is amost
rewarding one: all the humour is there and so
is an understanding which makes the funny
situations resonate to much greater depths.
To this Giulini adds a clarity of line and
texture with a ' breathing' sense of pace and
rhythm which makes this one of the recordings of Falstaff to enthuse over.
The singers ( with the experience of London
and Los Angeles stagings behind them) take
inspiration from Giulini's dedication and give
well rounded performances. Finest of them is
Renato Bruson in the title role, to which he
brings gravity as well as wit — and sharp
needles of intelligence. Leo Nucci's Ford is
somewhat strident vocally, but the other men
are fine. The ladies also have their charms.
Ricciarelli sings deftly ( though one has heard
more characterful Alices), while Lucia Valentini Terrani sings well, but lacks the dark, deep
tone that can make Mistress Quickly glow.
If the singers have their rivals ( both Solti
and Karajan have finer singer/actresses for
the female parts) nevertheless the recording
bring new joys. Taken live off-stage, it has
very few audience intrusions and a quality
which would do credit to the best studio. Only
where voices fade ( naturally) towards the
distance is their balance with the orchestra
less than satisfactory. All thanks to Giulini's
superb conducting — and the engineers
deserve their ' star' for capturing it all so well.
Definitely one to treasure. [
A*: 1Ir]
Benedict Sarnaker
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VERDI: La Traviata
Moffo / Tucker/ Merrill/ Rome Opera House Chorus
& Orch / Previtali
RCA VIS 04144 (
2records) ( TOL £8.95)
Reissue from 1961
The three principal soloists in this reissue are
very good singers. This platitude is not
irrelevant, for that is the main virtue of this
half- speed re- issue. All are allowed to sing
comfortably — too much so, for the dramatic
power of the opera sags and stagnates whilst
the singers are given space to turn their
phrases to perfection. The sensual pleasure is
substantial. Anna Moffo is fresh-voiced and
at ease, Richard Tucker is powerful and
Robert Merrill resonantly rich. Yet all this
does not cohere dramatically, but savours of
the distant age when the ( singing) tail wagged the ( operatic) dog. This is strange, for of
the Verdi operas RCA have chosen to reissue
with such lavish technical care, this is not the
eldest. Indeed, 1961 is rather late for such
indulgence and only great love of these
singers would merit the buying of these
records. The recording shares the merits of its
partners, but also shares the thin perspectives and slightly harsh sound which they
inherited from the original recordings. [
C:3]
Benedict Sarnaker

VERDI: II Trovatore
Milanov / Barbieri / Bjoerling / Warren / Robert
Shaw Chorale / RCA Victor Orch / Cellini
RCA VIS 00699 (
2records) ( TOL £8.95)
Reissue from 1961
This is another of the newly re- mastered
versions of earlier RCA recordings. These
reissues have been re-cut at half speed in
Italy. This technique improves the quality by
placing less stress on the cutting lathe ( but it
places more stress on the cartridge). As
treatment for outstanding vintage performances the idea has merit, but it also exposes
the original recording decisions rather cruely.
This // Trovatore is not as fine a performance as the Aida. The cast sing just as well,
but there is less dramatic ' punch' and less
grip on the action. Zinka Milanov is a darktoned Leonora: an opulent quality which
suits the part well, but offers too little
colour-contrast to Fedora Barbieri's Azucena.
On the other hand, Bjoerling and Warren are
well contrasted. The usual ( detrimental) cuts
are made and Renato Cellini does a somewhat pedestrian job of conducting the score.
[C:1/2]
Benedict Sarnaker

VIVALDI: Concerto in bfor 4 violins Op.3 / 10
(RV 580) D Concerto for cello in c ( 401) D
Concerto in C for 2trumpets ( 537) D Concerto
for violin in dOp.4/8 ( 249) O Concerto in Bb for
2 violins Op.9/9 ( 530)
Various soloists / ASM / Marriner & Brown
Decca ' Serenata' SA 21
Reissues from 1965-78
This is a mixed- bag sampler reissue from
recordings released between 1965 ( all of Side
1) and 1970/71/78 ( Side 2, in that order), all on
the Argo label. The sound was excellent by
the standards of those days, and the playing
here represents some of the finest hours of
the Academy of St. Martin- in-the- Fields in
baroque music. The colourful contrasts of
Vivaldi's textures were captured by this
ensemble long before more specialist groups
started to exploit them on period instruments.
By today's standards the recordings sometimes lack depth and immediacy, but the
actual tone- colours are very accurately conveyed, and, since the programme is delightful
and none of the playing below a generally
high standard, this is a record that should
appeal to non- specialist and specialist alike.
[B:1]
Stephen Daw
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WAGNER: Die Meistersinger von Nürnberg
Schwarzkopf / Malaniuk / Hopf / Unger / Kunz /
Edelmann / Dalberg / Bayreuth Fest Chorus and
Orch / Karajan
EMI RIS 7708 (
5recs)
Reissue from 1952 0
When this 1951 live Bayreuth performance
first appeared on record it had only the Decca
studio recording to contend with. Over thirty
years later it returns to find much stronger
competition, yet for a number of reasons it is
still welcome. Schwarzkopf's Eva is firm,
radiant, and Malaniuk and Unger as Magdalene and David are very good. Karajan
secures a vivid, exciting performance, and
the sense of theatrical occasion comes over
especially in the final scene. The surprise— to
those hearing the records for the first time —
will be the uncertainties and even downright
mistakes: one or two of them may prove hard
to live with, though for the sake of Kunz's
spirited, almost lovable Beckmesser Igladly
overlook his occasional small inaccuracies.
Unfortunately the Walther of Hoof is monotonous and harsh-toned, and Edelmann only
briefly suggests the warmth and humanity of
Sachs; at times he is really struggling.
Dalberg's Pogner lacks weight, but is acceptable— which is more than one can say for the
Kothner.
Walter Legge and his colleagues were
working in very difficult conditions, which the
backward woodwind often remind one of;
string tone is at times shrill, but the actual
quality of the playing is very high. ! don't have
the old Columbia discs for direct comparison;
memory suggests that the masters have been
considerably improved, but there is the
occasional poor tape-join, and the sounds of
the audience, stage action, and at times the
prompter (?), are distracting. Karajan's reading does not differ markedly from his 1970
studio recording, though the latter is certainly
duller, if more accurate all round. Impossible
to rate except in terms of [
C:1/4].
Peter Branscombe

CLASSICAL
COLLECTIONS
VOCAL

ALL IN THE APRIL EVENING
Philharmonic Chamber Choir / David Temple
Hyperion A66064
This choir is the lineal descendant of the
famous Glasgow Orpheus Choir, which
emerged from a working- man's club at the
beginning of the century and became one of
the most acclaimed ensembles in the history
of choral music in Britain, under its legendary
conductor ( Sir) Hugh Robertson. This issue
gives a backward, affectionate glance at the
achievements of the Orpheus in the type of
popular music for which it was best known —
though in fact it had a much wider and more
adventurous repertory than this program of
short pieces, which includes spirituals,
hymns, songs and poems in the genre
indicated in the title.
Very beautifully done they are too: the
tradition lives on. You'll have to listen very
carefully indeed to catch anybody out; and
who's bothering? With a collection like this
one settles back for a good wallow, and I'm
certain that thousands of people will.
The recording does not get in the way of the
music. Ihad to remember my duty and listen
for it, when Ifound small cause for carping:
it's all there. The art which conceals art was
the need here, and here it is. [
A:1]
Peter Turner

THE ART OF DAME JANET BAKER
Airs from opera and oratorio, French, German
and English songs
Janet Baker (m-sop) / Various supporting artists,
orchestras and conductors
EMI SIS 5275 (
3 recs)
Reissues from 1965 to 1980 0
This is a really superb album. It is only when
we are able to listen to examples of Dame
Janet's singing in so many different styles
side by side, in one collection, that we can
fully appreciate the amazing versatility of this
truly great artist. Her French is unusually
perfect for an Englishwoman, her German is
also irreproachable, while her technical control enables her to sing with complete freedom over a wide dynamic and emotional
range. All these qualities would not make her
the great artist she is, if she did not possess
the imaginative powers and the sensitivity
which enrich everything she touches. Among
so many fine performances, the impassioned
eloquence of her airs from La Damnation de
Faust and the effortless bravura of her Handel
Cantata '
Per trofei di mia costanza' are
outstanding. The quality of the transfers is
universally high and the whole album is
something to treasure. [
A: 1*]
John Freestone

THE ART OF BENIAMINO GIGLI — Volume Ill:
34 operatic selections
Ben/amino Gigli (ten) / Various supporting artists,
orchestras and conductors
EMI HLM 7274-6 (
3recs)
Reissues from 1918 to 1943 ®
These recordings cover a span of approximately 25 years, and they show how little the
great tenor's voice changed during the greater part of his career. With time the timbre
hardened alittle, but it remained essentially a
hr/co spinto voice, capable of the most
beautiful controlled piano singing while at
the same time it could cope easily with some
heavier roles such as Radames in Aida. All the
bands in this volume are of selections from
opera, and Gigli is joined by such famous
artists as Galli Curd, dal Monte, De Luca,
Ruffo and Pinza.
The recordings have been transferred by
Keith Hardwick, and this is in itself aguarantee of their excellence. Where masters were
available, new vinylite pressings have been
used for transcriptions, with a resultant
reduction in surface noise, but in some cases
it was necessary to use existing shellac
pressings, and here there is naturally more
background hiss; but in no case is it sufficient
to worry the average listener. This is another
highly successful re- issue and Irecommend it
to all lovers of great singing. [
11:1]
John Freestone
THE ART OF RICHARD TAUBER
Selections from opera, operetta, lieder and
song
Richard Tauber (ten) / Various supporting artists,
orchestras and conductors
EMI RIS 7700 (
3 recs)
Reissues from 1919 to 1946
First, aword of praise concerning the quality
of these transfers. Although there is unavoidably acertain amount of surface noise on the
earlier recordings, the voice of Tauber comes
through splendidly, and listening to these
bands, made over a period of 27 years, it is
surprising how little the voice changed. There
is some evidence that it became slightly drier
in timbre as time passed by, but it was always
easily recognisable and highly individual. It is
probably true to say that it was never areally
great voice in the sense that Caruso's and
Gigli's were, but it was used with such skill
and charm that one is hypnotised into thinking that it was. It is the superb elegance and
the wonderful sense of style whch make
Tauber supreme in operetta, while in certain
operatic roles he could be aspellbinder. The
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duet with Lotte Lehmann from Lorngold's Die
tote Stadt has asensuous beauty which has
never been surpassed. The whole album has
been carefully selected and demonstrates the
versatility of this great artist, and EMI are to
be congratulated on making these recordings
generally available in such splendid reissues.
111: 11r]
John Freestone
BAROQUE OPERA ARIAS
HANDEL: Arias from Rodelinda, Tolomeo,
Radamisto,
Floridante
and
Berenice /
RAMEAU: Arias from Thésèe, Castor et Pollux
and Dardanus / LULLY: Arias from Alceste,
Cadmus et Hermione and Persée
Gérard Souzay IECO ILeppard
Philips ' Living Baroque' 9502 081
Reissue from 1964
Gérard Souzay and the English Chamber
Orchestra are both in excellent form here. He
sings with an aristocratic and effortless ease,
capturing both the detailed word- painting
and the broad outlines of each song with real
dignity and proportion. His programme is
very well selected to show off the riches of his
voice without stretching it technically, and he
is most effectively accompanied throughout
— Raymond Leppard's direction from the
harpsichord is here at its most incisive and
compelling.
The 1964 recording is also extremely pleasing — partly, no doubt, because the whole
performance sounds unstrained and as
though it was an enjoyable occasion, but
partly, of course, because such relaxed beauty is only achieved by real sensitivity and
alertness on the part of producer, engineers
and editors. It's extremely well managed all
round. [
A: 1*1
Stephen Davy
FRENCH AMELING
DEBUSSY: La Damoiselle Élue / DUPARC:
Chanson triste El L'invitation au voyage /
RAVEL: Shéhérazade
EllyAmeling (sop)/ San Francisco SO / de Waart / w.
San Francisco Symphony Ch (CM Louis Magor)
Philips 6514 199 digital
Elly Ameling with Edo de Waart offers avery
different Shéhérazade from Marilyn Horne
with Leonard Bernstein ( CBS, deleted) or
Janet Baker with Barbirolli ( ASD 2444). There
is fresh-voiced, eager longing in place of
smokey voluptuousness, firm, concise tone
and controlled vibrato instead of a warmly
mezzo-ish ' spread'. Neither Horne nor Ameling is completely at ease at one or the other
limit of the range: at ' en des cadres de sapin'
there is an uncomfortable low F from Miss
Ameling, and some of the soft, high- lying
parts of the setting find Marilyn Horne, along
with other mezzos who have recorded Shéhérazade (
Dame Janet honorably excepted)
producing something less than a golden
stream of sound. It is atricky range anyway.
But how young and ardent Elly Ameling
sounds at the words ' Je voudrais m'attarder
au palais enchanté', and she is helped, here
and throughout, by an accompaniment of
uncommon clarity and warmth; there is no
wasteful indulgence in orchestral exotica
here ( something which Bernstein and Barbirolli do not altogether avoid). The recording is
nicely distanced, appropriately firm-toned
but unsaturated.
Rossetti's sensuously coloured poem of
idealised love, set by Debussy in the shadow
of visits to Bayreuth in 1888-89, is similarly
clear-eyed and alluring, and choral ensemble
and intonation are considerably better than
on the current rival, conducted by Barenboim
with Barbara Hendricks in radiant voice ( DG
2531 263). But if Icould take just two notes
away from this record to keep me company'
on a desert island, they would be Elly
Ameling's floated top A-flat and E-flat, joined
by the merest thread of a portamento, in
Duparc's Chanson triste; glorious singing,
tender and understanding. [
A:1/1*]
Andrew Keener
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GREGORIAN CHANT
Choir of the Carmelite Priory, London IJohn
McCarthy
Decca SA 22
Reissue from 1961
This one, as they say, takes you back: to a
period when the liturgy of a Catholic parish
was almost unrecognisably different from
that of today. The singing on this disc is very
well- disciplined, with excellent ensemble and
great confidence, to say nothing of asensible
pitch. It is, however, rather loud and ' hearty'
for my taste, with atendency towards shouting. This can produce a heavy effect and
rhythmic loss; though the hymnody is quite
good. Pronunciation of Latin, particularly by
the Gospeller, is a pleasure to hear. The
technique is more or less pure ' old'
Solesmes, and for parochial purposes that is
clearly the right choice.
The recording is a perfectly good one,
allowing individual voices to be heard in the
ensemble, though the well-drilled choir engages in no histrionics. Well: it doesn't as a
collection of individuals, though interpretations verge on the dramatic here and there.
There is more tape- hiss than one would
expect to hear today, but it is of small
account. The programme is chosen to present awide section of the liturgical year, and
contains many riches. This nostalgic reissue
is well worth having. [
A/B:21
Peter Turner
JESSYE NORMAN
POULENC: Tu vois le feu du soir E La fraîcheur
et le feu / SCHUBERT: Dam Unendlichen, 0291
(17 Der Winterabend, D938 UAufleisung, D 807 /
WAGNER: Wesendonk Lieder
Jessve Norman (sop) / Irwin Gage (pno)
EMI SXLP 30556
Reissue from 1973
These recordings, evidently made in 1970
and only briefly available from late 1973, now
make a welcome reappearance in the HMV
Concert Classics list. Jessye Norman also
recorded the Wesendonk Lieder with Colin
Davis and the LSO afew years later, aversion
still available. It is good to have as here
Wagner's own piano versions, sensitively
and modestly played by Irwin Gage, and with
Jessye Norman in exciting if not entirely even
voice. There is more in these songs than she
found in them in 1970 — lhave derived more
pleasure from the Schubert (' Dem Unendlichen' bold, authoritative, ' Der Winterabend'
calm and reflective, ' Auflósung' gripping if
not free from strain), and especially from the
Poulenc. ' Tu vois' has grave dignity and
expressive power, and Miss Norman is keenly alive to the varying demands of the seven
brief songs which make up the Eluard setting,
'La fraYcheur et le feu', of 1950. The recording
is clean and direct, if without any great
distinction. [
B:2111
Peter Branscombe

PANIS ANGELICUS
Various artists and orchestras
Decca VIV 45
Reissues from 1959 to 1978
This is an anthology of sacred music, recorded over a 20 year period by avariety of
distinguished soloists, choirs and orchestras:
Tebaldi, del Monaco, Burrows, Home,
National Phil, New Philharmonic, Christ
Church, Ambrosian Singers, etc. The programme could not be more different from the
Westminster one reviewed below. Here we
have Franck, Schubert, Brahms, Mozart,
Bach Gounod, Bach so/us. Lush stuff for the
most part, and presented with suitable sumptuousness; the austere splendours of classical polyphony are absent here. So.
yer pays
yer money, and if this period of music is what
you like you will certainly enjoy this ' economy' issue.
Obviously there are differences in the
recordings over such awide period, but even

the oldest are still good ( the re- cuts have
done no harm that Ican appreciate), and
some are very good. There are lots of familiar
and well- loved items here: Ave Maria, Panis
angelicus, Bist du bei Mir, Ave verum (
Fauré,
Mozart), Jesu Joy, Lord's Prayer (
Malotte)
and the like. If you be amongst those who
care for such music, you won't be disappointed. [
A/B:1]
Peter Turner

RICHARD BAKER'S MUSICAL MENAGERIE
BARKER: The Pied Piper of Hamelin /
JOSEPHS: Twelve Letters from a Moral
Alphabet / POULENC: The Story of Babar, the
Little Elephant
Richard Baker (nat.
)/ Raphael Terroni (pno)/ Anne
Cherry (fit) / Cameristi of London
Unicorn KPM 7014 digital
The three works on this disc should bring
pleasure to children and adults alike. The
former will especially enjoy the stories and
musical settings of Babar and the Pied Piper,
though the latter may more fully understand
the cynical morals of Belloc's Alphabet. Both
should appreciate the high standard of all the
performances.
Poulenc's Story of Babar, the Little
Elephant, is beautifully written, with its vivid
depiction of Jean de Brunhoff's characters
and situations and its sensitive shifts of
humour and pathos. Raphael Terroni's great
tonal contrast and wide dynamic range do it
full justice. The narration here alternates with
the piano illustrations, but in Paul Barker's
Pied Piper a mixture of accompanied and
unaccompanied speech is employed. This
piece, new to the catalogue, sets Browning's
famous poem, using the flute to provide the
magical music of the Piper. By skilful positioning of the flute, the Piper's comings and
going are eerily portrayed. Wilfred Josephs
selected Twelve Letters from Belloc's A Moral
Alphabet to set to music. The resultant piece
is, at times, reminiscent of Walton's Façade in
both its instrumentation and mode of narration. Its enthusiastic performance by both
Richard Baker and the Cameristi of London
brings out the humour of the music and text
to the full.
The recording, Ambisonic UHJ 2- channel
encoded, is warm and bright, almost glossy,
and ideally suited to the works and their
intended audience. Richard Baker is close to
the mike throughout — a single Calrec
'Soundfield' was used — as it is essential that
all the words be clearly heard. [
A:1]
Barbara Jahn

RUSSIAN ORTHODOX MUSIC
The Ta//is Scholars / Peter Philips
Gimell 1585-02 (£4.99) ( Gamut)
Here is amost interesting collection: it ranges
from medieval ( in the broadest sense)
polyphony to John Tavener's 1981 setting of
the Great Canon of St. Andrew of Crete, here
recorded for the first time. The relationship
between Orthodox music and Western
polyphony is obscure, and under scholarly
examination; but the Russian Church was
certainly more open to innovation than other
branches of the Orthodox Church. Here are
eight- and twelve- part items, introducing
surprising intervals not to be found in Western styles of the period. The modern works
represent Rachmaninov, Stravinsky and
Tavener, whose Canon is the longest piece: a
Lenten devotion of deep effect and, like some
of the other pieces, sung in English. It seems
to me that Western listeners are likely to find
this issue of greater attraction and interest
than many examples of Orthodox music. Its
qualities are supported by the excellent
singing of the Tallis Scholars, who in this
music are not so far away from their more
accustomed territory. Mention must be made
of the bass soloist, Jeremy White, whose
contribution is outstanding, and of the treble
lead — unnamed — whose tuning is virtually
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perfect. The overall standard is very fine, as is
the recording. All Orthodox music is unaccompanied, and here the structures are
entirely comprehensible, with a nice ambience. This is a highly commendable issue
worthy of any choral collection. [ A: 1/i *-]
Peter Turner
SERVICE OF THANKSGIVING to mark the
Centenary of the RCM
Choir and Instrumentalists of the RCM / Simon
Preston (org) / David Willcocks
HMV Greensleeve ESD 7172
This admirable record begins with Bliss'
Royal Fanfare, the brass being joined by the
organ to lead straight into Parry's / was glad,
and thence to Wilcocks' rumbustious version
of God Save the Queen, in which the brass
returns, with percussion. The result is sound
of thrilling magnificence which had me conducting vigorously. Things then settle down
to asuccession of choral works by composers
associated with the RCM, whether as pupils
or teachers. What asuccession of names it is:
Hoist, Britten, Tippett, Howells, Bullock,
McKie, Guest, Stanford, Dyson — in addition
to those already named. Here indeed is a
century for which to give thanks, and the
performances make it abundantly clear that
those who constitute the RCM today are fully
worthy of its distinguished past: it is a long
time since Ihad to review achoral recital to
which one listens without a single wince.
The voices are young and confident, but
splendidly trained and totally disciplined:
here indeed are the professionals of the
future, and to judge by this occasion that
future is in good hands. Ifound the whole
well-chosen, varied, well- made and beautifully done. What more is there?
The recording in no way lags behind. It is
stated variously on the sleeve as being by EMI
Records and the BBC — perhaps the later
employed the former. No matter: it was
extremely well done. The great climaxes are
free from distortion, and the whole is clearly
textured and natural. A system worthy of the
recording will produce some superb sound
from this one, which will surely figure in the
demonstrations during the coming campaign-season. Great stuff. [
A*: 1 *]
Peter Turner
THE SPIDER AND THE FLY: Victorian and
Edwardian songs and duets — 14 items
Carole Rosen (con) / David Wilson-Johnson (bar) /
Anthony Saunders (pno)
Hyperion A 66063
As the writer of the sleeve note rightly points
out, these were called ' drawing room' ballads
and duets. They were intended primarily for
performance by amateur musicians in their
own homes, and although many famous
artists included them in their programmes at
public concerts, they were intended above all
for the intimate surroundings of the drawing
rooms of the middle-class. Unfortunately
these recordings appear to have been made
in a large empty hall, and the resulting
excessive reverberance is quite out of keeping with this sort of music. The artists also
seem intent upon impressing the listener
with the power of their voices, and the whole
approach is much too operatic. Carole Rosen
uses far too much vibrato, which spoils the
vocal line, but in ' The Singing Lesson', both
she and her partner make the most of the
rather dated humour. Although the recording
is far too reverberant as far as the voices are
concerned, the piano tone is life- like and
Antony Saunders accompanies well. [
C:3]
John Freestone
WESTMINSTER'S ALLEGRI, ETC
ALLEGRI: Miserere / Music by Palestrina, Victoria, Monteverdi, Lotti, Gabrieli, Cavalli
Chou- of Westmister Cathedral / Stephen Cleobury
Decca ZRDL 1013
116

The Westminster Cathedral Choir scores
heavily on assurance and professional
sound. Most of the time this confidence is
entirely justified, but it isn't wholly so in the
Allegri Miserere, which is one of the great
virtuoso choral works, with solo treble leaps
to high C followed by adescending cascade
— the whole being repeated several times.
The best version Iknow is that by The Tallis
Scholars ( CFP 40339); but Ihave never heard
it perfectly attained, and it isn't here, though
the Westminster choir does better than the
Winchester ( ASV ALH 915).
Whether one finally enjoys the Westminster singing depends upon one's attitude
towards the sound adopted for the trebles. It
may be the recording, but here that sound is
far from ethereal: it tends towards a shout,
roughening on climaxes. It's all rather ' Walthamstow', and those who perhaps who prefer
the more civilised sound of the Anglican
tradition will find it unattractive. There is, of
course, not the slightest reason why aCatholic choir should imitate Anglican sound,
provided the result be equally inspiring.
In other respects the recording is a good
one, with plenty of detail and atmosphere. To
my ear the choir sometimes lacks flexibility of
rhythm, producing a dogged effect; but the
fine tradition of polyphonic singing at Westminster Cathedral is certainly not dead. [
13:2]
Peter Turner

ORCHESTRAL/INSTRUMENTAL

ANDREW DAVIS ON RECORD
BORODIN: Prince Igor — Overture 1: Polovtsian Dances / Works by DURUFLÉ, FAURÉ,
GRIEG, MAHLER
TS0 / NPO / PO / LPO / Toronto Mendelssohn Choir
/Kin te Kanavva / Leslie Pearson (org) / Ambrosien
Singers / Frederica von Stade / Elisabeth Siiderstrórn / Andrew Davis
CBS 74101
Reissues from 1976-79
This collection of extracts from earlier recordings by Andrew Davis presents a pleasant,
untaxing forty-seven minutes of listening
without illustrating the best of Davis' work
nor the expertise of the artists that he
conducts. Neither Elisabeth Sóderstróm in
Grieg's Fra Monte Pincio and / Love Thee,
Frederica von Stade in two of Mahler's Des
Knaben Wunderhorn songs, nor Kin i
Te Kanawa in the Pie Jesu from Duruflé's Requiem,
are in best voice. Davis himself is strangely
bland in the Polovtsian Dances, though more
enthusiastic in the overture to Prince Igor. It is
only in the Fauré Pavane that his reading
catches fire.
For the Borodin the recording has the
enclosed feel of a small hall, or studio,
without the expected expansion of clarity or
tonal exactitude. The Grieg and Fauré have a
more natural ambience, but the Mahler
demands aspread and depth that is lacking.
[B/C: 2/3]
Doug Hammond
ASHKENAZY & RICHTER
CHOPIN: Nocturne in B. Op.9/3 DBallade 2in F.
Op.38 / * HAYDN: Piano Sonata 33 in c / LISTZ:
Mephisto Waltz 1
Vladimir Ashkenazy (pno) / •Sviatoslav Richter
(pno)
Saga 5489
Recordings circa 1955
Made during the 1955 Warsaw Competition,
Vladimir Ashkenazy's first recordings were
released here in 1958; these Saga transfers
date from the same period. The quality is
rather murky, but there are no smudged
notes and the sound is not unpleasant.
Richter's characteristic performance of a
Sturm und Drang Haydn Sonata is a recital
recording — the tape fluttery and thin-toned,
with audience noises in distant perspective.

The playing burns like ice.
Ashkenazy has yet to duplicate the Nocturne in his Decca Chopin survey; this Saga
version has youthful freshness and adventurousness. His late 70s account of the Ballade
(SXL6877) is more mature: asimple cantabile
line for the first section, rather than the bells'
tolling effect here. These early recordings are
worth acquiring, so is Ashkenazy's macabre
Liszt reading, as intensely atmospheric in the
slow section as Colin Davis' haunting Boston
Valse Triste. [
C/D: 1/1 *]
Christopher Breunig
BAROQUE RECITAL
CORELLI: Sonata al re in G Op.2/12 / UCCELLINI: Sonata in Bb from ' Sonate over canzoni'
Op.5 / HANDEL: Sonata in G. Op.2/6 / DORNEL:
Sonata atre in DOp.3/2 / HACQUART: Sonata 2
in Ffrom ' Harmonia Parnassia' Op.3
Musica da Camera
Philips ' Living Baroque' 9502 036
Musica da Camera consists of Lucy van Dael
(violin), Ku Ebbinge ( oboe), Jaap ter Linden
(cello/gamba) and Ton Koopman ( harpsichord) — all Amsterdam- based baroque
instrumental specialists of international distinction. The arrival of this 1975 recording in
England is a cause for special rejoicing this
year, since it follows closely Ton Koopman's
recent triumphant concert tour as a harpsichord soloist.
Side 1 ( up to and including the Handel)
demonstrates the Italian trio- style, and Side 2
the French. In these accounts, which are
extremely well-characterised, Ifeel that the
Italians win, but only marginally, and possibly because they field astronger representative 'team' of composers ( Handel is a much
more distinguished ' visitor' than Hacquart).
Another reason for this may be that Italian
music is slightly better suited to different
melody timbres than French music of this
type — the French liked their woodwinds in
pairs.
It is all very well played. The recording is
immediate and realistically pleasing ( so that,
for example, Jaap ter Linden's changeover
from baroque cello to viola da gamba sounds
just right as well as different), and the
documentation is very good. Why don't we
hear more of this excellent combination —
and its individual members — on record
here? This is one of the best records to have
come my way for some time. [
A*/A:1*]
Stephen Davy

THE ENGLISH CONNECTION
ELGAR: Serenade for String Orchestra / TIPPETT: Fantasia Concertante on a theme of
Corelli / VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: The Lark
Ascending D Fantasia on atheme by Thomas
Tallis
lona Brown / Malcolm Latchem / Kenneth Sillito
(vins) / Stephen Shingles (via) / Denis Vigay (v/c) /
ASM / Marriner
ASV DCA 518
These are fine performances from Marriner's
Academy, of popular appeal. The most persuasive is that of The Lark Ascending: lona
Brown's technical ease and absorption in the
music is mirrored by the Academy, with
Neville Marriner allowing the performers
their head to delve deeper than usual into the
work's bliss, while still retaining an effective
control over the overall shape of the piece.
The Elgar and, especiaily, the Tippett come
close to this degree of intuitive understanding, but both are let down by the overrecorded sound, their fuller textures being
smudged. The slow movement of the Elgar,
incidentally, has the intrusive sound of what
appears to be a muffled voice added to the
score. The Tallis Fantasia is rather disappointing both in the pacing of the work, the
easing in and out of the various sections, and
the forward placing of the quartet of soloists
— yet the reading is of a high quality and is
HI-FI NEWS 8( RECORD REVIEW
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only disappointing in contrast with the other
performances on this disc. Here again, the
recording gives rise to some harshness and
lack of clarity, and the whole disc benefits
from not being over- driven. [
BIC: 1 */ 1/2
Doug Hammond

GLADRAGS
GERSHWIN & DONALDSON: Rialto Ripples /
JOHNSON: Carolina Shout / JOPLIN: The Entertainer D Antoinette III Magnetic Rag I:
Maple Leaf Rag O Elite Syncopations E Strenuous Life O Stop-Time ID Bethena / MAYERL:
Honky-Tonk
Katia and Marie/le Labèque (pnos)
EMI EMD 5541
'Notice! Don't play this piece fast. It is never
right to play " Ragtime" fast'. Thus the
entreaty of Scott Joplin at the head of a
number of his rags. The Labèques, or their
arranger François Jeanneau, ignore his instruction in this helter-skelter anthology of
pieces from the first few decades of the
century. M. Jeanneau also adds anachronistic jazz- inspired improvisatory passages to
his arrangements that sit uneasily in their
more down-to-earth surroundings. The Labeques make up for these shortcomings with
the sheer joie- de- vivre of their dextrous
playing. They are nearly at ease with the
idiom of the music, though overpedalling in
many places and not always authentically
accenting; but for the most part admirers of
Lesbèques will find much to enjoy here.
The instruments they use have afairly full,
yet slightly honky-tonk tonal quality that is
enhanced by the reverberant acoustic used.
This last feature eventually annoys by adding
another dimension to music that does not
need it, and by abetting the hardness of the
received sound.
The two pianos are well defined both in
timbre and position, with the distinctive
differences of touch between the two sisters
clearly illustrated, yet still the overall impression is of an overfilled plushness. But
perhaps this is appropriate to music that had
its origins in the brothels of New Orleans.
[13:1/2]
Doug Hammond
KARAJAN AND THE VIENNA PHILHARMONIC
75th Birthday Limited Edition
Music by Beethoven / Brahms / Mozart / R.
Strauss etc.
HMV RLS 7714 (
4recs)
Reissues from 1946-49 0
These transfers from latter-day 78s range
from Beethoven's Eighth Symphony to
Strauss family bon- bons. Apart from the
Schwa rzkopf/Seefried Rosenkavalier duet
and ' Martern aller Arten', everything here
appeared in 1978 on Toshiba imports which
were soon remaindered. Schwarzkopf also
takes part in Brahms' Requiem and Beethoven's Ninth, for it was her husband Walter
Legge who had contrived to get permission
for Karajan to record in Vienna, just after the
hostilities. Desperate for food, the Viennese
had nevertheless thronged to see Karajan in
January 1946; even a year later, recording
Strauss' Metamorphosen must have had
painful relevance.
A very faint clicking at the start of the
De/ir/en Waltz started my comparisons between these new Electrola engineered transfers and the Japanese: Ihad forgotten that
there the music was recessed in 78s' fizzle.
Consistently, background distractions have
been suppressed, somehow more ' music'
has been found. The Magic Flute overture is
the grittiest item, but generally this set may
be readily enjoyed. The postwar 78s have
been declared a prerequisite to understanding Karajan's musicianship; certainly there
are passages with urgency and attack not
quite matched in freshness subsequently. But
even if you are not concerned with the
interpreter's art, this bargain album should
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provide enrichment, only excluding those
who are intolerant of historic material per se.
[H:1/1*1
Christopher Breunig

OUSSET PLAYS FRENCH PIANO MUSIC
CHABRIER: Scherzo-Valse E Idylle ( both from
Dix
pièces
pittoresques)
I DEBUSSY:
Estampes / FAURÉ: Impromptu in f, Op.31 D
Impromptu in Ah, Op.34 / RAVEL: Alborada del
gracioso / SAINT-SAËNS: Étude en forme de
valse, Op.52/6 D Allegro apassionato, Op.70 I
SATIE: Gymnopédies
Cécile Ousset (pno)
HMV ASD 4390 digital
Those quick on the uptake will already have
tecordings by Cecile Ousset of the SaintSaëns Étude and the Satie Gymnopédies in
their collections: her 1971 recording of them
appeared briefly in the UK nine years ago on
Ace of Diamonds. They will also be aware of
her distinction in this kind of repertoire. For
evidence of a big technique going at full
steam, sample the coda of Saint-Saëns'
Op.70, and for fine, firm keyboard characterisation alongside a delightful Gallic grace
there is nothing on this disc which surpasses
her way with Chabrier's Idylle. Cécile Ousset
achieves a bustling sense of joy in Fauré's
Op.34 ( and considerable depth of feeling in
the middle section) which few have managed, and Alborada is thrillingly bold and
incisive, with boisterous high spirits as well
as deftness — there are some splendidly dry
bass sforzandi towards the end. There is a
potent sense of strength, vibrant just below
the surface, in Jardins sous la pluie, and only
in part of the middle section of Alborada did I
find it possible to imagine more melting
characterisation and sound. Richter's 1962
recital performance ( Privilege 2535 495)
makes a hypnotic thing of the lazy dotted
metre of the latter; he is also in less of ahurry
than Ousset in the little chordal interjections
of the first page, where the French player
creates a slightly edgy impression. And yet,
even here, what acommanding sound Cécile
Ousset makes, aided by a clean, firm piano
image with an attractive degree of ' clatter' at
the upper extreme of the keyboard. [ A: 1/1 *]
Andrew Keener

SALON MUSIC — 1
Works by Offenbach, Listz, Brahma, Wagner,
Ries, Puccini, Saint-Saëns, Waldteufel, Massenet
Das Salon-Orchester Colin
Harmonia Mundi 067-99 946 digital
If you have a sense of fun and are prepared
not to take all your music too seriously, then
you will enjoy the Salon Orchester C011n. Its
ten performers ( three violins, viola, cello,
bass, clarinet, piano, harmonium, and drums)
have elegance and style, and their enthusiasm comes across loud and clear. On this
first disc they perform a selection of salon
pieces, typical of the repertoire of such an
ensemble at the turn of the century.
The exuberance of the lead violinist, Egon
Stegernáller, in Offenbach's Orpheus Overture tends to result in bright tuning, although
this is not too distracting. However, in the
longest piece on the disc, a splendidly
amusing fantasy on themes from La Bohème,
he plays the leading operatic roles with an
intensity and security of footing that would
put many singers to shame. Brahms' Hungarian Dance No.5 is tackled with great panache
and vigour, and a full-bodied sound which
would suggest a much larger ensemble.
Here, the double- bass has the floor- boards
vibrating in sympathy. Ries' La Capricciosa is
as delightfully whimsical as its title would
suggest. It has been arranged by the pianist of
the ensemble, as has Saint-Saëns' Swan (
for
bass!) and Massenet's Méditation.
The recording is clear and bright, with good

transient reproduction. Stereo separation is
excellent, a kaleidoscope of tone- colour
being presented through sensitive shading
by the performers themselves. While the
recording quality of Side 1is very good, that
of Side 2is outstanding. [
A/A*:1*]
Barbara Jahn

SALON MUSIC — 2
Works by Kálmán, Leoncavallo, Kreisler, Elgar,
Lehár, Ibanez, Gade, Translateur, Fucik
Das Salon-Orchester CO//n
Harmonia Mundi 067-99 947 digital
This second disc by the Salon Orchester COlin
is devoted to fashionable coffee-house music
from the first thirty years of this century. The
marches, operatic potpourris, character
pieces and popular tunes are splendidly
performed by these stylish gentlemen, who
will certainly put froth on your coffee! They
are not only excellent ensemble players but
fine soloists in their own right. The cellist,
Rainer Lange, displays a beautiful mellow
tone in Leoncavallo's Brise de mer, while the
violinists Ulrich Alshuth, Egon StegembIler,
and Koenraad Elleiers have their chance to
shine in, amongst others, Kreisler's Liebesfreud, Elgar's Salut d'amour and Gade's
dramatic Jalousie. It is apity that the clarinetist never has atrue moment of glory. Even the
percussionist Werner Brock is allowed to
have afield- day in lbanez's Ein Student geht
vorbei, and most enjoyable it is too.
Recording quality on this disc is warmer
than that of the first in the series, and as a
result textures become a little clogged at
times. However, the stereo placing is accurate and dynamic range wide and faithfully
reproduced. [ A: 1*]
Barbara Jahn
SYMPHONIC
MARCHES
FOR
CONCERT
BRASS
Works by Verdi, Mozart, Tchaikovsky, Puccini,
Grieg, J. Strauss I, Berlioz, Mussorgsky
The Locke Brass Consort / Stobart
CRD CRDD 1102 digital
The Locke Brass Consort began life as abrass
quintet in 1965, under its founder- member
trombonist Leslie Lake. By 1976 it had
achieved symphonic proportions and James
Stobart had been appointed conductor and
artistic director. Both these men appear not
only as performers on this disc but also as
arrangers, and it is interesting to note how
their expectations of the consort's capabilities vary.
James Stobart's arrangements display
some very imaginative scoring, the Turandot
sequence being most memorable in this
respect, yet Berlioz's March to the Scaffold is
the more imaginatively performed ( with
some marvellous timpani playing), being true
to the spirit of the composer's macabre
vision. The third movement of Tchaikovsky's
Pathétique is certainly an ambitious venture,
its nine minutes of allegro molto vivace being
a brass player's nightmare of precision tonguing. Unfortunately it is anightmare for the
listener too — top notes are split and often
missed, the triplet accompaniment in lower
brass lacks clarity, and the racing scales
before the return of the 2nd subject in the
recapitulation prove impossible, particularly
at the required fff. But these are as much a
result of unsympathetic arranging as faults of
playing technique. Leslie Lake's arrangements and the one by trumpeter Malcolm
Smith are obviously less technically demanding. Sadly, Lake's Radetzky March is given a
subdued, though rhythmically precise interpretation that lacks fire.
The consort employ awide dynamic range
which is, however, apparently limited by the
digital recording; the impact of their if is
tamed. Clarity is not brilliant, and the overall
force of these extravert works is subdued.
[B/C:2/4]
Barbara Jahn
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ROCK
Fred DeIlar
INAN ERA that's likely to see wide-screen
IHollywood get its final come-uppance, it's
perhaps atrifle ironic that rock soundtrack
albums should proliferate in increasing
numbers. But they do, they really do.
One that's recently made its mark is An
Officer And AGentleman (
Island ISTA 3), a
soundtrack mainly formed around alove
theme by Jack Nitsche and Buffy
Sainte-Marie, an item which, with added
lyrics, has become Up Where We Belong, a
recent hit forJennifer Warnes and human
windmill Joe Cocker. In truth, the single isthe
album, Cocker and Warnes performing the
song twice, while guitarist Lee Ritenour
provides an instrumental reprise. And though
ZZ Top, Dire Straits, Van Morrison, Pat
Benatar and The Sir Douglas Quintet are
roped in to provide K-Tel appeal, 'tain't
nothing much, even from aseat in the stalls.
[A:2/31.
I
suppose too that the soundtrack to
Nightshift (
Warner Brothers K57024) might
have found something that'll have shaken
America to its peroxide roots by the time this
review meets with your perusal. For the
album comprises acollection of new
Bacharach and Sager songs performed by
such as Al Jarreau, The Pointer Sisters,
Quarterflash and Rod Stewart, each track
being expertly geared to what Billboard and
Cashbox might describe as 'chart activity'.
Quarterflash's performance of the title
number comes right out of Ronstadt territory,
being an emotive, from-the- heart-andthrough-the- nose female lead affair— the
kind that frequently bubbles out of myriad TV
commercials— while Jarreau's Girl Know
Howis more disco-oriented and likely to get
some dancing, even if it's only popcornproffering usherettes. It's the Pointers who
get what is perhaps the best song, The Love
Too Good To Last, which gets as near to true
Bacharachanalia as genre aficionados could
hope for. Nevertheless, odd thoughts occur
— if it were only Dionne skipping vocally
across that musical minefield . ... if only, if
only. As for Rod, well, he's still gritty and
grate-full enough to turn most reasonable
songs to advantage. And That's What Friends
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Are Foris more reasonable than most. So,
all- in-all, the newies are worth hearing,
sending you back into the foyer in convivial
mood, remembering, of course, that the
soundtrack also includes its fill of previously
successful sounds from the likes of Talk Talk,
Heaven 17, Rufus and Marshall Crenshaw
[A:2].
This month's best from Oscarland is,
however, the soundtrack to One From The
Heart (
CBS 70215), aFrancis Ford Coppola
film, which boasts ascore by Kerouac caperer
Tom Waits. All right, I'll admit that there's
about as much rock to be heard on the record
as the name characters had script in Rebecca
and Harvey. But only rock fans have ever
bought Waitsware— which is why the buck
stops here. Much, Imight add, to my personal
pleasure. For though the record may have
certain deficiencies— all bound around the
fact that Crystal Gayle, who adds her vocal
ne to some tracks, occasionally throbs and
sobs in away Kentucky ladies are prone to do
— so much fine music is on hand that one
immediately forgives and forgets. Waits
himself is, on this particular project, less
stubble-chinned, musically, than usual. He
croons, caresses and cajoles, flavouring his
Bourbon with the blues. And, when it comes
right down to it, nobody laces drinks better.
He brings out the best in Gayle on the duets,
edging her ever jazzwise. Meanwhile, the
back-up shots are called by such as Teddy
Edwards (
tenor sax), Pete Jolly (
piano), Greg
Cohen (
bass), Shelly Manne (
drums) and the
ever-incredible Jack Sheldon (
trumpet).
Which means that nobody toots an
out-of-place or surplus note during the whole
of the proceedings. Bend an ear, do [
A:1].
Randy Newman, whose last on- record
chore comprised asoundtrack album to
Ragtime, returns to more normal activities
with Trouble In Paradise (
Warner Brothers W
3755), an offering which finds him, if lonely,
still at the top. Not that Such status is
immediately evident. The opening track,
Love LA, is apatchy affair, while Christmas In
Cape Town, which follows, will never win
points for clarity of purpose. The Blues, the
single with Paul Simon, is something with
which you're probably already familiar, the
next two cuts, Same Girl and Mikeys, being
but brief asides and nothing special. Happily,
the side is saved by My Life Is Good, a
strutting conversational piece during
which Newman explains that Bruce
Springsteen said to him '
Rand, I'm tired—
how would you like to be boss for awhile'?
after which, our hero elects to become
indisputable guv'nor again, bequeathing side
two with such an abundance of brilliantly
conceived material that you even forgive him
for not providing atrue solo album since
1979. Miami is one such winner, aguide to the
city seen from aPolaroid, Real Emotional Girl
being the type of poignant love song that
brings tears you can mop while shimmying to
Take Me Back, awildly wonderful rock'n'roll
autobiography that comes simply oozing
Farfisa. There's A Party At My House is the
sort of number that drums up visions of
maybe Fats Domino and Smiley Lewis
leading aconga around the house, I'm
Different reverts to Newman's previous
penchant for mocking self-tributes, and the
final Song For The Deadpans out as adeath
rattle probably intended as areminder of
Vietnam, though it could equally be atheme
for the Falklands or anywhere else where
men blow other men apart and gore is
deemed glorious. Forget the slow start and
Trouble In Paradise is all that you hoped it
would be— near Paradise and really no

trouble at all [
A:1*].
I'm less enthusiastic about The Distance
(Capitol EST 12254) by Bob Seger— one of
the guests on the Newman album — though
exactly why is difficult to explain. Each track,
taken individually, proves pleasing enough,
songs like Makin' Thunderbirds, all spirit of
Detroit ' 55, and Boomtown Blues, one of the
two or three cuts that owe something to
Reading Rock, allowing Seger to cut and
thrust vocally, while Shame On The Moon, a
Rodney Crowell- penned hit single that harks
back to the days of The Sons Of The Pioneers,
and C'Mon Home, all tears from aTrailways
bus, provide further opportunities for
Michigan's favourite son to prove that he can
take almost any song to the brink of wimpery
without giving it the final push into oblivion.
Nevertheless, the ultimate feeling is one of
disappointment and maybe has something to
do with the record not being really to do with
Seger's own Silver Bullet Band, though they
are around, but rather the efficient but less
heartfelt exploits of sessionmen Russ Kunkel,
Waddy Watchel, Bill Payne, Davey
Johnstone, Danny Kortchmar and the men of
Muscle Shoals. Then again, it might all be
down to something else. It's difficult to put
your finger on things sometimes. Refer back
to Seger's earlier Live Bullet (
Capitol E-STSP
16) and see if you can spot nine essential
differences in the picture [B:2].
Next amention of Panic In Detroit. No,
that's got nothing to do with Seger at all but is
one of the tracks on Bowie Rare (
RCA PL
45406), akind of Bowie bolognaise conceived
by RCA, Italy. So you get: aversion of Space
Oddity that's served up as Ragazzo Solo,
Ragazza Solo; the German version of Heroes;
an interpretation of Brel's Amsterdam that'll
have you screaming out for Scott Walker; a
routine romp through Chuck Berry's Round
And Around; and other items that are meant
for completist ears only. Bowie rare? I
think I'll
have mine well-done if you don't mind [
B:3].
Both Mari Wilson's Showpeople (
Compact
COMP 2) and The Belle Stars (
Stiff SEEZ 45)
owe much to the ghost of music past but it's
the former album, by Neasden's Queen
Beehive, that emerges as the superior record,
mainly because it borrows and doesn't resort
to the forthright steal, the only real flashbacks
being arespectful tilt of the piled-up barnet in
the direction of Julie London via Cry Me A
River, plus acontemporary version of
Bacharach's Are You There With Another Girl
that deserves nothing less than hit status[A:1].
The Belle Stars, for their part, generally
revert to the straight rip-off everytime and
lose out to the originals on classics like The
Clapping Song, Mockingbird, lko lko and
Harlem Shuffle. Pickwick used to proffer such
cover jobs every month — and at afraction of
the price. But in recent years, even they have
reverted to issuing albums by original artists.
Perhaps the Belle Stars could learn
something from this action [A:2/3].
The Fun Boy Three's Waiting ( Chrysalis
FB3) also merits consideration. Though the
threesome are hardly superior tunesmiths,
on this occasion their lyrics are better honed
than ever before, while the arrangements are
never less than interesting, and the
production— by Talking Heads' David Byrne
—quite exemplary. Also, apart from the
songs, there's an additional piece of
nonsense in the form of Murder She Said, an
instrumental culled from, of all places, the
soundtrack to a1962 Margaret Rutherford
film. Film ? Soundtrack? I
think this is just
about where we came in ... [
A:1]
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JAZZ
Ken Hyder
HE RECORD which has been turning
round so many jazz listeners in the past
T
month or two is new to this country, although
it was recorded in 1965. Miles Davis' Live At
The Plugged Nickel is adouble album on CBS
88606 whose appearance now is particularly
timely in view of the increasing number of
revivalist bands taking their inspiration from
this era. With Davis-on these sides is Wayne
Shorter, tenor, Herbie Hancock, piano, Ron
Carter, bass, and Tony Williams, drums. As
well as having agroup sound that was
emulated by countless young players at the
time land now), the sidemen were also
players of such individuality that they
inspired ageneration of musicians on each of
their instruments.Put this record aside any of
the revivalist bands and one thing
immediately becomes apparent: the Davis
band was doing it, not playing at it. In the
same way that latter-day bebop bands sound
tame and ineffectual compared to the real
thing, the revivalists in the main miss out on
the energy, commitment and fire in the
original material.
Perhaps this is especially heightened on
these live recordings because it's what the
band was up to in front of an audience. And
they don't half take chances. The set kicks off
with Welkin' at atempo which instantly
astounds. The leader's stamp is clearly on the
music and his own playing is an example of
how imagination and experience won over
bluster, for Davis coaxes statements out of
his horn rather than hammering them out.
Like Armstrong,given achoice he'll go for
one note rather than three. But this economy
of expression doesn't rest on long- note
laurels. There's an agility in Davis' playing
which is often denied. The changes of rhythm
within pieces is stimulating, and the band
stretches the time expertly, creating tensions
and releases all the time. That kind of
stretching — largely down to Williams' loose,
yet precise playing— is well in evidence
behind Shorter during On Green Dolphin
Street.
The sheer power of the band is strongly
represented in the momentum of So What,
again taken at ablistering tempo. It's here
that Williams' drumming comes into its own.
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He kicks the band along with such reliability
that both Davis and Shorter can afford to lay
back on the beat. There are variations in the
tempo where it's propelled into athree/four
rhythm for apassage, or when it appears to
drop out of time altogether only to be
resurrected by another surge of Williams'
energetic drive. The piece is arhythm section
object lesson in sustaining one number by
imaginative co-ordinated ploys. Although
Shorter's his own man, there's more than a
touch of Coltrane about his playing, as well as
anod and awink towards Rollins. It's
interesting that most of the wilder forays into
rhythmic dissection occur behind Shorter
rather than behind Davis.
One of the interesting observations to be
made from this set is how pieces change with
time and familiarity. In some cases the
tempos are greatly increased. And in others,
like Monk's ballad, Round About Midnight,
Davis alludes to the theme rather than giving
it the full statement you might expect. It is
perhaps atest of the creativity in aband how
much their live performance varies from a
studio version of apiece. It is the reverse of
rock music where the studio version is the
nearest to perfection, and alive rendition of
the same material can be adisappointment.
In aband like this quintet, the music has alife
of its own.
Stella By Starlight begins pretty much like
the ballad you'd expect, but once again the
band's capacity to jump into another
rhythmic gear and take the music speedily
through the chicanes before belting down the
home straight is astounding. This is a
valuable set for itself and for its place in jazz
history. Classic music and classic bands like
this present amusic which never dates
because of the quality of intensity,
commitment and creativity. When you listen
to alot of today's young dudes trying their
hand at what used to be called ' modern jazz',
this is what they're trying to emulate. This is
the real thing — check it out. (
A:1*)
Trumpet and drums duets are hard to bring
off. That's why drums and saxophone duets
are more common. With the trumpet there
isn't the sustain to fill up the space and give
the players something to lean on. Each player
becomes very vulnerable. And their precision
is open to scrutiny. One way round the
problem is to flood the listener with notes and
sound. But on El Corazón — ECM 1230— Don
Cherry and Ed Blackwell don't take the easy
way out. They use the space and let each note
stand there to be fully savoured. Blackwell's
precision is already well acknowledged. He
plays on top of the beat in asharp crisp style.
His New Orleans background has shaped his
syncopated drumming, but his updated New
Orleans style is his own, full of light poise and
compulsive swing. Cherry is just as much an
individual. He plays with asweet and
mournful sound which at the same time can
be profound and innocent in the way that
children can speak deep thoughts with
almost casual naiveté. Throughout the album
everything is brought down to an appealing
simplie.,:ty which is instantly attractive
without being trite. Cherry and Blackwell
dovetail perfectly. Blackwell is what some
people call amelodic drummer, which really
means arhythmic drummer. Many
drummers playtime, but few play
rhythmically. In this context it is to do with
Blackwell choosing his phrases in such away
that they add to and support Cherry's lines as
well as suggesting new lines. Some of the
tracks are object lessons in rhythmic
improvisation. They vary the material and
sustain the listener's interest by employing a

variety of exotic instruments. Blackwell for
example plays what the sleeve note describes
as a 'wood drum' which I
think is an Osi drum,
amodern invention which sounds like a
tuned rhythm log. Even here, Blackwell's
characteristic short boundy phrases have his
individual stamp. Together Cherry and
Blackwell evoke adeep range of feeling with
the minimum of physical energy. This is a
unique album, easy to listen to and
immensely satisfying. (
Aitr:1)
Mystic Winds, Tropic Breezes is anew
album from the up-and-coming vibes player
Jay Hoggard— India Navigation 1049. It is a
back to the roots excursion evoking links with
Africa and the line-up comprises Hoggard,
Cecil McBee, bass, Anthony Davis, piano,
Billy Hart, drums, Don Moye, percussion,
Dwight Andrews, bass clarinet, and Wilson
Moorman, tympani. The music isn't helped
by arecording which sounds distant and dull,
but Hoggard himself is fast becoming an
accomplished player and worth watching out
for in the future. The music here is very
self-aware, but there are one or two moments
where the composition shows abit of depth
and bite. (
B:2/3)
One of the best jazz bands currently
working must be Arthur Blythe's. In some
ways it is an archetypal jazz band, deep
rooted in the tradition and styles of what's
gone before. But he never lapses into any
kind of pastiche, and neither does he trot out a
lot of different sounding pieces assembled
for ahistory of the music. No, Blythe
synthesises the mechanical aspects of jazz
and what makes it tick and turns it into
something which is new and fresh while
being tinged with the familiar. To do this with
aconventional line-up would have been a
worthy enough achievement. But Blythe's
group is atrifle unusual. The leader plays alto,
and there's the muscular, energy bubbling
Bobby Battle on drums, Kelvyn Bell, guitar—
then Bob Stewart, tuba and Abdul Wadud,
cello. Ateam like this shouldn't find it easy to
play swing time out of the mainstream of the
modern jazz tradition, but they project and
cook better than most. Stewart constantly
amazes as he produces more sense and agile
lines out of the tuba than you'd think possible.
Wadud plucks, walks and bows the cello in a
way which manages to treat the instrument
with respect while at the same time making it
sound perfectly at home in this context. Bell is
akind of thinking man's James Blood Ulmer,
eschewing Ulmer's excesses while playing
around with his harmonically free approach.
Again this unorthodox guitar style
manages to be perfectly at home in Blythe's
music. On Elaborations, the regular band is
augmented by abassist and percussionist,
but this augmentation doesn't alter the band's
sound much. Perhaps it's because there's so
much strength and character in the band and
the music. Blythe himself is astridently
engaging player. He uses awide vibrato
reminiscent of Pharoah Sanders and plays
with abig fat tone. His intonation is clear and
crisp. The human warmth in his playing is
rare in such proportions and the man creates
ahuge magnetic presence. The pieces are
interesting too, each one crafted with care.
Perhaps the most impressive is The Lower
Nile, ahypnotically lurching piece played
with panache and vitality. This band and this
album prove that the modern mainstream
isn't dead, and doesn't have to rely on
spiritless recreations. I
can't see how
anybody familiar with any kind of jazz could
fail to flip overthis record. It's on CBS 85980.
(A*:1)
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POPULAR
Denis Argent
ILLA BLACK comes this nnonth as afitting
concomitant for John Lennon, whose
post- Beatles achievements were saluted last
month. Her record, The Very Best of Cilla
Black (
Parlophone EMTV 38), arrived for
review on the day she made ahilarious
appearance on the Terry Wogan TV show.
The record, good though it is, reveals nothing
of Cilia the entertainer. Why has she not made
itto the verytop by now? Hercareer has
ranged from cabaret at the Savoy to long
seasons at the Palladium. Iremember her on
TV in aNoel Coward- style 1930s comedy
pastiche— brilliant. Could she have become
asecond Gertrude Lawrence? No, showbiz
has taken over from the theatre; there could
now not be another Gracie Fields, either.
Incidentally, by the time Gertrude Lawrence
was 28, Gershwin was writing songs for her.
Could Cilla have achieved more with better
songs? She certainly did more than most
British singers to put over Bacharach
(represented on this record by Anyone Who
Hada Heart and Allie, two of her very best)—
but in the vital years of her career she needed
songs to match her talent. Lennon and
McCartney were self-sufficient and did not
need anyone else to sing their best songs.
Still, even their second-best, two from 1963
and 1968, sound well on this record. Those
were Love of the Loved and Step Inside, Love.
The latest track is Baby, we can't go wrong,
from 1974. By then the dominance of pop had
become almost complete, with the Andrew
Lloyd Webber style as its main rival here. Cilla
Black might not have been apossible Evita,
but it would be apity if her talents were
expressed only as apop singer. On this
record we have mere hints of agreater
potential — Cilla the star entertainer.
However, the album is aworthy salute, and
the final track, Liverpool Lullaby, is true native
stuff, closer to the 1980s world of Yosser
Hughes of ' Boys from the Blackstuff'. The
recording is crisp on most of the 20 tracks,
many of which feature elaborate
accompaniments, including choral, which are
worth listening to. There is no sleeve note.
[A:11
Here's to the Ladies ( RCA I
NTS 5192) is a
compilation which does not live up to the
high promise and hyperbo'e of the sleeve
note. The 20 singers include some great
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names, and some who are decidedly the
second team. The record ranges widely ( even
wildly) in style, and from 1948t0 1982 in time.
Of the 20 ladies, only six are eminent enough
to be named in Henry Pleasants' The Great
American Popular Singers. We know that
compilers can never have their ideal choice,
contracts and copyright being what they are
—or were, if current foreign piracy is
accepted as afact. But this album lacks Ella,
Sarah, Peggy Lee and Rosemary Clooney, to
name but afew. The six are mentioned by
Pleasants and featured here are Kay Starr,
Connee Boswell, Nina Simone, Dinah Shore,
Lena Horne and Lee Wiley— quite enough
talent to make the record worth buying
despite the leaps from the sill ( Rose Murphy's
Busy Line) to the superb ( Dinah Shore singing
asingle slow chorus of Cole Porter's Easy to
Love with the kind of breath control which
makes amicrophone asinger's ally, not an
enemy to be overcome). Rosalyn King
singing Jim Webb's If You Must Leave my
Life is acceptably modern immediately
followed by aswinging All of Me, recorded in
1956 by Connee Boswell in the style which
she must have learned from the jazzmen,
such as the Dorseys, who had accompanied
her 24 years earlier. Connee, let's not forget,
is the singer named by Ella Fitzgerald as the
greatest influence on her early style. To call
this record ahotchpotch may be unfair, but
the quality of recording is also variable,
reflected in the rating [
B:2]
Here's to one lady: Cleo Laine.
Wereldsuccessen (
Polydor 2646 105) is a
'very best of' double album from Holland via
Import Music Service. The title, as you might
guess, means world successes, and indeed
our Cleo has long been aworld- class star—
the only British singer, incidentally, to be
named along with America's best in the
Henry Pleasants book mentioned above. It is
hard to fault the selection, her 24
performances, or the accompaniments. The
producers include the great George Martin
and, of course, John Dankworth. Star stuff
throughout, mostly familiar, but abargain for
collectors at £5or so. [A:1]
After all those ladies, some music that is
mainly masculine, British brass bands. Here
again there are top names— contest winners
like the Black Dyke and the GUS Band. A
Chandos digital recording offers Highlights
of the 1982 Festival (
BBRD 1017/8, double
album). This is exciting stuff featuring the
Black Dyke ( Eric Ball's famous Journey into
Freedom) and the Cory Band in another
modern spectacular, Wilfred Heaton's
Contest Music, plus two whole sides of the
massed bands, mainly conducted by Sir
David Willcocks. Allowing for the fact thatthe
Albert Hall is not astudio, the recording is
satisfying enough. Good robust stuff, and
recommended listening for any musician,
whether aband addict or not, and abargain at
£6.99. [
A:1]
Essay in Brass by the GUS Band ( Kestrel
KES 8201) is equally exciting in its dynamics
and more resolutely modern, being a
selection of the works of Edward Gregson
(born 1945), probably the leading composer
of the younger generation for brass bands.
His early March Prelude ( 1968) has the flavour
of Vaughan Williams; other pieces could be
Hoist, and others have the more modern note
which some band audiences may find jarring
but which the top band musicians have
recognised as achallenge to be met. The
conductor, Dr Keith Wilkinson, writes an
appreciation of Gregson on the sleeve. Again,
the recording is excellent. [
A:1]
Icannot be as enthusiastic about The

World's 25 Greatest Marches (
CBS
Masterworks CB 272 79257) even though it
comes with all the prestige of Bernstein and
the New York Philharmonic. The marches are
operatic as well as military, but in each case
some of Bernstein's tempi are absurdly fast
—there are some high-speed dwarfs, and
Sousa's Washington Post is taken at what, in
our army, would be called light infantry pace,
140 to the minute. As well as these tempi
(Bernstein sometimes does it to waltzes too)
there are disappointments such as
surprisingly thin tone from the strings in
some of the tracks, which were recorded from
1976 to 1981 [
B:2]
The reissues of the classic Commodore jazz
recordings from the golden age of swing
continue with two German pressings
marketed here by IMS. Tenor saxophonists
dominate both. Kansas City Six and Five
(Commodore 6.24057) dates from 1938 and
features Lester Young soon after he, and the
Basie band, had made it in New York, as the
Liza Minnelli song says. The sleeve note, in
German, neatly summarises the dilemma of
the 25-year- old arrival from Kansas City,
making his name in ajazz world dominated
by Coleman Hawkins and his school. Within a
few weeks of this small group recording, in
which Young usually plays clarinet, came the
big band recordings such as Doggin'Around
and Jumping at the Woodside which were to
make Basie famous. Apart from the clarinet,
which sometimes sound nervous, like
Pee-Wee Russell, there is typical muted
trumpet from Buck Clayton, and the novelty,
as early as 1938, of an electric guitar played
by Eddie Durham, better known as aBasie
trombonist. This was awhole year before
Charlie Christian joined Goodman at the age
of 19 and put the electric guitar on the swing
scene— but no doubt Eddie Durham had
already heard Christian in Oklahome City,
where he had started the new style in 1937. Of
the 14tracks on this record, five were
alternative unissued versions, always
interesting for analysis. Lester Young, in
particular, never played the same solo twice.
Two Kings of the Tenor Sax (
Commodore
6.24058) features Ben Webster with the Sid
Catlett Quartet ( 1944) and Don Byas with a
larger group recorded live at aNew York
concert by the eminent jazz fan from
Denmark, Baron Rosenkrantz. The quartet
side also has alternate version of three tunes,
all with superb Ben Webster playing before
he had got into that later ' breathy' style. An
extra attraction is the playing of arelatively
unknown pianist, Marlowe Morris, said to be
aprotegé of Art Tatum but sounding here
more like Teddy Wilson. Sid Catlett was one
of the great drummers, not aslam-bang
showman, and as well as playing in his most
swinging style here, he also wrote the final
track, Just aRiff, which has atouch of the
melodious charm of Stomping at the Savoy
and Benny Carter's Symphonyof Riffs, on
which Sid played in 1934. Don Byes ( 1912-72)
replaced Lester Young in the Basis band in
1941. He played, on this concert recording,
fast lighttenor. Even if the phrases were not
yet, in 1945, bop, the tone and legato
phrasing were miles from the hard- driving
Hawkins style. There is also ablues, You
Need Coachin'with aHot Lips Page vocal, all
in the simple sound of ajam band of the
swing era. Two records well worth reissuing;
not museum pieces but an illustration for
young listeners as well as nostalgia buffs of
how well the great men of yesteryear played,
and how simply tuneful most of it was. I
think
that fact earns it aplace on this page which
tries to live up to the heading, Popular.
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CASSETTE

MONITOR
Angus McKenzie
ASV
A lovely performance of Britten's Ceremonyof
Carols on ZC ALH 923 is spoilt by marked hum,
possibly from the duplicator electronics, and
some very noticeable hiss in quiet passages.
No manual gain riding was employed and the
quietest passages virtually sink into the noise,
so I
cannot ratethis higherthan C. It could have
been wonderful if more care had been taken.
Brahms' first piano concerto with John Lill as
soloist ( ZC ALH 916) is only rated C+, because
although the original sound balance is very
good ( if the tympani are rather forward), the
cassette is very peaky in the lower presence,
and also lacks EHF, whilst hum is again
evident. It seems that someone needs to have
a look at the hum levels in their studio equipment.
Music for Clarinetand Piano with Bradbury/
Davies on AC ACM 2011 is very well recorded
indeed, but there is intrusive hum in the quiet
passages and mod noise on the clarinet began
to depress me rather, although the music itself
was very enjoyable. It is thus rated B—.
Handel's four Coronation Anthems, sung by
the Huddersfield Choral Society on ZC ACM
2041, produced a rather distasteful reaction
because of anasty, peaky, strident upper- mid
as well as having some hum and alack of EHF,
causing this cassette to be ratedC—. But if your
loudspeakers have agreat dip in the presence
region and apeak at 15kHz you might find that
you can enjoy it.
A glorious recording of church music sung
by Winchester Cathedral Choir on ZC ALH 922
reproduced verywell in general, but was spoilt
a little by slight hum, noticeable on quiet passages, and hiss which is very noticeable, resulting in aC+ rating.
A delightful concert of French Light Music,
by Ravel, Debussy, Faure and lbert on ZC DCA
517 was superbly recorded, but reproduces
with some hiss and hum which Ifind irritating
in quiet passages, although it is not noticeable
at average or loud levels, so Irate this B—,
despite
lbert's
Divertisement sounding
phasey and out of azimuth. ( Not the cassette,
but probably the loop bin master in error.)
One of Tony Faulkner's finest orchestral
recordings, of the Berlioz Fantastic Symphony
is now issued on AC ABM 754, with asound
that is good at best but hums and hisses in
quiet passages, causing a downgrade to C+,
the hum being most noticeable. This hum
problem really must be sorted out, for it is ridiculous. The variations in azimuth on some of
this label's cassettes are rather trying too and
ought to be put right.
CBS
CBS seem to have made great strides in
improving their quality still further. The new
recording of Rossini's Barber of Seville from
Chailly, on 40-3-37862 Cr/d, proves to have a
surprisingly wide dynamic range, with aquite
low hiss level and a clarity which is most
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welcome. The orchestra and singers come
over well in fairly wide stereo, but at times the
singers are slightly too forward, although this
is amatter of personal taste. So, from atechnical point of view, this set is rated A.
A most important release of a rare Rossini
Opera, // Turco in Italia, again with Chai I
ly on
40-3-37859 Cr/d, gave me much pleasure in its
surprisingly wide dynamic range, avery good
overall response and the balance between
singers and the orchestra ( which is itself
recorded
with
some
delightful
warm
ambience). We did not hear any appreciable
distortion yet levels of at least + 4dB ref Dolby
are accommodated without strain, the HF
being very clean throughout. This well
deserves an A+ rating.
Kurt Weill's Threepenny Opera, recorded in
1958, has now been reissued on 40-78279 Cr,
and I was quite amazed at the transfer,
although Lotte Lenya's voice is sometimes a
little sibilant, with some transient distortion.
The dynamic range is remarkable, but of
course the actual sound itself is very dated.
My rating of C+ is mainly reflects the recorded
balance, for the duplication is excellent.
I
was impressed too by the duplication of the
complete Bartok string quartets from the
Julliard on 40-3-37857 Cr/d, but can only give
a rating of B because of poor clarity in stereo
positioning and the presence of some low and
mid frequency phasiness. This issue could
have been an A+ if only a simple coincident
pair of smooth capacitor microphones had
been used in place of what sounds like spaced
mikes.
We have an unfortunate balance problem
again in an otherwise superb issue of Haydn
Trios & Divertimenti for flute, violin and cello
with Rampal/Stern/Rostropovich on 40-37786/d. Rostropovich's cello is rather indistinct
in the centre, whereas the other two instruments are on extreme left and right in true
ping-pong style, abalancing technique which
is unmusical and should surely be regarded as
outdated today. There also seems to be some
artificial ambience added, and the sound is
phasey. So, despite the beautiful performances and fantastic duplication quality, I
can
only rate this B—.
Two cassettes of solo piano music played by
Perahia— Beethoven Sonatas and aselection
entitled ' Portrait' — appear on 40-76996 Cr &
40-74098 Cr respectively. Both have grossly
over-wide and over-miked stereo sounds with
a generally muddy bass. Ikept feeling that I
wanted to push the piano away abit, and my
reaction is to give no more than C+, despite
the performances being good. The Beethoven
cassette had avery quiet background, but the
recital was alittle noisy.
Whilst the duplication quality is usually
quite good, the sound of the latest CBS budget classics is almost completely dependent
on the characteristics of the original masters,
some of which were so poorly balanced, in my
opinion, as to rule them out of court — brittleness, phasiness and inappropriate multimiking being heard on recordings conducted
by Bernstein, etc. Copland's The Tender Land,
on 40-60314, is not bad though, rated B—. The
main flaws are slight mod noise, mediocre
balance and what sounds like a noise-gate
pumping away occasionally, particularly on
Joy Clement's . voice. The azimuth also
seemed to be quite badly in error.
The famous Bruno Walter interpretation of
Brahms' Double concerto has been rereleased on 40-60130. Icompared this with the
LP and found that while both issues have a
very spikey HF quality, the cassette sounded
far better without the attendent spits and
rumble either with HF roll/off or by selecting
70s equalisation. Azimuth was varied
slightly between the two tracks, but it is mar-

vellous to have this and many other great CBS
performances of the past. The sound is acceptable, with typical ratings of C+ rather than H
which might otherwise infer grossly
unacceptable quality.
ARCHIV
Handel's Coronation Anthems, recorded in
Henry Wood Hall and with the Westminster
Abbey Choir under Simon Preston, on 3311
005 Cr d, is unfortunately most disappointing,
with almost no ambience other than on dieaways, and there was also appreciable background hiss. I
wonder why this could not have
been recorded in the Abbey itself. The performance was enjoyable but C+ seems an
appropriate rating.
EMI GROUP
A popular selection played by ASM
Marriner, on TCC SLS 5267 Cr, includes on four
cassettes of works by Beethoven, Mozart and
Schubert, etc. The labelling is confusing and
the playing time seems shorter than usual.
Rated B+, I
felt there was alick of openness in
the string tone, and noise occasionally
distracted one from the generally good
balances. Slight wow may be heard on the
Albinoni 'Adagio' and occasionally Inoticed
some azimuth . drift. Recommended as
delightful background music, but not in the hifi class.
Rachmaninov Symphonies 1and 2appear
on TCC-ASD 3137 Cr and TCC-ASD 2889. Cr,
both with the LSO and Andre Previn, as
reissues of older recordings. The sound
throughout was rather disappointing, the LF
being very boomy, distortion audible on many
climaxes, with some HF compression. These
overblown recordings reproduce as if they
had been electronically compressed, and are
both rated C.
Mozart Violin concertos 2 & 4 with AnneSophie
Mutter,
on
TCC-ASD
4185.-d,
reproduced with a rather muddy orchestral
sound, both too heavy and reverberant,
although the solo violin is clear. The
performances are enjoyable but the sound is
disappointing and is rated B—.
Yet another selection of Strauss Waltzes
conducted by Boskovsky appears on TCC
ASD 4178 Cr/d. The sound is well up to
EMI's high chrome standards, having good
stereo imagery and dynamic range. Rated A,
this is preferable to the recent DG Strauss
issues.
Three Liszt works for piano and orchestra on
TCC-ASD 4258 Cr d, performed by Katsaris
with
the
Philadelphia
Orchestra
and
Ormandy, gave me very much pleasure. The
stereo spread is superb, the piano balance
exactly right and the dynamic range and
response very good. This issue clearly
deserves one of my somewhat rare A+
ratings.
GEMINI
Two titles from this real-time duplication label
in both Dolby — Band Cversions have arrived,
by Musica Antigua— ' Chartbusters 1500' and
'A Most Pleasant Companion'. The Dolby — B
versions are very well duplicated and the
sound is always clear, but the — C is much
better with astaggering dynamic range. Very
slight HF distortion is apparent; surely the
Dolby— C versions could have had the
recording level reduced as — C has so much
dynamic range in hand. The — Bversions get a
B+ rating, while the — Care A—. These ratings
would have been higher but for a slightly
irritating phasiness throughout, with the
stereo generally much too wide. On checking
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with asum and difference meter, the difference
:hannel information was frequently as high as
hat in the sum channel.
HYPERION
he only cassette I have received from
lyperion recently includes Sacred Vocal
Ausic of- Monteverdi, KA 66021 / d, which is
;uperbly recorded by Tony Faulkner. It is set in
I delightfully natural ambience which is
ilmost always very clean, with just an
>ccasional twitch of HF distortion. Backround noise is very low indeed, and this very
iighly recommended issue receives an A
ating.
PHILIPS
tossini's rare opera Moses in Egypt receives a
;uperb balance and performance on 7654 081
:r/d, but is somewhat spoilt by a high back(round hiss level. It sounds as if no manual
lain- riding was carried out in making the loop
3in master, so the dynamic range is subjecively poor although the master tape must
lave been fine, this problem downrating this
ssue to B—. Another 6dB could be gained with
ihigher peak recording level and less loop bin
wise, and with skilful gain riding the subjecive improvement would be greater.
Iwas most disappointed with the De VVaart
vlahler 4th symphony, 7337 201/Cr/d. It is
;uined by a lack of subjective dynamic range
Ind by very evident hiss throughout, which
iownrates the cassette to C+. This is such a
;hame because the sou nd balance was superb
ncluding the excellent perspective of
Vlargaret Price's voice in the last movement.
Bruckner's 9th from Haitink, on 7337 191
Cr/d, is disappointing too because of hiss at low
and, and alack of output level atthe high end of
he dynamic range, although the balance is
ielightful and spacious. Rated B— the actual
round is preferable to the EMI/Jochum issue,
)ut the subjective dynamic range is inferior,
evels peaking only marginally above Dolby
evel.
A set of Stravinsky's three famous ballets,
Petroushka and The Rite of Spring by
Sir Colin Davis has been issued as aboxed set
7655 017). Whilst being very well recorded
3nd performed, it reproduced with an un3cceptable hiss level in the quietest passages.
fhis could, however, almost betamed with the
one controls, so it gets aB— rating, which is
3erhaps
being a little generous. Philips'
)rchestral recordings are usually more
iatural than those of many other companies
and there is much to enjoy in the excellent
;temo balance.
A magnificent new recording of RimskyKorsakov's Scheherazade, on 7337 231 Cr/d,
onducted by Previn gave me alot of pleasure,
Dut again was spoilt by hiss in the quietest
3assages. Rated B—, this cassette is atypical
axample of one which could have been so
nuch better if the duplication had been more
.arefully handled, for the hiss should have
Dee n several dBs quieter.
Mencfelssohn's two Piano Trios from the
Beaux Arts Trio, on 7310 885, are very typical
examples of an extremely good transfer of a
15-year-old recording, marred only by hiss.
Although rated C+, the hiss is perhaps
preferabletothe crackles and rumble on an old
LP of the same artists made atthe sametime as
this recording. The sound balance was very
enjoyable, and if only the hiss could have been
cut out this issue could have been rated at at
least B. Schubert's Octet, on 7310 887, fares
surprisingly well, and rated B the sound
balance is up to the usual high standard of
Philips' chamber music recordings and is only

slightly affected by hiss and modulation noise.
In auditioning several other Philips reissues
from around 15 years ago, on their Musica de
Camera label, I found that introducing a
degree of roll-off of some 3dB at 8kHz, proved
to be a reasonable compromise between the
reduction of the hiss and taking away too
much life in the performance. After listening to
many Philips LPs from this era, we all felt that
the cassette sound was preferable if we
wanted to relax back and listen to the music
rather than to hi-fi. Rated typically at Bto B—,
all required adegree of top cut, including two
Mozart quartets from the Quartetto Italiano,
on 7310 888, and two piano quartets of Dvorak
on 7310 886. Icannot accept that the hiss stems
mostly from the original master tapes, for the
LPs were certainly not so bad, despite having
at least as good aresponse.
RCA
Julian Bream's latest guitar recital of
Granado and Albeniz, on RSK 9008 Cr/d,
seems to have been recorded with the most
extraordinary microphone technique, his
guitar appearing perhaps ten feet wide with
excessive fret and action noises. The sound
also seemed coloured in astrange way, as if
the engineers had been fiddling with midfrequency boosts. Signal-to-noise ratio is
good, but because of the basic sound itself this
is rated C.
Tchaikovsky's Capriccio Italiano/RimskyKorsakov's Capriccio Espagnol, on VK 2041/Cr,
starts with the most incredible background
noisefollowed byopening trumpets sounding
as if they were being played by giant performers with a built-in reservoir of compressed air. Ibegan to note the 'we have ways
of making you listen' syndrome, noting
grossly excessive electronic compression
handled with all the skill of an amateur
pneumatic drill operator.
Rated E, (
the Ecould stand for excruciating !)
Iam unable to understand how RCA could
issue such a diabolical sounding cassette.
Mussorgsky's Pictures from an Exhibition,
on VK 2042/Cr, is almost as bad. The RCA
'label' person had agood time with this one,
the label sticking out from one side of the
cassette and covering up one of the hub holes
which had to be opened up with abiro! This is
also rated E. Ihave not selected the worst
examples, and I
feel stronglythat somebody at
RCA in the States should listen to some of
their British products and sort out what on
earth has gone wrong.
CFP
Schumann Symphonies 1/4, 2, and 3 appear
on TC-CFP 4393, TC-CFP 4394 & TC-CFP 4395,
all performed by the Philharmonia/Muti.
Symphonies 1/4 and 3 receive aB rating, but
the first side of no.2 has the most
extraordinary twittering noise in the background
which is extremely disturbing, sounding like
some form of RF instability or breakthrough.
The recorded sound was very good and the
signal-to-noise ratio reasonable on the two
better tapes, but Iwas disturbed slightly by
rather more modulation noisethan usual. I
put
that down to the make of tape used, whatever
it may be, but it reduces them from what
would have been an A— rating, Symphony 2
being rated C.
Although Ienjoyed lan Hobson's performances of Chopin Etudes, TC-CFP 4392, I
became rather concerned by the continuous
'fuffing' noises on peaks caused by bad mod
noise, as well as by some hiss in the background, so cannot rate this higher than C+. I
found the Rachmaninov 2nd Piano Concerto
and Paganini Rhapsody, on RC-CFP 4383/d,

disappointing, the piano tone being very
brittle and close miked, and the strings unbearably steely, modulation noise also being
evident, particularly on their highest tones.
This is therefore rated C+.
In complete contrast Dvorak's Symphony
No 9, on TC-CFP 4382/d, is superbly balanced,
with excellent stereo positioning and a very
natural ambience. The frequency range is
quite wide and the sound at its best remarkable for abudget label. Only the slightly tiresome problem of modulation noise reduces
what would have been an A rating to a B+.
Some magnificent performances of mediaeval music introduced by David Munrow, on
TC CFP 4384, have clearly been transferred
from disc, which explains some ticks and bad
rumble, particularly when Munrow's voice
level is brought up in the introductions. The
music itself is rather phasily recorded at times
and Munrow's voice is a little ' woofy', so I
cannot give this an overall rating higher than
C—.
Rachmaninov's complete piano transcriptions from Ian Hobson, on TC-CFP 4386,
seems slightly better than his Chopin cassette.
and the dynamic range was slightly wider,
although mod noise and what seems to be
some Dolby mistracking are both evident, and
this is rated B—.
CHANDOS
Van Otterloo conducted many great performances on record for Philips in the early days of
stereo and it is most distressing that his set of
Beethoven
symphonies,
recorded
in
Australia, was cut short by his untimely death
in 1978. Boxed set, CBT 4001, includes
symphonies 1,3,4,5 & 6 and two overtures.
While the sound balance is superb, the cassettes are all under- recorded and spikey at
HF, making the strings particularly fizzy. Since
the replay level has to be brought up so much,
hiss becomes very evident, so this set is unfortunately rated only C.
Sibelius' 2nd symphony with the SNO
Gibson, on ABTD 1062 Cr dp is somewhat
better for the levels are about 2dB higher and
background hiss is only slightly annoying. But
this is greatly reduced if HF is cut on replay,
and the entire sound requires it anyway
because it is surprisingly edgy. If you are
prepared to use the tone control then a B+
rating seems fair, for the sound balance is
spacious, clean and reasonably natural.
By far the best Chandos issue is ' Encore,
An Hour with Cantilena', on ABTD 1069 Cr/d, a
concert of Baroque music including The
Arrival of the Queen of Sheba, etc. At first I
was
baffled with fiddles on the right and cellos on
the left, but on enquiry Ifound that this was
how the orchestra sat. The stereo is excellent,
the ambience very natural and performances
delightful, although the sound is slightly
strident.
Tape
noise
seemed
lower,
subjectively, so Irate this A—.
CRD
A Robert Schumann lieder recital sung by
Sarah Walker, on CRDC 4101 Cr, was unfortunately not only very hissy but reproduced
with badly distorted and squashed sibilance,
the voice being quite obviously rather closeto
the microphone or over-equalised. The piano
came over extremelywell, butthe rating hasto
be only C+ despite the admirable performances.
Weber's Clarinet Quintet and Flute Trio on
CRDC 4098 Cr, seemed very artificially
balanced, with the clarinet too loud and a
rather
unnatural
ambience.
Hiss was
annoying but not quite as bad as on the
Schumann recital. The unnatural balance,
though, causes me to reduce the rating to C+.
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Radio • Television • Photographic
Electrical and Gas Appliances

LOWEST PRICES- THAT'S A PROMISE
If you find that any item you intend buying at Comet is currently advertised and in stock at alower price
elsewhere - let us know and ... WE

WILL BEAT THAT PRICE ON THE SPOT...

on all brand new current merchandise in stock

STEREO AMPLIFIERS

AKAI
AMU 41 2x55 'Zero Drive'
AMU 61 2x75 ' Zero Drive'
DTII0 24 hour tirner
EAG 90 12 Band Graphic Equaliser

Comet Price
inc. VAT

FISHER
CA77 2x40

189.90
239.90
29.90
139.90
84.90

MARANTZ
PM3I0 2x 25
PM450 2x50 with cross fade for
two turntables and mic. mixing
PM750 2x80
EQ 20D graphic equaliser

99.90
189.90
119.90

ROTEL
RA 820 2x25
RA840 2x40

84.90
109.90

SANSU1
A505S 2x30
RG7 graphic equaliser with reverberation
and mic./guitar mixing
AU-D22 2x35 Super feed forward Imp.
AU-D33 2x50 Super feed forward amp.
SHARP OPTONICA
SM4100 2x30
SM5I00 2x40
SONY
TAAX22 2x30
TAAX3 2x40
TAAX44 2x40
TENSA!
TP2500/TM2550. Separate pre-amp./power
amp. 2x60 power amp., relay-operated
overload protection, pre-amp. with
moving coil and mag. cartridge inputs
2- way tape dubbing

AICAI
ATS 6IL AM/FM Quartz Synthesised
FISHER
FM 77 LW/MW/FM Quartz Synthesised ....

67.90

64.90
97.90
119.90
139.90
59.90
69.90
79.90
84.90
129.90

74.90

179.90
84.90

129.90

PIONEER
TX 720L MW/LW/FM

119.89

SANSUI
T5 AM/FM
T505LS LW/MW/FM
TUS33 AM/FM. To match AU-D22/
AU-D33
SHARP OPTONICA
ST5200 LW/MW/FM, digital
display, 10 pre-set stations
SONY
STJX2L LW/MW/FM
STJX22L LW/MW/FM
STJX44L LW/MW/FM Quartz synthesised
digital tuner
TENSAI
TT 3745 LW/MW/FM
Tr 3445 LW/MW/FM switchable I.F.
bandwidth

4
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Comet Price
inc. VAT
PIONEER
SX400L 2x20 LW/MW/FM
69.90
SX600L 2X20 LW/MW/FM inc 5pre-sets .
94.90
SX700L 2x40 LW/MW/FM inc 7pre-sets
109.90
SANSUI
R303L 2x20 AM/FM
79.90
SHARP OPTONICA
SA5203 2x40 MW/FM, digital
display, 5pre-set stations
89.90
SONY
STRVX2L 2x25 LW/MW/FM
74.90

DIGITAL AUDIO
DISC PLAYERS
MARANTZ
CD 73

499.90

SONY
CDP 101 inc. remote
control

549.90

67.90
79.90

64.90
49.90
57.90
94.90

69.90
49.90
69.90
109.90
39.89
42.90

AKAI
APD 210C direct drive inc. mug. cartridge ....
APQ41C quartz locked direct drive
inc. Ortofon VMS cartridge
FISHER
MTI25 direct-drive inc. mag. cartridge
MARANTZ
TTI2OCT belt-drive, semi-auto inc. mag.
cartridge
TT221 direct-drive inc. mag. cartridge
TT520CT belt-drive, linear tracking, fully
auto, inc. mag. cartridge
PIONEER
PL320 direct drive, auto arm return,
inc. mag. cartridge
SANSUI
PD IOS direct drive, auto return, inc.
mag. cartridge
SR222 Mk. IV belt-drive manual. Cartridge
extra
Recommended cartridge for above:
Ortofon VMSIOE
SHARP
RP114 dual play both sides of record, inc.
mag. cartridges
SHARP OPTONICA
RP 4100 belt drive, fully auto, inc.
mag. cartridge
RP 5200 direct drive, fully auto, inc.
mag. cartridge
RP 7100 direct drive quartz locked, fully auto,
infra-red sensor skip up to 7tracks,
excluding cartridge
Recommend,ed cartridge for above:
Ortofon VMS1OE
SONY
PSLX22 direct-drive, semi-auto inc.
mag. cartridge
PSFL Ifront loading, draw system, direct
drive, fully auto, inc. snag cartridge
TENSAI
TD535D direct drive, semi- automatic inc.
mag. cartridge

Comet Price
inc. VAT
ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
GOODMANS
Quartet Q30 2way
Quartet Q40 2way
Quartet Q70 3way
Mezzo 3way
Magnum 3way
MARANTZ
LD300 3way
ROTEL
RL 915 2way bass reflex
SOLA VOX '
50 2way
60 3way
70 3way
TANGENT
Excelsior Ill 2way
XLR2 2way

TURNTABLES

MARANTZ
ST320 AM/FM
ST450L LW/MW/FM digital display
ST520L Quartz Synthesised. 7pre-sets
FM/7 pre-sets AM

ROTEL
RT 820L LW/MW/FM

TUNER etNI1PLIFIERS

74.90
139.90
69.90

49.90
69.90
119.90

WHARFEDALE
Denton GX 2way
Linton 2way
Laser 60 2way
Laser 802 way
Laser 100 3way

29.90
34.90
69.90
129.90
149.90
239.90
169.90
29.90
44.90
52.90
69.90
129.90
42.90
49.89
49.90
64.90
84.90

CARTRIDGES
GOLDRING
G800
ORTOFON
VMS 3in fitted headshell
VMS 5E
VMS 10E
Concorde STD
VMS 20E Mk II
MCIO Moving Coil
SHURE
M75EJ
M75ED
M95ED
SONY
XL15B
XLMM I
XLMC Imoving coil
RATIO mini step up transformers (pair)

6.25
5.90
9.90
14.90
17.90
26.90
27.90
13.90
14.90
17.90
9.90
19.90
29.90
14.90

79.90

HEADPHONES

57.90
89.90
14.90

119.90

49.90
59.90

AKG
K130
PIONEER
SE2
SEL4
SE4
SOLA VOX
SH100
SONY
MDR4L1S inc. 6.3mm plug adaptor
SUPERSCOPE by MARANTZ HP 15
SUPERSCOPE by MARANTZ HP25

19.90
11.90
14.90
18.90
6.90
8.90
9.90
22.90

89.90
14.90

HI-FI FURNITURE

69.90
129.90

54.90

MARANTZ
VR250
SHARP OPTONICA
SY3X
SY31X

19.90
29.90
44.90
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Ipromise you 12 months service, including parts and labour on all
goods - without charge. After the initial free 12 month period you
eeÉ-1- t Chad
can still rely on us to keep your purchases in working order. 0 .c-L- c

BLANK TAPES

HI-FI CASSETTE
TAPE RECORDERS
Comet Price
inc. VAT

AIWA
AD3150 with metal tape facility
and Dolby NR
AD3250 with metal tape facility soft-touch
and switchable Dolby B & C
AD3500 with metal tape facility, 3heads
and switchable Dolby B & C
AD3800 micro processor controlled,
automatic bias + equalisation, 3head,
Dolby B & C, automatic head demagnetising
system, metal tape facility, IC logic control..
AKAI
CSF12 with feather touch logic controls,
metal tape facility, Dolby NR
CSF14 Dolby B & C, metal tape facility,
feather touch logic controls
CSF21 feather touch logic controls, metal tape
facility, switchable Dolby B & C
GXF 31 Computer controlled, feather
touch logic controls, Dolby B & C
GXF 51 Computer controlled, metal tape
facility, Dolby B & C, auto tape tuning,
auto fader
GXF 71 Computer controlled, Dolby B & C,
3head, auto tape selection
GXF 91 Computer controlled, Dolby B & C,
3head, motorised tape loading, auto
tape bias, electronic tape counter,
auto fader, memory play

99.90
149.90

259.90

97.90
114.90
159.90

189.90
299.90

379.90

89.90
109.90

MARANTZ
SD 320 Dolby B & C, metal tape facility
SD 420 Dolby B & C, two motor logic control,
microprocessor compuskip & auto repeat

89.90
129.90

PIONEER
CT320 metal tape facility and Dolby NR
CT520 metal tape facility and Dolby NR
CT720 metal tape facility and Dolby NR
with Ribbon Sendust head

64.89
99.90
134.90

ROTEL
RD840 Dolby B and C NR, metal tape facility .
SANSUI
D55MS metal tape facility, soft touch,
Dolby NR
D77 DRS auto reverse, metal tape facility,
Dolby NR
D99 DS double cassette deck for dubbing, metal
tape facility, Dolby NR and amps.
SHARP
RTIO0 with Dolby NR, metal tape
facility

99.90

64.90
134.90
149.90

54.90

SHARP OPTONICA
RT5200 4way tape bias, Dolby NR
a.p ss
RT7000 2motor direct drive,
Dolby NR, apto.

59.90
74.90

SONY
TCFX20 metal tape facility, Dolby B & C,
2motors, full logic control
TCFX33 full logic control, auto
tape selector, a.m.s. Dolby NR
and metal tape facility
TCFX44 full logic control, auto
tape selector, amo., Dolby B & C
TENSAI
TFL815 Dolby NR, metal tape facility,
soft-touch, output level control

74.90

79.90

FISHER
CR77 Dolby B & C, soft touch controls and
metal tape facility
CR155 double cassette deck, metal tape
facility and Dolby NR

87.90

99.90
109.90

54.90

OPEN REEL TAPE RECORDERS
AKAI
GX77 6head, auto reverse, EE tape
capability, micro computer logic controls,
auto tape loading
GX747 Auto reverse, 3motor, direct drive,
micro computer logic control>BE tape
capability, auto record mute, cue and
review facility
MM77 Mic. mixer

349.90

499.90
59.90

MICROPHONES
AKAI
ACM 90 ..

9.90

AKG
D4

5.90

SOLAVOX
UD 2011

t
.
j

11.90

BASF LB EXTRA I
COO 3pack
C90 3pack
C120

Comet Price
inc. VAT

COMPACT SYSTEMS

Comet Price
inc. VAT

1.85
2.35
1.25

BASF LB SUPER I
C60
C90
C120

ROTEL
Micro 82 2x30 watts LW/MW/FM,
Dolby cassette with metal tape facility
and 2- way loudspeakers

189.89

0.85
1.25
1.70

BASF CHROMDIOXID II
C60 twin pack
C90 twin pack
CI20

2.00
3.00
2.50

Micro 90 2x35 watts INFRA- RED
REMOTE CONTROL, RMA90 amp.,
RMT9OL quartz synthesizer, LW/MW/FM
tuner, 5FM/AM pre-sets, RMD90 cassette
deck, full logic control, Dolby NR and
metal tape facility, 2way loudspeakers

299.90

MAXELL CASSETTE TAPE
UL C60
UL C90 twin pack
UL C120
UD C60
UD C90
UD C90 twin pack
UD C120
XLIS C60
XLIS C90
XLIIS C60
XLIIS C90
UDXLI C60
UDXL1 C90
UDXLI C90 twin padt
UDXL2 C60
UDXL2 C90

0.65
1.50
1.00
0.90
1.20
2.20
1.60
1.50
1.90
1.60
1.95
1.20
1.60
2.90
1.35
1.70

SHARP
VZ 3500E 2x28 watts LW/MW/FM,
Dolby cassette, vertical turntable plays
both sides of record, inc loudspeakers

299.90

TENSAI
2800 2x24 watts LW/MW/FM, Dolby NR
cassette deck with metal tape facility and
2way speakers

144.90

MAXELL METAL TAPE
MX C60
MX C90
MAXELL SPOOL TAPE
UD 35 90 ( 7" 1800')
UD 35 180 ( 10)" 3600')
PIONEER CASSETTE TAPE
C 1fine grain Beridox
C60
C90
N2 fine grain pure Ferri:
C60
C90
Ml Pure metal Alloy
C60

2.50
3.25

3.75
9.90

0.99
L39
0.85
1.19
1.99

SONY CASSETTE TAPE
CHF 60 3pack
CHF 903 pack
CHF 120
AHF 60
AHF 90 twin pack
UCX60
UCX90
UCX90 twin pack
UCX-S60
UCX-S90
Metal C60
Metal C90

1.90
2.20
1.10
0.90
2.30
1.45
1.85
3.50
1.80
2.40
2.50
3.25

TDK DYNAMIC CASSETTES
D C60 3pack
D C90 triple pack
DC120

2.10
2.85
1.20

TDK AD CASSETTES
AD C60 twin pack
AD C90 twin pack
AD C90 triple pack
AD CI20
AD X60
AD X90

1.95
2.50
3.50
1.80
1.30
1.75

TDK SUPER AVILYN
CASSETTES
SA C60
SA C90
SA C90 twin pack
SAX C60
SAX C90

1.40
1.90
3.40
1.60
2.20

TDK METAL TAPE
MA COO
MA C90
MAR C60
MAR C90

1.90
2.80
2.90
3.90

TDK OPEN REEL
LX 35-90
LX 35-180

3.75
9.90

TDK EE OPEN REEL
SA 35/90
SA 35/180

5.90
14.90

HI-FI RACK SYSTEMS
AKAI
PRO S14 2x22 watts AM- U110 amp.,
AT-KIIOL tuner, AP-D210C directdrive turntable, CS- F14 Dolby B & C
cassette, SR- H110 speakers and
RV- 540W rack

349.90

FISHER
System 100 2x20 watts LW/MW/FM semi
auto belt drive turntable, Dolby cassette,
rack and speakers

279.90

PIONEER
XG1 2x20 watts SA- I30 amp., TX- 130L
tuner ( LW/MW/FM stereo), PL- I30 beltdrive turntable inc. mag. cart.,
CT 330 Dolby cassette deck, CS 363
speakers and CBG5 rack

299.90

XG5 2x38 watts SA-530 amp., TX530L
tuner ( LW/MW/FM stereo), PL-430 directdrive turntable inc. mag. cart.,
CT 330 Dolby cassette deck, CS 565
speakers and CBG5 rack

399.90

XG7 2x70 watts SA-930 amp., TX930L
tuner (LW/MW/FM), PL930 direct-drive
turntable inc. moving coil cart., CT- 730
Dolby cassette deck, CS 767 speakers
and CBG5 rack

514.90

OPTIONAL EXTRAS FOR ABOVE •
PIONEER SYSTEMS
DT530 Digital Timer
SG530 Graphic Equaliser

49.90
89.90

ROTEL
RCX820 2x20 watts LW/MW/FM belt drive
turntable inc. mag. cartridge. Dolby NR
cassette with metal tape facility, RK830 rack
and 2way speakers

249.90

RC.X 840 2x30 watts LW/MW/FM, digital
tuner with 10 presets, belt drive turntable
inc. mag. cartridge, Dolby NR cassette with
metal tape facility, RK830 rack and
2way speakers

299.90

SANSUI
IS 220 2x20 watts LW/MW/FM, R303LS
tuner/amplifier, D55MS Soft touch Dolby
cassette deck with metal tape facility,
PDIOS direct drive turntable inc. mag.
cartridge, plus GXS2 rack and S3I0
loudspeakers

279.90

SONY
Zit 1WL 2x25 watts STR-VX2L LW/MW/FM
tuner amp., PS-LX2 direct-drive, semi auto
turntable inc. mag. cartridge, TC-FX2
cassette deck with metal tape facility, Dolby
NR plus full logic control, SU-L27 rack plus
SS- E34 loudspeakers

299.90

Z22WL 2x40 watts TA-AX3 amp., ST-JX2L
LW/MW/FM tuner, PS-LX2 direct-drive
semi auto turntable inc. mag. cartridge,
TC-FX2 cassette deck with metal tape facility,
Dolby NR plus full logiccontrol,SU-L27 rack
plus SS-E44 loudspeakers

389.90

TENSAI
Compo 10 2x 16 watts, LW/MW/FM.
Dolby cassette, metal tape facility,
belt drive turntable inc. mag.
cartridge, rack and loudspeakers

179.90

All offers subject to availability
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THE AUDIO
REVOLUTION
IS HERE!
Introducing the Marantz
CD 73 Compact
Digital Audio Disc Player
with Optical Readout
With the advent of this new technology, high fidelity takes on acompletely new
meaning!
IT'S THE MOST TREMENDOUS SINGLE ADVANCE MADE IN AUDIO
YET.
At last, you can listen to recordings of master pressing quality on asingle- sided
disc, less than 5" in diameter, giving up to an hour's continuous play, the system
also enables you to programme edit in order to omit or repeat tracks as you wish.
No wow and flutter. No rumble. Total channel separation ( 90dB). Signal to noise
ratio ( 90dB). Dynamic range ( 90dB), coupled with ultra low distortion of 0.005%.
YOU'VE NEVER HEARD HI-FI LIKE THIS BEFORE . . .
A gleaming silver disc with no grooves. With the digitally- coded recording under
the disc surface, invulnerable to dirt and damage.
Scanned by laser beam — which imposes no wear on the disc, and suffers none
itself.
A Unit that integrates into any existing or new HiFi system, withstands
vibrations and bumps — that is child's play to operate.
WITH THE DIGITAL DISC THE ONLY SOUND YOU HEAR IS THE MUSIC . .

128
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(turntable fully
retracts .

[--

(The Marantz CD 73 Compact Disc Player stacks
Fi equipment.)
neatly with standard Hi-

TECHNICAL DATA
Achievable audio performance
Number of channels

2

Frequency range

20 Hz- 20 kHz

Dynamic range
S/N

ratio

> 90 dB

Error correction information 8parity symbols of 8bits

Sense of rotation ( seen
from reading side)

Control and display
information

1C & D symbol of 8bits

Scanning velocity

12-1 4m/s

Frame before modulation

33 symbols of 8bits

Rotation speed

500- 200 rpm (approx)

Maximum recording time

60 min stereo

> 90 dB

Frame after modulation

anti -clockwise

Track pitch

16

462 channel bits

Material

Transparent plastic, with
aluminiumosed reflective
coating, sealed with
protective lacquer

symbol of 14 bits)

99 channel bits

Optical stylus (laser)

Synchronisation pattern
ino. 3bits for merging and
LF suppression

27 channel bits

Binary number presentation Zs complement

Total trame

588 channel bits

Error correction system

Cross Interleave Reed
Solomon Code (CIRC) il

Disc
Diameter

120 mm

Modulation system

Eight to Fourteen
Modulation ( EFM) 2)

Thickness

1.2mm

Diameter of centre hole

15 mm

Channel bit- rate

4.3218 Mbit/s

Programme area start

Pre-emphasis

no or 50/15 p.5 3)

diameter

Channel

separation
noise)

> 90 dB

(ER.4 (33 symbols of

T.H.D. ( incl.

< 0.005

14 bits)

Wow and flutter

Quartz crystal

precision

Sampling frequency

44.1 kHz

Quantization

16 bits linear/channel

Audio bit- rate

1.4112 Mbit/s

Frame Format
2x6audio samples

Foe merging and
LF suppression ( 3bits per

Signal format

Wave length of AlGaAs

50 mm

Programme area
24 audio symbols of 8bits

maximum diameter

... Not only was the CD clearer with inaudible tape modulation
noise, and also quieter. but the bass register was obviously cleaner,
clearer, deeper and more articulate. Digital bass is something special
compared with tape and from my experience also when compared
with vinyl disc. The treble register is finely detailed with a believable
string tone, and great delicacy where appropriate; altogether superior
to analogue disc. Stereo imaging was extraordinarily sharply focused
with no blurring or wandering. Depth effects appeared to be limited
only by the recording technique, and on two tracks considerable low
level ambience was convincingly portrayed.99

m

116mm

laser

0 78 µ m

Numerical aperture

0.45

Focus depth

Approx 2ex m

Beam diameter at disc
surface

Apios. 10mm

CIRC: new error correction code for protection against
scratches with high error correction capability for random
errors and low probability of undetectable errors
EFM: new modulation method- for increasing packing
density and meeting requirements of optical servo
systems.
3)
On choice: player will switch automatically

Judging from the performance of the advance sample from
Marantz, CD has avery bright future. Ilook forward to adecent collection of CD records and agood player and feel that it does represent a
genuine advance in audio.. 99

"HiFi for Pleasure" October 1982
(Reviewing the forerunner of the Marantz CD- 73
Compact Disc Player.)

COMET PRICE £ I-99.90 inc. VAT
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SONY®
DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

DIGITAL AUDIO
SONY STYLE!
Digital Hi Fi has arrived — bringing you master pressing quality from asingle-sided silver disc that
gives up to an hour's continuous play.
The disc is less than 5" in diameter with no grooves. Scanning is by computerised laser beam which
also allows instant random access to any part of the disc. There is no contact with the surface of
the disc, which means no wear and no loss of sound quality.
Wow, flutter and rumble are eliminated. There is no hiss. Channel separation, signal-to-noise
ratio and dynamic range exceed 90dB. Harmonic distortion is less than 0.004%.
The CDP-101 incorporates two- digital readout displays. One shows the track number of the
selection you're listening to. The other indicates both how much playing time has elapsed and
how much is remaining.
There's a repeat function. The player can be programmed to repeat the entire disc, or any
specific track or group of tracks.
An automatic music sensor operates at the touch of a button and arrives at the desired track
instantly.
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The CDP-101... acompact digital
audio disc player with remote control
Sony have provided amanual search facility too. Two-speed fast forward or backwards enabling
music to be 'sampled' quickly and easily, or certain sections of the track to be selected.
Automatic disc loading is yet another major feature. Place the disc on the platter and press the
play button. Platter control and cueing are totally automatic.
All these functions are duplicated on asoft- touch 10- key remote control unit, which allows you
to operate the CDP-101 within adistance of 7metres.
Here's what a top reviewer had to say about the Sony CDP-101 in the " Hi Fi Choice"
buying guide, "Turntables and Tonearms"
a luxury design with advanced features . . . In addition to its advanced
'sound- on' rapid access cueing, multiple programming functions and timeractuated start, it offers numeric keypad entry for fast selection of any desired
track. Access time is around one second.
"Extended listening tests indicated that the signal output was of excellent
quality, justifying its higher price. We think Sony have a winner with this
advanced CD player. We could not think of anything we would like to change
or add, acompliment indeed!"
:

. . .

Around 200 titles are already available - ranging from classical to jazz, rock to middle-of-the-road.
This already extensive range will be increased to over 800 titles by the end of 1983.
Compact discs are as good as the master recordings and will retain their superb sound quality
forever.
CD SYSTEM DATA

CDP-101 SPECIFICATIONS

*Signal Format

Number of Channels

2

Sampling Frequency

44.11cIlz

D-A Conversion

Quantization

16-bit linear

16 bits linear/channel

Frequency Range

5Hz-201(Hz e0.5dB

Dynamic Range

more than 90dB

120mm

S/N

more than 90dB

Thickness

1.2mm

Channel Separation

more than 90dB ( at IkHz)

Rotation ( from signal side)

Counter- clockwise

Harmonic Distortion

less than 0.004% ( at 11(Hz)

Scanning Velocity

1.2-1.4m/sec

Wow and Flutter

Immeasurable

Rotation speed

500-200 rpm (approx.)

Error Correction System

Playing/recording time

approx. 60 minutes (stereo)

Sony Super Strategy Cross Interleave
Reed Solomon Code.

Output

Line output
2V rms (at MSB)
Headphone ( stereo standard)
1.3mW, impedance ( at 32 ohms)

•Disc
Diameter

Track Pitch

1.61.im

Material

Transparent plastic with aluminum
reflective coating, sealed with protective
lacquer.

*Optical Read-out System
Semiconductor Laser

(0.78p.m wavelength)

•Supplied Accessories: Remote Commander ( RM-101)
Stereo Connecting Cord
Disc Cleaning Cloth

Power Consumption

Approx. 23W

Power Requirement

UK
AEP
USA CND
E

Dimensions

(WxHxD)rnm 355x105x325
(WxHxD) inch. 14 x4-1/4 x 12-7/8

Weight

Approx. 7.6kg ( 16 lb 9oz)

AC
AC
AC
AC

240V
220V
120V
110, 120, 220, 240V

•Design and Specifications subject to change without notice.

COMET PRICE
£549.90 inc. VAT.

Soft Touch
Remote
Control
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TURNTABLE
TUNER AND AMPLIFIERS

SANSUI SR-222 Mk IV TURNTABLE
If ever aturntable could be said to have achieved bestseller status in its time, it was Sansui's SR- 222 Mk II. Its
performance was outstanding, its finish superb, and its price unbelievably low. Yet with the new Mk IV
Sansui have gone several stages better . . . while keeping the price well inside the budget bracket.
For example, there's anew straight ` Dynaoptimum Balanced' ( D.O.B.) tonearm which eliminates arm
jitters and improves tracking, an achievement made possible by placing the dynamic fulcrum precisely on
the node of vibration — the point where no vibration can be measured. As aresult, tonearm dynamic
performance has been dramatically improved, mutual vibration prevented and frequency modulation
reduced. And because the tonearm is designed for the lowest possible mass, definition and transparency are
improved. This 2-speed belt- driven manual turntable boasts other important features too . . . features like
acabinet massively constructed of heavy wood to prevent acoustic feedback, and aheavier than usual
diecast platter ( including mat) that helps to reduce wow and flutter to avirtually inaudible level of 0.03%.
Good to look at and easy to operate, the SR-222 Mk IV also gives you viscous- damped cueing, and an
inside- force canceller to ensure optimum channel balance and even stylus and record wear. See it at Comet.
Any turntable that can improve on the famous Mk II is well worth considering.

COMET PRICE £89.90 inc. VAT
Recommended Cartridge for above: ORTOFON VMS10E
COMET PRICE £ 14.90 inc. VAT
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TUS- 33L

AUD-33

AUD 22

SANSUI TUS-33L FM/MW/LW TUNER
"After sifting through many tuners Ifound that the Sansui TUS 33 is
certainly one of the best at the cheap end".
HI-FI ANSWERS MAGAZINE, 1982
Here's the perfect complement to either the AU- D22 or AU- D33 amplifiers— aunit
incorporating a highly accurate servo- lock tuning system which automatically
detects and compensates for drift and tuning error. There's also a "just tuned"
pointer/indicator featuring two arrow- shaped indicator LED's which light in unison
when the station becomes optimally tuned. The FET-equipped FM front end
includes a double- tuned quadrature detector and a PLL ( phase- locked- loop)
multiplex decoder that cpmbine to give high signal-to-noise ratio and wide stereo
separation. AM reception is superb — thanks to afloating circuit system that
improves performance, and aloop antenna that shuts out unwanted noise. Other
features include: FM noise canceller, muting/mode switch, 5- LED signal strength
meter and LED stereo beacon.

COMET PRICE £94.90 inc. VAT

SANSUI AUD-22 AMPLIFIER

SANSUI AUD-33 AMPLIFIER

"The new Sansui AUD-22 is now going to take alot of
beating as it offers 35 vv.p.c. and comprehensive
facilities".
HI-Fl ANSWERS MAGAZINE, 1982

"The 'Super-feedforward' AUD-22 and 33 bring
Sansui back to the forefront of £ 100+ Japanese
amplifiers".
WHAT HI-FI MAGAZINE, 1982

With their unique Super Feedforward System, Sansui
have reduced distortion levels to the point where they're
barely measurable. As a result, the total harmonic distortion of the 35 watts RMS per channel AUD-22 is down
to an incredible 0.006%. Combining common negative
feedback circuitry with the feedforward technique in the
power amplifier section, this new system reduces or
entirely eliminates every conceivable type of distortion
that apower output stage generates. The accent is on high
technology throughout . . . Darlington- equipped final
output stage, dual-bridge rectifier circuit for producing
more than the rated power, ultra-wide range phono
equaliser and newly-developed speaker protection
circuits. Other features include: direct access inputs with
LED's, MM/MC phono switches, speaker switches,
record selector with bi-directional tape dubbing, muting
and high filter and separate bass and treble tone controls.

Sharing the same basic specification as the AUD-22, the
more powerful AUD-33 delivers 50 watts RMS per
channel — yet the total harmonic distortion is reduced to
an unbelievable 0.004%! Again, this is achieved by the
Sansui Super Feedforward system combined with the
other state-of-the-art developments incorporated in this
amplifier. In common with the AUD-22, it also sounds
much more powerful than its power rating suggests,
thanks to a newly-designed dual- bridge rectifier circuit
that reduces power consumption loss by 30% with a
consequent improvement in efficiency. Direct access
inputs include: PHONO, TUNER, AUX, TAPE 1and
TAPE 2, and additional facilities include MM/MC phono
switches, bass and treble tone controls, 20dB muting,
high filter and speaker selector switches. A record
selector enables one programme source to be fed to a
connected recorder whilst listening to another, and also
offers bi-directional tape dubbing.

COMET PRICE £ 119.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £ 139.90 inc. VAT
3726
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SM4100

SM5100

RP4100

SM4100 Integrated Stereo Amplifier

The up-to-date circuit design of this sophisticated 30 watts RMS per
channel amplifier eliminates the input/output transformers and
output capacitors traditionally used to couple the power amp stages.
As aresult, total harmonic distortion is only 0.09%. Other features
include tape dubbing, 41-position volume control and LED function
indicators.

SM5100 Integrated Stereo Amplifier
Delivering 40 watts RMS per channel with atotal harmonic distortion of
0.05%, the SM5100 features a toroidal power transformer with a
capacity 2 or 3 times that of a similar sized El transformer. Other
features are a direct coupled equaliser amplifier, and a dual ( plus/
minus) power supply which provides for a 220mV phono overload.
Function selection is indicated by LEDs.

COMET Price £ 59.90 inc. VAT

COMET Price £69.90 inc. VAT
ST5200 LW/MW/FM Stereo Tuner

Incorporating a quartz PLL ( phase- locked- loop) synthesiser, this
advanced tuner locks on to any radio broadcast frequency, eliminating
drift and error under all conditions. This superb accuracy has been
combined with operational ease. Microprocessors control the .automatic tuning at the touch of asoft-push switch, and there are pre-sets
for up to 10 stations.

RP4100 Turntable

COMET Price £69.90 inc. VAT

This fully- automatic turntable has all the convenience of one-touch
controls located outside the removable dust cover.
Rock-steady
rotation of the diecast aluminium platter is ensured by a belt-drive
system employing an AC synchronous motor. A statically balanced Sshaped tonearm, fitted with a high quality magnetic cartridge, gives
superb audio tracking.

COMET Price £49.90 inc. VAT

RP5200 Turntable

Directly- driven by amono torque DC motor, this superbly engineered
turntable has a wow and flutter figure of only 0.04% WRMS. The
specification also includes aseparate direct-drive tonearm motor which
controls all tonearm movements and virtually eliminates noise and
vibration. Other features include soft-touch controls conveniently
located on the front of the deck, complete with magnetic cartridge.

COMET Price £ 59.90 inc. VAT
377g
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RT5200

RT7000

SA5203E

RP7100

RT7000 Stereo Cassette Deck

Wow and flutter on this Dolby front- loader has been lowered to 0.04%
WRMS — thanks to a2- motor direct drive system that reduces torque
variations and the resulting wear and distortion. Microprocessor controls
ensure smooth, feather-touch functions including APSS ( Auto Programme Search System). The RT7000 incorporates a4- position tape
selector — and aSendust head and amore powerful bias oscillator have
been included in order to take advantage of metal tapes.

COMET Price £ 74.90 inc. VAT
SA5203E FM/AM Stereo Synthesiser
Receiver

With an output of 40 watts RMS per channel, this high technology
receiver brings you synthesiser tuning accuracy. digital frequency
readout, auto station search and presettable memory for up to 5AM or
FM stations. PLL ( phase- locked loop) FM multiplex circuitry provides
enhanced FM stereo separation, and direct-coupled and semi-complimentary/OCL amp circuitry ensures cleaner audio reproduction. Also
incorporated is a5- LED signal strength meter.

COMET Price £ 89.90 inc VAT

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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RT5200 Stereo Cassette Deck
An impressive specification includes feather touch controls with a
solenoid switching system functioning via a microprocessor, 2- motor
tape transport drive, and 4-position tape selector including metal tape
facility. Other features include Dolby noise reduction with MPX filter.
and APSS ( Auto Programme Search System) for locating and playing
favourite tracks.

COMET Price £ 59.90 inc. VAT

RP7100 Turntable

The direct-driven RP7100 boasts awow and flutter figure of only 0.03%
WRMS — thanks to the use of a quartz locked FG servo system. A
separate motor controls all tonearm movements. Another impressive
feature is APLD (Auto Programme Locate Device) . . . an infra-red
sensor arm located next to the tonearm, which detects the gaps between
disc tracks and automatically skips as many as 7tracks if desired. A plate
glass lid, which can be left closed during operation, completes this
elegant and high performance turntable.

COMET Price £89.90 inc. VAT

377e
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AMPLIFIERS...
RA820

RA840

RA 820 AMPLIFIER
"It sounds very fine indeed, with much of the
easy low frequency ability of the .. . ( other
amp. reviewed), but without the latter's slightly thick, heavy feel in this region ..."
HI-FI NEWS - November 1982
"The Rotel RA 820 . . . looks like being areal
winner .... The amp has anice sort of crisp feel
to it, and certainly avoids the excessively
'plastic' feel of the * * * ."
PRACTICAL HI-Fl - January 1983
". . . the amplifier warrants a higher-thanaverage score for value. It certainly has no
price premium . . . my judgement of value
therefore, taking all things into account,
resolves to 4.2 marks out of 5".
GORDON J. KING, HI-FI NEWS December 1982

375
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RA 840 AMPLIFIER
"the RA 820 was the first one Iheard . . . The
RA 840 arrived later and was ( as they say) a
revelation. ( It) has more facilities . . . and,
most importantly, a better power supply. As
a result this model goes down further in the
bass and sounds much clearer and more
dynamic in this region too.
Ilike both these Rotel amplifiers agreat deal."
ALVIN GOLD HI-FI ANSWERS - January 1983

The RA 820 is a dramatic new concept in amplifier
design, incorporating clean and detailed circuitry
capable of delivering volume levels far in excess of
what would be normally expected from its 25 watts
RMS per channel output. The subject of enthusiastic
reviews in leading Hi Fi magazines, its impulse
current drive ensures stable power supply at all
speaker impedance loads - and 'Straight Path'
speaker drive in the system ' A' mode bypasses
switch circuitry to give the cleanest sound signal
possible. Because of its high output current capability
it needs no conventional protection circuit, afeature
that can induce distortion. Another advantage is its
limited bandwidth which tailors the response so that
only signals that can be handled in a linear fashion
are fed to the power amp. The RA 820. . abudgetpriced amplifier in aclass of its own.

Like the smaller RA 820 this superb amplifier
achieves performance levels of a standard only
previously reached by expensive esoteric Hi Fi
equipment. It will deliver very high current bursts well •
above its 40 watts RMS per channel rating, which
means that sudden transient peaks are reproduced as
clearly and as distortion- free as the quieter passages.
There is minimal ' clipping', even with bursts of
extreme current demand, and the RA 840 reproduces
the full dynamic range of the recording. With an
ability to cope with the most demanding loudspeakers
under a wide range of impedance variations, plus
'Straight Path' speaker drive, tailored response, and
the elimination of conventional protection circuitry
and consequent distortion, the RA 840 is packed with
other features too. These include: input terminals for
phono, tuner, aux, tape 1 and tape 2, loudness,
built-in subsonic filter, high filter, ' B' speaker switching
and 10- LED peak power level indicators...

COMET PRICE £84.90 inc. VAT.

COMET PRICE £ 109.90 inc. VAT.
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RT820L

RD840

RL 915 2-WAY SPEAKER SYSTEM
"The RL 915 scored above average results on all the listening tests . . .
"Well made and finished and possessing aquite natural neutral balance and awide response. the RL 915 has
done well enough to be included in the Recommended category . . ." 1-11-F1 CHOICE - LOUDSPEAKERS'
"This competent and well balanced system gave apleasantly detailed sound, free of emphasis or hardness
despite amarginally light frequency balance. Distortion was subjectively low, power handling impressive and
the bass response quite extended and of a good character. The overall sound was rated as above average,
while the value for money was better still. This model is well worth trying and is awelcome addition to Rotel's
range, enabling them to offer agenuine hi-fi speaker".
1-111-F1 FOR PLEASURE'
Recommendations from leading Hi Fi reviewers emphasise the quality and value for money offered by Rotel's new RL 915
system. These are extremely critical linear loudspeakers designed for use with outstandingly good amplifiers, and are proving
the perfect speaker system for Roters• RA 820 and RA 840 amps, which produce ideal signals.
The 28- litre bass reflex cabinet incorporates aMordaunt Short DS 208B 200mm bass driver which is connected to the tweeter
via an 8-element crossover. Midrange capability is good.
This is agenuine 8 -ohm system, easy to drive and uncritical of speaker cable, and will work with apower amp of up to 100
watts per channel The top surface of the well finished cabinet is complemented by aneatly inset smoked glass panel.

COMET PRICE £ 169.90 inc. VAT, per pair
RD 840 STEREO CASSETTE DECK
WITH DOLBY ' 13/C' NOISE REDUCTION SYSTEM
With its metal tape facility and Dolby ' C' noise reduction, the Rotel
RD 840 puts cassette stereo performance firmly on apar with open
reel machines. It's acombination offering anew listening experience in purity and sound clarity, with the Dolby 'C' facility giving
an additional 10dB of noise reduction above the level provided
by Dolby ' 13'. Rotel have also incorporated asuper- hard High-B
Permalloy type head and facilities for using special and normal
tapes too. An impressive specification also includes: soft-touch
tape transport mechanism giving alow wow and flutfer figure of
only 0.07% (WRMS) and easy-to-read 10-LED 2-colour peak
level recording meters.

COMET PRICE £99.90 inc. VAT. •
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RT 820L FM/MW/LW STEREO TUNER

The perfect complement to the RA series of amplifiers, this
three-waveband analog tuner incorporates Rotel high technology
design at its best ... whilst offering simplicity and ease of use. This
slimline unit features alarge, convenient tuning knob with asilkysmooth action, combined %kith a LED-illuminated dial pointer.
Other user-advantages include a 3-unit LED signal strength
indicator, stereo beacon and FM muting button. With the RT 820L,
Rotel have successfully combined sophisticated performance
with no-fuss operation ... abudget- priced tuner that outperforms
many of its more complex competitors

COMET PRICE £64.90 inc. VAT.
376
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TC-FX20 Cassette Deck
(With Dolby '13/C' Noise Reduction)
This 2- motor, full logic deck incorporates the superb Dolby 'C'
system, which provides 20dB of noise reduction above lkHz, as
opposed to the 10dB above 4kHz offered by Dolby 'B'. The Sony
TC-FX20 features both systems, and these are compatible . . .
provided you remember that a 'B' recording played back on 'C' will
only give 'B' performance, and that a 'C' recording played back on
'B' will also be reproduced with 'B' characteristics. Other features
of this outstanding front- loader include: metal tape compatibility,
SD head, twin VU meters and atimer stand-by mechanism for use
with optionally-available timer.

COMET PRICE £87.90 inc. VAT

STJX2L Stereo Tuner LW/MW/FM
The slim front panel design of the STJX2L makes for outstandingly
handsome appearance, and the performance is matchingly
impressive. Stable and accurate reception on FM, MW and LW is
made easy by the soft-light dial pointer. A superb example of Sony's
mastery in combining style and simplicity.

COMET PRICE £49.90 inc . VAT

TA-AX3 Integrated Amplifier
A punchy 40 watts RMS per channel output is assured by aLegato
Linear DC power amplifier with distortion at less than 0.01% —
which is low even by Sony standards. And yet another factor in the
TA-AX3's incredibly high performance is the output IC which is
directly mounted on the heat pipe which aids heat dispersal. The
specification is impressive throughout, with: soft-touch selectors,
sliding volume controls, pulse power supply, loudness control,
low filter, tape copy 1to 2, and loudspeaker switching A, B, A + B.
Check out the TA-AX3 at Comet.

COMET PRICE £84.90 inc. VAT

STR-VX2L FM/MW/LW Receiver
The simple, elegant styling of this 3- waveband receiver is representative of Sony Hi Fi engineering at its best. And its classic good
looks are complemented by an equally outstanding performance.
The amplifier section delivers an ample 25 watts RMS per channel,
and the tuner section incorporates a 3-step signal meter and a
tuning indicator. Other features include a mode switch with FM
muting, and loudspeaker switch A, B, A + B.

COMET PRICE £74.90 inc. VAT
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TP-2500 STEREO PRE-AMPLIFIER
Providing optimum ease of operation and incorporating the
highest technology, the impressive TP-2500 stereo preamplifier combines with the TM-2550 to provide apower
section with a host of advanced features. Gold plated
connections are provided to ensure minimum transmission
resistance. and both moving coil and moving magnet
phono inputs are incorporated into its design. Another
important feature is the provision of 2 tape inputs with a
2-way dubbing facility. Harmonic distortion is 0.01%, and a
comprehensive specification also includes: subsonic filter
high filter, loudness control and audio muting.
TM- 2550 STEREO POWER AMPLIFIER
With a power output of 50 watts RMS per channel. the
TM-2550 is designed to complement Tensai's TP-2500
stereo pre-amplifier. Among the features of this superbly
engineered unit are: relay operated overload protection,
switching for two pairs of loud speakers and LED peak
power indicators.
COMBINED COMET PRICE FOR TP-2500 AMP.
and TM-2550 POWER AMP. £ 74.90 inc. VAT.

1T-3445 FM/MW/LW STEREO TUNER
A high-sensitivity tuner with an excellent strong-signal
performance incorporating switchable IF. bandwidth for
improved selectivity, the Tr-3445 combines elegant design
with ease of operation. The large tuning knob, novel moving
centre tuning indicator and 5- LED cascade signal strength
indicator make station selection simple. Yet another
feature of this impressively engineered tuner is acombined
stereo/mono and muting switch.
COMET PRICE £42.90 inc. VAT.
TFL-815 STEREO CASSETTE DECK
With its Sendust recording/playback head, 3-position tape
switch including metal tape facility, and Dolby noise
reduction system, this comprehensively equipped cassette
deck has an impressive performance. Wow and flutter is
0.05% WRMS, and the soft-touch logic ,controls make
operation easy and efficient. Other features include:
memory, output and input level controls, open-load
cassette mechanism, and LED cascade indication for
record and playback levels. A timer record or play facility is
also incorporated for use with optionally-available unit.
COMET PRICE £ 54.90 inc. VAT.

TD- 535D SEMI-AUTOMATIC DIRECT-DRIVE TURNTABLE
Direct- drive, DC servo motor, this elegantly- designed semi-automatic
is equipped with astroboscope for precise 'speed control and setting,
and the front controls can be operated even when the dustcover is
down. The straight, low- mass statically balanced tonearm incorporates
an Audio Technica magnetic cartridge, and viscous- damped cueing
and an anti-skating device. The turntable is mounted on shockabsorbent suspension feet.
COMET PRICE £ 54.90 inc. VAT.
378
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GX-F71

GX-F91

GX-77
GX-747

GX-F71 COMPUTER CONTROLLED cAssErrE DECK
WITH DOLBY B/C NR SYSTEM

GX-F91 COMPUTER CONTROLLED CASSETTE DECK
WITH DOLBY B/C NR SYSTEM

This superb system, with motorised loading and drive mechanism, is athree head
stereo cassette deck with record and playback housed - buf spaced apart - within
the single Super GX Head block Made from crystal ferrite cores, the heads have afour.
micron gap for recording and aone- micron gap for playback giving ideal magnetic
field characteristics. The closed-loop double capstan tape transport system matches
perfectly the requirements of this three head system, and two motors provide the
precision to direct drive the capstans. minimising wow and flutter. Sound quality is
ensured by advanced Dolby B/C noise reduction, and the mechanics of the system
are supported by the GX-F71's microcomputer brain. Incorporated into this computer
is Akai's original tape tuning technology, producing superior tape programme
performance: once the machine is fine-tuned to the tape characteristics the data
is stored in the memory. and tuning takes place effortlessly. Included in the host of
other advanced features are instant programme location, auto tape selection.
Quiet and Quick mechanism and intro scan system.

An outstanding stereo cassette deck with motorised tape loading and drive mechanism. The three head system uses Akai's original Super GX heads to give highest
obtainable sound quality, and the auto tape tuning bias system - using a microcomputer - gives fine tuning of the bias to optimise the performance in relation to the
tape MOLcurve. Tape drive has the added precision of a quartz- lock PLI servo
DD motor, and the ultimate in noise reduction is provided by aDolby-C NR system,
giving afull 20dB in noise reduction. The amp block is completely separate from the
Dolby block and the DC design means there is no capacitive component to introduce
distortion. Another advanced feature of the GX-F91 is the Quiet and Quick mechanism. each mode being activated by aspecial cam and silent mechanism combined
with the motor. Developed by Akai, the system ensures quiet operation and eliminates
any sudden shocks. Other features include electronic tape counter, auto fader,
memory play system and 24-segment FLD barmeter

COMET PRICE £299.90 inc. VAT

COMET PRICE £379.90 inc. VAT

GX-747 6-HEAD AUTO-REVERSE STEREO TAPE DECK
A top-of-the- line open reel deck with precision- aligned. ultra- stable 3- motor direct
drive transport system. feather-touch full microcomputer logic controls and a
sophisticated yet simple-to- operate electronic counting system that automatically
regulates ahost of memory, location and timing functions. The uncommon luxury
of Auto Reverse with continuous playback is made possible with the GX-747's six
heads, and the unit has the innovatory refinement of EE tape compatibility. Created
jointly
two of the world's leading tape manufacturers, in conjunction with Akai.
EE ( Extra Efficiency) tape is aremarkable breakthrough in open reel tape technology offering unmatched dynamic range, higher frequency response and greater output
level. The Akai/EE combination means incredible new performance highs, and of
course the GX-747 also gives superior results with any other fine conventional open
reel tape. Auto rec mute, cue and review facility, timer start switch and many other
features give the GX-747 unparalleled convenience and versatility.

COMET PRICE £499.90 inc. VAT

GX-77 6-HEAD AUTO-REVERSE STEREO TAPE DECK
The stylish exterior of the GX-77 conceals awealth of innovation and technological
know-how. EE Tape compatibility is one example - the unit has aspecial setting to
ensure optimum performance with this remarkable Superrope. Then there's Akai's
Lambda Loading, areal breakthrough that brings cassette convenience and efficiency
to open reel. The GX-77's 6- head system makes poss1;e Auto Reverse - tape travel
being automatically reversed in either playback or record - and the Reverse Selector
switch gives the options of one-way or two-way recording/playback, or continuous
playback for tremendous long-play capability. Microcomputer logic controls give
feather-touch command over all functions, easy-to- read 16-segment LED Bar
Graph Meter gives accurate level monitoring without delay or overshoot, and
elapsed time digital counter permits complete recording accuracy. Other features
include cue and review functions. Source/tape monitor switch, and facility for
optional remote control unit.

COMET PRICE £349.90 inc. VAT

MM- 77 STEREO MICROPHONE MIXER
A versatile and sophisticated unit that enables you to produce your own creative
recordings - easily and expertly. A 3-channel mixer with inputs for 2 microphones
and 2guitars, the MM- 77 puts awhole new dimension of audio pleasure at your
fingertips. With the microphone reverberation facility you can electronically enhance
your voice, or you can mix aline input with aguitar input, adjusting the stereo sound
field with panpots. With features including line/tape input selector and individual
channel level controls. the MM- 77 allows you to give free rein to your creative talents,
and to produce audio material to areally professional standard.

COMET PRICE £59.90 inc. VAT
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SPEAKERS
EXCELSIOR III
Beautifully finished in real wood veneer on all six faces of the box, the strongly made
cabinet of the Excelsior HI houses British loudspeaker engineering at its best. A 25mm
dome tweeter, ferrofluid-filled to help increase power handling, produces pure high
frequency sound ... and a170mm doped pulp cone woofer handles the lower frequencies.
These are very competitively priced speakers indeed, capable of handling up to 50 watts
of power. Compared with other speakers in asimilar performance
bracket they offer agreat deal for your money. See TANGENT
Excelsior 1H Loudspeakers at Comet.
And reviewer, Graham Mayor, had agreat deal
more toadd in the February issue of Practical HiFi.
For example:
". . . When the price is taken into consideration, the
standard of construction comes as areal surprise, for
while competitors models have vinyl finishes, here we
have real wood veneers, with no tatty chipboard edges
around the back . .
"...Tangent hove even gone to the ¡ rouble of twisting the
wiring, and using soldered connections throughout,
which is remarkable at this price level . . .
".•. revealed agood balance with arather full bass
response...
". . displays an authority that lends credence to large
scale orchestral works usually absent from speakers at
this price . . .
"... It is hard to see how Tangent could have madesuch
agood sounding speaker al the price, thus bringing the
cost of true hill down to music centre prices . . . "

COMET PRICE
£69.90 inc. VAT

XLR2
Since its introduction, the Tangent XLR2
has received many enthusiastic reviews from
leading Hi Fi experts on performance, price
and sheer quality of finish. With a power
handling of up to 85 watts programme, its real
walnut-veneered cabinet incorporates a
25mm ferrofluid hard dome tweeter, and a
200mm damped pulp cone mid/bass unit.
Inspired design has created a2-way speaker
system that produces afull and open sound
with no clouding of detail, preserves an
outstanding stereo image, and which is easily
driven by small, high quality amplifiers
because of its high sensitivity. The Tangent
XLR2 has to be heard to be believed. It's.the
equal of many loudspeaker systems twice
the size . . . and at this Comet discount price
it certainly costs agood deal less.

COMET PRICE
£129.90 inc. VAT
ALL SPEAKERS ARE PRICED AS PAIRS
348
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Radio • Television • Video HI•Fl • Photographic • Electrical and Gas Appliances

Extend your guarantee to
5years escluidat for one
small single
payment

You can extend your guarantee
to five years when you buy at
Comet. The option is yours. For
just one modest payment at the
time of purchase you can have
complete peace of mind - and
protection against rising repair
costs for afull five years!
The 5-year Guarantee Option
is as simple as it is beneficial.
Should afault occur during the
5year period you merely ' phone
your nearest Comet Service
Department. It's that simple. The
Guarantee covers all parts and
labour, giving you perfect
product protection.

with

comffr
FIVE STAR OPTION

How much does it cost to extend
your guarantee to 5years?
HI- Fl
Complete Hi -Fi Systems
Music Centres

£25.95
£20.95

Amplifiers
. £8.95
Tuners
. £8.95
Turntables ( excl. cartridge & stylus)
£8.95
Tuner/Amplifiers
£9.95
Tape Decks ( cassette and reel)
£ 10.95
Pair of Speakers
£10.95
Separates bought together to form a
complete system
£25.95
AUDIO
• Citizens Band Radio

£ 12.50

• Car Radio 8, In- Car Hi -Fi
• excludes aerials

£ 12.50

CAMERAS
Cameras inc. lenses

. £9.95

TELEVISIONS
Black and White

£9.95
£24.95
f28.95
£28.95

Colour up to, and including, 16"

year

Colour, over 16"
Teletext Sets
VIDEO

Video Recorders ( 2nd & 3rd year only)£39.85
Video Recorders ( 5 years)
£79.95
Video Colour Cameras ( 5 years)

Auto Washers with built-in Tumble
Dryer
Twin Tub Washers

guarantee

£20.95

WASHERS/DRYERS/DISH WASHERS
Auto Washers
£27.95

Tumble Dryers
Spin Dryers
Dishwashers

f37.95
£ 23.95
£16.95
£ 12.95
£27.95

REFRIGERATION
'Refrigerators

£13.95

•Fridge Freezers
«Deep Freezers

£17.95
£17.95

•All Refrigeration includes £ 200 food

This is the ideal purchasing
package, the best value for money
around with Comet's discount
prices, the widest range of
top-branded products, and afive
year guarantee that includes
parts and labour.
It's alow price to pay for
perfect product protection...

COOKERS

Just one single payment,
brings you peace of
mind for five years and perfect protection
against rising costs!
This Insured Scheme is underwritten by
The Prudential Assurance Co. Ltd.

insurance cover

Free Standing gas! electric)

£18.95

Built-in Ovens ( gas/electric)
Built-in Hobs ( gas/electric)

£15.95
£12.95

Microwave Ovens

£16.95

VACUUM CLEANERS
GAS FIRES

.

. f9.50
£ 9.95

The FIVE STAR OPTION is also available on Cooker
Hoods, Food Mixers & Processors, Fan Heaters,
Clock Radios, Transistor Radios, Cassette Players,
Radio Cassette Players and Stereo Radio Cassette
Players.
Major domestic appliances and Colour TV's
will normally be serviced in your home.

IT'S WORTH TAKING THE OPTION
4/83
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There's abranch
near you

DISCOUNT HI-FI AND VIDEO

All branches are open dailytothe public
Monday- Friday 9 a.m.-8 p.m. Saturday 9 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Scottish Branches also open Sun days 10 a.m.-5.00 p.m. ( with the exception of branches marked!)
SCOTLAND
Telephone
WAREHOUSES
ABERDEEN
0224 640434
DUNDEE
0382 28101
EDINBURGH
031-554 4454
GLASGOW
041 886 5731
GLASGOW
0698 815134
DISCOUNT SHOPS
AYR ..
0292 262284
§DUMFRIES
0387 63958
DUNFERMLINE
0383 735136
EDINBURGH
031.346 0191/2
FALKIRK
0324 34247
GLASGOW
041.334 4667
§GREENOCK
0475 20261
KILMARNOCK
0563 20126
KIRKCALDY
0592 268405
PERTH
0738 29117/8
SHAINFIELD ( Nr Rutherglen)... 041 647 5832
STIRLING
0786 2370
NORTHERN ENGLAND
WAREHOUSES
BIRKENHEAD
051.647 5555
BRADFORD
0274 45384
GRIMSBY
0472 59623
HUDDERSIELD
0484 40261
HULL
0482 46441
JARROW
0632 892211
LEEDS
0532 440551
LIVERPOOL
051.928 6688
MANCHESTER
061.682 6016
NEWCASTLE
0632 868811
ROCHDALE
0706 50606
SHEFFIELD
0742 341 721
SPEKE
051 494 9933
STOCRPORT
061.477 2000
STOCKTON
0642 612311
SUNDERLAND
0783 59993
WIGAN
0942 34741
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ASHTON UNDER LYNE
061-308 4225
BARNSLEY
0226 83358/9
BARROW-IN-FURNESS 0229 31520 01 31595
0254 57813
BLACKBURN
0204 387153/5
BOLTON

BRIOLINGTON
BURNLEY
CARLISLE
CHESTER
CHESTERFIELD
CREWE
OARLINGTON
DEWSBURY
DONCASTER
GOOLE
HALIFAX
HARROGATE
HORSFORTH
HULL
KEIGHLEY
LANCASTER
LEIGH
LIVERPOOL
MACCLESFIELD
MANCHESTER
MANCHESTER
PONTEFRACT
PRESTON
ROTHERHAM
SCARBOROUGH
SCUNTHORPE
SOUTHPORT
WAKEFIELD
WORKINGTON
YORK

HANLEY
0782 264495
KETTERING
0536 515191
KINGS LYNN
0553 62043/4
LEAMINGTON SPA
0926 39417
MANSFIELD
0623 35112
NEWCASTLE UNDER LYME .
0782 626435
NORTHAMPTON
0604 22151/2
NUNEATON
0203 387023
'PETERBOROUGH
0733 46633 or 46683
SHREWSBURY
0743 67629
TELFORD
0952 47261/2
WEST BROMWICH
021-553 1157/8
WOLVERHAMPTON
0902 21113/4
WORCESTER
0905 356805

0262 72050
0282 35214
0228 38441/2
0240 313724
0246 71390
0270 214328
0325 57361
0924 461203
0302 69520
0405 3449
0422 59434
0423 67312
0532 588679
0482 20681
0535 67021
0524 62904
0942 670711
051-708 7170
0625 610030
061-834 1861
061-998 1183 or 1657
0977 704249
0772 21900 cil 21909
0709 61901
0723 75537
0724 869615/6
0704 31813
0924 371499
0900 63476/7
0904 21654/5

MIDLANDS
WAREHOUSES
BIRMINGHAM
021-472 6181
BIRMINGHAM
021-706 0684
COVENTRY
0203 440151/440176
LEICESTER
0533 530236/7/8/9
LINCOLN
0522 37437/8
NORWICH
0603 411831
NOTTINGHAM/DERBY
0602 396116
WILLENHALL
0902 60411
WYLDE GREEN
021 382 8866
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BURTON- ON- TRENT
0283 45751/2
DUDLEY
0384 214511
GREAT YARMOUTH
0493 58828/9

•DISCOUNT PHOTOGRAPHIC DEPARTMENT NOW OPEN AT ALL BRANCHES

LONDON
WAREHOUSES
DAGENHAM
01.5955111
HACKBRIDGE ( Nu Croydon)
01-669 4321
HAYES ( Middlesex)
01-573 1841
NEASDEN
01-459 8877
POTTERS BAR
0707 43491
DISCOUNT SHOPS
BEXLEYHEATH
01.301 1881
BROMLEY
01-464 0430
CATFORD
01-690 8611/2
CHELSEA
01-352 4846
FINCHLEY
01.444 5150 or 5159
HOUNSLOW
01.572 5013 or 5023
KINGSTON
01-549 8799
PUTNEY
01-785 9891
WIMBLEDON
01 542 2201/2

r--

See your local Telephone Directory

SPECIAL
ANNOUNCEMENT
COMET'S LOW INTEREST TERMS - HIRE PURCHASE

£70 to £ 1,000 10% DEPOSIT
with up to 3YEARS TO PAY

0268 556299 or 556349
0234 46625/6
0202 293334/5
0223 312248
0227 56744
0206 41382
0323 766010
0303 59166/7
0483 38003/4
0494 444771/2
0473 215596/7
0582 414965 or 419888
0705 824666/7/8
0722 24562/3
0753 70535/6
0702 715151
0438 66545/6
0793 41606/7
0892 41477
0923 21311/2
030 57 74711
048 62 20026
0903 211161

WALES AND SOUTH WEST
WAREHOUSES
BRISTOL
CARDIFF
CARDIFF
CLEVEDON
EXETER
NEWPORT
PLYMOUTH
SWANSEA

SOUTH
WAREHOUSES
BRIGHTON .
EASTLEI6H
NEWHAVEN
OXFORD
READING
ROCHESTER
SOUTHAMPTON
DISCOUNT SHOPS
ALDERSHOT
AYLESBURY

0273 692421/4
0703 614722
07912 5081
0865 248232
0734 599911
0634 49171
0703 36944

0272 559841
0222 394016
0222 566138
0272 876041
0392 76435
0633 50431
0752 29501
0792 463332

DISCOUNT SHOPS
BATH
BRISTOL
CHELTENHAM
GLOUCESTER
HEREFORD
TAUNTON
TOROUAY
WREXHAM

0252 331142/3
0296 28771/2

0225 64302/3
0272 293395/6
0242 25786
0452 411233
0432 59259
0823 86116'
0803 211581/2
0978357115

MAIL ORDER

EXCEPT WHERE STARRED

For the address of your nearest COMET Branch

BASILDON
BEDFORD
BOURNEMOUTH
CAMBRIDGE
CANTERBURY
COLCHESTER
EASTBOURNE
FOLKESTONE
GUILDFORD
HIGH WYCOMBE
IPSWICH
LUTON
PORTSMOUTH
SALISBURY
SLOUGH
SOUTHEND
STEVENAGE
SWINDON
TUNBRIDGE WELLS
WATFORD
WEYMOUTH
WOKING
WORTHING

Send your requirements to the Comet Warehouse listed below, including the
appropriate delivery charge in ,your cheque or postal order, made payable to
"COMET". If buying on ACCESS, BARCLAYCARD or COMET CARD include
your card number and mark your order - ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD/COMET
CARD".
Securicor Delivery. All stock items will be delivered by Securicor ( mainland
U.K.
Please add £ 5.25 to your order for this service.
All goods are fully insured against loss or damage whilst in transit.

only).

Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 70p, Styli 55p, Headphones £ 1.60,
Microphones £1.30.
Blank tapes — per order, irrespective of quantity. Spool tapes 80p, Cassettes
55p, Video tapes 80p.
MAIL OR DER FORM:

To Comet Discount Warehouses,

78, Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF

Qty.

by equal monthly instalments
FLAT RATE 14% A.P.R. 27.3%

Manufacturer

Description

Model

Comet
Discount Price

£1,000 and Over 10% DEPOSIT
with up to 5YEARS TO PAY
by equal monthly instalments.
FLAT RATE 12 1/
20
/o A.P.R. 23.2%

Securicor Delivery

INSTANT CREDIT UP TO £360 WITH NO DEPOSIT

P+ Po
Ienclose my cheaue/Dostal order for TOTAL f

You may apply at any Comet branch to open aBudget Account. Ask for written details
Interest of 1.75% of the balance outstandmg will bechargedtoyour accounteachmonth.

made payable to Comet or debit my

A.P.R. 23.1% ( Bankers Order repayment)

ACCESS* .D / BARCLAYCARD ° D / COMET CREDIT CARD•D

CometRadowmonSeneltesUd

COIIIIf

GetwooHowx0wmge.:”..,

)tick appropriate box) CARD No.

Order by Mail or Telephone Leeds 0532

Name

440551. using ACCESS. BARCLAYCARD
or COMET CARO, or simply phone

Address

your nearest Comet branch and pay
the driver on delivery
All prices quoted in Comers Advertisements are correct at time of going to press

L

Signature
HRN

All prices includeV.AT.at15%.
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This is no ordinary hi-fi magazine.
Its definitely not the sort of quiet reading you buy to
keep the peace with the people next door.
For astart, they'd be stunned by the sheer volume of
coverage we give to everything from personal stereos to
radio stations.
And more than alittle shocked by the frank but
authoritative way we assess what's good in stereo and
music and what's just plain old fashioned hype.
But most of all, they'd be well and truly amazed by our
steadfast refusal to discuss anything that isn't of interest to
our readers.
Revolutionary stuff eh? lust wait until you see the
first issue.
First issue out March I
Ith
For astart, we've an article on what happens when a
record and ablank tape get together in the privacy of your
own home ( home taping is illegal so we can't mention in.
Then there's the first Supertest, where we put three
budget micro systems on theline and tell you in no uncertain
terms what's right and what's wrong with each of them.
144

There's areview of new products and achance for
you to ignore everyone else's opinions and tell other
readers how your own equipment really performs
Our 15 page music section looks at the equipment
the stars use at home, talks about the music of Asia, Mari
Wilson and others and tells you where to catch the bands
on tour in April.
Plus afree competition to win alibrary of 8music
videos worth over £200. And lots more.
Free blank tape •
To make the shock of parting with your 75p for anew
magazine alittle easier to bear, we're giving away afree
blank tape with every copy.
The first issue of Stereo- The Magazine is out on
March llth, then every month on the 2nd Friday
But be careful where you read it. We'd hate it to upset
your neighbours.

SilS
mmu
i uLIEg
Keeps
-- — your ears to the ground_
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686-2599 CLASSIFIED 686-2599
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid.
The rate is 25p per word ( private), minimum £ 5.50 Box Nos. £2.50 extra.
Trade rates 30p per word, minimum £7.50.
Copy and remittance for advertisements in MAY issue must reach these offices by 14 March addressed to:
The Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR2 2TA.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, HiFi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon
CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an
intention to discriminate on
grounds of sex (e.g. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless
(1) the job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or ( 2) it in abusiness employing less than six persons or
(3) it is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
•
A statement Must be made at the time the advertisement is placedsaying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

FOR SALE Private
REVOX All Late model. High speed ( 71/2/15)
half track with Dolby. Swiss spindle. This
recorder is virtually unused having only
recorded ten spools of tape in its life. Price
with those tapes £ 500 0.V.N.O. G. K. Thompson 0482 882495 ( office) 868598 ( home). ( D)
HI- Fl CLEAROUT offers considered. Thorenes
TD 125/SME III/V151V in SME plinth system
£140. Transcriptors Hydraulic Reference unused since new no arm £ 130. Pair JR 149's six
months use £95. DBX 124 4- channel noise
reduction unit £ 145. Shure V15 Ill with spare
stylus £30. Pioneer TX9500 tuner £ 95. G. K.
Thompson 0482 882495 ( office) 868598
(home). ( D)
QUAD 22, Two amplifiers, Stereo FM and A/M
Tuners. Garrard 301 ( Grey) Decca ffss P/UP,
two bronze E.S.L.'S Opti nice RT7100 cassette
deck, Akai graphic equaliser. Period Sheraton
Mahogany cabinet unmarked all working
£700. 021705 5225. ( D)
ELITE PREAMP £130. Beyer M260 microphones, 2 at £40 each or £75 pair. 6 in put
microphone mixer, unbuilt kit £ 50 ono
Domestic version of Keith Monks record
cleaner £ 150. Phone 01-821 0984 evenings.
(D)
KEF R105-2 loudspeakers with Full and Half
Grille Assembly. Cost £ 895 offers around
£450. Telephone 01-579 6973. ( D)
ITTOK Silver - to full current specification.
Immaculate £ 170 ono. Chris Breunig. G1-586
2898. ( D)
THORENS T.D. 150 A.B. Turntable with Shure
M95EJ Spare headshell and M55E Cartridge.
AMSTRAD AM/FM Tuner Model 3000 Mark 2,
little used. Offers invited for above. Phone Mr
Griffiths, Leominster 4988 ( 0568). ( D)
QUAD II amp, 22 control unit, F.M. Tuner
(mono), Thorens TD124 Deck ( all may require
attention) SME Series II 3012 arm and shell,
SME Model 2000 Plinth System. Any offers.
Leeds ( 0532) 695830 evenings. ( D)

REGA PLANAR 3, Dynavector 20A II, spare
belt two ADC Headshells £ 130. Phone 0634
363374. ( D)
PARTLY COMPLETED 75 watt stereo amplifier as featured by J. Linsley Hood in Hi Fi
News 1972/73. Chassis, most components,
other electronics accessories and spares.
Suitable for enthusiast £ 50 ono. Armstrong
624 FM Tuner in rosewood cabinet. Little
used. Instructions £40 ono. Dorset. Box No.
0700. ( D)
LEAK VALVE EQUIPMENT, Point One Stereo
pre- amp, Stereo 20 power amp, Troughline
mono, tuner Decca ffss pickup. Preamp needs
attraction. Buyer collects Norfolk. Offers?
Telephone Hempnall 525. ( D)
QUAD 33, 303, FM3 £195. Technics SU 8022
Amplifier £ 40. Telephone Scarborough
(0723) 70805 evenings. ( D)
QUAD SPEAKERS BRONZE, regularly serviced plus Quad 303 amplifier all in mint
condition £ 300, could deliver. Phone Thanet
(0843) 67022. ( D)
QUAD 44/405, £350. FM3 £75. Spendor BC1's
£200. Rega 3+ Shure V15/4 £ 100, SME 3009/3
£75. Aiwa AD3500K £75. Beyer DT550 £20.
Akai 4000DB £ 50. Phone Chester- Le- Street
(0385) 886094. ( D)
MERIDIAN 101B pre- amp recently factory
modified to ' B' Format Ex. cond. £ 175. No
offers. 061 431 4984. After 6pm. ( D)
CONNOISEUR BID1 Turntable ( P&C), Mayware Formula IV arm and ADC VLM Ill
Cartridge £ 65 ono. Might separate. Preston
748703 ( Lancs).
LEAK STEREO 60. Recent overhaul, new
valves, varislope II pre- amp, Stereofetic tuner
£160. DBX 119 very little use £80. Norton
(095271) 697. ( D)
PAIR SPENDOR Speakers BC3 as new selling
price £ 850, asking £ 550 ono. 654 2852 evenings only. ( D)
ARC 101 speakers, active or passive. New
Condition, exceilent sound £ 180. Rega R100
cartridge £ 15.00 Rogers Ravensbourne
Amplifier £ 25. Telephone 0202 876654. ( D)
SUGDEN 100 Watt Amplifier ic51 to P51
power amps £ 150. 0803 522188. ( D)

ALL IMMACULATE. Quad 33 £ 65. Quad FM3
£60. Musical Fidelity The Preamp £ 190.
Thorens TD, 160B Mark II £70. Technics
M228X Cassette Deck £75. ( Two). Simpson
01-452 5162. ( D)

QUAD ESL 63's brand new in manufacturers
sealed boxes, going abroad. Also used Quad
44/305, Spendor BC1's. 01-668 0066. ( D)

UHER semi-professional tape recorder,
stereo / mono half track, 14 months old.
Interchangeable head block, 4 heads ( including Pilotton), 4speeds, inbuilt monitor speakers. Telephone 0533 706006. ( D)

FAMOUS COMPOSER T-shirts, S.A.E for
details to L. Spooner, 16 Wimbledon St, St.
James, Northampton. NN55EW. Phone 0604
585649. ( D)

LINN Sondek LP12, Nirvana'ed but not
Vallahall'ed, good condition, £ 225 ono.
Reason for sale - buying Compact Disc
Player (?). Trio 8050 120 watt receiver - high
speed amp, pulse counter tuner - £225 ono.
Meridian 101B preamp ( new version) £ 160.
Inkel b&w TV, £40. Tel: 0444 892569 evenings. ( D)

FOR SALE-Trade
COMPACT DISCS. Complete Decca, DGG,
Philips, Polydor range, popular & Classical
stocked £ 10 each. Post free. Leaflet FOC.
Access. Europadisc, King Street, Sudbury,
Suffolk. ( D)

EX Laboratory item for sale; Technique SP10
Mark ll deck in obsidian base ( no lid or feet).
Complete with power unit. Price £425. SME
Limited, Steyning, Sussex, BN4 3GY. ( D)

CARTRIDGES, styli, arms - wide choice, low
prices, expert advice. Export a speciality.
Access / VISA. Importers of Walco cartridges
and parabolic styli - the best value in the
world. Price list SAE or telephone ( evenings).
Christchurch Cartridges, ' The Old Forge'
Tedburn St Mary, Exeter, Devokn, EX6 6EH.
Tel. 06476 302. ( F)

DECCA London Fans- you must get the new
GB mounting body ( cures resonance problems) which is precision machined from a
solid block of aluminium. As an upgrade it is
worth 5times the asking price of £22. Money
back if not delighted. The Parabolic Stylus Co,
16 The Terrace, Torquay. ( 0803126791. State
which arm you use. ( D)

AUTHORIZED SERVICE

ii

Accurate, fast & VERY professional
service on all Pioneer products, by
specialists engineers working to original manufacturer's specifications.
SEND for data on our complete range of
technical service facilities.
AUDIO LABORATORIES ( LEEDS)
3Kildare Terrace,
LEEDS LS121DB
Tel: ( 0532) 440378
145
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FOR SALE - Trade

SERVICES

DECCA LONDON FANS — you must get the
new GB mounting body ( cures resonance
problems) which is precision machined from
asolid block of aluminium. As an upgrade it is
worth 5times the asking price of £22. Money
back if not delighted. The Parabolic Stylus Co,
16 The Terrace, Torquay. (0803) 26791. State
which arm you use. ( D)
AMERICAN HiFi at Best USA Prices. Tax Free.
New* / Used All Brands High End & Vacuum
Tubed McIntosh / Hafler* PS Audio* Acoustat* Old Maraetz Krell* DBX* Carver / A.
Research / SOTA* MET- 7* Grado Export /
Import: Europe / Yugoslavia / Scan / Africa Q
Audio 95 Vassar Cambridge Mass USA 02139
Catalog $5Airmail. Save $ Tel. 617547 2727.
(X)

RECORD CLEANING
'IN THE GROOVE' Offers an efficient service
removing all deep debris and enhancing
sound using Monks Machine. Phone Leeds
664523. ( D)

PERSONAL

spendor
BARNARD ELECTRONICS, LONDON SERVICE AGENT
FOR ALL SPENDOR PRODUCTS.
Specially calibrated and selected drive units stocked to
overhaul Spendor loudspeakers to the original
manufactu rer's specification.
BARNARD ELECTRONICS, 82 PENTIRE ROAD,
LONDON E17
TEL: 01-531 8705

Disc Cutting. Master and demos. Pressings
Cassettes, mobile recording studio. Free
brochure. TAM Studio. 13a Hamilton Way,
London N3. Tel: 01-346003. ( X)

Audio Repairs by Electronics Engineer, 35
years' experience. Extensive facilities enabling High Standards with Official Approval
from QUAD, RANK, LEAK, SANSUI, and
elsewhere QUALITY VALVED EQUIPMENT.
Restored close to design wherever possible. 7
days personal service. Location: Woodford
Essex. Tel: 01-504 5467. ( X)

BERLIOZ SOCIETY. Founded thirty years ago,
this Society provides a meeting ground for
people who love the music of Hector Berlioz
and are interested in the highways and•
byways of his life and work. Monthly meetings in London, quarterly Bulletin. Send s.a.e.
for details to: Hon Secretary, 2nd Floor Flat.
115 Harley Street, London WI. ( X)

WANTED
GARRAD 301 & 401 Turntables. Early Quad

Valve Amplifiers & other early Hi Fi Equip-

ment Vintage Wireless Co., 64 Broad Street,
Staple Hill, Bristol. Telephone 0272 565472.
(D)

TANNOY MONITOR GOLD, Silver, Red, Garrard 201, 310, 401, 403. Thorens TD- 124,
Westrex ( London) Amps, Drivers, Speakers,
Horns, Etc. Tel: 213/576-2642 David Yo PO
Box 832 Monterey Park, Ca. 91754 USA. ( G)
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WITH LOVE
eTDIC

The great name in tape cassettes.

'1 ,
1)K 'Ewe Distributor ( UK) Ltd., Pembroke House, Wellesley Road, Croydon CRO 9XW.
Eire: Peat's Wholesale Ltd., Chapel Lane, Parnell Street, Dublin 1.

NOBODY WAS EVE
SORRY FO
BUYING THE BES

Years ago Mission put forward ideas and products which have
influenced this industry ever since. We suggested good measurements
weren't enough. We said to design for low coloration wasn't enough.
We insisted two-way speakers were inherently superior We argued that
loudspeakers had to reproduce the emotions and dynamics of live m
We claimed that good dynamic range needed higher sensitivity and pow
handling. We said our speakers had to be " hot wired' The unique combi
ation of our own ideas with proven classical theories — accurate stereo
imaging, smooth frequency response, low distortions, etc. — gave birth
to ageneration of products that made Mission an industry leader.
Our courageous work with new materials influenced designers all over t
world. 4 years ago the Mission 770 took the industry by storm and the
competition has tried to out- perform it ever since. Our " upside down" 7
offered an entirely new standard of performance for inexpensive system
In 1983 we advance once again. The new Baby 70 offers the real
music lover an affordable high performamce system, utilising carbon
fibre cone technology, dome tweeter and sophisticated filter network. It i
designed to complement good quality eq..iipment without being the limiti
factor — the better your equipment the better the 70 will sound.
The 700S is asubstantially refined and i
m prove d deve l
opment o fMi ss i
o
'legendary 700 — and that says it all! ' nthe 737 you have the result of
5 years of painstaking research in polypropylene technology originally
developed for the 770. This medium priced loudspeaker now out-perfor
the 770, which in turn made it necessary to develop the brand new 770
Broadcast Monitor. The 770S outclasses its competition regardless of siz
or price, both in terms of measurement aid music. As for the 780, this -i
the ultimate expression of what Mission stands for and is the embodime
of all our experience and knowledge.
Don't take anything for granted. Don't go by hearsay or even by whà
the reviewers say. Listen for yourself and ¡ou will know...

rTiissin

Write to: Mission Electronics. Stonehill. Huntingdon, England. Phone: (0480) 57477 Teletr_34V3
- .

